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Abstract

This thesis explores the role of metaphor in the construction of early modern

English national identity in the dramatic writing of Shakespeare and his

contemporaries. The metaphorical associations of character names and their

imagined native or foreign stage settings helped model to English audiences and

readers not only their own national community, but also ways in which the

representation of collective ‘Englishness’ might involve self-estrangement.

The main body of the thesis comprises three case studies: Cleopatra, Kent and

Christendom. These topographies -- personal, local and regional -- illustrate how

metaphorical complexes shifted against both an evolving body of literary texts and

under pressure from changing historical contexts, variously defining individual

selves against the collective political nation. Each section explores inter-textual

connections between theatrical metaphors and contemporary English non-dramatic

texts, placing these within a wider European context, and ends by discussing a

relevant play by Shakespeare (Antony and Cleopatra, King Lear and Cymbeline

respectively).

The first case study examines ways in which Cleopatra was used as a

metaphor to define individual against collective identity. I shall suggest that such

Oriental self-alienation might be seen as enabling; Cleopatran identities allow

English writers, readers and audiences to imagine aesthetic alternatives to public

identities. The second case study looks at the idea of Kent as an emblematic identity

that both preserved local peculiarity while providing a metaphor for collective

English identity. Writers use Kentish ambiguity to explore discontinuities and

uncertainties within the emerging political nation. The third case study examines the

idea of Christendom, used as an imaginary geography to bridge the gap between

individual and political identities. I suggest that attempts to map Christendom to

literal territorial coordinates might be resisted in ways that produced, again,

alternative, non-national literary identities.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: Prologue to Henry V, from Shakespeare’s First Folio.
Image published with permission of ProQuest. Further reproduction is prohibited without permission.

1 ‘Ciphers to this great accompt’: Placing the Subject

Can this Cock-Pit hold
The vastie fields of France? Or may we cramme
Within this Woodden O, the very Casques
That did affright the Ayre at Agincourt?
O pardon: since a crooked Figure may
Attest in little place a Million;
And let us, Cyphers to this great Accompt,
On your imaginarie Forces worke.
(Shakespeare, Prologue to Henry V, TLN 11-18)
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The Prologue to Shakespeare’s Henry V famously lays bare the differences in

scale between the theatrical stage, the historical theatre of the world, and the

cosmographical perspective of epic.1 Indulge me, he says; let these figures, this

space, this period of time, become in your minds metaphorically enlarged. The stage

and the actors, unlike ‘warlike Harry’ (line 4), are summarising, microcosmic signs

expressing the macrocosmic clash between ‘two mighty monarchs’ (line 20).

Carried aloft on the fancies of the audience, historical Harry may likewise be scaled

up, becoming most ‘like himself’ not merely as the flesh-and-blood late-medieval

king of a small country on the periphery of Europe, but apotheosised to the ‘Port of

Mars’, where from a planetary sphere he looks down upon the interlocking spheres,

theatrical within historical, of unfolding action. The metaphorical exertions

Shakespeare demands from his Elizabethan and Jacobean spectators are immensely

flattering: their own history becomes heroic, and they themselves creative agents in

the generation of this spectacle (‘for ’tis your thoughts that now must deck our

Kings’, line 29). In the amphitheatre (for Elizabethan commercial playhouses were

designed in the round), the audience sit as an outer sphere, analogous to Gods,

placing the stage action within their collective generative ambit. By playing their

parts as constituent agents in the metaphorical vehicle -- implicitly, here, their

thoughts becoming the winged horses that will carry the figure aloft -- they become

conscious of themselves as citizens of a political nation.

1 John Gillies, ‘The Scene of Cartography in King Lear’, in Literature, Mapping and the Politics of
Space in Early Modern Britain, ed. by Andrew Gordon and Bernhard Klein (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2001), pp.118-19. Also Richmond Barbour, ‘Britain and the Great Beyond’, in
Playing the Globe: Genre and Geography in English Renaissance Drama, ed. by John Gillies and
Virginia Mason Vaughan (London: Associated University Presses, 1998), p.139.
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This thesis is about the exploration of early modern English national identity

through the theatrical spaces described by the dramatic writing of Shakespeare and

his contemporaries: staged bodies, and their imagined native, or foreign,

geographies. I shall explore how political identities are negotiated using a complex

and interpenetrated matrix of ideas of ‘foreign’ and ‘native’, arguing that ‘Otherness’

in this period was often far from cleanly differentiated from self-identity, but instead

expressed discontinuities between aspirational and experiential models of identity.

In simple terms, where people wished to be placed in the English political nation

often felt very different from how they found themselves placed. I shall argue that

the binary separation between self (‘native’) and other (‘foreign’) was fragile and

extremely unstable, particularly prone to collapse under the pressure of conflicts

within native political discourse.

In the Prologue to Henry V, the unassailable integrity of the home side and

the foreign enemy is hyperbolically over-determined; the identities of two warring

nations assume metonymic singularity with the figures of their kings, further

transformed into the iconic geography of the facing white cliffs at Dover and Calais:

… two mightie Monarchies,
Whose high, up-reared, and abutting Fronts,
The perillous narrow Ocean parts asunder (TLN 20-22).

Yet, as the unfolding play will go on to demonstrate, both nations, but especially the

English side, will present a complicated patchwork of competing political interests:

scheming prelates, nobles for and against the king, soldiers drawn from all corners of

the king’s realm who speak in a variety of regional accents and dialects. Henry V’s

epic achievement is to make a coherent whole from this unpromising assortment of

individuals. With his absence, as the Epilogue laments, the monarchy’s capacity to
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act as heroic metaphor collapses and ‘so many had the managing, / That they lost

France, and made his England bleed’ (TLN 3379). In other plays discussed in this

thesis, the discontinuities between individual and collective selves are even more

open and raw: so much so that self-identity may be experienced as exotically ‘Other’

in relation to oppositional articulations of collective political identity.

My approach relies on four parameters. Firstly, I shall accept Philip Sidney’s

axiom that the aim of poetry is ‘to speak metaphorically … with this end, to teach

and delight.’2 Metaphor in early modern rhetoric is not static but transformative: as

Paul Ricoeur argues, ‘metaphor is the rhetorical process by which discourse

unleashes the power that certain fictions have to redescribe reality.’3 The modern

historian, Markku Peltonen, posits that rhetorical performance was central to the

performance of active citizenship.4 For the Elizabethan rhetorician George

Puttenham, speaking metaphorically was an important political weapon. Rhetorical

performance may, however, require momentary self-estrangement. Puttenham, for

example, understood that political persuasion relied on tact and decorum. But as he

explains, political speech requires us to leave behind open, natural modes of

discourse: the ‘profession of a very Courtier, which is in plaine termes, cunningly to

be able to dissemble.’5 Political speech becomes a cipher behind which opinion, and

possible variant opinion, may be inferred: a puzzling code, rather than, as in the

Henry V Prologue (line 17), a clear sign.

2 Philip Sidney, A Defence of Poetry, ed. by Jan van Dorsten (1966; rpt. Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1984), p.25.
3 Paul Ricoeur, The Rule of Metaphor, trans. by Robert Czerny (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1977), p.7. First published as La Metaphore vive Paril, (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1975).
4 Markku Peltonen, ‘Rhetoric and Citizenship in the Monarchical Republic of Queen Elizabeth I’, in
The Monarchical Republic of Early Modern England, ed. by John F. McDiarmid (Aldershot: Ashgate,
2007), pp.170-198.
5 George Puttenham, The Art of English Poesie (London: Richard Field, 1589), Bk. 3 Chapter 25,
sig.Kkiiiv, p.250.
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Puttenham describes metaphor as ‘the figure of transporte’, and puts it first in

his list of figures which ‘alter and affect the minde by alteration of sense.’6

Metaphor may operate by developing attributes which are perceived ‘naturally’ (or,

decorously) to inhere in the subject under examination; but, more usually, metaphor

operates ‘for want of an apter and more naturall word’; working by analogy (‘not

altogether so naturall, but of much affinitie’) or by emphatic over-extension (‘to

enforce a sence and make the word more significatiue’).7 Literary language, like

political persuasion, operates at one remove from reality, interacting with the

imagination, building upon and extending the mimetic base. Language, as Ricoeur

points out, does not so much literally ‘represent’ reality, but rather ‘interprets’ the

world, and in doing so, may transform our understanding of it in ways which alter

our subsequent thoughts and actions.8 Metaphorical speech articulates the tension

between the proximate (the already-understood) and the exotic (the newly-

apprehended).

The collective recognition of native identity relies on a consensual agreement

that certain attributes should form a ‘natural’ core. Keywords such as honour and

faith functioned charismatically in early modern literature as the ideological common

terms on which debates about social engagement should be predicated.9 But as

Puttenham intuitively grasped when he described metaphor as substitution for more

‘natural’ terms, attempts to describe these core native characteristics figuratively

serves also to make them strange or exotic: ‘all your figures Poeticall or Rhethoricall

6 George Puttenham, The Arte of English Poesie, Book 3 Chapter 16, sig.Viiiiv, p.148.
7 George Puttenham, The Arte of English Poesie, Book 3 Chapter 16, sig.Xir-v, pp.149-50.
8 Ricoeur, The Rule of Metaphor, p.195, p.229, p.237. Also Terence Hawkes, Metaphor (London:
Methuen, 1972), p.4, who points out metaphorical hermeneutics are very specific to historical contexts
of time and place.
9 Raymond Williams, Culture and Society 1780-1950 (1958; rpt. Harmondsworth, Penguin, 1963),
p.13.
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are but observations of strange speeches.’10 Applied to the construction of early

modern social identities, this creates a paradoxical dynamic: the process of

‘becoming’ native involves metaphorical translation, estrangement. The active

alignment of self- and social-identity has, perhaps, a strong aspirational element that

inevitably tends to distort and alienate: Clifford Geertz refers to the acquisition of

cultural symbolic systems as ‘man’s self-finishing’; Homi Bhabha speaks more

strongly of ‘narcissicism’ and the projection of a social identity from ‘ever-

diminishing fragments of itself.’11 In the literature of early modern England, we find

this literally imagined as a voyage out: Harry, in Shakespeare’s Henry V, becomes

most ‘like himself’ not on English, but on French soil.

It has to be acknowledged that some of the ‘natural’ keywords used to

describe collective, national identity in this period are fraught with ambiguity, as

these definitions extracted from contemporary dictionaries demonstrate:

Nātío, ónis, f. g., verb, a Nascor. A nation, a countrie, a people hauing their
beginning in the countrie where they dwell: also a sort or companie, a
people. (Thomas Thomas, 1587).12

Natione: a nation, a countrie, a people hauing their beginning in the cuntrie
where they dwell. (John Florio, 1598).13

Patria: a mans owne countrey, or naturall soyle where he was borne, the
citie, village, or towne wherein any man is born: taken sometimes for a whole
region or countrie. (John Florio, 1598).14

10 Puttenham, The Arte of English Poesie, sig.Kkiiir, p.149.
11 Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures (1973; New York: Basic Books, 2000), p.49. Homi
Bhabha, ‘DessemiNation: Time, Narrative, and the Margins of the Modern Nation’, in Nation and
Narration (London: Routledge, 1990), pp.291-322, p.301.
12 Thomas Thomas, Dictionarium Linguae Latinae et Anglicanae (London: Richard Boyle, 1587), sig.
Ppijr.
13 John Florio, A World of Wordes, or Most Copious, and Exact Dictionarie in Italian and English,
(London: Arnold Hatfield for Edw. Blount, 1598), sig. v5r.
14 Florio, A World of Wordes, sig.y5r .
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Thomas’s definition of ‘nation’ is adopted by Florio, who naturalises an originally

Latin concept to an English native application. The borders are, however,

multivalent, vague and shifting; there is a sense of origin (‘having their beginning’),

but not of final destination. The geographical extent of ‘patria’ is similarly unclear; a

locality, a country, or a region? Phil Withington points out in The Politics of

Commonwealth that the word ‘place’ has at least two different meanings in the early

modern period, one location specific, and one suggesting social position or

appointment.15 Discourses exploring where the borders of social identity might lie

were not operating in virgin territory, but in conceptual landscapes already colonised

by literary and political rhetoric.16 The terms encountered did not form a singular,

coherent body of knowledge, but their very lack of coherence, together with the

rhetorical conventions of play that had grown up around them, encouraged further

exploration.

My second key parameter is mode: my principle focus will be dramatic texts,

using non-dramatic texts to illustrate how drama operated within wider discursive

contexts. The early modern English stage was not a realistic stage, yet precisely

because it required such strenuous interpretative acts from its colluding audiences, it

provided a metaphorical vehicle for late Elizabethan and Jacobean audiences to

explore who they were, imagining themselves as political players in a larger, national

arena. This has become a critical commonplace: at a period in history when ‘a nation

15 Phil Withington, The Politics of Commonwealth: Citizens and Freemen in Early Modern England
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), pp.87-9.
16 John Gillies, Shakespeare and the Geography of Difference (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1994), investigates how Renaissance writers inherited classical geographies which, even when
disproved by early modern discoveries, complicated imaginative world-views, p.4.
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was taking on new form’, ‘plays help to mould the emerging national consciousness

and are in turn moulded by it.’17

The dynamics of theatrical self-fashioning have been central to historicist

readings of Renaissance drama since Stephen Greenblatt’s seminal work,

Renaissance Self-Fashioning: from More to Shakespeare, and the key players

variously identified and carefully positioned on the list of credits.18 Richard

Helgerson emphasises the role of playwrights, symptomatic of a generation of

Elizabethan writers benefiting from a new kind of aspirational, humanist education,

whose careerism led them to write their professional identities large on a national

canvas, simultaneously reflecting an image of gestalt national identity back to

readers and audiences.19 Steven Mullaney, drawing on Michael Foucault’s idea of

‘symbolic topology’ and Mikhail Bakhtin’s theory that carnival serves to unleash

transgressive social energies, argues that the conditions and ‘liminal’ locations of the

Elizabethan public theatres provided the material conditions in which audiences and

players might engage in a ‘rehearsal of cultures … a period of free-play during which

alternatives can be staged.’20

17 Katherine Worth, reviewing ‘Philip Edwards: Threshold of a Nation: A Study in English and Irish
Drama’, TLS (February 29 1980), 242.
18 Stephen Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning: from More to Shakespeare (Chicago, IL:
University of Chicago Press, 1980). See also Andrew Hadfield, Literature, Politics and National
Identity: Reformation to Renaissance (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994).
19 Richard Helgerson, Forms of Nationhood: The Elizabethan Writing of England (Chicago, IL: The
University of Chicago Press, 1992). Also The Elizabethan Prodigals (Berkeley, CA: University of
California Press, 1976). Antony Grafton and Lisa Jardine are more sceptical about the social utility of
humanist education, seeing it as serving the Tudor state with a reliable feedstock of competent and
compliant administrators: From Humanism to the Humanities: Education and the Liberal Arts in
Fifteenth- and Sixteenth-Century Europe (Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University Press, 1986).
20 Steven Mullaney, The Place of the Stage: License, Play, and Power in Renaissance England
(Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1988), p.69.
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Early historicist readings promoted Greenblatt’s thesis that early modern

literature simultaneously described and limited -- ‘contained’ -- political identities.21

I shall, however, argue that the hermeneutic parameters that conditioned reactions to

the early modern theatre were sufficiently open-ended to have allowed also, over

time, for transformation and change. Hermeneutics is not the decoding of a static

system, but the observation of a dynamic process that develops over time. Since

Greenblatt wrote in 1980, historicism has become ever more fine-tuned to literature’s

capacity for reflecting cultural anxiety and uncertainty. Even in the 1980s, critics

questioned New Historicism’s implicit conservatism, and wondered how to account

for the evident dynamics of historical change over time. Leah Marcus wrote in

Puzzling Shakespeare that ‘plays were caught up in a whirl of intense if nebulous

topical speculation in which meaning was multiple, radically unfixed, but also

capable of settling into temporary fixity as a result of interpretation.’22 In the last

decade, critics have made increasing use of Pierre Bourdieu’s description of culture,

society and its discourses, as a dynamic ‘field’, an ‘economy of symbolic capital’ in

which individuals and groups compete for control of the terms of debate: ‘in any

field, agents occupying the diverse available positions (or, in some cases, creating

new positions) engage in competition for control of the interests or resources which

are specific to the field in question.’23

The rhetoric of imagined Renaissance spaces has also proved to be a

productive area of enquiry in this respect. Recent writing on literary representations

21 Stephen Greenblatt, ‘“Invisible Bullets”: Renaissance Authority and Its Subversion, Henry IV and
Henry V’ in Political Shakespeare: New Essays in Cultural Materialism, ed. by Jonathan Dollimore
and Alan Sinfield (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1985), pp. 18-47.
22 Leah S. Marcus, Puzzling Shakespeare: Local Reading and its Discontents (Berkeley, CA:
University of California Press, 1988), p.28.
23 Pierre Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production: Essays on Art and Literature, ed. by R. Johnson
(Cambridge: Polity Press & Oxford: Blackwell, 1993), p.6.
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of imaginary spaces has found that geographical representation may create a dynamic

arena in which competing ideas may negotiate representative norms. Changes in

cartographical representation in this period transformed how space might be

imagined, allowing for sudden vertiginous changes of perspective such as that

invoked by the soaring Muse in the Prologue to Henry V.24 Andrew Gordon and

Bernard Klein, in their introduction to Literature, Mapping and the Politics of Space

in Early Modern Britain, see maps, and analogously, cartographical writing, as

‘instrumentalising’ space for a wide variety of purposes: one enclosure serves many

ends.25 As cartographic representation became more sensitive to variations of scale

and perspective, so metaphorical representations of geographical space might

accommodate multiple perspectives.

Plays are much more radically multi-vocal than maps. Plays, I would

suggest, provide a sensitive discursive model for the processes through which social

identities are generated. At the very least, dramatic writing assumes an actor and an

audience: already, two different human perspectives on the same unfolding spectacle.

Theories of social identity and the speech acts implicated in the construction of social

identities have placed more and more emphasis on what Dennis Tedlock and Bruce

Mannheim called in 1955 ‘the dialogic emergence of culture’, taking their cue from

Mikhail Bakhtin’s thesis that at the most basic level of hermeneutics, all utterance is

‘polyphemy’ -- a play of voices.26 The identity of ‘self’ is a term meaningless in

isolation, but rather one realised and developed through social interactions; this is

24 Richard Helgerson, Forms of Nationhood, undertook a preliminary survey of this field in his
chapters on chorography and the impact of Ortelius’s atlas.
25 Andrew Gordon and Bernhard Klein (eds), Literature, Mapping and the Politics of Space in Early
Modern Britain, p.2, p.4. See also Bernhard Klein, Maps and the Writing of Space in Early Modern
England and Ireland (Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2001).
26 Mikhail Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination trans. by C. Emerson and M. Holquist (Austin, TX:
University of Texas Press, 1981).
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particularly the case when the identity in question is collective and not individual.

Dialogue is the fundamental speech mode that generates meaningful social identities:

‘monologue is a social pathology.’27 R. P. McDermott and Henry Taylor argue that

social culture emerges from ‘playing together’, agreeing on a shared frame of

reference while simultaneously negotiating over what these common terms might

mean.28

Using the world of the theatre as a metaphor for the res publica was in the

early modern period, as it is today, a commonplace: ‘a Kingdome for a Stage’

(Prologue, Henry V, TLN 3). The analogical relationship between the theatre and

public life was perhaps even more evident in the early modern period; indeed,

records of courtly entertainments, especially of pageants celebrating royal entrances,

provide strong evidence that English subjects self-consciously colluded with the

projection of the government as spectacle.29 The early modern stage was also used in

less politically hegemonic contexts as an experimental space to explore a variety of

political positions and possibilities. This practice can be seen from the beginning of

Elizabeth’s reign, when Gorboduc was staged at the Inns of Court as a dramatic

meditation on the issues surrounding the queen’s marriage options and questions of

royal succession.30 Greg Walker argues that from the 1570s, play-scripts of works

27 Bruce Mannheim and Dennis Tedlock (eds), The Dialogic Emergence of Culture, (Chicago, IL:
University of Illinois Press, 1955), p.1.
28 R. P. McDermott and Henry Taylor, ‘On the Necessity of Collusion in Conversation’, in The
Dialogic Emergence of Culture, ed. by Tedlock and Mannheim, pp.218-36.
29 Clifford Geertz, Negara: The Theater State in Nineetenth-Century Bali (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 1980) especially chapter 4, “Spectacle and Ceremony”, pp.98-120; and Clifford
Geertz, Local Knowledge: Further Essays in Interpretive Anthropology, (1983; London: Fontana
Press, 1993), p.124. Also Richard Dutton (ed.), Jacobean Civic Pageants (Keele: Keele University
Press, 1995), p.7.
30 Marie Axton, The Queen’s Two Bodies: Drama and the Elizabethan Succession (London: Royal
Historical Society, 1977), chapter 1. Also Norman Jones and Paul Whitfield White, ‘Gorboduc and
Royal Marriage Politics: An Elizabethan Playgoer’s Report of the Premiere Performance’, ELR 26
(1996), pp.3-17. Gorboduc was, it should be noted, Philip Sidney’s favourite English play -- see the
Defence of Poetry, p.65.
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originally intended for theatrical performance were being printed for readers

interested in the political ideas they embodied.31 Arguing as I do that identity

construction is intensely dialogic, it would seem obvious to look to dramatic writing

as a representative discursive body of evidence, particularly as the building of

commercial playhouses in London from the 1570s broadened the potential discursive

participants to non-literate and non-elite social layers.

The Prologue does not appear in the early quarto editions of Henry V: we

have, therefore, no textual evidence that it formed part of the earliest stage

performances.32 As shown in Figure 1, this speech first appeared in the First Folio of

1623. This highlights a critical problem for the modern critic: when we discuss

drama, are we discussing the play as a performance event, or as a text?33 From a

modern perspective, the recorded voices of the past inevitably come to us via text:

recapturing the dynamics of performance is difficult to imagine and almost

impossible (given the absence of an extensive body of contemporary critical

comment) to ‘prove.’ My approach will adopt, therefore, the conceptual framework

used by theorists of Renaissance reading, arguing that, at least for the more literate

audience members, this has some bearing on the hermeneutical processes involved in

interpreting and internalising dramatic performance. Metaphorically, minds used to

acts of individual reading could ‘read’ actors as ‘ciphers’ in Henry V:

metaphorically, I would suggest there must have been a strong degree of conceptual

31 Greg Walker, The Politics of Performance in Early Renaissance Drama (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1998).
32 William Shakespeare, The Chronicle History of Henry the Fift, with his Battell Fought at Agin
Court in France. (London: Thomas Creede for Thomas Millington and John Busby, 1600); (London:
Thomas Creede for Thomas Pavier, 1602); (London: Thomas Pavier, 1619).
33 Lukas Erne, Shakespeare as Literary Dramatist (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003)
argues that Shakespeare wrote both for the stage and the page, and that printed editions may have been
some way removed from performance versions.
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communication between individual reading acts and the social contexts of audience

reception and response.

Central to this is my understanding of what H. R. Jauss describes as a

‘horizon of expectations’, summarised by Susan Suleiman as ‘the set of cultural,

ethical, and literary (generic, stylistic, thematic) expectations of a work’s readers in

the historical moment of its appearance.’34 Suleiman contends that Jauss’s original

thesis needs to be expanded to allow for the possibility of several competing

horizons; otherwise, we are back in the New Historicist impasse, describing power

structures without accounting for the dynamics of historical change. 35 In literate

social contexts, these competing horizons are defined by shared exposure to textual

discourses: reading forges social identities by means of what Stanley Fish calls the

‘interpretive community.’36 In some contexts, I would contend that the interpretive

community may begin to coalesce as the ‘imagined community’ that Benedict

Anderson famously posited to be the basis of national identity.37 I therefore disagree

with Eugene Kintgen’s thesis that early modern reading was ‘radically

individualistic’ rather than social.38 Kevin Sharpe’s suggestion that readers may read

in order to place themselves in a social matrix seems more persuasive.39 Dramatic

texts suggest social horizons: they are understood to have their roots in performative

social contexts, and readers may imagine themselves to be the ‘audience’, even an

34 H. R. Jauss, Toward an Aesthetics of Reception (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press,
1982), p.30. Quoted by Susan R. Suleiman in her introduction to The Reader in the Text: Essays on
Audience and Interpretation (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1980), p.35.
35 Suleiman, The Reader in the Text, p.37.
36 Stanley Fish, ‘“Is There a Text in this Class?” The Authority of Interpretive Communities
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1980).
37 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities (1983; 2nd edn. London: Verso, 1991).
38 Eugene Kintgen, Reading in Tudor England (Pittsburg, PA: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1996).
39 Kevin Sharpe, Reading Revolutions: The Politics of Reading in Early Modern England (New
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2000), p.338.
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audience of one, replaying in their minds remembered or imagined recordings of

overheard voices.

Moreover, readers will have read other texts, seen other plays, and be aware

of inter-textual ‘noises off.’ The Renaissance habit of ‘commonplacing’ provided a

reading method whereby textual material might be compiled and, by analogue, the

connotative range of a complex subject atomised and extended. A Renaissance

commonplace book typically contains a heading, labelling the field of enquiry, and

subsequently, over time, a body of references drawn from a variety of texts would be

built up. These texts would not necessarily fit neatly together; dissonances and

inconsistencies would emerge. Identities constructed through such a process would

be multiple, exploratory, and not necessarily entirely coherent.

If the act of reading involves a plurality of inputs, so too did the process

whereby texts were produced. Looking at Renaissance texts from the perspective of

production, Kevin Sharpe and Stephen Zwicker argue that ‘meaning is a confluence

of activities, a narrative of multiple collaborations and transformations, performed by

authors, publishers, licencers, printers, typesetters, proofreaders, booksellers and

readers.’40 To this list, for dramatic texts with a performance history, we need to add

the members of theatrical troupes who may have modified and sub-edited the

original script. Ultimately, however, what remains of these discourses are material

texts, and it is therefore these which form the basis of my enquiry. I will look to

situate these printed texts as closely as possible to their first known performance.

Some dramatic writing examined was never intended for public performance; I look

at several examples of closet drama. Other works circulated in manuscript rather

40 Kevin Sharpe and Stephen Zwicker, Reading, Society and Politics in Early Modern England
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), p.2.
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than print; I have decided not to look at these here, because they tend to be associated

with comparatively restricted social circles and I am primarily interested in instances

where literature reaches beyond close social networks formed by people known to

each other who broadly share the same opinions and interests, and begins to play an

active role in constructing a more impersonal public sphere.41

The third parameter shaping my study is European inter-textuality: the idea

that the core texts defining literary ‘Englishness’ are not simply those of the native

tradition, but also, profoundly, imported texts from neighbouring national literatures.

The literary models selected by Richard Helgerson as paradigmatic in Forms of

Nationhood are predominantly English. Historically, there has been a tendency to

underemphasize the indebtedness of English writing to Europe. It may be that

writers looking eastward from North America are pre-conditioned by their own

history and placement to view the dynamics of cultural exchange from the

perspective of the Atlantic, a tendency which has no doubt been intensified by post-

colonial interest in the origins of European colonial exploration. In the early decades

of the twentieth century, Felix Schelling was able to conclude in his study of foreign

influences on Elizabethan drama that this was ‘essentially English’ in character;

Schelling’s thesis is predicated on an underlying conviction that the cultures of

Elizabethan England and the United States of America shared a common, peculiarly

41 This term was popularised by Jürgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public
Sphere: An Inquiry into a Category of Bourgeois Society, trans. by Thomas Burger with the assistance
of Frederick Lawrence (1962; Oxford: Polity Press in association with Blackwell, 1989). Habermas’s
post-Enlightenment periodicity has since been questioned. See also Richard Dutton, ‘The Birth of the
Author’ in Texts and Cultural Change in Early Modern England, ed. by Cedric C. Brown and Arthur
F. Marotti (London: Macmillan, 1997), pp.153-178.
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‘Anglo-Saxon’ humanist tradition, and its white, Protestant Anglo-centricity makes

uneasy reading today.42

Others have disagreed with Schelling’s model of English cultural insularity,

and worked to place English cultural identity in its European context. Sidney Lee’s

famous study of The French Renaissance in England has been supplemented in

recent times by studies such as Richard Hillman’s Shakespeare, Marlowe and the

Politics of France.43 Jan van Dorsten has emphasised connections with the Low

Countries, particularly through the patronage networks of the Earls of Leicester and

Essex, and the Sidney family.44 Italy has also been the focus of a rich body of inter-

textual criticism. David Wallace has traced shared English and Italian motifs in

political writing back into the medieval period; Michele Marrapodi has now written

or edited several rich studies of what he calls ‘the Italian World’ of English

Renaissance drama.45 My study is indebted to their common sense of what Antony

Smith calls ‘the European family of cultures’, whose partially shared heritages

include Renaissance humanism and a Roman past.46 I will look in particular at

French texts, as these presented themselves as the most proximate and extensive

body of foreign national vernacular print and, I believe, French acted as the nodal

42 Felix E. Schelling, Foreign Influences in Elizabethan Plays (1923; New York: J. & J. Harper,
1969), pp.137-8.
43 Sidney Lee, The French Renaissance in England: An Account of the Literary Relations of England
and France in the Sixteenth Century (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1910); Richard Hillman, Shakespeare,
Marlowe and the Politics of France (Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2002). See also Lisa Ferraro Parmalee,
“Good Newes from Fraunce”: French Anti-League Propaganda in Late Elizabethan England (New
York: University of Rochester Press, 1996).
44 Jan van Dorsten, The Anglo-Dutch Renaissance, ed. by Jan van den Berg and Alastair Hamilton
(Leiden: Brill, 1988).
45 David Wallace, Chaucerian Polity: Absolutist Lineages and Associational Forms in England and
Italy (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1997). Michele Marrapodi and A. J. Hoenselaars,
(eds), The Italian World of English Renaissance Drama (London: Associated University Presses,
1998).
46 Antony D. Smith, Myths and Memories of the Nation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999),
p.238.
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language through which other significant European vernaculars, particular in this

study Italian, might reach an English language readership.

The texts that served as literary models for those whose writing constructed

the English literary nation in the sixteenth century included, in significant quantities,

those imported from other European literary vernaculars. In more general terms, the

importation of textual models lay at the heart of Renaissance writing. Humanism

was a practice that looked to the foreign world of the past, to the lost world of

classical Rome, for its models, making Renaissance literature in a sense a ‘post-

colonial’ literature.47 The relative lateness of the English literary Renaissance

compared with its penetration elsewhere in Europe provided English writers with a

pre-fabricated and sophisticated body of politicised European literature. England

imported many of its translations of classical texts from translations made in rival

European vernaculars alongside English translations of their European neighbours’

own vernacular literature. This superabundance of foreign material provided English

writers with a turbo-charged injection of literary fuel for an accelerated and

intensified depiction of national self-promotion; but its incorporation could also

generate a sense of subaltern inferiority. Anecdotally, when the English author

Samuel Daniel paid court to Guarini in Padua in 1590, the famous author of Il Pastor

Fidor sceptically remarked on the unlikelihood that the barbarous northern English

could produce anything resembling good poetry.48 This obviously rankled; four

years later, Daniel wrote in the introduction to The Tragedy of Cleopatra:

O that the Ocean did not bound our stile
Within these strict and narrow limites so;
But that the melodie of our sweete Ile

47 Deanne Williams and Jahanara Kabir (eds), Postcolonial Approaches to the European Middle Ages
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005).
48 Pierre Spriet, Samuel Daniel: Sa Vie, Son Oeuvre (Paris: Didier, 1968), pp.79-80.
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Might now be heard to Tyber, Arne and Po.49

The peripheral nature of England’s national literature (placed, as it was, on

the western frontiers of the European mainstream) gave it a peculiar flexibility, I

shall argue, when responding to the necessary ‘antagonistic, conflictual and even

incommensuarable’ negotiations between the varied elements within the native

polity.50 Unlike, say, Italian writers, who might believe themselves to be writing

from the heart of European culture, English authors were uncomfortably aware of

their potential barbarity.51 As Homi Bhabha comments, the native ‘centre’ of any

culture is an illusion; identities are always, in practice, marginally ‘offset.’52 In the

English case, geography reflects the structural dynamics of identity construction;

native identity may be viewed obliquely, from a foreign perspective.

The regional politics in sixteenth-century Europe were richly productive,

moreover, of motifs suggesting fracture and discontinuity. Regionally, the dynastic

confrontations between the Valois and Hapsburg monarchies, and the profound

differences of opinion generated by the Reformation, were variously reflected in

patriotic literatures. The rivalries that characterised Italian politics, and the ferocious

fighting of the French wars of religion in the latter part of the century, both provided

English authors with alarming and nearby political models. The flowering of

powerful literary cultures in France and Italy was evidence not simply of national

pride, but was also the expression of intense anxiety and self-examination, driven as

49 Samuel Daniel, ‘Dedication to the Right Honorable Mary, Countess of Pembroke’, Delia and
Rosamond augmented Cleopatra by Samuel Daniel (London: James Roberts and Edward Allde for
Simon Waterson, 1594), Stanza 10.
50 This list is taken from Homi Bhabha, The Location of Culture (1994: 2nd edn. London: Routledge,
2004), p.2.
51 Neil Rhodes, Shakespeare and the Origins of English (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007),
pp.134-48.
52 Homi Bhabha, Location of Culture, Preface to 2004 edition, p.xi.
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much by concern to diagnose the causes of social and political breakdown as to

celebrate success. These anxieties were communicated to English writing by texts

translated for English readers, and subsequently further digested by English authors.

The fourth and final parameter I have used in designing this thesis is

chronology: metaphor operates most powerfully on interpretive communities when

most responsive to topical matters of common concern. Political identity is forged

not in some abstract, essentialist reading room, but through engagement with others

on a day-to-day basis. Articulations of social identity, moreover, tend to be at their

most strident at times of significant anxiety and stress, change and transformation,

bridging ‘the emotional gap between things as they are and as one would have them

to be.’53

In general terms, the Renaissance is a period of transition. Greenblatt and

others have extensively mined Renaissance literature precisely because it

productively expresses not a finally fashioned self, but versions of Renaissance

selves living through and reflecting a period of intense ideological change. The

respective epistemes (or systems of knowledge) governing the ‘before’ and ‘after’ of

this period, broadly described as medieval and modern, have been described by

Michel Foucault in The Order of Things. At the beginning of the sixteenth century,

argues Foucault, the dominant world view was that the linguistic sign operated as the

‘signature’ of God’s creative power working through natural phenomena; metaphor

in this context was revelatory and reached out to a transcendental reality, unwrapping

the ‘shadow and image of God.’54 By the end of the century, however, growing

currents of scepticism, and the beginnings of modern empirical enquiry, introduced a

53 Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures, p.205.
54 Michel Foucault, The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences (1966; London:
Routledge, 2002), p.30, pp.34-5.
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more relativistic sense of language grounded in observation and exchangeable

material value. Attention shifted, Foucault proposed, from the discovery of identity

(‘one asked oneself, how it was possible to know that a sign did in fact designate

what it signified’) to examine the mechanics of representation (‘one began to ask

how a sign could be linked to what it signified’).55 While Foucault’s archaeological

model has been influential for students of Renaissance self-fashioning, it does not, as

many have pointed out, adequately examine the discursive processes producing this

epistemological shift. Michel de Certeau suggests that within each period’s episteme

were ‘heterogeneous elements’ -- blind-spots in self-knowledge -- and argues that

early modern period was one of ‘socio-political instability’, in which the

‘fragmentation of its terms of reference’ produced a hyperbolic reaction.56 The

result, argues de Certeau, was rhetorically exaggerated articulations of identity: a

tendency to overstate universalising models, an obsession with the gap between ideal

homelands (lost paradise, apocalyptic New Jerusalems) and reality.57 These

exaggerations were not lost on early modern writers. Recent scholarly studies of

scepticism in the early modern period suggests that sceptical modes of thinking

might have prised apart the ‘closed circle’ of sign and signified much earlier than

Foucault’s model allows.58

Those living in late sixteenth-century London were living at a particularly

challenging point in time. The population of the city had rapidly expanded by just

over two thirds, from 120,000 in 1550 to 200,000 by 1600, making it increasingly

55 Michel Foucault, The Order of Things, p.47.
56 Michel de Certeau, Heterologies: Discourse on the Other, trans. by Brian Massumi (Manchester:
Manchester University Press, 1986), p.87, p.173.
57 Michel de Certeau, Heterologies, p.87.
58 Michel Foucault, The Order of Things, p.32. On scepticism, see Benjamin Bertram, The Time is
Out of Joint: Skepticism in Shakespeare’s England (Newark, NJ: University of Delaware Press, 2004);
William M. Hamlin, Tragedy and Scepticism in Shakespeare's England (Basingstoke: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2005).
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difficult to define the physical boundaries of community.59 An expanding

international economy, inflated both by the precious metals and expected riches of

the New World, was opening up new markets and trading opportunities. The

Reformation was dissolving structures of international politics previously dominated

by the institutions of the Roman Catholic church, and the resulting gaps in

government were being filled by new, national structures.

The chronology of European ‘nationhoods’ has been hotly debated since

Benedict Anderson’s seminal formulation of this social identity as an ‘imagined

community’ in 1983: Anderson argued that the nation ‘is an imagined political

community -- and imagined as both inherently limited and sovereign.’60 Anderson’s

thesis that the ‘secular and localised’ national community filled the vacuum left by

the retreat of universal ‘sacred communities’ of the Christian church is relatively

uncontroversial. However, his sense that the ‘nation’ only became a meaningful

political concept from the advent of the mass print cultures post-dating the

Enlightenment has, particularly in the English context, been challenged. Liah

Greenfeld’s suggestion in Nationalism: Five Roads to Modernity that the English

‘nation’ emerged as early as Henry VIII’s enactment of the Statute of Restraint of

Appeals in 1533 might be ambitiously early, but there is now a growing historical

consensus that, by 1600, the Tudor regime had become sufficiently centralised in its

legal and administrative dynamics, and sufficiently imperial in its self-promotion,

that it is appropriate to discuss an early modern Tudor ‘nation.’61

59 Roger Finlay and Beatrice Shearer, ‘Population Growth and Suburban Expansion’, in London 1500-
1700: The Making of the Metropolis, ed. by A.L. Beier and Roger Finlay (London: Longman, 1986),
pp.37-59. See Phil Withinton, The Politics of Commonwealth, p.25, for a concise summary of the
factors determining social change in this period.
60 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities (1983; 2nd edn. New York: Verso, 1991), p.xv.
61 Liah Greenfeld, Nationalism: Five Roads to Modernity (Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University
Press, 1992). Subsequent writers have explored how the Tudor nation-state emerged and was given
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Conceptually, the discursive terms required to write about the ‘nation’

evidently pre-dated the transformation of state institutions. Antony Smith challenged

the ‘modernist’ thesis of national identity, proposing that this failed to recognise

‘ethno-symbolic’ structures that might link a contemporary community to its

imagined national past: the idea of ‘nation’, he argues, provides ‘a myth of common

ancestry, shared historical memories and traditions, common culture, a link to an

historic history or homeland, a measure of solidarity … at least among the elites.’62

Colin Kidd has demonstrated that notions of ethnicity and race based on both

bloodlines and religious faith helped pre-Enlightenment societies to imagine broad

‘national’ communities which extended well beyond their immediate familial

networks.63 If the terminology was available, so, it seems, was the discursive

context. Even Jürgen Habermas, on whose formulation of the Enlightenment ‘public

sphere’ Benedict Anderson’s periodicity was based, conceded that the public theatre

in Elizabethan times did create a viable space in which political nationhood might be

imagined by a self-aware public. More recent historians are broadly in agreement

that a wide range of public discursive contexts -- from theatres to St Paul’s

churchyard (centre of the publishing industry), churches to courts of law -- worked

together in late Elizabethan England to produce at least an emerging sense of a

literary form during the troubled mid-Tudor period; see Andrew Hadfield, in Literature, Politics and
National Identity, and Cathy Shrank, Writing the Nation in Reformation England, 1530-1580 (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2004). Gillian E. Brennan, however, has suggested that although early
modern ‘patriotic’ identity did exist, that this should be seen as much more local and specific in its
range than ‘national’ identity -- see her Patriotism, Power and Print: National Consciousness in
Tudor England (Pittsburg, PA: Duquesne University Press, 2003).
62 Antony D. Smith, Myths and Memories of the Nation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), p.9,
p.13
63 Colin Kidd, British Identities before Nationalism: Ethnicity and Nationhood in the Atlantic World,
1600-1800 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999). See also Adrian Hastings, The
Construction of Nationhood: Ethnicity, Religion and Nationalism (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1997).
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public sphere, normally discussed as the ‘commonwealth’, which formed a focus for

national political life in this period.64

The sixteenth century is, for England, therefore, of crucial importance in

researching the origins of modern English political identity. The more specific

timeframe of this thesis -- 1588 to 1611 -- has been carefully chosen. The particular

political events of this period produced an unusual degree of social anxiety in

England, a hyper-transitional phase in an already transitional era. The late-

Elizabethan flowering of English drama may have been coincidental, an accident

produced by a small number of theatrical entrepreneurs working in the London

liberties, but it was one that benefited from and helped to shape contemporaries’

understanding of the pervading atmosphere of crisis. 1588 was the year of the

Spanish Armada, an event that ushered in a decade of unprecedented national

paranoia and anxiety. England was now openly at war with Spain and, from the

mid-1590s, trying to manage an increasingly unmanageable situation in Ireland, seen

as a potential ‘back door’ invasion route.

The escalation of supra-national conflict should be seen as transforming

English collective identities, crystallising pre-existing patriotic sentiment into more

persistent ideological forms. The religious and nationalistic sentiments unleashed by

these conflicts found expression in a literature which both responded to and

intensified popular patriotism.65 Increasingly ambitious military mobilisations in the

1580s and 1590s underlined this: almost 3,000 men were lost in the battle of the

64 Jürgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, postdates the appearance of
such a phenomenon to the period when regular newspapers and gazettes were established in the
eighteenth-century. Peter Lake and Steven Pincus (eds), The Public Sphere in Early Modern England
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2007) are amongst a growing number of early modern
historians who dispute this periodisation.
65 I. A. A. Thomson, ‘The Impact of War’, in The European Crisis of the 1590s, ed. by Peter Clark
(London: George Allen & Unwin, 1985), pp.261-84, p.275-6.
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Yellow Ford in August 1598, and that was before Essex was sent to Ireland with an

even larger expeditionary force.66 The conceptual leap from a localist (‘birthplace’)

to a nationalist association of ‘native’ is not entirely natural, but under these

conditions of stress, the production of an imaginative literature predicated upon the

idea of a ‘national’ readership became a realistic fantasy.67 By 1600, English native

identity could be defined as anti-Spanish, and increasingly, as Protestant.68

To anti-Spanish xenophobia was added uncertainty about the succession and

the development of an unprecedented level of factional politics during the final

decade of Elizabeth’s reign.69 Further unsettling were bad harvests and severe

outbreaks of plague in this decade, which put severe pressure on the existing

mechanisms for maintaining social order and providing for poor relief.70 And, as the

queen aged, the problem of the succession was ever more pressing, although forced

into oblique channels by Elizabeth’s prohibitions. Andrew Hadfield suggests that

anxiety about the succession dominated much of the political discussion in

Elizabeth’s reign, as scenarios were imagined and rehearsed in which a smooth

dynastic transition would have to be managed carefully by political operators. In

66 R. B. Wernham, After the Armada: Elizabethan England and the Struggle for Western Europe
1588-1595 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1984), p.284.
67 Timothy Brennen, ‘The National Longing for Form’, in Nation and Narration, ed. by Homi Bhaba
(London: Routledge, 1990), pp.44-70, p.49.
68 Patrick Collinson, The Birthpangs of Protestant England: Religious and Cultural Change in the
Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1988); Peter Lake, ‘Anti-popery: The
Structure of a Prejudice’ in Conflict in Early Stuart England: Studies in Religion and Politics 1603-
1642, ed. by Richard Cust and Ann Hughes (London: Longman, 1989), pp.72-106; Antony D. Smith,
‘Set in the Silver Sea: English National Identity and European Integration’, Nations and Nationalism
12(3) (2006), 433-52.
69 Paul E. J. Hammer, ‘Patronage at Court: Faction and the Earl of Essex’, in The Reign of Elizabeth I:
Court and Culture in the Last Decade, ed. by John Guy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1995), pp.65-86. By the same author, The Polarisation of Elizabethan Politics: The Political Career
of Robert Devereux, 2nd Earl of Essex 1585-1597 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999).
70 Peter Clark, ‘A Crisis Contained? The Condition of English Towns in the 1590s’, The European
Crisis of the 1590s, (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1985), pp.44-66.
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such circumstances, subjects might be forced to become citizens if existing models of

government became unworkable.71

Henry V is a history play, a dramatic genre that enjoyed a period of unusual

flowering in the 1590s and which uses the theatre to present English history as an

unfolding epic. Written at a time of confusion and doubt, it looks back to a time of

transient clarity when two nations made war, then, temporarily, peace. At such

times, individuals may experience an enhanced and unusual level of identification

with the ‘home’ side. It is no accident that stage versions of Henry V’s exploits first

appeared in the troubled mid-1590s, when, ‘war became global in its implications’

and when, domestically, Elizabeth’s subjects faced an uncertain political future.72

Henry’s successes are transient: things in history plays more usually fall apart, as

illustrated graphically in Figure 1 by the list of actors facing the Henry V frontspage

in the Folio edition. Here, we see ghosts from 2 Henry IV grouped and atomised, a

mute testament to a political nation characterised by partisan politics.

Within this transitional period, 1603 stands as an obvious watershed,

affecting both the politics and the apposite metaphorical vehicles of national life.

Elizabeth Tudor died and James Stuart succeeded to the throne of England.

Historicism provides deeper insights into how metaphor and discourse in general had

to respond to contexts in which connotative possibilities were shifting and the topical

relationships between circumstance and texts continually evolving. Identities

constructed under war conditions in the 1590s struggled to accommodate peace;

formulations applied successfully under Elizabeth found themselves challenged by

the very different public rhetoric of James’s regime. The impact of dynastic change

71 Andrew Hadfield, Shakespeare and Republicanism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2005), p.7. Patrick Collinson’s formulation of the ‘monarchical republic’ and ‘citizens within
subjects’ is important to Hadfield’s case.
72 I. A. A. Thompson, ‘The Impact of War’, p.262.
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on the collective identity of the political nation was radical in the early modern

period, when, as in the Prologue to Henry V, ‘two mighty monarchs’ might serve

metonymically for two nations. As Cathy Shrank puts it, ‘the sovereign symbolised

the country as a whole.’73 The discontinuities were marked: a difference of gender,

nationality, domestic and international policy; a very different political culture, with

multiple courts associated with King James, Queen Anne, and latterly Prince Henry.

Some of the alterations must have been reassuring: the new king brought with him a

ready-made family, providing some level of dynastic stability. But the evidence

suggests that English political identities were stretched by James’s reformulation of

the relationships between the constituent parts of his kingdoms (the ‘England within

Britain’ question) and the abrupt change in foreign policy (the ‘England within

Europe’ question). The first decade of James’s reign was marked both by intense

nostalgia for the previous, Tudor, regime, but also by a sense of new possibilities.

Curtis Perry describes political discourse at this time as a ‘negotiation … between

Elizabethan expectations and Jacobean reality’, borrowing the idea of ‘negotiations’

from Greenblatt’s Shakespearean Negotiations, but suggesting, unlike Greenblatt,

that the social energies unleashed by this process were more volatile than

Greenblatt’s original thesis suggested.74 Nostalgia for a heroic past and hopes for

the future increasingly focused on the court of Prince Henry, seen by more forward

Protestants as more likely to promote an active, internationalist foreign policy than

his cautious father. These hopes were frustrated when Henry died of typhoid fever in

1612: the Jacobean regime entered a decade of growing disillusionment.

73 Cathy Shrank, Writing the Nation in Reformation England, p.6,
74 Curtis Perry, The Making of Jacobean Culture: James I and the Renegotiation of Elizabethan
Literary Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), p.2. Stephen Greenblatt,
Shakespearean Negotiations: The Circulation of Social Energy in Renaissance England (Los Angeles,
CA: University of California Press, 1988).
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The inscription of a particular in-group presents as ‘normal’ certain attributes

and qualities that best serve the apparent group requirements of the moment, and it

needs to be acknowledged that the historical pressures active in the 1590s formulated

‘native’ political identity in such a way as effectively to occlude certain core

elements of the English population. The tendency to exaggerate certain aspects of

core identity and marginalize others long predated the Renaissance: Herodotus’s

Histories (c.440 B.C.), for example, exaggerated the differences between Greeks and

Egyptians, while Anglo-Saxon and Anglo-Norman English chronicles had tended to

gloss over dissent and difference between various competing ethnic groups within

the English realm.75 In the late Renaissance, certain types emerged as stereotypically

marginalized and ‘strange.’ Leslie Fiedler writes of women, Jews, Moors and New

World savages as prototypical Renaissance ‘strangers’, categories that subsequent

feminist and post-colonial critical writing have carefully scrutinised.76 This study

will rework these categories: exoticised femininity will be addressed in the section

on Cleopatra; Jews and Moors are implicitly conflated as foreign forms defined as

alien to Christian identity in the final section on Christendom; and the section on

Kent will suggest that even native environments might produce ‘savage’ identities.

In all three cases, the foreign forms uncovered are ultimately not so much alien, as

uncomfortable aspects of core, native identity.

The over-prioritisation of masculinity in imaginative literature was perhaps

the most obvious consequence of a period of national warfare, encoding political

authority as masculine and subject-hood as feminine. Richard Helgerson’s

‘Afterword’ to the second edition of Forms of Nationhood acknowledged that his

75 Jeffrey Jerome Cohen, Hybridity, Identity, and Monstrosity in Medieval Britain: On Difficult
Middles (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006).
76 Leslie A. Fiedler: The Stranger in Shakespeare (London: Croom Helm, 1973).
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method emphasised the self-promotion of male authors, commenting that Elizabeth’s

a-typical feminine monarchy had ‘kept categories from closing’ while James’s

patriarchal self-promotion as the ‘husband’ of the feminised nation effectively closed

the semiotic field.77 Speaking in general about Western identities, Julia Kristeva

writes that the cultural performance of identity involved a loss of identity for

women.78 Jean Howard and Phyllis Ranckin have demonstrated that Shakespeare’s

histories ‘strategically peripheralised’ women, imagining them as foreign and often

demonic.79 But these identities were not simply ‘lost.’ Although female space

functioned in this period in a subaltern relationship to dominant forms of

masculinity, it might be ethically, aesthetically or morally charged in ways that were

less than obviously accepting of the dominant male norm. My thesis does not

directly engage with feminist criticism (whose aims in general are to resurrect and

reinstate female identities), but does explore, particularly in the section on Cleopatra,

how the relative positioning of masculine and feminine space might be used to

negotiate political identities by self-reflexive masculine translations into feminine

bodies and spaces.

Early modern concepts of nationhood also tend, I would argue, to reflect the

identities and interests of the political elites, looking to court for dominant models

and motifs; as a general point, the regional identification of those from lower social

strata, which might be called patriotic rather than strictly national, tend to find a

more local focus. The metaphorical complexes and associated texts I have selected

therefore favour more elitist horizons. However, in my study of Kentish

77 Richard Helgerson, Forms of Nationhood, p.298.
78 Julia Kristeva, ‘Women’s Time’, in The Kristeva Reader, ed. by Toril Moi (1986; 2nd edn. Oxford:
Basil Blackwell, 1997), p.304.
79 Jean Howard and Phyllis Ranckin, Engendering a Nation: A Feminist Account of Shakespeare’s
English Histories (London: Routledge, 1997), p.30.
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embodiment, I find that some localities had the potential to encode both elite ideas of

nationhood, and localist identities, often with unsettling results. The tension between

London localism, for example, and national identity is of particular relevance here.

Even when examining much wider regional constructions, as I do in the section on

Christendom, I find that local issues cut across and complicate the representation of

national identity. There are many excellent studies on the relationship between the

Renaissance theatre and London urban society, from L. C. Knights’ Drama and

Society in the Age of Jonson and Brian Gibbons’ Jacobean City Comedy, through to

the more recent collection of essays edited by David Smith, Richard Strier and David

Bevington on The Theatrical City.80 My study looks at examples of ‘citizen’ plays

including the anonymous Jack Straw and Heywood’s Four Prentises of London in

relation to the projected social identities constructed by the aristocratic elite, rather

than primarily as expressions of a more democratically defined ‘popular voice.’

Impressive and expansive as London civic identity was, I would contend that the

writing of political ‘nationhood’ (rather than localist expressions of patriotism) found

its dominant models more in elite writing than in civic festivity. These forms might

be adopted even by those from lower social echelons as expressive of their own

aspirational identities. I will suggest, however, that the unacknowledged absences in

these elitist formulations might in different social and political conditions prove more

difficult to contain: an awareness of the potential gap between constructions of

national identities focused on the court, and alternatives focused on family or

locality, forms part of my concluding comments.

80 L. C. Knights, Drama and Society in the Age of Jonson, (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1937). Brian
Gibbons, Jacobean City Comedy: A Study of Satiric Plays by Jonson, Marston and Middleton, (1968;
2nd edn. London: Methuen, 1980); David L Smith, Richard Strier and David Bevington (eds), The
Theatrical City: Culture, Theatre and Politics in London 1576-1649 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1995).
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In the conclusion of my study, briefly anticipated here, I shall suggest that

the motifs of ‘native’ and ‘foreign’ examined in the body of this thesis might

become, as times and circumstances evolved, more and more obviously difficult to

contain within an ideology of political consensus. Andy Wood, in his recent study of

the political rhetoric of the English 1549 rebellions, quotes Bakhtin and Voloshinov

in support of his exploration of the polysemantic nature of early modern English

political rhetoric. Wood demonstrates that early modern conflicts manifestly

involved situations in which different sides effectively struggled for control of the

terms of debate, and makes the valuable point that modern research into this is

hampered by our reliance on textual records -- the preserved voices of the victorious

and literary elites.81 In literary studies, inevitably conditioned by textual survival,

this has made it difficult to read between the lines. Nevertheless, David Norbrook’s

thesis that the politics of the emergent early modern English nation was structurally

far from monolithic can, I believe, be illustrated by the ways in which metaphorical

spaces were differently inhabited by different writers, allowing a play of oppositional

voices, and revealing substantial differences of perspective depending on the

speakers’ relative position to the effective centres of power.82

2 Textual Materialisations: Representative Motifs

The body of this thesis falls into three sections: Cleopatra, Kent and

Christendom. These topographies -- personal, local and regional -- have been

81 Andy Wood, The 1549 Rebellions and the Making of Early Modern England (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2007).
82 David Norbrook, Poetry and Politics in the English Renaissance (1984: 2nd edn. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2002).
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selected as helpfully representative of the transformations experienced by metaphors

of national identity during the transitional literary period spanned by Elizabeth’s late,

and James’s early, reigns.

In the first section, I examine the transformations produced by the different

personal configurations of the last Tudor and first Stuart monarchs. The change from

female to male, Anglo-Welsh to Scottish, produced some curious shifts in the

representation of Cleopatra, argued here to be a stereotypical embodiment of exotic,

foreign identity, in dramatic literature. Cleopatra embodies an exoticism that is both

personal and geographical, crushing paradoxically into an actor’s body the dense

signifying weight of Egyptian orientalism.

Modern understanding of oriental difference is based on Edward Said’s

Orientalism, a study of the impact of western attitudes towards the east in the

colonial and post-colonial era.83 Historically, argued Said, the West responded to

vibrant and successful Eastern cultures by strategies that overwrote or under-rated

them. But how is this longitudinal native:foreign differentiation aligned in the pre-

colonial age? Studies of early modern racial differentiation have typically

scrutinised this in terms of modernist racist ideologies, from a white:black, north:

south, orientation. Mary Floyd-Wilson, for example, in English Ethnicity and Race

in Early Modern Drama, finds in early modern climate theory ideas of essential

psychological differentiation that placed northerners and Africans as polar opposites,

paradoxically equal in barbarity in relation to a temperate, Mediterranean centre.84

This does suggest a useful insight: early modern racial stereotyping might suggest

that English and Africans are similarly offset from a dominant European centre, both,

83 Edward W. Said, Orientalism (1978; London: Penguin, 2003).
84 Mary Floyd-Wilson, English Ethnicity and Race in Early Modern Drama (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2003).
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in a sense, outsiders. And indeed Ben Jonson’s Masque of Blackness (1605) does

seem to explore this sense of kindred identity between the two extremes of white and

black, albeit privileging James’s white court.

Said’s east:west paradigm is more pertinent to early modern representations

of Cleopatra than Floyd-Wilson’s north:south alignment, although there is some

sense that the compass begins to spin as we enter the Jacobean age. Cleopatra was,

at least at the start of our period, seen as much as a white as a black historical figure,

her essential point of difference from a dominant political centre defined by her

gender, and her orientation placed in a specifically east-west Mediterranean political

axis determined by received Roman texts, and in particular, Plutarch’s popular

parallel Lives.85 Mapped by classical geographies of difference, Cleopatra does not

encode racial so much as political difference. Howsoever her later representations

might be twisted by theories of racial superiority during the period of European

colonial expansion in the eighteenth century and afterwards, in our period,

Cleopatra’s orientalism is defined as an expression of relative political

empowerment. As the sun travels from East to West, so by analogue oriental

difference signified political transfers of power and influence.

The idea of the orient in political negotiation would come to have a very

specific, Whiggish connotation in English politics. By 1745, when Henry Fielding’s

Tom Jones encountered a gypsy king in an English barn, Egyptian monarchy could

clearly be read as a representation of absolutist kingship.86 Undoubtedly, this had

deep roots. By the latter part of James’s reign, the representation of theatrical

85 On the persistence of Roman political geography in the Early Modern period, see John Gillies,
Shakespeare and the Geography of Difference; Andrew Hadfield, Shakespeare and Republicanism;
Heather James, Shakespeare's Troy: Drama, Politics, and the Translation of Empire (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1997).
86 Martin C. Battestin, ‘Tom Jones and “His Egyptian Majesty”: Fielding’s Parable of Government’,
PMLA 82(1), (1967), 68-77.
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‘Egyptians’ in Jonson’s The Gypsies Metamorphosed (1621) might suggest that the

court culture of James and his favourites was ‘a kind of gypsy culture.’87 As Mary

Nyquist has noted, resistance to ‘Cleopatra’ figures gradually emerged as a vehicle

for inchoate republican sentiment, linking the decline of the Roman republic to the

rise of tyranny.88

The picture at the beginning of James’s reign was rather more complex, and

much less clearly divided between ‘exotic’ court and ‘native’ Anglo-Roman

identities. Firstly, the representation of Cleopatra imported from French and Italian

literature suggested ways in which the Egyptian queen might be sympathetically

digested as a self-reflexive political image. Particularly in sixteenth-century France,

humanist authors found in Cleopatra a serviceable metaphor for the relationship

between the aesthetics of courtly performance, and the exercise of power. This

perspective was translated into English by Mary Sidney and her client author,

Samuel Daniel, in the 1590s, forming a complex mirror of the relationship between

patron and client, and, analogously, between Queen Elizabeth and some of her most

politically well-placed subjects. At this stage, I would suggest, it would be

anachronistic to view Cleopatra as a ‘republican’ metaphor. Rather, she provided a

ground upon which the complex personal relationships between powerful political

personalities and their subordinates might be explored and understood. Daniel’s

closet drama, The Tragedy of Cleopatra, proved to be popular in print in this decade;

Peter Blaney finds it to be the second most popular dramatic text issued in this

87 Mark Netzloff, England's Internal Colonies: Class, Capital and the Literature of Early Modern
English Colonialism (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003), p.78. Also Dale B. J. Randall,
Jonson’s Gypsies Unmasqued: Background and Theme of the Gypsies Metamorphosed (Durham, NC:
Duke University Press, 1975).
88 Mary Nyquist, ‘“Profuse, Proud Cleopatra”: “Barbarism” and Female Rule in Early Modern English
Republicansm’, Women’s Studies 24(1/2) (1994), pp.85-120.
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period, with eight separate editions.89 Written in response to Mary Sidney’s Antonie,

a translation of a play by the French tragedian Garnier, we see Daniel’s text forming

one orb in a string of pearls that stretched across the English Channel from England

to France, expressive of a national identity that was not a simple reflection of an

English political tradition, but which also encoded an internationalist perspective.

The arrival of James Stuart, however, seems to have focused the Cleopatran

metaphor as a cultural performance more closely associated with the royal courts.

The Stuart absorption of Cleopatra, similar in type to the circulation of the motif in

the French court, may have been assisted by the strange myths perpetuated by

contemporary historiography concerning the origin of the Scots. According to

Hector Boece, the Scots originally sprang from an Egyptian princess, Scota, who

married a wandering Scythian called Gathelus, and arrived in ancient times in

Scotland via Spain and Ireland.90 Studying the curious marks left by the Picts on

ancient Scottish stones, Boece concluded that the ancestors of the Scots ‘usit the ritis

and maneris of the Egyptians, fra quhome thay tuk thair first beginning.’91 Certainly,

gypsies -- known as ‘Egyptians’ in the early modern period -- were made welcome in

the court of James V, and when the people of Perth came to meet James VI during

his visit to Scotland in 1617, they claimed the Scots to be the hybrid descendents of

Greeks and Egyptians.92

89 Peter Blaney, ‘The Publication of Playbooks’ in A New History of Early English Drama, ed. by
John D. Cox and David Scott Kastan (New York: Columbia University Press, 1997), pp.383-422,
p.388.
90 William Matthews, ‘The Egyptians in Scotland: The Political History of a Myth’, Viator: Medieval
and Renaissance Studies I (1970), 289-306. Also Arthur Williamson, ‘Number and National
Consciousness: The Edinburgh Mathematicians and Scottish Political Culture at the Union of the
Crowns’ in Scots and Britons: Scottish Political Thought and the Union of 1603, ed. by Roger A.
Mason (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), pp.187-212.
91 Hector Boece, Scotorum historiae (Paris, 1527), trans. by John Bellenden (Edinburgh, 1540).
Quoted by Williamson, ‘Number and national consciousness’, p.188.
92 The Muses Welcome, ed. by John Adamson (Edinburgh, 1618), quoted by Williamson, ‘Number
and National Consciousness’, p.187.
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Cleopatra, then, emerges in this section as the alien inside, a figure who

reveals even the most central of political identities to be constructed through acts of

self-alienation and estrangement. Disconcerting, possibly even subversive under

Elizabeth, but accommodated under James, the more discordant political implications

of Cleopatran exoticism for the native English would eventually be unravelled in

openly oppositional literature in ways hostile to the court.93 But meanwhile, from the

pen of William Shakespeare, we glimpse another form: a Cleopatra who encodes not

only the subaltern anxiety of the post-classical humanist, but also the potential for

human agency and creative power released through art. Paradoxically, Said’s

modern deconstruction of orientalist politics similarly comes to the conclusion that

humanist faith in individual agency and intuition may facilitate ‘the slow working

together of cultures that overlap.’94

In the second section, I look at Kent, examining how this locality and its

stage embodiments might be used metaphorically to suggest and destabilise

configurations of national geography. Helgerson, in Forms of Nationhood, stresses

the importance of regional chorography in the Tudor period in strengthening local

identities and placing these in a national context.95 William Lambarde’s

Perambulation of Kent was a significant work in Helgerson’s enquiry, a seminal

study that exhaustively described the geography, history and culture of England’s

south-eastern corner.96 I return to this work and others written in the latter part of the

sixteenth century to explore the contemporary resonances of Kentish identity. Kent

may have been Helgerson’s representative case of local identity formation, but it was

93 Thomas May, The Tragedy of Cleopatra, Queen of Egypt (London: 1639), played on stage
(according to the title page) in 1626.
94 Edward Said, Orientalism, Preface to 2003 edition, p.xxii.
95 Richard Helgerson, Forms of Nationhood, especially Chapter 3 ‘The Land Speaks.’
96 William Lambarde, A Perambulation of Kent (London: Henry Middleton for Ralph Newbery,
1576).
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also in many respects a very exceptional region in the early modern period,

particularly as ambiguously construed in the popular saying ‘Kent and Christendom.’

Paradoxically viewed both as one of the most English parts of England -- an

exemplary case -- Kent was also a place of strange customs and traditions;

geographically, a gateway for foreign intrusion. Kent might epitomise either native

or foreign identities to contemporary English readers and audiences; pre-eminently

and excellently English, or dangerously hybrid.

Once again, the significance of the Kentish geography to the English was

mediated to early modern readers by classical authority: in this case, Caesar’s

Commentaries, which privileged the region with unusual civility. Peter Mack notes

that Caesar’s notes on the ancient history of Britain formed part of the core

elementary classical syllabus taught in Elizabethan grammar schools, and suggests

further that ‘the grammar schools created the Elizabethan audience.’97 Exposure to

Caesar’s writing in English grammar schools may have provided an additional layer

of authority to previously oral formulations of Kentish regional identity. I shall

demonstrate by looking at a range of late Elizabethan literary and popular theatrical

texts that Caesar’s views of Kentish civility had come to be naturalised in popular

sayings, representing the region as the embodiment of a peculiarly emotive form of

Englishness to social strata far more diverse than the educated courtly elite.

The relationship of the motif to continental European culture was suggested

by commonsense analogical logic as much by its geographical placement as textual

authority. Offset from the courtly centre of English political life, offset also from the

capital, London, Kent is the doorway to Europe. David Wallace believes medieval

97 Peter Mack, Elizabethan Rhetoric: Theory and Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2002), p.32, p.37, p.47, p.135.
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Calais to have functioned as a liminal zone between English and non-English

territories; once the English lost their French holdings in the sixteenth century, Dover

emerged as the new eastern border, delimiting national geography.98 The idea of

what ‘Kent’ represented in this period was therefore further complicated by the

Scottish succession and subsequent realignment of native English geography within a

new British configuration. A recent study by Lisa Hopkins suggests that the Dover

cliffs represent the limits of British identity, a liminal place of intense eschatological

anxiety.99 Like Hopkins, I will discuss how the challenging circumstances of

James’s succession were reflected in the representation of Kent in Shakespeare’s

King Lear. In contrast with Hopkins’s approach, I hope by inter-layering dramatic

and non-dramatic texts to demonstrate how the peculiarly Kentish fusion of foreign

and native identities came to become so emotionally weighted, complex and

unstable.

In my third and final section, I further scale up my geography to examine the

regional placement of English identity within European Christendom. As Denys Hay

suggested in his seminal essay on Europe, the geographical construction of this

regional identity emerged forcibly under threat from the Ottoman empire in the late

medieval period.100 National identity in Renaissance Europe was, therefore, typically

mapped within a wider geopolitical and eschatological perspective, the epic

confrontation between Christian Europe and the Islamic East. Shakespeare’s Henry

V woos Princess Katherine of France by placing their match within this context,

98 David Wallace, Premodern Places: Calais to Surinam, Chaucer to Aphra Benn (Oxford: Blackwell,
2004).
99 Lisa Hopkins, Shakespeare on the Edge: Border-Crossing in the Tragedies and the Henriad
(Aldershot: Ashgate, 2005).
100 Denys Hay, Europe: The Emergence of an Idea (1957: 2nd edn. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University
Press, 1968).
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urging her to cement peace between their nations so that a newly united Christendom

might more effectively wage war on the common enemies of the Christian faith:

Shall not thou and I, betweene Saint Dennis and Saint George, compound a
Boy, halfe French halfe English, that shall goe to Constantinople and take the
Turke by the Beard? (Henry V, TLN 3194-7).

National identity in the Renaissance was the source not only of national pride but

also, conversely, the generator of intense spiritual discomfort, a local distraction

from God’s cosmographical plan. The dynamics of identity construction are in this

period hugely complicated by belief systems that sought to transcend individual

identity as a function of merely local and contingent factors. Particularist identity

constructions might signify, and even produce, estrangement from spiritual

homelands. Christendom may be at once England’s eschatological destiny, and also,

as a regional hegemonic structure, threaten to occlude the nation, particularly after

the Reformation and the establishment of localist national churchs. Was

Christendom England’s natural home? Was England estranged from Christendom?

As various nations in this period struggled for regional pre-eminence, English and

other European national identities might be expressed as alienated and demonic.

As I shall demonstrate, texts in the 1590s presented all too clearly this sense

of unease. Continental literature, particular Italian romance and epic literature,

contributed to the English representation of Christendom in this period as fragile and

fragmented, deeply interpenetrated by signs of spiritual corruption that may even be

depicted as forms of ‘Turkish’ difference. Plays examined in this section

demonstrate English attempts to transform Italian Christian epic to conform to their

peculiar national circumstances. English reactions were complicated by a sense of

physical and confessional distance from Italy as the historical heartland of
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Christendom, and influenced by a growing reaction against the perceived

Machiavellian realpolitik of Christendom.101 English writers in the 1590s adopted a

variety of responses: some, like Thomas Dekker, imagined a Christendom localised

to a co-confessional spiritual heartland, or even -- in the words of Bishop John

Aylmer who suggested that ‘God is English’ -- appropriated the regional construction

as a national, Protestant destiny.102 Others, such as Fulke Greville, viewed the

fragmentation of Christendom as a sign of mankind’s irredeemably corrupt and fallen

state.

However, the volte face performed by James’s willingness to make peace

with Spain, following more than a decade of war, complicated the discursive

formulations of the 1590s. James placed the regional rhetoric of Christendom at the

heart of his foreign policy, as W. B. Patterson’s seminal account has demonstrated.103

As unrealistic as this might seem with the benefit of hindsight (the pan-European 30

Years War breaking out towards the end of his reign), James’s early optimism should

probably be taken as sincere. It was reflected in his dynastic marriage planning, and,

as we shall see, in popular stage plays by authors such as Heywood, responding

positively to his early policy announcements. However, the more pessimistic

formulations of the 1590s lingered on, and made it difficult if not impossible to read

romance or epic depictions of Christian endeavour without a sense of ironic distance.

I discuss early Jacobean plays whose satiric edge was sharpened by their awareness

101 Machiavelli’s treatises were translated and printed in England towards the end of the sixteenth
century and widespread references to this author and his pragmatic political ideas can be found in
contemporary writing. See Emile Gasquet, Le Courant Machiavelien dans la Pensee et la Litterature
Anglaises de XVIe siecle (Paris: Didier, 1970).
102 John Aylmer, An Harborowe for Faithfull and Trewe Subjects (1559), quoted by Patrick Collinson,
The Birthpangs of Protestant England, p.4.
103 W. B. Patterson, King James VI and I and the Reunion of Christendom (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1997).
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of James’s conciliatory policies; in these, we see criticisms of European foreign

politics which might all too readily be turned against the native government.

The section on Christendom finishes with an examination of Cymbeline, a

play that I see as encapsulating the complex English exploration of their national

relationship with regional Christendom. Placed carefully on the periphery both of

Christian chronology and territory, Shakespeare’s stage geographies reflect English

destiny as separate from yet inextricably linked with Christendom. The structure of

romance resolution celebrates a homecoming, the return of both Imogen and

Posthumous to Cymbeline’s court and to each other. The resolution of warfare

between ancient Britain and Rome sympathetically reflects James’s longing for a

reunified Christendom, with his realm at its heart. Shakespeare’s carefully

interweaving of foreign, continental and native, English textual sources marks an

aesthetic argument that English destiny may be harmoniously aligned with the

regional materialisation of Christendom -- but not with absolute necessity, I shall

suggest, with the apotheosis of James Stuart. Cymbeline in the play named after him

in many respects does not live up to eponymous expectations. Ineffectual and

deluded for most of the play, he functions as part of the plot apparatus, reacting to

events rather authoring his own, and his nation’s, destiny; this is a representative

strategy difficult to reconcile with readings of the play as a simple reflection of

absolutist court politics.

The celebratory hermeneutics of this Jacobean Cymbeline capture a fleeting

moment, smoothing over with tactful ellipsis potential dissonant elements. The

work seems to have coincided with Prince Henry’s coming of age, a rare moment

when national and court politics might harmoniously converge and more dangerous
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sectarian passions might be contained.104 By 1612, Prince Henry was dead and the

potentialities of his reign were lost. Leah Marcus notes that the play was revived at

Charles I’s court in 1633-4 to coincide with the king’s progress to Scotland to

receive the crown of Scotland, suggesting that the ‘British’ politics expressed in the

play reinforced Charles’s domestic policy imperatives.105 As we now know,

Charles’s attempts to impose further conformity on the Scots in matters of religion

produced a rebellion and revealed the profound fractures within and between his

multiple kingdoms. The discrepancy between Cymbeline’s aesthetic resolution and

unfolding history reminds us that art cannot fix identities as stable constructs, nor

enforce identities which have no root in experiential social and political reality.

Finally, the structure of my three sections in each case culminates with a play

by Shakespeare: Antony and Cleopatra, King Lear and Cymbeline. Shakespeare is

sui generis, it might be argued; his representations are not, in a sense, truly

‘representative’ of early modern identity formation; Shakespeare’s virtuosity as a

writer makes him an anomaly even amongst the majority of his peers. However, it

seems to me that the decision to foreground Shakespeare in this way may be

defended because of his unusual ability to absorb and rework such a wide spectrum

of discursive material, and because, as an author, his centrality to the longer term

evolution of English national identity as a literary construct seems undeniable.

Shakespeare is important to people whose sense of social identity is profoundly

shaped by literary texts: to authors, and to readers and audiences for whom his works

came to form the core of a canon that defined English national literary culture.

104 Curtis Perry, The Making of Jacobean Culture, p.172: ‘Henry’s court provided a more or less
containable site for dangerous oppositional passions.’
105 Leah S. Marcus, Puzzling Shakespeare, p.147.
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In an age which valued imitatio and syncretism, Shakespeare’s ability to

absorb texts and make them new was unusually acute. What we mean by

‘Shakespeare’ the author is undoubtedly opaque; the radically collaborative nature of

his writing is still being debated. David Scott Kastan has pointed out that ‘author’ in

this context means not only the principal writer, but also those agents involved in the

production and dissemination of the text, players, printers, censors et al.106 This

being so, it is nevertheless the case that Shakespeare was not only talented, but that

his writing necessarily had to negotiate the complex social circumstances within

which he operated in ways which obliged him to adopt unusually multi-faceted

representative strategies. His private beliefs are unknown: possibly he was raised a

Catholic, possibly he found himself drawn to a broad church, Erasmian toleration;

critics disagree.107 His patronage circle shifted from the turbulent political

environment of the Essex faction, to the conformist exigencies of writing for the

‘King’s Men’ after James’s succession; yet he was also a theatrical entrepreneur,

who made, it would seem, a successful living from his investments in popular

theatre, and was one of the first English dramatists so to do.108 His work therefore

seems to have straddled the tastes and interpretive horizons of elite and popular

audiences with an unusual degree of plasticity. Shakespeare’s works, therefore,

seem to me to be peculiarly well placed to reflect the fractures within his social

106 David Scott Kastan, Shakespeare after Theory (London: Routledge, 1999), p.42.
107 On Shakespeare’s formative Catholicism, see E. A. J. Honigman, Shakespeare: The Lost Years
(1985: 2nd edn. Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1998). On Shakespeare as a broad-Church
Anglican, see Jeffrey Knapp, Shakespeare’s Tribe: Church, Nation, and Theater in Renaissance
England (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2002).
108 On Shakespeare’s sensitivity to factional politics in the final years of Elizabeth’s reign, see Margot
Heineman’s essay ‘Rebel Lords, Popular Playwrights and Political Culture: Notes on the Jacobean
Patronage of the Earl of Southhampton’ in Patronage, Politics and Literary Traditions in England
1558-1658, ed. by Cedric C. Brown (Detroit, MI: Wayne State University Press, 1991), pp.135-158,
and in the Yearbook of English Studies 21 (1991), 63-86. On Shakespeare as a ‘King’s Man’, see
Alvin Kernan, Shakespeare, the King’s Playwright: Theatre in the Stuart Court, 1603-1613 (New
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1995).
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world: he not only absorbed material from an unusually large field, he remade it in

such a way that it might be seen to reflect the self-image of a wide variety of

contemporary early modern audiences.

Shakespeare’s work has, moreover, seen active service, used both by writers

and readers as part of the monumental literature that represents the English nation to

themselves, and to others, and it seems reasonable to attempt to examine it in situ,

before its translation to the status of national treasure. Post-romantic critics after

Herder read much into Ben Jonson’s comment that Shakespeare was the ‘Soule of

the Age’, and not just his own age, but ‘for all time.’109 Subsequent generations of

English writers and readers came to believe Shakespeare epitomised English writing.

In 1822, William Hazlitt recalled a moment of national pride when visiting Paris as

an art tourist in 1802: ‘And there that fine passage stands in Antony and Cleopatra as

we read it long ago with exulting eyes in Paris, after puzzling over a tragedy of

Racine’s, and cried aloud “Our Shakespeare was also a poet!”’110 More recently,

Walter Cohen has written of Shakespeare’s theatre as ‘a theatre that itself thematized

populism and nationalism’, while Philip Edwards’s comparative study of the origins

of literary nationalism in England and Ireland likewise privileged Shakespeare as the

author of ‘England’s national epic.’111

In the twentieth century, Shakespeare’s Henry V became a pre-eminent icon

of popular Englishness. The play was rolled out to provide the nation with a

109 Ben Jonson, ‘To the Memory of My Beloued, the Author, Mr. William Shakespeare, and what he
hath left vs’, in William Shakespeare, Mr. Wlliam Shakespeares Comedies, Histories, & Tragedies
(London: Isaac Jaggard, and Edward Blount, 1623), sig.A4r-v, lines 17 and 43.
110 ‘Sketches of the Principal Picture-Galleries in England’, originally written for London Magazine
(1822), see William Hazlitt Complete Works, ed. by P. P. Howe (London: J. M. Dent, 1930-34),
Vol.10, p.27.
111 Walter Cohen, Drama of a Nation: Public Theater in Renaissance England and Spain (Ithaca :
Cornell University Press, 1985), p.17; Philip Edwards, Threshold of a Nation: A Study in English and
Irish Drama (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979), p.66.
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cinematic first line of psychological defence in the dark hours of 1944.112 The text

has even been used as the conceptual framing conceit in the museum which stands

today on the site of Henry’s greatest victory, the imaginative year nought of English

nationhood. ‘Azincourt-Mediéval’ presents modern-day Hazlitts with recordings of

Olivier’s recitations, presenting predominantly English speaking visitors to the area a

version of the historical battle that is significantly framed by Shakespeare’s play.

Shakespeare’s words have become literally a part of the monumental record of

English national history.

Shakespeare, then, is important to my study because no other author writing

in this period has proved so serviceable to English readers looking to literature to

authorise their self-image. But just how ‘natural’ -- how true to ‘native’ form -- is

this construction? To answer this, it is illuminating to examine the critical

judgements of two of Shakespeare’s near-contemporaries, Ben Jonson and John

Milton, both of whom judged that Shakespeare’s writing somehow seemed to present

the English language in a peculiarly ‘natural’ form. Both, however, take pains to

show how this apparent ‘naturalness’ was in fact highly artful: carefully positioning

their own writing alongside Shakespeare’s, they propose themselves as likewise

well-placed to offer up to the English reading public, positioning themselves within

an emerging national literature whose shibboleth is Shakespeare.

Milton’s L’Allegro was probably written in the early 1630s during one of his

vacations from studying at Cambridge. The poem is self-consciously the work of a

young man, dreaming up ‘such sights as youthful poets dream’, and contrasting

Jonson’s ‘learnèd sock’ with ‘sweetest Shakespeare, Fancy’s child’ … warbling ‘his

112 Henry V (1944) starring and directed by Laurence Olivier.
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native wood-notes wild.’ 113 In L’Allegro, Milton imagines his imagination running

wild amongst the most artfully, and artificially, constructed of poetic landscapes, and

awakening the spirit of Orpheus. A companion piece to the more introverted Il

Penseroso, this was an exercise in sprezzatura, a celebration of the student Milton’s

exuberant encounter with and absorption of a wide body of English and European

literatures. Despite his celebration of Shakespeare, Milton writes, in fact, a densely

artificial work, packed to bursting with pastoral shepherds, classical muses, ‘throngs

of knights and barons bold’ (line 119) and fairylands fresh from plays such as

Shakespeare’s Midsummer Night’s Dream. By celebrating Shakespeare’s ‘natural’

writing, Milton is in fact demonstrating that he can digest and naturalise

Shakespeare’s art. Returning to Antony Smith’s description of the ethno-symbolic

structures constructing nationhood, we see Milton here engaged in just such a

construction: Shakespeare’s writing provides Milton, in Antony Smith’s terms, with

‘a myth of common ancestry, shared historical memories and traditions, common

culture, a link to an historic history or homeland, a measure of solidarity.’114

Milton’s self promotion obviously paid off; he was chosen to supply a poem

-- his first published work -- to form part of the prefatory material in the prestigious

Second Folio of Shakespeare’s collected works in 1632.115 His epitaph ‘On

Shakespeare’ praises the ‘easie numbers’ of Shakespeare’s writing, contrasting these

with the laborious ‘slow-endeavouring Art’ which we are no doubt expected to

associate with Milton’s own writing. This rhetorical false modesty belies, of course,

its author’s evident display of literary competence.

113 John Milton, ‘L’Allegro’, line 129, 132-4. First published in Poems of Mr. John Milton both
English and Latin, compos'd at several times. (London: Ruth Raworth for Humphrey Moseley, 1645).
114 Antony D. Smith, Myths and Memories of the Nation, p.13.
115 John Milton, ‘An Epitaph on the Admirable Dramaticke Poet, W Shakespeare’, in Mr. William
Shakespeares Comedies, Histories, and Tragedies (London: Thomas Cotes, 1632), sig. A5r, lines 9-
10.
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Milton was not simply envying Shakespeare; he was also emulating Ben

Jonson, whose poems in praise of his great peer and rival had decorated the First

Folio in 1623. Jonson borrows the language of genealogy to suggest how

Shakespeare’s work offers English writers with likely breeding-stock:

… Looke how the fathers face
Liues in his issue, euen so, the race
Of Shakespeares minde, and manners brightly shines
In his well torned, and true-filed lines:
(lines 65-7).116

Jonson praises Shakespeare as more properly ‘of Natures family’ (line 54) than all

the foreign-born models of the ancients: ‘Nature her selfe was proud of his designes’,

wrote Jonson, ‘And ioy’d to weare the dressing of his lines!’ (lines 47-8). Jonson’s

Shakespeare launches English literature onto a world stage; this is the author in

whom Britain triumphs (line 41), ‘To whom all Scenes of Europe homage owe’ (line

42), who is even, in the final lines, apotheosised as a constellation -- ‘thou Starre of

Poets’ (line 77), surely a conscious reference to the Pléiade of France. The Folio is a

self-conscious act of patriotic literary self-promotion, both for English letters, and the

writers and publishers associated with the project.

Jonson’s epitaph slyly points out, however, that poets are not simply untutored

natural geniuses: ‘For a good Poet’s made, as well as borne’ (line 64). Art is slowly

revealed to be not so much ‘natural’ but as a parallel creative force to Nature. Milton

and Jonson’s literary theory wrestles with the knotty question of the relationship

between art and nature, and reveals something of profound significance. If literary

art is, in a sense, a world parallel to nature, it encodes at a most basic level an

estrangement from its signified natural objects. Even Shakespeare’s apparently

116 Ben Jonson, ‘To the Memory of My Beloued,’ sig.A5v.
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natural voice is a fashion, a dressing, says Jonson. Shakespeare, like all writers, is

not simply natural, but nature’s rival, remaking nature: ‘Nature her selfe was proud

of his designes’ does not mean simply that Shakespeare was sympathetically

reflecting nature, but rather, that his writing profoundly changed how the English

nation might be represented to itself. Renaissance writing is therefore paradoxically

at its most ‘natural’ when it is at its most artificial: this tension, between natural but

unselfconscious identities and artificial literary self-representations lies as a

foundational concept in understanding the creative dynamic between ‘native’ and

‘foreign’ identities on the early modern stage. Identities so composed are themselves

radically hybrid, both foreign and native.
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CHAPTER II : ALTERNATIVE CLEOPATRAS

1 Introduction

Edward Said writes in the introduction to Orientalism that ‘every writer on

the Orient (and this is true even of Homer) assumes some Oriental precedent, some

previous knowledge of the Orient, to which he refers and on which he relies.’1 Said

was concerned with post-Enlightenment representations of the Orient as the West’s

‘Other’, with writing practices that produced an ‘imaginative demonology of “the

mysterious Orient”’, distorting and appropriating Oriental identity to buttress

Western fantasies of cultural and political global hegemony.2 Said’s insight that

Europe’s self image has been, since ancient times, defined against the civilisations

that lie on and beyond its territorial borders to the East is incontrovertible; without

this sense of a boundary, Europe is indistinguishable from the rest of the vast Asian

continental mass. But in the sixteenth century, before the era of exotic and far flung

European colonisation and global imperialism, actual European contact with

civilisations to the East was likely to induce feelings of anxiety and cultural

inferiority.3 Indeed, for most readers and audiences, contact with the Orient was not

actual at all, but profoundly imaginative, operating at the level of metaphor,

inhabiting imagined rather than actual geographies. In the early modern period, this

1 Edward Said, Orientalism, p.20.
2 Edward Said, Orientalism, p.26.
3 Nabil Matar, Turks, Moors & Englishmen in the Age of Discovery (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1999); Daniel Vitkus, Turning Turk: English Theatre and the Multicultural Mediterranean,
1570-1630 (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003).
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chapter will argue, Oriental literary representations were most often not intended to

be representations of the Orient at all, but explorations of differentiation within

contemporary domestic identities, revealing the many ways in which we might

become strange to ourselves.4

In our search for clearly defined selves, humans both individually and

collectively are prone to smooth over these inner discontinuities, often projecting

dissonances as the stereotypical characteristics of other groups: this is particularly the

case if the relationship between the groups is adversarial.5 Post-colonial criticism

has paid scholarly attention to the ways in which representations of Cleopatra

contributed to Europe’s sense of absolute difference from its oriental neighbours.6 In

fact, the quest for the pre-modern origins of the Oriental/Occidental binary reveals a

multiplicity of bifurcating and intersecting European identities, some generated by

acts of cultural exchange between competing European national cultures, others by

the tension between individual or sub-group representation within the context of the

expanding sphere of influence of the national state. In both dynamics, the nation

state itself is the hegemonic structure that generates counter-representations. To

illustrate this, the discussion that follows will look at how representations of the

exotic, non-European figure of Cleopatra, taken here as the epitome of ostensibly

oriental alterity, gave voice to cultural and political subaltern identity at moments

4 This phrase is used by Julia Kristeva, Étrangers à nous-mêmes (Paris: Fayard, 1988), Strangers to
Ourselves trans. by Leon S. Roudiez (New York: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1992).
5 Social psychologists are familiar with this phenomenon: James E. Cameron, Julie M. Duck,
Deborah H. Terry, and Richard N. Lalonde, ‘Perceptions of Self and Group in the Context of a
Threatened National Identity: A Field Study’, Group Processes and Intergroup Relations 8(1) (2005),
73-88. See also Steve Reicher and Nick Hopkins (eds), Self and Nation: Categorization, Contestation
and Mobilisation (London: Sage, 2001).
6 Ania Loomba, ‘Shakespeare and Cultural Difference’, in Alternative Shakespeares II, ed. by Terence
Hawkes (London: Routledge, 1996), pp.164-191, p.175; Dympna Callahan in ‘“Othello was a White
Man”: Properties of Race on Shakespeare’s Stage’, in Alternative Shakespeares II, pp.192-215.
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when such alternative identities were dreamt into being, sparked off by the

developing dynamics of early modern state building.

2 Cleopatra Before the Renaissance

The story of Cleopatra and Antony had been well known throughout the

medieval period, supplying Boccaccio with a case study of tragic suicide in his De

mulieribus claris, in which the classical model of Ovid’s Heroides combines with a

medieval fascination with Fortune’s fickle nature. Cleopatra’s tragic love and her

fall on Fortune’s wheel make her sister to various wronged female co-travellers from

classical times, who love their men generously and in spite of bitter trials, even to the

death: Alceste, Thisbe, Dido, Hypsipyle, Medea, Lucrece, Ariadne, Philomela,

Phyllis and Hypermnestra. Surviving editions of medieval illustrated copies of

Boccaccio’s De mulieribus show Cleopatra dressed in contemporary European garb;

not, in fact, Oriental at all.7

Drawing on Boccaccio, and weaving into this text additional material from

his Filostrato and a considerable body of French romantic verse, Geoffrey Chaucer

reworked these tales into English as The Legend of Good Women.8 In the framing

narrative to this work, Alceste, Love’s queen, defends Chaucer as the author of a

number of works that present a balanced account of love and female constancy -- The

Book of the Duchess, The House of Fame, Boece, The Parlement of Fowles -- and

7 See for example the image of the suicide of Cleopatra in Boccaccio’s De mulieribus claris c.1405
reproduced in Cleopatra of Egypt, from History to Myth, ed. by Susan Walker and Peter Higgs
(London: British Museum Press, 2001), p. 344, and, in the same source, the suicides of Antony and
Cleopatra taken from the French translation of Boccaccio’s De casibus.
8 Geoffrey Chaucer, The Complete Works, ed. by F. N. Robinson (1933; Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1974), p.840.
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suggests the prospectus of The Legend of Good Women as a necessary corrective to

and penance for his pejorative representation of Criseyde in Troilus and Criseyde.

There is some evidence that The Legend of Good Women was dedicated to

Anne of Bohemia, who married Richard II in 1382.9 Many of the women

represented in the tales are foreign to their spouses, as was Anne of Bohemia. The

opening story features Cleopatra, ‘Egypti regine’, whose love for Antony provokes

war because Antony has abandoned his Roman wife in order to marry her; the plight

of the abandoned wife is not explored, as Cleopatra’s ‘martyrdom’ to love is the

moral of the tale. While Anne of Bohemia’s marriage was hardly tragic, she too was

(in geographical terms) an eastern queen, and her much more successful marriage

with the king of England presents a positive antitype to these tragic stories of

exogamous relationships. More than this, by inviting the male author to write from

the female perspective under queenly authority, Chaucer’s Legend establishes a

strand of discourse that both complements and counterweights the potentially

tyrannous male perspective of the king. This construction of Oriental feminine

identity draws attention to a feminine political voice that would otherwise have

remained passive, the object of desire encountered in works such as Chaucer’s

Romauns of the Rose or the tale of Troilus and Criseyde. By allowing these

women’s stories their proper place, by acknowledging that women may also have a

point of view, and the right to speak as self-determining agents, Chaucer is acting as

the agent of natural justice, creating a ‘natural’ account -- one that is both English

and balanced:

This is the sentence of the philosopher,

9 John Lydgate asserts this in the first book of the Falls of Princes (written 1430-1438); The Complete
Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, ed. by F. N. Robinson, explanatory notes p. 839. See also David
Wallace, Chaucerian Polity: Absolutist Lineages and Associational Forms, pp.372-6.
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A kyng to kepe his lyges in justice;
Withouten doute, that is his office.10

So in English, prior to the sixteenth century, there existed a literary model for

a powerful ‘alternative Cleopatra’, of oriental female representation as a naturally

just corrective to masculine-gendered tyranny and xenophobic rejection of the female

stranger. In the sixteenth century, however, European humanists turned afresh to the

original classical sources, discovering in these important prototypical models for

European nation-states and their subjects: accounts, however, that reproduced

strongly the patriarchal Roman attitude towards women like Dido, Cleopatra and

Medea as demonic aliens. In the literature of imperial Rome, Cleopatra’s defeat at

Actium had been the defining historical moment that marked the ascendancy of the

Roman world-straddling empire, and, furthermore, of a particular, patriarchal

formulation of Roman imperium that found its focal point in the figure of the western

Emperor, the Caesar.

The Roman biography of Cleopatra was the normative version in classical

and neoclassical European literature, but, as we shall see, writers in the sixteenth

century found ways of engaging with this tradition that allowed subtle shifts of

perspective, shifts that signalled a process of negotiation between the political

identity of more proximate Caesars and their subjects. In the rest of this section, I

will examine four pathways: the account by Plutarch, translated into French by

Amyot and thence into English by Thomas North; Cleopatra’s re-appearance in

French sixteenth-century drama; Cleopatra’s translation and transformation from

French into English dramatic writing during the final decade of Elizabeth I’s reign

and into the Stuart period; and finally, the complex interactions of Shakespeare’s

10 Geoffrey Chaucer, ‘The Legend of Good Women’, lines 365-367, p.492.
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Antony and Cleopatra with these ‘Egyptian’ precedents. I will argue that the

Cleopatra theme provides a narrative space in which parallel versions of native

political identity can be formulated and explored. While specific topical contexts

informed the reception of these representations, what will become clear is that the

triangular relationship between Augustus, Antony and Cleopatra repeatedly uses

Cleopatra to represent subordinate versions of political identity as apparently exotic

when these are in fact aspects of core self identity, interior and even (in some

accounts) intensely domestic. The Orient is thus disturbingly near-to-home in its

localisations; these ‘naturalised’ images of Cleopatra allowed readers and audiences

to explore particular and highly politicised tensions between individual and social

identity: Cleopatra is thus representative of the sense of estrangement that these

negotiations generated at the heart of social and political discourse.

3 Renaissance Cleopatras

Western literature has no surviving literary accounts of Cleopatra’s reign

from the point of view of the Egyptians. We have some surviving Egyptian coins,

showing the queen as a strong faced Amazon, whose jutting, masculine nose and

flaring nostrils curl over her snarling mouth: a face-off, in fact, against comparable

coinage showing the heads of the Roman imperators.11 But the histories of Cleopatra

were written by the winning side: by the Romans. In these accounts, Antony is a

demagogue, a drunkard, a profligate, an adulterer, and Cleopatra a seductress, her

threat to Roman hegemony in the Mediterranean translated and neutralised by her

11 For images of Cleopatra on contemporary coinage, see Hunterian Museum and Art Gallery,
University of Glasgow, catalogue entry GLAHM M3.399.14.
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representation as a moral degenerate luxuriating in (non-Roman, Oriental) epicurean

decadence.12

Curiously, Plutarch, whose account of Cleopatra was the most widely read of

the classical sources, was not Roman but Greek. Plutarch was born in Charonea in

western Boeotia in about AD 50. Robert Lamberton’s modern biography of Plutarch

describes him as ‘Janus-like’, looking both forward and backwards in time, poised

between Greek and Roman civilisations. His literary vision ‘reflected, and, by

reflecting, cemented into the tradition, Roman values with regard to Greek culture --

and the opposite, Greek attitudes towards Rome.’13 Plutarch’s Lives, which came to

be the dominant biographical source for writers interested in the Cleopatran theme in

the sixteenth century, presented readers with models of how and how not to live.

Plutarch’s method was to use political biography as ethical instruction, laying out for

comparison a succession of parallel lives, a Roman for a Greek. Lamberton

describes Plutarch’s writing as a conscious act of ‘cultural mythmaking’, positioning

Greek civilisation as the necessary mirror reflecting Roman might, without which

Rome was merely another barbarian nation.14

I would also suggest that Plutarch’s Lives contain traces of anxiety about

what it meant to be the politically-subordinate partner in this cultural partnership:

possibly, indeed, providing for sixteenth-century readers a serviceable if unsettling

model of the relationship between the humanist scholar and his political patron.

Plutarch’s biographical method implied a comparison between an illustrious but

decayed Greek intellectual inheritance and the vigorous, if often deeply flawed,

12 ‘Cleopatra was a woman of insatiable sexuality and insatiable avarice’ etc -- Cassius Dio, The
Roman History: The Reign of Augustus, trans. by Ian Scott-Kilvert (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1987),
p.76. Dio, born about a century after Plutarch, was also a Greek.
13 Robert Lamberton, Plutarch (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2001), p.1, p.xiii.
14 Robert Lamberton, Plutarch, p.69.
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Roman contemporary history. Plutarch’s Antony finds Greece -- the midway point

between Rome and Egypt -- to be a place where models of public life are decayed

and where private living has replaced public action. But Greece is critical to the

‘making’ of Antony, for early in his career, Antony goes to Greece to learn rhetorical

arts: ‘he used a manner of phrase in his speeche, called Asiatik, which caried the best

grace and estimation at that time, and was much like to his manners and life: for it

was full of ostentation, foolishe braverie and vaine ambition.’15 In other words,

despite the best efforts of provincial men of letters such as Plutarch, Greece was no

longer the guardian of a pure form of political speech. Later, after the formation of

the triumvirate and the defeat of Brutus and Cassius at Philippi, Antony is formally

given command of the eastern Empire, and his first port of call is again Greece:

At his first comming into Graece, he was not hard nor bitter unto the
Graecians, but gave himselfe onely to heare wise men dispute, to see playes
and also to note the ceremonies and sacrifices of Graece, ministring justice to
everie man, and it pleased him marvelously to heare them call him Philellen,
(as much to say, ‘a lover of the Graecians’).16

Ominously, however, Antony declares the Athenian Senate-House and Council-hall,

the cradles of democracy and democratic debate, ‘little, old, and ready to fall

downe.’17 After Actium (a battle that takes place tantalisingly within sight of the

Greek coast), Antony casts himself as Timon of Athens, and retreats to Pharos near

Alexandria in that guise, ‘saying that he would lead Timons life, because he had the

like wrong offered him, that was affore offered unto Timon.’18 After Antony rejoins

15 Thomas North, The Lives of the Noble Grecians and Romans, Englished by Sir Thomas North
Tudor Translation Series, (London: David Nutt, 1896), Vol. 6, p.2. Hereafter referred to as ‘North.’
16 North, p.22.
17 North, p.22.
18 North, p.73.
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Cleopatra, letters are sent to Octavius requesting that their children might inherit

Egypt but, if Octavius wishes Antony to leave Egypt, that ‘he might be suffered to

live at Athens like a private man.’19 What it must have cost Plutarch, a Greek, to

represent his own land in these emasculated terms can only be imagined. George

Wyndham, writing his editorial introduction to North’s translation of Plutarch’s lives

in 1895, suggested that Plutarch’s Greece was ‘a land left empty and silent, save for

the statues of Gods and the renown of great men.’20 The Victorian critic may be

fanciful, but the elegiac sense we have from Plutarch’s Antony of a debased and

degenerate public life, of which Cleopatra is a symptom rather than sole cause, is

persuasive. The final sentence of Plutarch’s Antony draws a line forward from the

debauched lovers to Nero’s ‘madnes and wicked life’, which ‘had almost destroyed

the Empire of Rome.’21 But, despite its flaws, at least Rome has an Empire, unlike

Greece, which is a land fit only for private rather than public life.

This political inferiority complex lies at the heart of the transmission and

translation practices that brought Plutarch’s writing to new readers in western Europe

in the sixteenth century. French and English translations of Plutarch engaged with

Plutarch as a Greek author, requiring to be digested and assimilated by humanist-

trained authors writing in the service of their aspirant national cultures. The first

French translation of the Moralia, by Jacques Amyot (1572), and the first English

translation by Philemon Holland (1603) acknowledge in their title pages that the

original source language was Greek.22 Although Holland uses and cites additional

19 North, p.75.
20 North, ‘Introduction’ by George Wyndham, p.viii.
21 North, p.89.
22 Plutarch’s Moralia were translated from Greek into French by Jacques Amyot in 1572, Les Oeuvres
morales et meslees de Plutarque (Paris: Michel de Vascosan, 1572); St Andrews French Book Project
Serial No. 20879 [May 07]. The first English language edition, translated by Philemon Holland,
appeared in 1603: The Philosophie, commonlie called, the morals written by the learned philosopher
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Latin and French sources, the title page of his translation proclaims the original

author to be Plutarch of Chaeronea -- Plutarch, the Greek. Holland here is inviting

the reader to recognise the translator as being sufficiently learned to have a capable

command of Greek while also implicitly proposing English as capable of bearing the

weight of the source material: promoting both his own intellectual capabilities and

the serviceability of his readers’ national vernacular language. The title pages of

Amyot’s Les Vies des hommes illustres (1559) and of North’s translation of Amyot

into English in 1579 similarly declare the work to be ‘translated out of Greeke.’ In

fact, a decent contemporary Latin copy also existed: but this was Italian in origin,

produced under the supervision of Campari, in the Medici court (1482).23

Both the French and English translations of Plutarch reflected the

nationalistic concerns of their translators and contemporary readers, respectively,

French resistance to Italian, and English resistance to French, cultural predominance.

The year before Amyot’s translation appeared under the patronage of Margaret of

Navarre, the French had attempted to better Boccaccio’s Decameron with the

publication of Margaret’s rival collection of stories, the Heptameron. If Plutarch was

concerned in the period in which he wrote to fold Greek civilisation within Roman

imperium, ensuring the survival of Greek values under the wing of the Roman eagle,

and imbuing the new masters of the world with Greek values and high cultural status,

the humanist writers of the Renaissance were similarly concerned to appropriate

classical texts to legitimise their own national cultures and to out-do their

contemporary cultural rivals.

Plutarch of Chaeronea. Translated out of Greeke into English, and conferred with the Latine
translations and the French (London: Arnold Hatfield, 1603).
23 Plutarque, Les vies des hommes illustres,Traduction de Jacques Amyot, Gérard Walter (ed), (Paris:
Gallimard, 1951), editor’s introduction, p.xxiii. Hereafter referred to as ‘Amyot.’
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It is significant therefore that both the French and English translations of

Plutarch’s Greek text were addressed to female patrons. In England, North’s

translation of 1579 was dedicated to his sovereign, Elizabeth. In France, the first

attempt to translate The Life of Antony from Greek into French appears to have been

initiated in 1519 by Françoise de Foix, Countess of Chateaubriant and mistress to

Francis I, whose commission to an unknown translator survives while the actual

translation does not.24 The Countess’s choice of tales was undoubtedly significant,

an act of self-identification with Cleopatra that was echoed in subsequent sixteenth-

century appearances of this story at the French court. Further attempts by Lazare de

Baïf to translate more of the Lives at the behest of Francis I himself seem not to have

progressed far, and it was under the patronage of Francis’s sister, Margaret of

Navarre, that Amyot’s full translation eventually appeared. Margaret’s court was

strongly associated with a movement to reform French political life through

improving the culture of letters: a distinctively feminine route into public life.

The feminised framework of patronage within which these translations

appeared sat uneasily with the predominately masculine public codes of the age, a

paradoxical placement of an ethical exemplar in an apparently non-public sphere.

Plutarch’s uneasy awareness of the decayed state of Greek public culture

complemented contemporary Renaissance concern with degeneracy in national

public life. In 1579, when Thomas North’s translation of Plutarch appeared in print,

Elizabeth’s more vehemently Protestant subjects were horrified to learn that the

queen was seriously considering a marriage proposal from Francis, Duke of Anjou.

North’s opening dedication to Elizabeth frames Plutarch’s Lives as a monarchist

work:

24 Amyot, Introduction by Gérard Walter, p.xxiii.
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For amonge all the profane bookes, that are in reputacion at this day, there is
none (your highnes best knowes) that teacheth so much honor, love,
obedience, reverence, zeale, and devocion to Princes, as these lives of
Plutarcke doe.25

It also, however, carried what must have been seen at the time as a veiled warning to

Elizabeth:

If they have done this for heathen kings, what should we doe for Christian
Princes? If they have done this for glory, what should we doe for religion? If
they have done this without hope of heaven, what should we doe that looke
for immortalitie?26

While North’s protestations of loyalty to his queen are strong and vehement, the

suggestion that this was contingent on a shared bedrock of religious faith would have

been, in the year in which the queen was contemplating marriage to a Catholic

prince, quite pointed.

Turning now to North’s handling of the story of Antony and Cleopatra, we

find that the process of translation from French to English created some peculiar

naturalising adjustments. Some are obvious: throughout the Lives, North renders

Amyot’s ‘la chose publique’, the Grecian ‘public’ life, as the ‘commonwealth’, a

formulation that encapsulates a very English view of public life and its constitutional

history. More usually, however, North’s translation selects English vocabulary that

situates the text more deliberately in a neo-chivalric cultural context, one

sympathetic to his projected English aristocratic readership. Where Amyot’s Antony

is a ‘homme d’entreprise, et bon et vaillant capitaine’, [‘a man of action, and a good

and brave captain’], North’s translation finds him ‘a hardy man, and a valliant

25 North, p.4.
26 North, p.4.
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captaine.’ Here, North is bettering the French original at its own game: ‘hardy’ came

into English via the French word ‘hardi’, used in the Chanson de Roland of c.1080 to

describe a bold knight on a mission and persisting in French use with this meaning.27

North’s lexical choices represent Antony in terms of a knight errant (even an erring

knight errant), appropriating into English the continental model and its associated

terminological matrix.

North’s translation thus reconfigures Antony, underlining his rugged,

masculine qualities in terms sympathetic to a readership familiar with chivalric

romance literature. In complementary fashion, North’s Cleopatra is, in small but

important ways, less attractively feminine than Amyot’s, more demonic and alien. In

Amyot’s accounts, when Cleopatra meets Antony at Cydnus, Antony is drawn to

Cleopatra not just by her beauty but also by what he describes as ‘la douceur et

gentillesse de son naturel, qui assaisonnait tout ce qu’elle disait ou faisait’ [‘the

sweetness and gentility of her nature, which seasoned everything that she did or

said’]. North, however, curtails this phrase: it is ‘her curteous nature, that tempered

her words and deeds.’28 But where Amyot’s description is soft and even

sympathetic, North is much more dismissive of signs of her femininity. When

Amyot’s queen weeps, she does so elegantly: ‘elle foundait en larmes, et avait la

chère triste, la contenance morne’[‘she melted into tears, and appeared so sad, with a

mournful countenance’], which North brusquely translates as ‘she fell a weeping and

blubbering.’29

In one case, a mis-translation by North results in Cleopatra appearing to be

much more deliberately inhumane than in the French text. Amyot describes

27 Amyot, Vol. II, p. 869; North, Vol. VI, p.7. Etymology of ‘hardi’ from Moyen Français, p.344.
28 Amyot, p.888; North, p 27.
29 Amyot, p.916; North, p.55.
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Cleopatra’s research into poisons (she is actively considering the possibility of

suicide): ‘Cléopâtre faisait un recueil et amas de tous poisons qui ont pouvoir

d’éteindre les hommes’ [‘Cleopatra gathered and collected all sorts of poisons that

were capable of extinguishing human life’]. Cleopatra subsequently applies these to

criminals already condemned to death in order to find a painless but fatal poison

appropriate to her own suicide. With North, Cleopatra’s experimentation is more

generally malicious in intent: ‘Cleopatra in the meane time was verie carefull in

gathering all sorts of poysons together to destroy men.’30

Appearing in 1579, North’s account of Antony as a knight rendered

effeminate by his love for Cleopatra shares a common time with the composition of

Philip Sidney’s Arcadia, a work in which a prince -- Pyrocles -- is similarly

feminised by love, even cross dressing as Cleophilia. Like Sidney, North was

writing in a period of frustrated inaction, watching continental wars unfold while

Elizabeth refused to commit troops and even contemplated marrying out of the faith.

Amyot was at ease with his female patroness: North’s milieu was much more

conflicted in its attitudes to Elizabeth at this time, and concerned with the effect that

her policies might have on the masculine vitality of the nation.31 And North’s view

of Cleopatra was similarly bifurcated: fearing her ability to emasculate Antony, he

nevertheless approves of her strong sense of Egyptian patriotism. Fittingly, he signs

off his dedication to Elizabeth with a rhetorical question that hangs tantalisingly

unresolved: ‘what service is there in warre, what honor in peace, which they [the

readers of this work] will not be ready to doe, for their worthy Queene?’32

30 Amyot, p.936; North, p 75.
31 Blair Worden, The Sound of Virtue: Philip Sidney’s Arcadia and Elizabethan Politics (New Haven,
CT: Yale University Press, 1996).
32 North, p.5.
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4 Cleopatra Speaks: Cleopatra on the French Stage

Plutarch’s Cleopatra sits within a story dedicated to her lover, Antony, and

functions in that story as Antony’s counterfoil and nemesis, in a secondary role to the

male players. However, some years before Amyot’s translation of Plutarch appeared

in France, it was Cleopatra’s name that headed the bill in Étienne Jodelle’s short play

Cléopâtre captive.33 As we have seen above, an earlier, now lost, sixteenth-century

translation of Cleopatra’s story into French had been undertaken on commission

from a royal mistress. Now, in February 1553, Jodelle was selected to present

Cléopâtre captive before the court of Francis’s son, Henri II. The choice of subject -

- adulterous love -- was again topical, as Henri like his father kept a high profile

mistress, Diane de Poitiers, alongside his wife, the Italian Catherine de Medici. And,

as we shall see, this was a literary court culture that found itself able to associate

strongly with the Egyptian, Oriental, perspective.

Jodelle was a junior member of a group of students and teachers associated

with the Collège de Coqueret in Paris, who called themselves the Pléiade after a

company of Greek poets at the court of Ptolemy Philadelphus at Alexandria.34

Rather as Greece in Plutarch’s time and Egypt during Cleopatra’s reign had struggled

for cultural and political survival in the face of Rome, French writers in the sixteenth

century felt themselves to be writing in the shadow of Italian cultural pre-eminence.

They were also writing for a court that was striving to maintain France’s political

33 The original manuscript of the play is lost; the first edition was published posthumously, under
commission by Jodelle’s friend La Mothe (Paris: Nicholas Chesneau and Marmert Patisson, 1574),
reprinted twice in 1583 and again in 1597. The edition quoted from here will be that edited by
Kathleen Hall, Cléopâtre captive (Exeter: University of Exeter, 1979).
34 Sidney Lee, The French Renaissance in England, p.183.
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place in Europe in the face of powerful Hapsburg dynastic ambitions to dominate the

continent. Authors and patrons in this case shared a similar aspirational nationalist

agenda.

The poets of the Pléiade -- who included Pierre de Ronsard, Joachim du

Bellay, Jean-Antoine de Baïf and their Professor of Greek, Jean Dorat -- were

patriots, and undoubtedly also personally ambitious, believing that France could

aspire to become the cultural leader of Europe. As Joachim du Bellay argued in his

Défense et Illustration de la Langue Francaise, it was necessary that French

literature should be remodelled, grafting the refinement of the ancients onto

vigorous, native stock, thus naturalising the classical models as Latin had formerly

assimilated Greek culture.35

This is not to say that the conduct of these writers was restrained and

decorous. Indeed, anecdotally, following the successful performance of Jodelle’s

Cléopâtre, contemporary gossips reported that he and his companions took to the

woods dressed as Bacchae to sacrifice a goat in celebration of the Dionysian muse.36

Whether or not this incident was strictly historical, it is clear that Jodelle and his

fellow poets had something of a reputation as ‘Good Livers’-- similar, in fact, to

Cleopatra and Antony’s own, for according to Plutarch the lovers formed just such a

society in Alexandria. Appropriately, Jodelle was even introduced to the royal court

35 Joachim du Bellay, Défense et Illustration de la Langue Français, ed. by Louis Humbert (Paris:
Garnier, 1930), originally published (Paris: Arnoul l’Angelier, 1549): ‘Se compose doncques celuy
qui voudra enrichir sa langue, à l’imitation des meilleurs auteurs grecs et latins’ [‘let him who wishes
to enrich the language set himself therefore to imitating the best Greek and Latin writers’], Bk 1, Ch.8,
p.58.
36 This incident is reported by Kathleen Hall in her introduction to Cléopâtre captive, p.v, as recorded
in 1703 by Éstienne Pasquier in Les Oeuvres … contenant ses Recherches de la France (Amsterdam:
1703), vol.VII p.vi. It is also mentioned by Louis Humbert in his biographical introduction to
Joachim du Bellay’s Défense et Illustration de la Langue Française, p.9, whose lengthy description of
the Dionysian picnic is taken from Henri Chamard’s doctoral thesis on Joachim du Bellay (Lille, n.d.),
and repeated in Henri Chamard’s Histoire de la Pléiade, (Paris, 1939), Vol. II, pp.23-4.
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by a French Marc Antony -- one of his former teachers, Marc-Antoine Mûret.37

Cléopâtre arrived on the French stage, therefore, in the company of patriotic poets

who had self-consciously adopted the personae of Dionysian ritualists in Egypt. This

self-identification with Oriental Alexandria allowed Cleopatra’s point of view to

become the dominant perspective, incorporating the poets’ own aspirational identity

nicely into that of a court culture that tolerated adulterous liaisons and was at the

time of the première performance intensely self conscious of analogues in

contemporary European power politics.

For Jodelle’s Cléopâtre was not advocating mere self-indulgence and private

pleasure. In 1552-3, France was waging war against the Holy Roman Emperor,

Charles V, for control of lands on France’s eastern frontier; in January 1553, after a

lengthy siege, Charles retreated from Lorraine, leaving this important border region

in the control of Francis, Duc de Guise, one of the French crown’s foremost subjects.

Jodelle’s Prologue and Dedication to the French king Henri II praises ‘le triomphe et

le nom’ [the triumph and fame] of ‘le grand Henri’ at this auspicious point in history

when the fortunes and confidence of the French nation have been restored:

… la terre (ô Roy des Roys la crainte)
Qui ne refuse estre à tes loix estrainte,
De la grandeur de son sainct nom s’estonne,
Qu’elle a gravé dans sa double colonne:38

[… the earth (O King, the Terror of Kings)
Which does not refuse to bow under your laws’ command,
Is wonderstruck by the greatness of your holy name,
Which she has engraven on her double pillars]

37 Jodelle, Cléopâtre captive, Kathleen Hall ‘Introduction’, p.v.
38 Jodelle, Cléopâtre captive, lines 1-5, my translation.
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The reference to the two pillars was particularly pointed, since these formed Charles

V’s imperial emblem. The victorious Henri has managed to appropriate the Holy

Roman Emperor’s own world-straddling emblem.

Jodelle’s play repeatedly criticises the ‘orgueil’ [pride, or hubris] of the

central characters, but in particular, finds this to be the central defining characteristic

of the victorious Roman commander. Towards the end of the Prologue, Jodelle

launches a critique of Cleopatra and Antony’s enemy and nemesis:

… d’Octavian aussi
L’orgueil, l’audace, et le journel souci
De son trophee emprains tu sonderas,
Et plus qu’à luy le tien eglaras:
Veu qu’il faudra que ses successeurs mesmes
Cedent pour toy aux volontez suprémes,
Qui ja le monde à ta couronne voüent,
Et le commis de tous les Dieux t’avoüent.39

[Of Octavian’s
Pride, boldness and daily cares,
Swollen by his victory, you will take measure;
But your own (i.e. Henri’s victories) will more than equal his:
Seeing that his very successors will be obliged
To yield in your favour to the dictates from on high,
Which already commit the world to your royal rule,
Confessing you the envoy of all the Gods.]

Henri, in other words, will surpass Octavian because he has overcome Charles V,

Octavian’s contemporary imperial successor. In preserving and representing

Cleopatra’s defiance of Octavian, the play shadows the French king’s defiance of the

over-mighty ambitions of the Holy Roman Emperor. Reading the play typologically,

it might be said that Henri will succeed against his contemporary Emperor where

Cleopatra and Antony had failed.

39 Jodelle, Cléopâtre captive, lines 47-54, my translation.
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The second major motif in the play is the notion of Alexandrian resistance to

the laws of strangers. Kathleen Hall comments on the frequent use of the word

‘estrange’, which in its simplest sense means foreign or strange, particularly drawing

attention to Act IV when the Egyptians bewail ‘strangeness’ as the particular form

taken by their tragic nemesis:

Any translation such as ‘strange, unusual, unfamiliar’ seems impossible here
and not much better when the Chorus mentions ‘Du temps le vol estrange’
(811), Cleopatra ‘ceste estrange guerre’ (897) or Eras their ‘estrange prison’
(1270). A stronger translation such as ‘unprecedented’ or ‘frightful’ might do
for the last two instances, but not for the first two. Does Jodelle use estrange
in the sense of ‘desolate, bewildering’, shown in the Italian strano contrade
and old Provençal monhanhas estranhas or, alternatively perhaps
simultaneously, in the courtly sense of ‘cruel, tormenting’ shown in Old
Provençal estranha dompna … ‘Bel neps … vostra mort m’es estranha’
(Ronsasvals, l.1499) and Italian ‘stranio … churlish’ (Florio, A World of
Wordes, London, 1598).40

Hall’s sense here is that ‘estrange’ is a difficult concept to translate into English: a

single English word does not capture the full connotative range, and certainly not the

concept’s significance to its contemporary French audience, concerned as they were

to see off foreign competitors in the struggle for European cultural and political pre-

eminence. Cleopatra is distraught not simply because she has lost her lover, but

because the defeat at Actium has meant her enslavement to a foreign conqueror. She

and the chorus of Alexandrian women therefore fear being submerged in a Roman

state, seeing this alienation as tragic destiny.

The prominence of the Chorus in the play is striking: they protest that this is

as much their tragedy as it is that of Antony and Cleopatra:

Ceste terre honnorable,
Ce pays fortuné,
Helas! Voit peu durable

40 Kathleen Hall, ‘Notes on Jodelle’s Cléopâtre captive’, French Studies 20 (1966), 1-14, p.3.
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Son heur importuné.
Telle est la destinee
Des immuables Cieux,
Telle nous est donnee
La defaveur des Dieux.41

[This honourable land,
This fortunate country,
Alas! See how fleeting
Is her ill-timed Felicity.
Such is the will
Of immovable Fate.
Thus is dispensed
The Gods’ disfavour to us.]

These choric interpretations place the personal tragedy of the Egyptian queen as a

microcosmic episode in an endlessly repeating macrocosmic historical drama, in

which the passage of the sun symbolises the inexorable translation of empire from

east to west: so fatal Troy was destroyed by Greece, Medea spurned by Jason.

Translatio imperii is therefore represented as estrangement from divine favour and

enslavement to foreign laws. By committing suicide, Cleopatra and her women have

refused to continue to live under these conditions of self-alienation. The chorus, on

the other hand, are presumably left to bear the full weight of the tragic historical

progression. In the concluding lines, the Chorus laments:

Mais tant y a qu’il nous faudra renger
Dessous les loix d’un vainqueur estranger.
Et desormais en nostre ville apprendre
De n’oser plus contre Cesar méprendre.
Souvent nos maux font nos morts desirables,
Vous le voyez en ces trois miserables. 42

[But so it is we must conform

41 Jodelle, Cléopâtre captive, lines 437-444, my translation.
42 Jodelle, Cleopâtre captive, lines 1611-1616, my translation. The ‘three’ presumably refers to the
dead bodies of the three women, Cleopatra, Eras and Charmion, since Antony is already dead and
speaks from beyond the grave.
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To the laws of the conquering stranger.
And henceforth in our town we’ll learn
The folly of defying Caesar.
Often misfortune makes Death desirable
As you have seen in these three wretched ones.]

But defiance of Caesar can take subtle forms: the play goes on to

demonstrate that the historical ‘victims’ of Caesar possess covert means of defiance.

In the final Act, Octavian is not allowed to speak: instead, Proculee, his lieutenant

finds the bodies, mute symbols of Octavian’s failure to control historical destiny, and

shares the stage with the chorus of Alexandrian women. Indeed, both in their

numerical dominance of the stage area and by dint of giving them, literally, the last

word, the drama effectively hands over control to the Egyptian choric voice -- and, of

course, to the silently resistant bodies of the queen and her attendants.

Jodelle’s writing in Cléopâtre captive displays the author’s mastery of a

wide range of metrical styles. Antony and Cleopatra’s speeches in the first Act are

(appropriately for these Alexandrian lovers) set in 12-syllable Alexandrine meter,

with its falling, final feminine inflection, which became the standard meter for

French tragic verse in the sixteenth century,43 but which is also illustrative of their

‘effeminate’ way of living. In the example below, the opening words of the play,

this is even underlined by the repetitive embedded ‘elle’ sounds [‘she’]:

43 The use of Alexandrine meter to express tragic form found its apogee in Agrippa d’Aubigné’s
extraordinary work, Les Tragiques, which in seven books, composed over several decades, lamented
the fortunes of the French Huguenots with frequent reference to historical analogues. In the first
book, ‘Les Misères’, d’Aubigné complains that the French Catholics have treated Huguenot
settlements as they would have treated places of foreign occupation. His sense of ‘strangeness’ and
estrangement echoes the complaints of Jodelle’s Egyptians:

Les places de repos sont places estrangeres,
Les villes du milieu sont les villes estrangeres
[Places of refuge are places of strangeness;
Heartland towns become alien territory]

Agrippa d’Aubigné, Les Tragiques, 4 Vols. (Paris: Nizet, 1983), ‘Les Misères’, lines 225-6, Vol.1,
p.57, my translation.
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Antoine: Dans le val tenebreux, où les nuicts eternelles
Font eternelle peine aux ombres criminelles; 44

[From the darkest of vales where the night eternal
Inflicts endless suffering on the shades of the damned]

This Alexandrine metre -- the metre of the defeated parties -- contrasts strongly with

Octavian’s speeches, which are typically cast in heroic decasyllables:

Octavian: En la rondeur du Ciel environnee
A nul, je croy, telle faveur donnee
Des Dieux fauteurs ne peult estre qu’à moy: 45

[In this globe enclosed by Heaven
I think that no greater favour is due
From the fate-dealing Gods than is my portion.]

Jodelle’s choruses, however, are extremely flexible in their metrics, varying

their pattern of speech in reaction to the dramatic events throughout the play. It is

therefore significant that their final chant adopts Octavian’s own heroic verse form,

their command of the victor’s metrics mounting a verbal challenge of his assumption

of control and mastery every bit as effectively as Cleopatra’s suicide.

By allowing the Chorus such prominence, by allowing them to ‘digest’

Roman metrics, Jodelle’s play hints that, in a different time (for example, his own

contemporary sixteenth-century Europe), the defeat of the Orient might be

typologically transposed: translated into a cultural victory by Occidental France. The

translatio imperii from Egypt to Rome would in the fullness of time be superseded

by a similar movement westwards from Rome to France. In its contemporary frame,

France’s self-identification as the Holy Roman Empire’s significant challenger and

44 Jodelle, Cléopâtre captive, lines 63-4, my translation.
45 Jodelle, Cléopâtre captive, lines 445-447, my translation.
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‘other’ is folded over the historical speaking voice of Egypt. In these successive acts

of estrangement, patriotic identity is reclaimed and given voice.

This translation of national identity into exotic, feminine garb may have

worked within the very peculiar performance context of the Dionysian court and its

poets, but it is nevertheless fraught with existential unease. The piquancy of political

cross-dressing and cross-naturisation may, of course, be a key aspect of the original

audience’s enjoyment of the play -- a slightly decadent whiff of devil-may-care

aristocratic sang-froid. Nevertheless, at a seminal moment for the construction of

early modern French national identity, it is curious to find a subaltern, even

subversive element folded deep within the centre of the political nation.

This Oriental inflection filtered down from the court to colour more

generally representations of French national politics in the troubled sixteenth century,

as France’s European ambitions were overtaken by the domestic tragedy of the wars

of religion. The threat posed by private interests to civic harmony is the theme of

Robert Garnier’s closet drama, Marc Antoine (1578).46 This work will be discussed

in relation to its translation into English later in this chapter, but, for now, some

contextual markers need to be laid out. Garnier, a prominent Catholic jurist, wrote

several plays from the perspective of the victims of the Augustan state about the

period of civil war that had brought the Roman Republic to an end and heralded the

early days of the Empire.47 This is not to say that Garnier was Republican: he was a

loyal monarchist and a good Catholic, and a member of Henri III’s legal advisory

46 Robert Garnier, Marc Antoine, Tragedie par Rob Garnier, Conseiller du Roy (Paris: Mamert
Patisson, chez Robert Estienne, 1578). The edition used here is Robert Garnier, ‘Marc Antoine’, from
Robert Garnier: Two Tragedies, Hippolyte and Marc Antoine, Christine M. Hill and Mary G.
Morrison (eds), (London: The Athlone Press, 1975). Several sixteenth-century editions of the play
exist: 1578, 1580, 1582, 1585 and (with errata) 1588. The 1585 edition used here appears to be the
one that Mary Sidney used when creating her English translation.
47 E.g. Porcié (1568), about Pompey’s widow and the aftermath of Pharsalia; Cornélie (1574),
concerning the battle of Philippi and Brutus’s grieving widow.
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committee, the Grand Conseil, from 1586. Rather, he was a political conservative,

committed to due process and moderate political action, a stance -- broadly known as

politique -- that embraced both Protestant and Catholic moderates in a period of

increasingly extreme confessional fracture. Garnier stayed clear of the more extreme

opinions of the French Catholic League for most of his career except for a brief

period in 1589-90, following the assassination of Henri III, when the succession was

unstable and genuinely contested. But in the period when Marc Antoine was written,

in the aftermath of the St Bartholomew’s massacre, Garnier was loyal to his king,

and intensely aware of the criticism laid against Henri by the Huguenots as decadent

and in thrall to the extreme Catholicism of the Guise faction.

In Garnier’s play, the central, tragic love affair is sympathetically handled:

both Antony and Cleopatra are allowed to solicit the audience’s pity. Nevertheless, it

is demonstrated that their love has been profoundly destructive of civil peace.

Gillian Jondorf, a modern biographer of Garnier, writes: ‘The parallel between Marc-

Antoine and Henri III was likely to occur to his readers, even if Garnier did not

intend it; but he probably did.’48 The French wars of religion taught Garnier, and

many others in sixteenth-century Europe, that applying the absolute certainties of

private, personal faith to public, civic duties resulted in a highly destructive inability

to find common ground for the kind of pragmatic accommodation that sits, unvoiced,

at the heart of a stable political settlement. In this analogue, Antony and Cleopatra’s

uncompromising love presents a classical parallel to sixteenth-century confessional

convictions, with equally fatal political and personal outcomes. As Jondorf

summarises: ‘By choosing love, they lose everything, including each other.’49

48 Gillian Jondorf, Robert Garnier and the Themes of Political Tragedy in the Sixteenth Century
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1969), p.35.
49 Jondorf, p.143.
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Although Cleopatra is sympathetically handled, the focus of this Senecan play is

again masculine; the dominant speaking voice is Antony’s. The tragedy serves as a

patriotic warning to Garnier’s readers on the price of political division.

To a writer further away from the political centre during the French civil

wars, the symbol of Cleopatra continued to invite more proximate self-identification.

Nicholas de Montreux, otherwise known as Olenix du Mont-Sacre, ‘Gentleman of

Maine’, was a writer associated with patronage circles in opposition to the French

court in the 1590s: indeed, one who questioned whether France should be governed

as an integrated nation state from Paris. Montreux’s Cleopatran play, Cléopâtre

Tragedie, appeared in 1594.50 In the 1590s, following Henri IV’s pragmatic

conversion to Catholicism, that most capable of French Renaissance monarchs

gradually brought peace back to his deeply divided lands. But religious difference

was only one -- if the major -- element in the civil war struggle. Regional difference

also played a part. In the west of France, confessional struggle overlaid Brittany’s

historical sense of regional resistance to direct government from Paris. Led by the

Duc de Mercoeur, ambitious to establish a semi-autonomous Duchy in north-west

France, resistance to Henri IV continued until well into the 1590s, with Spanish

assistance. From 1591-99, Montreux was associated with Mercoeur’s household,

acting as one of the Duc’s private secretaries.51 In 1599, following the Treaty of

Vervins between France and Spain, Montreux was sufficiently reconciled to Henri

IV’s accession to enter into the king’s service. However, during the years in which

Montreux’s Cleopatra play was written, his patron Mercoeur and associated

50 Nicolas de Montreux, Cléopâtre Tragedie (?, 1594). A photostatic negative of the first edition
survives in the Library of Southern California, 840 M811TC 1594, stamped ‘Bibliothèque Imperiale’,
without full publication details on the title page. Subsequent editions in 1597 and 1598 appeared in
Paris.
51 Michel Simonin (ed), Dictionnaire des lettres françaises -- Le XVième siècle (Paris: Fayard, 2001),
p.858.
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readership were wrestling with the dilemma of whether to continue to resist Henri IV

-- thereby possibly committing political suicide -- or whether to surrender and seek

reconciliation. And indeed, after years of bitter fighting, how might such

reconciliation be achieved? These political questions are absolutely central to

Montreux’s Cléopâtre. On the one hand, suicide is an honourable political act. On

the other hand, as Acts I to IV explore from both the Egyptian and the Roman

perspectives, there are alternative possibilities.

Montreux’s concern for the fate not only of the tragic lovers but also of

their dependents, the victims of the situation, puts a new twist on French

representations of this story. In Acts I and III, Cleopatra and her serving women

engage in debates over the alternatives to suicide. Iras in particular seeks to dissuade

her mistress, trying with increasing desperation to explore other options. Acts II and

IV find Octavius and his advisors discussing not only whether or not, and how, to

punish Cleopatra, but also the general fate of the Egyptian people. The Alexandrian

philosopher Arius pleads for leniency for Cleopatra’s subjects:

Punis-la si tu veux: mais, Octave, fais grace
A ce peuple innocent qui fremist sous ta face52

[Punish her if you wish, but, Octavius, be merciful
To this innocent nation which trembles before you]

Offstage, between Acts IV and V, Cleopatra commits suicide. Act V shows

Epaphroditus’s relation of her tragic death, and Octavius’s response. In following

Senecan precepts and removing Cleopatra’s body offstage at the critical moment of

her suicide, Montreux’s drama makes dramatic choices that are significantly different

from other sixteenth-century French representations of this story. Even Garnier’s

52 Montreux, Cléopâtre, sig.B6r, my translation.
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fairly decorous version allows Cleopatra some final words as she begins to feel the

poison coursing through her body: her suicide is a public act. Montreux’s Cleopatra,

on the other hand, is abruptly silenced. Without the sense of ritualistic dignity

conferred by the Egyptian queen’s suicidal presence (her paradoxical presence-in-

absence), Act V of Cléopâtre Tragedie takes on a tone of bathos that is at times close

to farce. Octavius peevishly interrupts Epaphroditus’s account of Cleopatra’s death,

revealing both his anxiety to control the narrative, and his irritation with the manner

in which she has defied him: ‘Conte moy donc comment, ton long discours

m’ennuye’ [Tell me how she did it; your long tale is boring me].53 There is no

chorus at the end of the final Act: Octavius speaks the final words, although these

almost stick in his throat. ‘Une femme esploree’ [A weeping woman] has outwitted

him and taken control of her own posthumous fame: nevertheless, he declares that he

will manage the return to normality. Adulterous love will be assimilated by the self-

focused love of all-embracing imperial control, private life absorbed into the public

realm:

… priant tes esprits, d’un coeur plein de tristesse,
D’appaiser contre moy leur ire vengeresse,
Honorant tes enfans, & pour l’amour de toy
Et de ta vive amour, les aymant comme moy.54

[And praying to your shades, with a heart full of sadness,
To pacify their vengeful anger against me,
And honouring your children, for love of you
And for your ever-living passion, loving them as myself].

Montreux’s handling of this topic, I suggest, depicts what the Catholic resistance in

the west of France feared would be the outcome of surrender to the royal forces:

53 Montreux, Cléopâtre, sig.E7r, my translation.
54 Montreux, Cléopâtre, sig.E10v, my translation.
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effectively, silencing their political voice, for the sake of relieving the sufferings of

the ordinary combatants and inhabitants of the war-torn areas. Like Cleopatra, the

readers of Montreux’s play might have wished to be seen as martyrs for a heroic

cause. Cléopâtre Tragedie appeared in print in the fiercely Catholic printing centres

of Paris and Lyon in 1595 bound up with Montreux’s Oeuvre de la chasteté, a moral

tale about the steadfast fidelity of the lovers Criniton and Lydia.55 Evidently, chaste

and unswervingly faithful love was a worthy ideal. However, the story of Antony

and Cleopatra demonstrated that in public life, individual conflicts of love and

loyalty might be more difficult to reconcile. Montreux’s play demonstrates the extent

to which dreams of an integrated French national identity might be interrogated and

decentred by the memory of Cleopatran resistance. A metaphor once associated with

courtly self-identification might as readily be appropriated by opponents of the

central authorities.

5 English Cleopatra in the 1590s: The Queen’s Body

By the time Montreux was writing, Cleopatra’s barge had crossed the

channel. Robert Garnier’s Marc Antoine was translated into English in 1590 by

Mary Sidney, Countess of Pembroke.56 Mary was the sister of the famous Philip

Sidney, killed in action in 1586 during the English expeditionary campaign against

the Spanish in the Netherlands. Many biographers and critics have seen this piece as

a very personal lament for her lost brother and a declaration of her determination to

55 Oeuvre de la chasteté, qui se remarque par les diverses fortunes, adventures, et fidelles amours de
Criniton et Lydie. Livre premier. Ensemble la tragédie de Cléopâtre (Paris: Guillaume des Rues, 1595
and Lyons: Pierre Chastaing, 1595).
56 Mary Sidney, A Discourse of Life and Death … together with, Antonius, A Tragedie written also in
French by Robert Garnier (London: William Ponsonby, 1592).
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promote his life’s work and literary ideas.57 More than this, however, Sidney’s

translation of this intensely political French text was designed to support not only a

personal and literary agenda but also a political stance, using the oriental motif to

mirror aspects of English contemporary foreign policy. Mary Sidney’s colophon

dates her translation, to which she gave the title Antonius, to the 26th November,

1590, at which time Protestant fortunes in France had reached a nadir. In September

of that year, the Duke of Parma had successfully led a Hapsburg Flanders army to

relieve Henri IV’s siege of Paris and a Spanish force had landed in Brittany to assist

Mercoeur and the Catholic League. By choosing to translate a work by a monarchist

French playwright, albeit a Catholic one, Sidney was participating in a recognisable

contemporary debate, using the Egyptian theme as a metaphor for national life under

attack, threatened by disunity and civil war.

Two events in English domestic politics of the late 1580s would also have

found strong analogues in the story of Antony and Cleopatra’s doomed love, and in

both cases continental responses to English domestic concerns are deeply interlinked.

The tragic death of Mary Queen of Scots in 1587 was still featuring strongly in

continental polemical writing in 1590. Anxious to minimise the possibility of

sectarian violence -- and looking to France as a salutary example in this respect --

Protestant writers had long been accustomed to attack Mary’s private ‘lustfulness’

rather than, explicitly, her difference in faith. Mary’s legendary intemperance and

57 For example, G. F. Waller, Mary Sidney, Countess of Pembroke. A Critical Study of her Writings
and Literary Milieu (Salzburg, Austria: Institüt für Anglistik und Amerikanistik, Universität Salzburg,
1979), p.107, who writes ‘Antonie was the first public expression of the Countess’s dedication to her
brother’s literary ideals; it was a deliberate step to further the literary revolution he had started.’ The
Sidneys and their close acquaintances were amongst the most enthusiastic disseminators of
continental cultural and political ideas in England. Philip kept in touch with the most recent European
developments and was a friend and correspondent of the Huguenot diplomat Languet. See also Jan
van Dorsten, The Anglo-Dutch Renaissance, pp.21-7 and pp.46-57.
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reckless alliances would have suggested obvious parallels with Cleopatra.58 Catholic

defenders of Mary followed the opposite tack, emphasising Mary’s private faith

rather than her personal conduct, and, after her death, accounts circulated throughout

Europe that represented her execution in terms of martyrdom, including at least one

French tragedy on this subject.59 In addressing these Catholic attacks, English

Protestants again modified their portrayal of the dead Queen of Scots, presenting

Mary as a tragic heroine turned on Fortune’s wheel, a framework that permitted her

fate to elicit pity, but containing this within a moral tale of political folly.

The direct representation of Mary, and necessarily of her cousin Elizabeth,

was obviously deeply problematic in England. Edmund Spenser was famously

criticised for his thinly disguised allegorical depiction of Mary’s treason trial in Book

V of The Faerie Queene.60 More remarkable still was the international outcry caused

by Antoine de Montchrestien’s play, Escossoise. In this work, Elizabeth was

portrayed sympathetically: the English queen wishes to save Mary but is persuaded

by her councillors that Mary Stuart’s execution would prevent Elizabeth’s

assassination and a subsequent civil war. When the play appeared in print in Paris in

1601 the English ambassador Sir Ralph Winwood was sent to complain to the French

chancellor that the representation was impertinent, and won assurances that the

author would be suitably chastised.61 Montchrestien fled from France and eventually

58 James Emerson Philips, Images of a Queen: Mary Stuart in Sixteenth-Century Literature (Berkeley,
CA: University of California Press, 1964), suggests that such an attack ‘was clearly designed to justify
the ultimate removal of the Queen on personal rather than religious grounds’, p.34. See also George
Buchanan, Actio contra Mariam, translated as A Detection of the Doings of Mary Queen of Scots
(London: John Day, 1572).
59 Richard Verstegan, Theatrum Crudelitatum Haereticorum Nostri Temporis (Antwerp, 1587); Pierre
de Bourdeille, Abbé de Brantôme, Vies des Dames Illustres; Adam Blackwood, Martyr de la Royne
d’Éscosse (1587); Jean de Bordes, Maria Stuart Tragoedia (manuscript, 1589); Antoine de
Montchrestien, Escossoise, ou le Desastre Tragedie (written after 1597, published 1601).
60 David Norbrook, Poetry and Politics in the English Renaissance, p.122.
61 Sir Ralph Winwood, Memorials of Affairs of State in the Reigns of Queen Elizabeth and King James
I (London: T. Ward, 1725), Vol. I, p.398.
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presented his play to James I (Mary’s son) in 1604, by whom it was more favourably

received: James mediated with Henri IV for Montchrestien’s repatriation.

In 1590, Mary Stuart would have been readily accessible as the contemporary

archetype of a tragic queen in a public discourse that was not just English, but which

straddled the channel. This close to her execution, direct representation would have

been extremely impolitic, but a number of glancing allusions to Mary Stuart’s

biography could have been read into the English translation of Garnier’s Marc

Antoine. In the opening speech of the play, Garnier’s Antony depicts Cleopatra as a

sorceress luring men away from truth, much as Protestant diatribes against Mary had

written that the Scottish queen was ‘the onlie Circes, which hath this mischief

wrought.’62 For Sidney’s Antony, Cleopatra is ‘the idoll of my heart’ (line 6); he has

been ‘in her allurements caught’ (line 11).63 Like Artegall taken captive by the

exotic Radigund in Book V of the Faerie Queene, Antony has been ensnared by

guile and witchcraft:

…not by force
(For forste I cannot be) but by sweete baites
Of thy eyes graces, which did gaine so fast
Upon my libertie.64

Antony’s honour as a Roman demanded that he should have broken off their liaison

‘as one encharm’d breakes from th’encounter that him strongly helde.’65 In Antony’s

account, Cleopatra assumes the form of the foreign enchantress who becomes, for

Protestant writers such as Edmund Spenser, a thinly veiled allegory for the material

substantiality of Catholic worship and ritual.

62 Lodowick Lloyd, Certain English Verses composed at the time of the Babington conspiracy, quoted
by James Emerson Philips, Images of a Queen, p.82.
63 References to Mary Sidney’s Antonius are to the first printed edition of 1592.
64 Mary Sidney, Antonius, I.i.33-36.
65 Mary Sidney, Antonius, I.i.79-80.
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More generally, the image of the storm-tossed ship appears in Renaissance

literature as an emblem of uncertain Fortune. Representations of Mary Stuart drew

on this image: for example, she is imagined in one account lamenting that her

lustfulness has caused a ‘woefull wreck in this my commonweal.’66 Likewise, in

Sidney’s play, the Chorus (in the English translation, in effect the collective voice of

‘the commonweal’) again use the ship image to describe their own situation:

The boyling tempest still
Makes not Sea waters fome:
Nor still the Northern blast
Disquiets quiet streames:
Nor who his chest to fill
Sayles to the morning beames,
On waves winde tosseth fast
Still kepes his Ship from home.67

In English translation, the image of the ‘Northern blast’, a politically neutral and

geographically generalised metaphor in the original text, takes on a particular local

flavour in association with the threat to the English crown from the Northern queen.

If potential analogues between Cleopatra and Mary Stuart preserved the

polarity of the original classical tale, the sea metaphorically sends the compass

needle spinning, permitting readings in which contemporary events might be seen as

typologically replaying classical history. In 1588, English ships saw off the Spanish

Armada: the fame was loud, but equally strong was anxiety about future invasion

attempts. Sidney’s Egypt is similarly a land threatened from the sea. In Act II, the

philosopher Philostratus laments that Egypt is under occupation by a foreign power:

With Souldiors, strangers, horrible in armes

66 Thomas Jeney, Maister Randolphes Phantesey: a breffe calgulacion of the proceedings in Scotlande
from the first of Julie to the last of December, 1565, quoted by James Emerson Philips, Images of a
Queen, p.35.
67 Mary Sidney, Antonius, I.i.149-56.
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Our land is hidde, our people drown’d in tears
…
Hard at our ports and at our porches waites
Our conquering foe: harts faile us,
Hopes are dead.68

The Chorus at the end of Act II wails about Roman imperialism much as Huguenot,

and English, pamphlet literature criticised Hapsburg expansionism in the years of the

Anglo-Spanish war.69 Contemporaries might easily have inferred a comparison

between Octavius’s threat to Egyptian law and practices of government and Philip

II’s contemporary threat to England, France and the Netherlands:

We at surly face must quake
Of some Romaine madly bent:
Who, our terrour to augment,
His Proconsuls axe will shake.
Driuing with our Kings from hence
Our establish’d gouernment,
Injustice, sworde, and Lawes defence.70

Although the Armada had been defeated in 1588, there were at least two serious

post-Armada invasion scares, one in Cornwall, and one in Kinsale in Ireland, before

the 1604 peace treaty. It is quite possible that the Chorus’s remembrance of Troy,

the ‘great cittie put to sack’71 would have also reminded contemporary English

readers of the infamous fall of Antwerp to the Spanish, the ‘Spanish Fury’ of 1576,

which in contemporary writing was regularly held up as a direct warning to London

of the consequences of sloth and inaction.72

68 Mary Sidney, Antonius, II.i.26-7, 29-31.
69 E.g. The Present State of Spaine, translated into English from the original French by Richard
Sergier (London: Peter Short, 1594).
70 Mary Sidney, Antonius, II.i.429-33.
71 Mary Sidney, Antonius, III.451.
72 E.g. Rafe Norris, A Warning to London by the Fall of Antwerp (London: John Allde, 1577). The
event was also reprised on the London stage: see Anon, A larum for London or the Siedge of Antwerpe
with the ventrous actes and valorous deeds of the lame soldier as it hath been played by the right
Honorable the Lord Chamberlaine his seruants (London: Edward Allde for William Ferbrand, 1602),
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Certainly, the portrayal of Octavius is negative throughout the play. In his

own words, at the opening of Act IV, Octavius sees himself not only as victorious

over Egypt, but also over Rome:

Mastering the world with fearful violence
Making the world widow of libertie:
Yet at this daie this proud exalted Rome
Despoil’d, captiu’d, at one mans will doth bende:
Her Empire mine, her life is in my hand,
As Monarch I both world and Rome commaund.73

This is definitely not an Augustan view of the fall of Antony and Cleopatra: rather,

their defeat has allowed the rise of a tyrant: much as contemporary Protestants fretted

that Philip II’s territorial ambitions threatened Europe with a new form of tyrannous

non-native government.

The function of the Chorus in Greek drama invites audience self-

identification and directs audience response. However, in Sidney’s play, the identity

of the Chorus is unstable, shifting in the course of the play from a Greek to a Roman

voice, a shift of ethnicities that reiterates the trope of translatio imperii with

unsettling consequences for the core choric identity and audience perspective. The

Choruses of Acts I to III are Egyptian. Roman victory silences the communal

Egyptian voice, accentuating Cleopatra’s isolation. Act IV concludes with a Chorus

of Roman soldiers: there is no chorus in Act V. In translating Act IV’s Roman

chorus, Mary Sidney makes an interesting decision: she renders Garnier’s use of the

Greek anacraeonic metrics (a metrical rediscovery of the Pléiade) as a three-stress

in which Antwerp’s citizens are depicted as ‘swilling Epicures’ (sig.A2r) whose love of drinking and
feasting distracts them from taking timely action in the city’s defence.
73 Mary Sidney, Antonius, IV.11-16.
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line reminiscent of the Skeltonic verse that in early Tudor political satire was used to

express commonsense critique.74 Hence Garnier writes:

Tousjours la guerre domestique
Rongera nostre Republique?
Et sans desemparer nos mains
Des glaives dans nostre sang teints,
Et sans despuoiller la cuirace,
Nostre continu vestement,
Nous irons-nous de race en race
Massacrer eternellement?75

Which in Mary Sidney’s translation becomes:

Shall euer ciuile bate
Gnaw and deuour our state?
Shall neuer we this blade,
Our bloud hath bloudie made,
Lay downe? These armes downe lay
As robes we weare always?
But as from age to age,
So passe from rage to rage?76

Rendered into English Skeltonics, and regular rhyming couplets, the Roman

suggestion that civil strife is transmitted ‘from race to race…eternally’ (Garnier)

drops the sense of ethnic differentiation in translation, as ‘race’ is replaced by ‘rage’

… ‘from age to age’ (Sidney). This brings the possibility of civil war home to roost

inside the English state, undoubtedly a less positive aspect of translatio imperii. The

idea of historical cyclicity and repetition, of the past informing the future, is picked

up by Sidney’s syntax, which is often, and certainly in the example quoted, much

74 John King, English Reformation Literature: The Tudor Origins of the Protestant Tradition
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1982), pp.254-8, p.446. As Andrew Hadfield argues in
Literature, Politics and National Identity: Reformation to Renaissance, this metric is associated with a
‘commonwealth voice’; Hadfield notes that Spenser invoked the satirical connotations of Skeltonic
meter in The Shepheardes Calender (London: Hugh Singleton, 1579), pp.171-6.
75 Robert Garnier, Marc Antoine, ed. by Hill and Morrison, IV, 1712-1719, p.157-8.
76 Mary Sidney, Antonius, IV.363-8.
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more self-reflexive than Garnier’s original. Sidney’s verses use sound repetition

(rhyming couplets), and a range of self-conscious rhetorical figures of inversion and

partial repetition (e.g. combining inversion with anaphora in ‘shall ever…shall

never…’, and antemetabole in ‘lay downe….downe lay’); even aurally chaining the

syntax of these phrases back to the French source (‘rage to rage’ echoing ‘race en

race’).

The choric shifts of perspective, and Sidney’s deployment of self-reflexive

figures, suggest a deliberate evasiveness about the singularity of native identity.

Choric soul-searching produces moments of divided consciousness. The speakers in

the play look backwards and forwards at their historical and future selves. If the

Chorus to some extent invites self-identification from their English readers/audience,

this points to a degree of radical under-confidence. And indeed when the translation

appeared in print in 1592, this sense of native self-alienation would have intensified

for Mary Sidney’s circle, as recent events would have created uncomfortable

analogues between the Egyptian Queen and the English Elizabeth. Elizabeth’s

foreign policy had been extremely cautious, but three years after the Armada, in

August 1591, she had eventually allowed herself to be persuaded to send the Earl of

Essex to France to assist Henri IV in his siege of Rouen. The campaign foundered as

Henri absented himself on campaigns elsewhere in France, and Essex’s

improvisations, including his decision to create a large number of knighthoods on the

battlefield, went considerably beyond Elizabeth’s sense of propriety and strategic

caution. In January 1592, Essex was recalled in a decision uncomfortably similar to

Cleopatra’s abandonment of Antony and flight at Actium.

It is worth asking why Mary Sidney decided to take her translation to print.

In an age when manuscript was still a viable method of circulating literature,
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particularly when the author was female, the decision to ‘go public’ was a politically

significant act with more than merely private resonance. The key to this, as Victor

Skretkowicz has argued, must lie in the Sidney circle’s concern to promote an active

foreign policy, for which Mary’s brother had been a leading proponent, precisely at a

point when English commitment to such a policy appeared to be wavering.77 A

Huguenot mission led by Philippe du Plessis Mornay arrived in England early in

1592, to raise money for the continuing fighting against the Catholic League, and to

put pressure on the English government to continue its support for Henri IV.78

Sidney’s Antonius found its way into print soon afterwards, as an act of political

lobbying. Mary Sidney may have found the theme sympathetic for its continuation

of themes developed by her brother’s political arguments in favour of European

intervention in the 1580s. Fulke Greville recalled Philip Sidney representing France

as ‘Antony’ in those years: ‘the undertaking of this Antony single -- I mean France --

would prove a begetting of brave occasions jointly to disturb this Spanish Augustus

in all his ways of craft or forcible conquests, especially since Queen Elizabeth, the

standard of this conjunction, would infallibly incline to unite with the better part.’79

Skretkowicz suggests that, in 1592, Mary Sidney’s play picked up on Philip’s earlier

metaphor, representing France as the suffering Cleopatra and calling on chivalrous

England to her aid and succour. This influential circle of noblemen and women

seems to have viewed literature and as a means of enlisting political support, and of

broadening this beyond elite circles. When the Sidney circle took the decision to

publish Philip Sidney’s New Arcadia in 1590, a similar geographical displacement of

77 Victor Skretkowicz, ‘Mary Sidney Herbert’s Antonius, English Philhellenism and the Protestant
Cause’, Women’s Writing 6 (1999), 7-25.
78 Margaret Hannay, Philip’s Phoenix: Mary Sidney, Countess of Pembroke (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1990), p.151.
79 Fulke Greville, ‘Life of Sir Philip Sidney’, The Prose Works of Fulke Greville, Lord Brooke, ed. by
J. Gouws (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986), p.62.
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topical analogue used the eastern Mediterranean (Greece and Asia Minor) as the mise

en scène for contemporary western European territorial conflict.80

A concern to promote an active, masculine form of political virtue helps

explain why Mary Sidney, a female writer, was drawn to a version of the Antony and

Cleopatra story that foregrounds the male protagonist, much as Thomas North’s

translation of Amyot’s Plutarch into English had underlined values of masculine

chivalry in its representation of Antony. Antony’s great grief in the play is his sense

that he and Cleopatra, by their inaction, have allowed their subjects to be subjected to

a tyrant:

Not rul’de but left to great men as pray
While this fonde Prince himselfe in pleasur’s drowns
Who heares nought, sees nought, doth nought of a king,
Seming himselfe against himselfe conspirde.
Then equall Iustice wandreth banished,
And in hir seat sitts greedie Tyrannie.81

Mary Sidney’s translation appeared bound up with her brother’s translation of

Philippe du Plessis Mornay’s treatise on the Christian ethics of suicide, A Discourse

of Life and Death, which argued that, while suicide might have been acceptable to

the Romans, Christian ethics render it immoral. God alone chooses the moment of

our death. Applied to politics, and voiced here by an author and translator

committed to active Protestant political policies, this suggests that silence and

inaction -- effectively, bowing out of political life -- are no longer ethical options.

For obvious reasons, open criticism of Elizabeth would have been impossible:

and indeed, the available analogues in 1590 between Cleopatra and Mary Stuart

discussed above might in 1592 have created a useful smoke-screen. However, at

80 Philip Sidney, The Countesse of Pembrokes Arcadia (London: John Windet for William Ponsonby,
1590).
81 Mary Sidney, Antonius, III.318-23.
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several points in the play, the resemblances between the Scottish and Egyptian

queens encounter more unsettling native parallels. Diomedes’s description of

Cleopatra in Act II is one such moment, when a commonplace formulation of white

European beauty echoes the visual iconography associated with Elizabeth in the final

decade of her reign:82

The Allabaster couering of hir face,
The corall coullor hir two lipps engraines,
Her beamie eies, two Sunnes of this our world,
Of hir faire haire the fine and flaming golde,
Her braue streigth stature, and hir winning partes,
Are nothing else but fiers, fetters, dartes.
Yet this is nothing th’e’enchaunting skilles
Of her caelestiall Sp’rite, hir training speache,
Her grace, hir Maiestie, and forcing voice,
Whither she it with fingers speech consorte,
Or hearing sceptred kings embassadors
Answer to eache in his owne language make.83

In particular, Elizabeth’s linguistic prowess, like Cleopatra’s, was much praised.

John Florio wrote in the second preface ‘To the Reader’ at the start of his Italian-

English dictionary (1598) that Elizabeth was famously adept at foreign languages.

He praises Elizabeth:

… of whose innumerable excellences, if not the fore-most,
yet most famous I have heard, and often haue had the good
hap and comfort to see, that no Embassador or stranger
hath audience of her Maiestie, but in his natiue toong.84

Reading this story in English in the 1590s, Mary Sidney’s readers would have been

uncomfortably aware that sitting on the throne of England was another aging queen

whose dynastic succession, like that of the Ptolemies, was about to end. This is not a

82 Tarnya Cooper in Elizabeth: The Exhibition at the National Maritime Museum, ed. by Susan Doran
(London: Chatto and Windus, 2003), pp.175-181.
83 Mary Sidney, Antonius, II.332-42.
84 John Florio, ‘To the Reader’, A Worlde of Wordes, sig.b1v.
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direct allegory: rather, a gentle hint that the Elizabethan state’s inertia in the face of

foreign tyranny is analogous to Antony and Cleopatra’s Egyptian decadence.

Mary Sidney’s choice of masculine perspective was neatly inverted by her

client, Samuel Daniel. At the Countess’s suggestion, The Tragedie of Cleopatra,

Daniel’s companion piece to Antonius, appeared in 1594, bound up with Daniel’s

sonnet sequence To Delia, and the verse narrative Rosamond’s Complaint.85 This

volume of work specifically foregrounds the female perspective, picking up, in

Rosamond, the traditional voice of female complaint that we saw above had been

lifted by Boccaccio from Ovid’s Heroïdes and given English form in Chaucer’s tales

of tragically wronged women. Cleopatra clearly remained dear to Daniel’s heart as

the centrepiece of his oeuvre: over the next 13 years, he tinkered with it repeatedly,

and republished two significantly ‘corrected’ versions.

Daniel’s dedicatory verse to the Countess of Pembroke voices a

contemporary English sense of patriotic cultural ambition that echoes the earlier

literary nationalism of the French Pléiade:

O that the Ocean did not bound our stile
Within these strict and narrow limits so:
But that the melody of our sweet Ile,
Might now be heart to Tyber, Arne and Po.
That they might know how far Thames doth out-go
The musique of Declyned Italie:
And listning to our songs another while,
Might learne of thee, their notes to purifie.86

85 Samuel Daniel, ‘The Tragedy of Cleopatra’ in Delia and Rosamond augmented. Cleopatra.
(London: James Roberts and Edward Allde for Simon Waterson, 1594). Republished in this version
in 1598. Revised the next year and printed in The Poeticall Essayes of Sam. Danyel (London: Peter
Short, 1599). Much more radically revised and restructured in Certaine Small Workes heretofore
divulged by Samuel Daniel one of the groomes of the Queenes Maiesties priuie Chamber, & now
againe by him corrected and augmented (London: John Windet for Simon Waterson, 1607).
86 Samuel Daniel, Cleopatra (1594), Preface, Stanza 10.
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Daniel’s drama opens with Antony already dead, but while other dramatic

realisations of this story allowed him to speak from the grave, as a vengeful Senecan

ghost, in this version he is absolutely silenced and Cleopatra alone is given centre

stage. In the 1590s editions, Daniel’s play opens with Cleopatra’s lament for her lost

love, framing her tragedy as arising from the irreconcilable demands of her public

and private roles:

I’ll be my selfe, my thoughts doe rest thereon
Blood, children, nature, all must pardon mee.
My soule yields honour vp the victory,
Yet I must bee a Queene, forget a mother:

Yet mother would I be, were I not I;
And Queene would I not now be, were I other.87

Mary Sidney, following Garnier, had given due consideration to Cleopatra’s sense of

a public-private dichotomy. Ideally, as queen and mother, her private life should be

reconcilable with her public duty, as provision of royal children might have ensured

a smooth dynastic transition of power in her state. However, the civil war has made

this impossible, and produced moreover a serious conflict of priorities within

Cleopatra’s own domestic life:

Charmion: Live for your sonnes. Cleopatra: Nay for their father die.
Charmion: Hardhearted mother! Cleopatra: Wife kindhearted I.
Charmion: Then will you them depriue of royall right?
Cleopatra: Do I depriue them? No, it’s dest’nies might.88

The final act of Mary Sidney’s play sees the queen surrounded by her household, her

women and children, who share with her a sense that their land and inheritance have

been lost to strangers. Cleopatra’s domestic disruption becomes emblematic of the

87 Samuel Daniel, Cleopatra (1594), sig.I4r.
88 Mary Sidney, Antonius, II, 169-172.
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effects of civil war. Samuel Daniel picks up and develops the idea of a domestic

Cleopatra as the major theme of his play.

By silencing Antony, Daniel is able to foreground Cleopatra’s persona as a

mother rather than as a lover. Time and time again, she voices anxiety for the fate of

her children: ‘the luckles issue of a wofull mother’, as she calls them in her opening

monologue. Her suicide is delayed largely because of her concern to ensure their

safety. As reported to Caesar by Proculeius, she hopes that the Roman conqueror

will care for these mixed race offspring:

No other crowne I seeke, no other good.
Yet wish that Caesar would vouchsafe this grace,
To fauour the poor offspring of my blood.
Confused issue, yet of Roman race.89

If anything, this emphasis was underlined by Daniel’s revisions to the play. The

1607 edition restructures the play, shifting material dealing with Rodon’s betrayal

from Act IV to the opening of Act I. This episode describes Cleopatra’s decision to

send her son Caesarion to India in the care of Rodon. Rodon subsequently hands the

Prince to Octavius, who has him put to death. In the editions of the 1590s, these

events are not mentioned until Act IV, when they serve to underline Cleopatra’s

political isolation and vulnerability. In the 1590s Act IV texts, Rodon confesses his

treachery to Seleucus, Cleopatra’s treasurer, who in turn confesses his betrayal of the

queen’s treasure to the conquering Roman forces. Rodon argues that his betrayal is

more significant since Cleopatra saw her son as ‘This precious Gem, the chiefest that

I haue’ ((1599), IV. 61). In the 1607 version, which is much looser in its observation

of the classical laws of dramatic unity, Cleopatra’s commission to Rodon is fully

89 Samuel Daniel, Cleopatra (1599), II.i.91-94.
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realised on stage, allowing Cleopatra as grieving mother to bid farewell to her son,

plucking at the audience’s sympathy for the bond between mother and child,

foregrounding this motif and heightening the audience’s ironic awareness that

Rodon’s assurances of loyalty will prove to be desperately empty. Daniel’s vision of

Cleopatra’s tragedy sees her failure as a mother to protect and safeguard her children

as its point of departure.

Daniel’s emphasis on the maternal Cleopatra is startling and not, I suspect,

simply for modern readers who come to the play after centuries of living with

Shakespeare’s representation of Cleopatra. In the 1590s, as we have seen, the

neoclassical portrayal of Cleopatra as a notorious lover and seductress was a strong

tradition. Yet Daniel’s Cleopatra’s central concern is for the extinction of her

dynasty. And in England, in the 1590s, this was an important political question. For

in the 1590s, Elizabeth was childless, and aging, like Daniel’s queen, who worries

about ‘thys Autumn of my beauty’ ((1594), I, 165). The analogues between the

aging Elizabeth, the endpoint of the Tudor dynasty, and the Egyptian queen, are

highly suggestive, none the less so because Elizabeth’s private decisions -- her

failure to marry -- represented an inversion of Cleopatra’s historical promiscuity. In

the 1590s, despite Elizabeth’s strictures against open debate over the succession,

levels of anxiety ran high. In the absence of any children, rival Protestant and

Catholic candidates might have emerged, sparking a succession war in the event of

her death.90 Daniel’s representation of a private Cleopatra opens up the imaginative

possibility of a critical division between rival public and private constructions of the

monarch’s identity, so critical in this period to the nation’s own self-representation.

90 Marie Axton documents the case of the MP Peter Wentworth, whose supplication to the Queen to
nominate her successor was widely circulated in manuscript and resulted in his imprisonment in 1591.
See Axton, The Queen’s Two Bodies, pp.90-92.
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This is a significant departure from the classical, Plutarchan, account, where the

central opposition is between two very public ideologies.

Topical allusions in Daniel’s play would evidently have shifted over the

course of its multiple reappearances. In 1598 and 1599, when two editions appeared,

England was struggling to contain Hugh O’Neill’s rising in Ireland and was more

than usually anxious about the possibility of back-door Catholic invasion, backed by

Spain, from the west. Ireland, the point of origin for the first Christian missions to

England in remote history, was now the geographical locus of anxiety about religious

corruption. In 1599, some Irish resonance might have been read in Daniel’s

portrayal of ‘mysterious Egypt’:

Mysterious Egypt, wonder breeder,
Strict religions strange obseruer,
State-ordrer zeale, the best rule-keeper,
Fostring still in temp’rate feruour,
O how cam’st thou to lose so wholly
All religion, law and order?
And thus become the most unholy
Of all Lands, that Nylus border? 91

In 1607, when Daniel published his last major revision, analogues from

national public events may have given way to the author’s more personal concerns.

James Stuart’s unchallenged accession to the throne and the peace treaty agreed with

Spain in 1604 had removed the immediate threat of invasion and alien succession

experienced during the 1590s (although some English writers took time to adjust to a

Scottish king, as we shall see in future chapters). On the other hand, Daniel’s

professional career lay in tatters. Appointed as the Master of Queen Anne’s troop of

children in 1604, he had been removed from this position following a series of rowdy

91 Samuel Daniel, Cleopatra (1599), IV, 384-391.
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and controversial performances, and in 1607 was finding it very difficult to find a

patron. The 1607 edition of Cleopatra is dedicated to Prince Henry, as Daniel

looked for an alternative source of court patronage.92 To its author, Cleopatra’s

concern for her children had come to contrast all too painfully with Daniel’s own

abandonment by his royal patron. Cleopatra seems to have been, for Daniel, a

central part of his own self-fashioning as a writer ambitious to secure a public profile

-- from the launch of his early career under the patronage of Mary Sidney, to the

disappointments and setbacks encountered during the Stuart regime. As a writer

drawing on classical source material, he perhaps identifies with Rodon, the ‘confused

issue’ of Egyptian and Roman blood, abandoned by a queenly patron.

For other writers of the 1590s interested in making a contribution to

construction of a national literary identity, the idea of Cleopatra, and indeed of

Egypt, can be shown to have produced deeply complex and contradictory responses.

Egyptian religion, to begin with, posed some peculiar interpretative problems for

people living in the post-Reformation period, and in some of its aspects could even

be seen as analogous to unreformed, Catholic worship practices. Protestant reference

to the Old Testament Exodus narrative showed Egypt to be a place of Pharaonic

(tyrannous) enslavement.93 On the other hand, as evidenced by Italian humanist and

subsequently Erasmus’s writings on Egyptian hieroglyphs, Egyptian religion was

widely believed to have access to pure, primitive forms of divine revelation.94

Edmund Spenser, in the Proem to Book V of The Faerie Queene, associates Egyptian

92 Pierre Spriet, Samuel Daniel: sa vie, son oeuvre, p.174.
93 Eg John Foxe, Actes and monuments of matters most speciall and memorable, happenyng in the
Church, (London: John Day, 1583), Vol.2, see ‘An other letter or epistle of M. Bilney, to Cuthbert
Tonstall B. of London’, p.1006.
94 For the reception of Erasmus’s research in the writings of Hector Boece and thence the Jacobean
court, see Arthur Williamson, ‘Number and national consciousness’.
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wizards with great knowledge -- with a qualified ‘if’ that hedges this statement with

an acute awareness of its uncertainty:

And if to those Aegyptian wizards old,
Which in Star-read were wont haue best insight,
Faith may be giuen …95

Spenser’s allegory in Book V deals obliquely with contemporary events: with the

Spanish Armada, identifiable in the battle with the Souldan in Canto 8, stanzas 24 to

30; with Mary Stuart’s trial in Canto 9. And, according to the framework laid down

in the Proem, to ‘read’ this allegory one needs Egyptian insights.

At the centre of Book V, Egypt is made the location of a miraculous

transformation that folds native English identity into an oriental mystery. In Canto 7,

Britomart is initiated as a Christian Amazon in a temple of Isis. Startlingly, this

episode is clothed very precisely in the trappings of pre-Reformation religious rites.

The temple is full of robed and mitred priests: Britomart even confesses to a priest in

stanzas 19 to 20. In a dream vision, she is crowned as a priestess of Isis, her linen

gown turned to scarlet red. Outwardly, she is now indistinguishable from the

similarly attired Duessa, emblematic whore and central villain, who enters the Faerie

Queen in Book 1 Canto 2 dressed in scarlet and crowned with gold. What happens

next is particularly unsettling: Britomart is impregnated by a crocodile and gives

birth to a lion. Previously in The Faerie Queen, such monstrous births have been

evil, associated with dissolution and un-becoming. In Book 1, Redcross fights the

monster Error who spews out monstrosity ‘As when old father Nilus gins to swell

with timely pride.’96

95 Edmund Spenser, The Faerie Queene, ed. by Thomas P. Roche (1978; rpt. Harmondsworth:
Penguin, 1984), Proem V, 8. Book five of Spenser’s epic work first appeared in the 1596 edition.
96 Edmund Spenser, The Faerie Queene, Book I, Canto 1, stanza 21.
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Spenser grapples throughout The Faerie Queene with problems of surface

and depth, of disparities between outward appearance and inwardly informed reality.

In Book V, Britomart’s transformation is coloured as interior, female and Egyptian,

balancing Arthur’s action-hero set-piece battles in the same book. In Canto XI,

Arthur saves Antwerp and Belge from a monstrous tyrant, re-enacting Britomart’s

ritual in a masculine, military context. Reading this section typologically, it could be

argued that reformation requires such acts of iconoclastic fury to purify worship from

unnecessary external trappings. So the golden idol in Canto XI, stanza 11, that

unsettlingly recalls Isis’s silver idol, is toppled. And the monster lying at its feet --

an evil, female counterpart to Britomart’s crocodile -- is impaled, Arthur thrusting

his sword into its womb in a symbolic inversion of Britomart’s earlier impregnation.

Spenser’s Egypt in Book V is, therefore, a pivotal ontological site: at once the

symbolic and mystical heart of true faith, and also the means by which false

expression of such faith may be embodied. Once again, Egypt encodes the

possibility of the alienation of core identity.

Spenser’s symbolic structures are informed by a pervasive sense that

masculine virtue is required to safeguard a variety of damsels in distress. Cleopatra

herself appears at the start of Book V Canto 8, illustrative of women who have

subdued masculine vigour: ‘Such wondrous powre hath wemens faire aspect / To

captiue men, and make them all the world reject.97 It would be otiose to detail at

length the extent of late Elizabethan, early modern misogyny, but without doubt

contemporary attitudes to women as both analogues of the Virgin and the Whore

further problematised Egyptian identity.98 To a writer such as Spenser, whose

97 Edmund Spenser, The Faerie Queene, Book V, Canto 8, stanza 2.
98 Marina Warner, Alone of All Her Sex: the myth and cult of the Virgin Mary (1976; rpt London:
Picador, 1985).
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investment in such deep symbolism defined his aesthetic and literary method, the

inconsistencies within the body of emblems that he deploys would have been

obvious and troubling. The sixteenth century was a key transitional period in the

West’s understanding of the relationship between essential reality and symbolic

structure: as Michel Foucault has explored, it is precisely during these decades that

assumptions about the analogic correspondence between ‘God’s truth’ and its

symbolic expression were undermined.99 In Spenser’s masterpiece, therefore, the

inconsistencies cannot be logically clarified but remain undigested, mysteries in

Isis’s temple.

Spenser’s epic was deeply invested in the developing crisis in Ireland, where

he himself held lands.100 Irish identity, which was proximate yet alien to the English,

presented late Elizabethan writers with obvious challenges.101 These were both of a

practical nature -- how to finance and run a military campaign against opponents

whose modus operandi was largely guerrilla -- and of an existential nature, forcing

open questions of national identity and leadership. A long history of colonisation

from Britain made it difficult to distinguish between ‘foreign’ (or ‘mere’) Irish and

the Anglo-Irish. Habits of co-existence similarly confused and intermingled

identities: in some accounts, O’Neill, for example, had been partially raised in

England. What was clear to the English, however, was that Irish Catholic practices

of worship, and the threat of Spanish invasion through Ireland, defined the territory

99 Michel Foucault, The Order of Things, as discussed in the Introduction above.
100 Christopher Highley, Shakespeare, Spenser and the Crisis in Ireland (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1997), who argues that Spenser’s epic reveals its author’s doubts about Elizabeth’s
soft, or feminine, policies with regard to Ireland.
101 Andrew Murphy, But The Irish Sea Betwixt us: Ireland, Colonialism and Renaissance Literature
(Lexington, KY: University Press of Kentucky, 1999).
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as alien, and justified, to English minds at least, brutal measures.102 The

practicalities of Irish intervention opened up long-festering divisions within English

domestic politics, particularly between Robert Cecil and the Earl of Essex.103 In the

profoundly muddied political waters of the late 1590s, Cleopatra emerged as a

serviceable and revealing emblem of political division, an incursion of the apparently

exotic into the domestic sphere.

In Samuel Brandon’s The Tragicomoedi of the Vertuous Octavia, we

encounter a version of Cleopatra seen from the point of view of the private victim,

Antony’s abandoned wife.104 Brandon’s work is not meant for the public stage. It is

a reader’s work, and, even then, written for a reader assumed to share its author’s

political views. Rather than sugaring a hard point with easy poetry, its dense neo-

Platonic argumentation makes it extremely heavy going. Zachary Lesser has

suggested that William Ponsonby, the publisher of this work and of Mary Sidney’s

Antonius, was one of several publishers active in the London book trade at this

period who were concerned to construct a ‘high’ culture of English drama ‘forged

from a distinction from other plays of the professional theatre and the bookshop.’105

Purchasers of these sorts of literary dramas were being invited to see themselves as

serious readers. By extension, I would argue, such earnest readers might imagine

themselves as players in the drama of their own national politics. That said,

Brandon’s closet drama is so unrelentingly earnest, it is unlikely to have had a wide

impact beyond a small niche market of the already converted.

102 See the Elizabethan proclamation The Queens Proclamation declaring her princely resolution in
sending ouer of her Army into the Realme of Ireland, (London: Christopher Barker, 1599), arguing
that most of the Irish are her true subjects, and that she is sure they have simply been misled by a
small band of traitors.
103 Paul Hammer, The Polarisation of Elizabethan Politics, pp.132-7, pp.193f, p.367-9, p.394-8.
104 Samuel Brandon, The Tragicomoedi of the Vertuous Octavia (London: William Ponsonby, 1598).
105 Zachary Lesser, Renaissance Drama and the Politics of Publication (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2004), p.71.
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In Brandon’s Octavia, the Romans are fiercely patriotic; reluctant to act, but

eventually forced to take defensive action in the face of Antony’s outrageous

aggression against their nation. The appearance of Octavia in print invited

contemporary readers to seek out topical inferences, much as the posthumous

appearance of Marlowe’s translation of Lucan’s Pharsalia in 1600, and readings of

Livy in this period, informed discerning readers’ analysis of contemporary events.106

In 1598, Philip II had died, and the peace of Vervins had seen Spanish troops leave

the battlefields of northern France. However, fighting in Ireland had intensified, and

concerns about the threat of international Catholicism had shifted onto what

Englishmen imagined to be home territory. The continental peace, therefore, had

little significance in the British context. Brandon’s Octavia likewise sees the ‘happy

truce’ (ii. 12) negotiated between Antony and Caesar collapse again into civil war.

Octavia’s world -- the world of women -- is essentially passive, depending on

her male champions. When Brandon’s closet piece appeared, the Earl of Essex was

urging Elizabeth to appoint him Viceroy in Ireland, in charge of an army. Camilla’s

praise of Octavia at the end of the first act is certainly suggestive of Elizabethan

panegyric:

Most noble Empresse, praise of women kinde,
Whose faith endures the rage of fortunes flame:
Whose constant truthe, and truly vertuous minde,
Scornes smallest touche of iust-deserved blame …
… Liue vertuous Empresse, myrrour of our age,
Though chance discharge whole vollyes of reproach.107

106 Andrew Hadfield, Shakespeare and Republicanism, pp.64-5, 77, and Lisa Jardine and Antony
Grafton, ‘“Studied for Action”: How Gabriel Harvey Read His Livy’, Past and Present 129 (Nov,
1990), 30-78.
107 Samuel Brandon, Vertuous Octavia, I.iii.67-70, 75-6.
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At various times during her long reign, particularly when she seemed to be

contemplating marriage to unsuitable foreign, Catholic candidates, Elizabeth’s

chastity was praised as her cardinal virtue.108 Sir John Davies could plausibly write

in 1599 of the aging Elizabeth as a ‘Mayde’ and embed the queen’s initials in an

acrostic rhyme to Astraea, Goddess of Justice:

Eternall Virgin, Goddess true,
Let me presume to sing to you,
Ioue, euen great Ioue hath leisure
Sometimes to heare the vulgar crew,
And heares them oft with pleasure.109

In Brandon’s Vertuous Octavia, chastity is shown to be the cornerstone of Octavia’s

virtue, the key to her wifely loyalty to Antonius:

Camilla: O Chastity bright virtues sacred flame,
Be neuer women louely wanting thee.
Be neuer women wrong’d adorn’d with thee.
Be all disgrac’d that merit not thy name.110

It is the duty of all good Romans to fight Antony and Cleopatra, in defence of the

honour of this wronged wife. Cleopatra, therefore, is positioned as an alien

seductress, much as Protestant polemic from the 1580s argued that Catholic

missionaries -- and Catholic monarchs -- might corrupt susceptible Protestants.

Brandon’s Cleopatra is ruthlessly prepared to employ witchcraft to achieve her ends:

Antony’s deserting soldiers complain of ‘hir Syren tongue’ and ‘hir craftie Cyrces

wit’ (III. ii. 33-4). She ‘syrenizes’ and is ‘meeremaid-like’ (67), and ‘the force of her

words witch-craft is so strong’ (70) that Antony is powerless to resist her. For the

108 Quoted by Susan Doran, Monarchy and Matrimony: The Courtships of Elizabeth I (London:
Routledge, 1996), p.151.
109 Sir John Davies, Hymnes of Astraea in acrosticke verse (London: IS, 1599), Stanza 3.
110 Samuel Brandon, Vertuous Octavia, II. ii. 234-7.
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first time in the 1590s, we encounter a Cleopatra who is other than white skinned:

Brandon’s Cleopatra is characterised by her ‘sunne-burnt beauty’ (III. ii. 31), a

description that is repeated towards the end of the work (V. i. 9), contrasting the

virtuous, white, domesticated beauty of Octavia with the dangerous and alien beauty

of the Egyptian queen.

This Cleopatra poses a danger not only to Rome’s public safety, but also to

men’s souls. The Romans comment upon Cleopatra’s self-representation as the

Goddess Isis. Like Spenser’s Duessa, she rides on an ass (III. i. 126). At the end of

Act III, the Chorus highlights the spiritual danger Cleopatra presents to Rome:

What guilded baites of sinne,
Doe still procure our misse:
And seeke our soules to winne,
From theyr entended blisse?111

The Cleopatran imagery associated with Mary Stuart in the 1580s and partially

neutralised by associations with French campaigning in the early 1590s might now

be realigned by the outbreak of war within the British archipelago in the later 1590s.

The threat posed by Catholicism in Ireland was not simply that the Irish might

facilitate a foreign Spanish invasion, but that engagement in Irish affairs might

complicate English loyalties and by implication, compromise their national identities.

This matrix created a fatal problem for the public image of Robert Devereux,

Earl of Essex, Antony’s unfortunate real-life analogue. Letters to Robert Sidney,

Governor of the cautionary town of Flushing, from friends in England in this period

show the Sidney circle’s intense anxiety about events in Ireland, and also speak of

111 Samuel Brandon, Vertuous Octavia , III.ii.137-40.
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the evidently open breach between Robert Cecil and the Earl of Essex.112 Those, like

Cecil, who feared Essex’s power in Ireland were alarmed to think that -- like Antony

in Egypt -- he might take the opportunity to turn his army against the home nation,

anxieties that are echoed by Brandon’s Romans, who meet Antony’s messenger, sent

by the errant husband to drive Octavia out of her own home, with expressions of

outrage:

Byllius: First, he commands Octauia to depart
Out of his house, and leaue all that is his:
The reason why, he list not to impart,
It must suffice that such his pleasure is.113

One of the many charges laid at Essex’s door by the Cecil faction was that he was no

longer as Protestant as he might have been, that his willingness to negotiate with

O’Neill had somehow demonstrated and effected his alienation.114 John Guy writes:

‘Essex had given his opponents the chance of levelling the charge of atheism against

him by his allusions to his rights under the “law of nature”, his emphasis on his

“honour”, and his obsession with secular political ends. It could be made to appear

that he denied the divine authority of kingship and quasi-sacerdotal role of Elizabeth

as supreme governor of the church.’115 This, argued his enemies, made it possible

for him to imagine some kind of politique accommodation with Roman Catholicism.

Brandon’s piece was published precisely when Essex was in Ireland: his recall, his

112 Rowland Whyte to Sir Robert Sydney, 11 & 29 August 1599, in Letters and Memorials of State in
the Reigns of Queen Mary, Queen Elizabeth, etc (London: T. Osborne, 1746), Vol. II, p.114-5. Whyte
reports that Essex is fretting in Ireland: ‘I heare he is exceedingly grieued at his being there, for his
Service is nothing well taken here’, p.115. On 12 September 1599, Whyte comments ‘The unkindness
between my Lord of Essex and Mr Secretarie [Robert Cecil] is growen to extremety’, Letters &
Memorials etc, p.122.
113 Samuel Brandon, Vertuous Octavia , IV, 278-281.
114 Rowland Whyte described the encounter between Essex and O’Neill to Robert Sydney in
correspondence dated 19 September 1599, Letters and Memorials, p. 125, and Essex’s frantic return
to court in a letter dated 30 September, 1599, p.129.
115 John Guy, Tudor England (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988), p.446.
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rebellion, all lay in the near future. The Cleopatran imagery in the work vividly

frames a public discourse which, applied to contemporary events, was capable of

producing the negative public image that ultimately entrapped Elizabeth’s champion.

Such metaphorical comparisons needed to be made with extreme caution.

Fulke Greville famously wrote in his Life of Sir Philip Sidney that he, Greville, had

also written a play on the subject of Antony and Cleopatra in the late 1590s, only to

have burnt it for fear it might be associated with Essex’s rebellion in 1601.

Lastly, concerning the Tragedies themselves, they were in their
first creation three; whereof Antonie and Cleopatra according to
their irregular passions, in forsaking the Empire to follow
sensuality, were sacrificed to the fire. The executioner, the
author himselfe. Not that he conceived it to be a contemptible
younger brother to the rest; but lest while he seemed to looke
ever much upward, hee might stumble into the Astronomers pit.
Many members in that creature (by the opinion of those few
eyes, which saw it) having some childish wantonness in them,
apt enough to be construed, or strained to a personation of vices
in the present Governors, and government … this sudden
descent of such greatnesse, together with the quality of the
Actors in every scene, stir’d up the Authors second thoughts, to
bee carefull (in his own case) of leaving faire weather behind
him.116

Even more oblique was the approach taken by Samuel Daniel, whose A Letter from

Octavia to Marcus Antonius appeared in 1599 in a volume of his collected works

including his Cleopatra, with a revised first act. Once again, Daniel positions his

work within a milieu of female patrons and readers, addressing the 1599 dedication

to Lady Margery, Countess of Cumberland, whose own marriage was notoriously

stormy and whose husband was at the time with the English forces in Ireland.

Octavia writes as a wife to her husband on foreign campaign. Daniel’s piece is

generically different from Brandon’s (it is an epistle rather than a drama), but it does

116 Fulke Greville, The Life of the Renowned Sir Philip Sidney (first published posthumously in 1652),
ed. Nowell Smith (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1907), pp.156-7.
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share many of Brandon’s concerns, in particular the central theme of vulnerable

women whose private virtue has to be safeguarded by the public actions of fighting

men:

We in this prison of our selues confin’d
Must here shut up with our own passions lieu
Turn’d in upon us, and denied to find
The vent of outward means that might relieue:
That they alone must take up all our mind;
And no roome left us, but to thinke and grieue,
Yet oft our narrowed thoughts look more direct
Than your loose wisdoms borne with wild neglect.117

Nor is this epistle of complaint so very different from dramatic form, presenting as it

does a dramatic monologue.

Like Brandon’s Cleopatra, and contrasting with Daniel’s sympathetic portrait

of Cleopatra in ‘The Tragedy of Cleopatra’ featured in the same collection, the

Cleopatra featured in the Letter from Octavia is dark skinned and exotic. Octavia

warns her husband about the dangers of racially mixed liaisons: ‘What foule

confusion in your blood and race / To your immortall shame, and our disgrace?’118

While ‘race’ here could mean simply ‘lineage’ (as it does so often mean this in early

modern texts), there is a strong sense in this work that, to the Romans, the adulterous

affair is seen in terms of miscegenation. The peculiar dilemma for an early modern

ruling queen was how to reconcile and align the conflicting spheres of influence

inscribed by her female, private, body and her active, public, identity, especially in

times of war when she could not herself bear arms. Elizabeth’s notorious, and

possibly again apocryphal, speech at Tilbury claiming to have the ‘heart of a man’

was, like her Virginal image, a slightly desperate attempt to close the gap between

117 Samuel Daniel, ‘Letter from Octavia,’ stanza 18, from The Poeticall Essayes of Sam. Danyel,
(London: Peter Short for Simon Waterson, 1599).
118 Samuel Daniel, ‘Letter’, stanza 19.
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the metaphors available to her in contemporary public discourse and the reality of her

national responsibilities. In the ‘Letter from Octavia’, the concerns of the public

world are seen through the private perspective of the wife, the clashes of loyalty

which characterised civil conflict placed within the domestic dispute between

estranged couples. Chaste Octavia’s demand for absolute fidelity transforms

Antony’s divided loyalties from being issues of state to private psychomachia:

Redeeme thy selfe, and now at length make peace
With thy deuided hart opprest with toile:
Breake up this war, this brest dissention cease,
Thy passions to thy passions reconcile;
I do not only seeke my good t’increase;
But thine owne ease, and liberty the while:
Thee in the circuite of they selfe confine,
And be thine owne, and then thou wilt be mine.119

Vulnerable and isolated, Octavia calls on her champion to maintain his integrity and

domestic honour in the face of Cleopatran temptation, the danger again, as for

Brandon’s Antony, imagined as spiritual rather than merely physical:

Where at length, perhaps, when some remorse begun
To touch thy soule, to thinke yet what we were,
Th’Inchantres straight steps twixt thy hart & thee
And intercepts all thoughts that came of mee.120

With the greatest of dramatic ironies, the reception met by Elizabeth’s Antony on his

return to her side in September 1599 was to prove the very opposite of a lover’s

reconciliation. Following the suspicious reception in London of news of the truce

agreement with O’Neill, Essex’s return to make his self-defence in person was in

defiance of the terms of his commission, and was read as final proof of his

119 Samuel Daniel, ‘Letter’, stanza 42.
120 Samuel Daniel, ‘Letter’, stanza 35.
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untrustworthiness. He rode frantically to court, and, still covered with the muck of

the road, burst into the queen’s inner -- private -- chambers. Alarmed for her

personal safety, Elizabeth met him with restrained words and asked him to leave and

return later. He was never allowed private access to her again.

As I hope by now will have been demonstrated, the idea of Cleopatra in

cultural circulation along Europe’s north western littoral provided a flexible matrix

within which writers were able to explore moments when native identity, always an

edifice ‘under construction’, experienced introspection and differentiation. These

periods of intense self-scrutiny were central to the formation of national, or group

identity, and were as much a part of collective Renaissance self-fashioning as more

assertive, clear cut allegories that identified Englishmen with Trojans, Israelites, and

other foreign prototypes. David Norbrook, in his Poetry and Politics in the English

Renaissance, writes against the New Historicist assumption that ideology inevitably

contains resistance, arguing that sixteenth-century discourse permitted the interplay

of oppositional voices. The metaphorical expression of internal debate, however, is

not clean-cut; its very purpose is to negotiate, to sift and to explore cross currents and

potentialities at moments when the direction of the historical stream is turbulent

rather than clear: for instance, when newly emerging national cultures are seeking

differentiation from dominant foreign models, or when those writing about national

identity are struggling to describe diverging areas of political opinion. Such

metaphors do not map onto stable political positions, but are protean, and may be

available to express a range of available political attitudes. Thus it was that the idea

of Cleopatra was peculiarly ‘translatable’ into new political contexts: from ancient to

modern times, from Greek to vernacular tongue, from France to England, from east

to west both literally and metaphorically. Her ontological polarity might with
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surprising ease be reversed, from righteous to reprobate, from domestic to alien,

depending on the authorial stance taken to the dominant ideas encoded in the

particular moment of translatio imperii. And, seduced by Cleopatra, early modern

readers might find themselves brought face to face with the possibility of self-

alienation and political estrangement.

6 Shakespeare’s Cleopatra

Enobarbus: … Lepidus,
Since Pompey’s feast, as Menas saies, is troubled
With the Greene-Sickness.

Agrippa: ’Tis a Noble Lepidus.

Enobarbus: A very fine one: oh, how he loues Caesar.

Agrippa: Nay but how deerely he adores Mark Anthony.

Enobarbus: Caesar? Why he’s the Iupiter of men.

Agrippa: What’s Antony, The God of Iupiter.
(III.ii. TLN 1542-9).121

In the second book of Ovid’s Metamorphoses, a text well known to

Shakespeare from the English translation made by Arthur Golding and dedicated to

the Earl of Leicester in 1567, Jove appears to a Sidonian princess, Europa, in the

guise of a white bull, seduces her and carries her westward across the Mediterranean

to bear the first of many generations of future Europeans.122 Classical astronomy

placed the constellation of Taurus the bull in the night sky with the cluster of stars

121 William Shakespeare, ‘Anthony and Cleopatra’, The First Folio of Shakespeare: the Norton
facsimile. 2nd edn., (London: W. W. Norton, 1996).
122 The xv Bookes of P Ovidius Naso, entytuled Metamorphosis, translated by Arthur Golding,
(London: William Seres, 1567). See Robert S. Miola, Shakespeare’s Reading (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2000), pp.18-43; Jonathan Bate, Shakespeare and Ovid (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1993).
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known as the Pleiades knotted on its shoulder, a stellar harem of maidens all of

whom had been ravished by the Olympian chief. In the sixteenth century, while it

was realised that this story did not form a plausible model for the ethnic origins of

contemporary Europeans, images of Europa and her Jovean capture fed into the

construction of absolutist political metaphors.123 Titian painted the abduction for

Philip II c.1559-62, at a time when the Hapsburgs controlled large swathes of central

and western Europe. Triumphal arches constructed for the entry of Charles IX of

France and his queen Isabel of Spain into Paris in 1571 featured images and verses

from the story. In 1629, Rubens, before he was commissioned by the English Charles

I to decorate the ceiling of the royal banqueting hall with images of apotheosised

monarchy, copied Titian’s painting of Europa’s abduction for Philip IV of Spain.124

These images imagined kings as surrogate Gods. But what did it feel like to be

Europeans, the objects of such Jovean transportations? The lines quoted at the start

of this section, from Shakespeare’s play Antony and Cleopatra, give some indication

of at least one possible reaction; Antony and Octavius’ friends and subordinates slyly

ridicule both Lepidus’s hyperbolic praise of his fellow Triumvirs, and, by

implication, remind us that their commanding officers are human competitors, not

omnipotent immortals. The rhetorical effect of this figure of antemetabole reverses

not just syntax, but also the directional vector of overweening human ambition,

grounding and demystifying the cosmographical trappings of royal imperium.

Shakespeare’s play sits within a politicised European tradition in which

narrative abductions westward provide a field of reference in which rulers and

subjects can explore their mutual dependencies: a tradition which had linked ancient

123 See John Hale, The Civilisation of Europe in the Renaissance (London: Harper Perennial, 1993: rpt
2005), pp.8-9.
124 Margaret D. Carroll, ‘The Erotics of Absolutism: Rubens and the Mystification of Sexual
Violence’, Representations, 25 (Winter, 1989), 3-30, p.12.
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classical texts to the aspirations of the French Pléiade, thence to the Sidney circle in

the 1590s, and now to the court of James I. In all these versions, public political

identity is prioritised in various ways over private self-interest. Shakespeare’s

unique contribution to the textual matrix is to interrogate the relationship between

private and public constructions of identity, valorising the private world in a manner

hitherto not seen. His lasting achievement lies in lines of extraordinary poetry that

define a space for thinking, feeling individuals at an ironic distance from the strong

light of official emblematics.

If, as Leeds Barroll has asserted, James had little personal interest in dramatic

performance, it is possible that the reception conditions of Shakespeare’s plays might

have facilitated the opening up of such an interpretative distance from the views and

opinions of the King’s Men’s royal patron.125 Barroll’s comment, that ‘James’s

imagination seems to have been stimulated not only by such ideas as governance and

astrological science but also by theological distinctions’ may also be a useful

insight.126 For Shakespeare’s play reflects upon many topics central to James’s

intellectual interests, but does so in ways that suggest art might generate divergent

constructions from those written from the centre of power.

No contemporary record exists of an early performance of Antony and

Cleopatra.127 Whether played by the King’s Men at court, in the Globe, or, from

1608, in the Blackfriars theatre, Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra sets out to

redefine the parameters of what the story signifies: the very structure of the play

flouts the Aristotelian unities of stage time and place and in doing so lays down a

125 Leeds Barroll, ‘Assessing “Cultural Influence”: James I as Patron of the Arts’, Shakespeare Studies
29 (2001), 132-64.
126 Barroll, ‘Assessing “Cultural Influence”’, p.152.
127 An entry in the Stationers’ Register for 20 May 1608 mentions the play against the name of the
publisher Edward Blount, but no copy exists before the 1623 folio. See David Bevington’s
introduction to Antony and Cleopatra (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), p.1.
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challenge to conventional notions of mimetic representation and, by extension, to

broader social conventions governing what can be publicly staged and what

necessarily remains private and unknown. Shakespeare’s oriental Egypt dreams up a

world of fancy beyond the control of public license, delivering what Philip Sidney

might have called a ‘golden’ world in preference to nature.128 His dark, seductive

Cleopatra declares that fancy, or artistic imagination, has the power to generate

alternative imaginary worlds that rival and outdo reality, against whose ‘strange’

vitality reality itself appears a mere shadow:

Cleopatra: …Nature wants stuffe
To vie strange forms with fancie, yet t’imagine
An Antony were Nature’s piece ’gainst Fancie,
Condemning shadowes quite.
(V.ii. TLN 3317-3320)

To modern readers, Antony and Cleopatra may appear to be remote from the

concerns of the Jacobean court, but, as modern historicist critics have realised,

Shakespeare was careful to allow ample opportunities for topical readings of his

play. The drunken antics of the triumvirate onboard Pompey’s ship might have

suggested scandalous entertainments in the Jacobean court during the state visit of

Christian IV of Denmark to England in summer 1606.129 James’s own self-

promotion as a new Augustus, and the use of Augustan emblematic material in the

London Entrance pageants of 1604, might have permitted interpretations of that play

(particularly any played in the royal presence) that positioned the Stuart king as the

128 Philip Sidney, A Defence of Poetry, p.24.
129 H. Neville-Davies, ‘Jacobean Antony and Cleopatra’, Shakespeare Studies 17 (1985), 123-58. See
Sir John Harington’s criticism of James’s debauched court in Thomas Park (ed,), Nugae Antiquae:
Being a Miscellaneous Collection of Original Papers (1804; rpt New York: AMS Press, 1966), I, pp.
349-51. Also, Sir Antony Weldon’s malicious memorial, ‘The Court and Character of King James’,
incorporated in An Historical and Critical Account of the Lives and Writings of James I and Charles I,
ed. by William Harris, 5 vols, (London, 1814), I.
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typological fulfilment of the anticipated (but unstaged, and even upstaged) triumph

of the classical Octavius.130 These critical readings have suggested a Shakespearean

mimetic method that resembles the Dionysian reflection of the French court of Henri

II fabricated by Jodelle and the poets of the Pléiade -- one tempered, however, by

James’s more austere Protestant public face. James’s own interest in apocalyptic

destiny -- expressed in the king’s commentary on the Book of Revelations,

republished 1604 -- might have encouraged such interpretations.131

In fact, Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra holds not a single mirror up to

the king, but instead creates a hall of mirrors, holding up multiple, even conflicting,

versions of the early Jacobean regime: a court that was in respects both Augustan

and Egyptian. Indeed, with James’s Queen Ann holding her own court and

associated theatrical events, a multiple court. Within the play, there is subtle critique

both of Egyptian excess and of Augustan restraint and control -- of both James’s

private and public personae.132 The play’s topical framework shifts as constantly as

the Nile mud, and is as difficult to pin down precisely as the fabulous crocodile that

Shakespeare’s befuddled Lepidus tries with difficulty to comprehend (II.vii. TLN

1380). This might have been a necessary representational strategy: for the king’s

Men to perform a play critical of the king would have been impolitic. It might also

suggest an even more ambitious agenda. For while satiric art is necessarily bounded

130 Critics who see the play as broadly complementary to James include Alvin Kernan, Shakespeare,
the King’s Playwright, p.xii and Chapter 6. Also Christopher Wortham, ‘Shakespeare, James I and the
Matter of Britain’, English 45 (1996), 97-122.
131 James VI and I, A Fruitefull Meditation (first published Edinburgh, 1588: rpt London: Valentine
Simmes for John Harrison, 1603). On apocalyptic imagery in Antony and Cleopatra and other plays,
see Naseeb Shaheen, Biblical Reference in Shakespeare’s Tragedies (Newark, NJ: University of
Delaware Press, 1987), pp.221-2.
132 The notion that late medieval and early modern kingship was seen as a corporate identity, shared
between a private, mortal and physical body and the monarch’s translation to a continuous public
office was expounded by Ernst Kantorowicz in his seminal work The King’s Two Bodies: A Study in
Mediaeval Political Theology (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1957). See also Marie
Axton, The Queen’s Two Bodies.
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by the terms of debate established by the dominant political culture, Shakespeare’s

elusiveness seems to play an elaborate game with the semiotics of contemporary

national power politics that suggests his art, at least, has in mind an altogether

different agenda.

So, the evasive strategies of Antony and Cleopatra seem to go beyond those

required by potential censorship. Instead, the play in its Egyptian mode draws

attention to the artificiality of theatrical representation, and looks through this mirror

and beyond to the humour, the playfulness and the indeterminacy of human life in

general. While topical allusions abound, therefore, the connections are made

privately, in the minds of the audience and readers. In place of an officially

sanctioned political discourse that appropriates the public stage as a mere aspect of

its monolithically constructed public identity, we are given rival formulations: Rome

and Egypt; Antony and Cleopatra. And in interpreting these enactments, we are

given hints of alternative, private worlds and inward-looking psychological spaces

that co-exist in productive tension with publicly-enacted versions of native identity.

While Titian, Rubens and the architects of the French royal entry to Paris in

1571 styled monarchs as apotheosised bulls, Shakespeare’s play stages the historical

victory of Rome over the East in a manner that demystifies the Jovean metaphor.

The central Actium scenes of Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra bring a human

Taurus onto the stage. Following a single reference in Plutarch’s text, Shakespeare

gives flesh to Octavius’s general, explicitly named as Taurus by Canidius as the rival

armies muster at Actium (III.vii. TLN 1954), and summoned on stage by Octavius’s

cry of ‘Taurus!’ at the opening of the next scene (III.viii. TLN 1961). Whether the

effect of a Jacobean stage army would have been impressive, or bathetic, is

impossible to say. The battle is managed theatrically by noises off-stage; Taurus’s
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brief presence onstage is a cipher for events taking place elsewhere. By giving this

cosmographical symbol a compressed human form, and one so evidently theatrical,

Shakespeare manages to engage with the contemporary symbolic structures of

absolutist discourse imported from European models in such a manner that deflates

both the symbolic system and its modus operandi. Taurus is not only Octavius’s

subaltern: he makes visible the metaphorical over-inflation of sacerdotal monarchy.

As Taurus passes offstage and the outcome of the battle of Actium hangs in

the balance, the star sign of Gemini briefly governs the fortunes of the combatants:

Scarus:…Yon ribaudred nag of Egypt --
Whom leprosy o’ertake! -- I’th’midst o’th’fight,
When vantage like a pair of twins appeared,
Both as the same, or rather ours the elder,
The breeze upon her, like a cow in June,
Hoists sail and flies.
(III.x. TLN. 1989-1994)

This is a complex astrological metaphor. In zodiacal progressions, the star sign of

Taurus gives way to that of Gemini as May draws to an end. Here, the bovine

imagery is fleetingly doubled: the Roman Taurus engages Cleopatra’s ‘cow’ (a

reference to the sacred ox Epaphus, or Io, of Isis, Cleopatra’s alter-ego). Io, like

Europa, was in classical mythology one of Jove’s virginal conquests, transformed by

the god into a heifer. The Roman victory over Egypt is paradoxically represented

here as a failure to sustain gemination.

The reference to the ‘pair of twins’ points to the emblematic significance of

Castor and Pollux, collectively known as the constellation of Gemini. In Andrea

Alciati’s Emblemata, a work first published in 1531 but widely reproduced

throughout Europe in the sixteenth century, the heavenly twins were associated with
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the motto Spes Proxima (Hope in Prospect).133 The accompanying image shows the

storm-tossed ship of state, with the constellation of Gemini in the top right of the

image suggesting the forces of good sovereignty that will steer the ship into safer

waters. Scarus’s comment casts long ironic shadows: images of twinned fortune in

this play are not harbingers of good hope, but of despair. Seen from the perspective

of soldiers on the losing side, the Jovean transportation is not triumphant but

sickening -- and the Jovean object of desire an object of disgust.

Shakespeare thus shows the historical victory at Actium breaking asunder the

balance between east and west, female and male, principles of political identity. As

gemination is frustrated by history, instead, Shakespeare appropriates the concept

into the heart of his poetic language, specifically, the figure of hendiadys which was

glossed in George Puttenham’s Arte of English poesie as a ‘manner of speach when

ye will seeme to make two of one not thereunto constrained, which therefore we call

the figure of Twynnes, the Greekes Endiadis.’134 As Frank Kermode helpfully

elucidates in Shakespeare’s Language, ‘this means, literally, one-through-two, and

can be illustrated by some common expressions such as “law and order” or “house

and home”.’135

The figure itself is intriguing, and has a particular association with acts of

translation between languages, where the target language struggles to capture the full

connotative range of the original source. George T. Wright suggests that the device

emerges strongly in Old English translations of Latin texts, where a more ornate,

133 Andrea Alciati, Emblemata (Augsburg, 1531). The work seems to have circulated in England in
continental editions, particularly those eminating from the Antwerp presses. For a modern English
facsimile reprint, see Andreas Alciatus: The Latin Emblems Indexes and Lists, ed. by Peter M. Daly,
Virginia W. Callahan and Simon Cuttler (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1988), no. 43. See
also Margaret D. Carroll, ‘The Erotics of Absolutism’, p.12.
134 George Puttenham, The Arte of English Poesie, Book 3 Ch.15, p.147 sig.V4r-v.
135 Frank Kermode, Shakespeare’s Language (London: Penguin, 2000), p.100-101. Also George T.
Wright, ‘Hendiadys and Hamlet’, PMLA 96 (1981), pp.168-93; George Rylands, Words and Poetry
(London: Hogarth Press, 1928), pp.179-92.
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Latinate word might be added to a terse Anglo-Saxonism in order to ‘confer gravity

on the passage.’136 Such word doubling, specifically of nouns conjoined by ‘and’, is

certainly a strong feature of Amyot’s translation of Plutarch, and, thence, of North’s

translation of Amyot, as these two parallel passages illustrate:

Bref les amis de César et ceux qui gouvernaient sous lui étaient cause que
l’on calomniait et haissait sa domination, combien qu’elle ne fût riens moins
que tyrannie quant à lui, pour les insolences et outrages qu’ils faisaient …’137

[To conclude, Caesar’s friends that governed under him, were cause why they
hated Caesar’s government (which in deede in respect of him selfe was no
less than a tyrannie) by reason of the great insolencies and outragious parts
that were committed ….]138

… les autres sur les câbles et cordages du bateau, duquel il sortait de
merveilleusement douces et suaves odeurs de parfums…mais entre autres
choses, ce de quoi plus il s’émerveilla, fut la multitude des lumières et
flambeaux suspendus en l’air éclairant de tous côtés …139

[… others tending the tackle and ropes of the barge, out of the which there
came a wonderfull passing sweete savor of perfumes …but amongst all other
thinges, he most wondered at the infinite number of lightes and torches
hanged on the toppe of the house, geving light in everie place …]140

The idea encoded in hendiadys, that a singular term is insufficient, lies behind many

of the appearances of the figure in Antony and Cleopatra. In the opening speech of

Shakespeare’s play, it underlines the multiple interpretations of the infamous love

affair, a love that is both excessive, and ambiguous:

Philo: Nay, but this dotage of our Generals
O’re-flowes the measure: those his goodly eyes
That o’re the Files and Musters of the Warre,

136 George T. Wright, replying to Katherine T. Loesch, in ‘Hendiadys’, PMLA, 97 (1982), p.100.
137 Amyot, p.869.
138 North, p.7.
139 Amyot, pp.887-8.
140 North, p.26
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Have glow’d like plated Mars:
Now bend, now turne,
The Office and Devotion of their view
Upon a Tawny Front. His Captain’s heart,
Which in the scuffles of great Fights hath burst
The Buckles on his breast, reneages all temper
And is become the Bellows and the Fan
To cool a Gypsies lust.
(I.i. TLN 3-13; my italics.)

In this speech, the two terms of the repeated figure are not exact synonyms. Instead,

they overlap in connotative range: both are needed to release the whole metaphor.

The opening injunction ‘Behold and see’ (I. i. 13), and Enobarbus’s account of

Cleopatra’s hyperbolic ‘storms and tempests’ (I. ii. 144), are further examples of the

figure used in this way, the language itself generating existential modifications to

staged identities.

Shakespeare’s hyperbolic rhetoric shows the author inhabiting, quite

deliberately, an exotic linguistic space, one derived from the very process of textual

translation, which creates a ironic distance between his poetry and official Jacobean

‘Augustan’ rhetoric. Language in this play engages in an ‘Asiatik’ rhetoric

analogous to that adopted by Antony himself: ‘full of ostentation, foolishe braverie,

and vaine ambition.’141 But rather than condemn this, the play demonstrates that

such discourse lies at the heart of artistic creativity. The very title of the play, an

amplification of other contemporary singular versions of this story, demonstrates

Shakespeare’s ambition to improve upon the Augustan historical narrative and

positions the author as a counterweight to the otherwise monolithic compass of

official state language. Cleopatra, unlike Europa, refuses to be abducted westwards;

141 North, p. 2.
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this author, unlike his contemporaries, resists simple absorption into political

orthodoxy.

Antony and Cleopatra is not merely about the public life of the court or even

courts, but is also concerned with the theatre itself, with the multi-vocal dynamics of

dramatic representation and audience interpretation. Theatre, that most public of

literary representative mediums, is used to explore the limits of what can be known

by theatrical audiences, and by metaphorical extension, by James himself as well as

his subjects. Even if James was relatively indifferent to its merits, as his regime

sought to establish tighter control over public discourses, the theatre was identified as

a significant site of pressure. James had, on his accession, acted quickly to absorb

the principal London theatre companies into his apparatus of state, and in the years

immediately following, to enact legislation restricting what might be said on stage.142

Several plays enacting controversial and potentially controversial material became

subject to Privy Council censure.143 The Children of the Queen’s Revels were

particularly associated with these scandals, and in April 1606, the patent allowing

Samuel Daniel control of content and performance licensing of the Children of the

Queens Revels was withdrawn. Daniel’s revised Cleopatra was issued the following

year, and, as I have suggested, reflected the author’s personal sense of alienation

from royal patronage and nostalgia for the halcyon days of his patronage by the

Sidney circle. Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra needs to be read in the light of

these contemporary scandals and the contemporaneous re-publication of Daniel’s

142 The 1606 Act to Restraine Abuses of Players (3 Jac i.c.21), for example, against swearing or
blasphemy. See Statutes of the Realm, (London: George Eyre and Andrew Strahan, 1810-1828), Vol.
IV, pp.109-17.
143 Virginia Crocheron Gildersleeve, Government Regulation of the Elizabethan Drama (1908; rpt
New York: Burt Franklin, 1961), p.103. Richard Dutton, Mastering the Revels (Basingstoke:
Macmillan, 1991), pp.168-79; Janet Clare, Art Made Tongue-Tied by Authority (Manchester:
Manchester University Press, 1990), p.126.
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play. Shakespeare is attempting a much more complex exploration of the contrasts

between the worlds of public business and private play, carving out a world for fancy

beyond the control of public authorisation. Shakespeare’s dark Cleopatra therefore

contrasts strongly with Daniel’s alabaster white queen; Shakespeare’s strongly

orientalised Egyptian geography is a much more exotic setting than the

comparatively bland domestic spaces of Daniel’s drama.

Shakespeare’s play is significantly more crowded and multi-vocal than

Daniel’s, with its sparse list of dramatis personae. Acting -- becoming other -- finds

a natural home in Shakespeare’s Egypt. His characters often step sideways into other

speakers’ perspective frames. Cleopatra is herself an actress, and readily

ventriloquises the speech of others. In the opening scene, she impersonates Caesar’s

officious instructions to Antony: ‘Do this, or this; / Take in that Kingdom, and

Infranchise that’ (I.i. TLN 32-3). Later, she imagines herself directing Antony as an

actor who needs to put on a performance of grief following Fulvia’s death:

Cleopatra: Good now, play one Scene
Of excellent dissembling, and let it looke
Like perfect Honor.
(I.iii. TLN 394-6)

Cleopatra’s courtiers and handmaids, taking their cue from their queen, share this

thespian bent. Alexas ventriloquizes Antony’s speech to his mistress:

Alexas: Good Friend, quoth he:
Say the firm Roman to great Egypt sends
This treasure of an Oyster … (I.v. TLN 572-4).

In the same scene, Charmion simulates Cleopatra’s former opinion of Julius Caesar:

‘O, that brave Caesar’ (I.v. TLN 599). By staging the acting process itself,
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Shakespeare deconstructs theatrical mimesis. His Cleopatra even calls attention to

her future -- and, in Shakespeare’s time, actual -- representation by a ‘squeaking

Cleopatra’ boy actor (V.ii. TLN 3463-4). The boy player ‘becoming’ Cleopatra as

he speaks these lines, we realise, is an actor stepping aside from his native self to

inhabit the space of an exotic, other-gendered, being, alien in time, space and social

placement. These meta-theatrical moments highlight how actors accept self-

alienation as a condition of their working method: and by extension, suggests ways

in which public representations of selves may in turn be fictional constructs.

Antony and Cleopatra draws our attention to theatrical representation to

demonstrate the difference between tidy historical narrative and unbounded reality.

But if it indicates the limits of theatre’s ability to re-enact the totality of lived life, it

also implicates the theatre as a metaphor that frames and shapes aesthetically-

presented versions of the past. In almost every scene, characters enter in mid-

dialogue. Often, we only see part of a conversation on stage, the prior content being

imaginary and unknowable. Messengers flit to and fro with representations of

implied events elsewhere: some depart unheard (as the messenger in the opening

scene); others are heard selectively, like ‘the man from Scicion’ (TLN 204) in the

second scene. This being a history play, and a biographical history play of actual

‘lives’, readers and audiences of the play know that on one level the events shown

have ‘happened.’ On another level, however, what is shown is clearly what the

author has chosen to assemble on stage and summoned to speak and move.

Omissions -- the non-speaking messengers, the lengthy passages of history (such as

the Parthian campaigns) found in the original Plutarch sources but not represented on

stage -- are telling absences, indicators of authorial choices concerning the formation

and shaping of this particular theatrical realisation of the Cleopatra narrative. This,
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Shakespeare seems to be arguing, is what the theatre is: nothing more, nothing less;

not so much a mirror for magistrates, an accurate if cautionary reflection of public

identities, but a work of art, meditating on the imaginative capabilities of the human

mind to forge fantastic new worlds and transcendental selves: as Enobarbus says,

‘O’re-picturing that Venus, where we see / The fancy out-worke Nature. (II.ii. TLN

912-13).

And likewise, through Shakespeare’s art, we see enacted in Antony and

Cleopatra a struggle for control of the terms in which public selves might be

represented. On the one hand, the theatre and playing companies might be seen as a

mirror in the service of the king, complementing and promoting the interests of the

court. Alternatively, theatrical representation might draw attention to the ways in

which public identities are themselves fictional constructs. Is the theatre merely an

approximate vehicle for the metaphorical representation of public life, or does it

indicate something analogously fictional about public life itself? What is the

relationship between identity, and the language in which identity is asserted and

expressed? This was a troubling question: while rhetorical performance lay at the

heart of humanist sixteenth-century practice and defined how the power relationships

between monarch and subject were negotiated, James’s promotion of his kingly

identity in print to his English subjects broadened awareness of this practice beyond

courtly and elite circles.

James’s Basilicon Doron, written ostensibly for his son in 1598 but quickly

circulated in Edinburgh following its appearance in print in 1598, was republished in

London in 1603.144 This work presented the king to his subjects in unmistakably

144 James VI and I, Basilikon dōron. Or His Maiesties instructions to his dearest sonne, Henry the
prince (Edinburgh: Waldegrave, 1599) and then in London in 1603: 3 editions by Felix Kyngston for
Iohn Norton; one edition each Richard Field for Iohn Norton; Edward Allde for Edward White. See
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theatrical terms. In the opening dedication to the reader, James says that kings are

peculiarly public, set ‘upon a publicke stage, and in the sight of all the people; where

all the beholders eyes are attentively bent to looke and pry in the least circumstances

of their secretest drifts.’145 We encounter such an uncomfortable staging of royal

authority in the opening lines of Shakespeare’s play, as Antony and Cleopatra’s first

entrance is framed by Philo’s injunction that we should ‘Behold and see’ (I.i.TLN

20).

Shakespeare’s royal patron projected himself as an author, as a writer on a

range of topics and in a range of genres, from poetry, to biblical commentaries and

treatises on statecraft. Jane Rickart has suggested that this presented particular

challenges to those of James’s subjects who were themselves professional authors

and who needed to re-position themselves in relation to the king’s own writings. 146

Accordingly, words are shown in Antony and Cleopatra to be able to exercise real

political force to mobilise public opinion: the name of Antony, for example, can field

armies; Octavius points out to Antony, ‘you were the word of warre’ (II.ii. TLN

734), and Ventidius recalls Antony to have been ‘that magicall word of Warre’ (III.i.

TLN 1529). But do these public players control the terms of engagement? Or do the

terms rather control them?

Shakespeare’s lexicon in Antony and Cleopatra engaged with several strands

of historically-precise metaphorical complexes that are less than obvious to modern

readers, and which received a linguistic jolt on James’s accession in 1603. These

discourses lay only partially within James’s official control: they were in the widest

King James VI and I: Selected Writings, ed. by Neil Rhodes, Jennifer Richards and Joseph Marshall
(Aldershot: Ashgate, 2003), and King James VI and I: Political Writings, ed. by Johann P.
Sommerville (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994).
145 James, Basikon dõron, sig.A1v.
146 Jane Rickart, Authorship and Authority: The Writings of James VI and I (Manchester: Manchester
University Press, 2007).
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possible sense public property, depending on social usage, circulation and consensual

recognition. And as used in Antony and Cleopatra, they might describe a Cleopatran

aesthetic space which Shakespeare as author creates and inhabits, offset from the

Augustan state. The esoteric language and imagery associated with Egypt created a

metaphorical space that looked beyond narrow state-centred appropriations of

charismatic terms, suggesting that a merely patriotic art -- commanded at the service

of the state -- is shallow and enervated. In grounding its values on interior,

subjective experience, this Egyptian resistance to Roman publicly-constituted ideas

of value and worth looks towards a body of esoteric knowledge shared

internationally across the countries touched by the European Renaissance: the late

classical text known as the Opus Hermetica.

The Greek text of the Hermetica was re-discovered in the mid fifteenth

century, and translated into Latin by Marsilio Ficino under the patronage of Cosimo

de Medici in Florence. It purported to be extremely ancient in origin, from the pen

of an Egyptian philosopher-priest known as Hermes Trismegistus -- the ‘thrice

great’- who was believed to be linked in some way with Thoth, the Egyptian god of

scribal knowledge. Ficino asserted that there was a direct pedigree linking Hermes

with the essentialist philosophy that would eventually be reflected Plato’s writing,

and that would continue to shape the biographical approach of subsequent Greek

writers like Plutarch.147 Ficino’s translation was a seminal text for Renaissance neo-

Platonism, and was both republished throughout Europe (although not in England)

and translated into several European vernaculars (although not, it seems, into

English, or at least, not in recorded printed form). Either in manuscript, or through

147 Marsilio Ficino, Hermetica: the Greek Corpus Hermeticum and the Latin Asclepius trans. by Brian
P. Copenhaver, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), Introduction, p.xlv-xlviii.
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copies of the Basel Latin edition of 1576, the text appears to have been in circulation

at least in the circles of English elite frequented by the Earl of Leicester and Philip

Sidney, in particular following a visit to England by the prominent Italian

hermeticist, Giordarno Bruno, in the 1580s.148 Echoes of the Hermetica and its

companion text, the Asclepius, thread their way through Shakespeare’s Egyptian

play, suggesting that the author was at least familiar broadly with the contents of

these texts as they might have been received and discussed in the Sidney and later the

Essex circles.

In 1605, when Antony and Cleopatra was in gestation, the name of Hermes

Trismegistus was being circulated at least in elite literate circles. Francis Bacon’s

dedicatory epistle to Book 1 of his newly published work The Advancement of

Learning compared King James to the legendary philosopher king. James, says

Bacon fawningly, is of all kings ‘since Christ’s time’ the most ‘learned in all

literature and erudition, divine and human.’ Compared with the Roman emperors

and with all the contemporary crowned heads of Europe, the Stuart king is ‘almost a

miracle’: ‘there is met in your Majesty a rare Conjunction, as well of divine and

sacred literature, as of profane and humane; So as your Maiesty standeth invested of

that triplicity, which in great veneration, was ascribed to the ancient Hermes; the

power and fortune of a king; the knowledge and illumination of a Priest; and the

learning and universalitie of a Philosopher.’ 149

Shakespeare’s use of the Hermetica resists the easy absorption of this esoteric

text by the Jacobean state that Bacon appeared to have proposed. For rather than

148 Frances A. Yates, The Occult Philosophy in the Elizabethan Age (London: Routledge and Kegan
Paul, 1979), and Giordarno Bruno and the Hermetic Tradition (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul,
1964).
149 Francis Bacon, The Two Bokes of Francis Bacon, of the proficience and aduancement of learning,
diuine and humane, to the King (London: Thomas Purfoot and Thomas Creede for Henry Thomas,
1605), sig. A3v.
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connecting Hermes with Augustus, the referential framework is firmly associated

with the alternative, Egyptian milieu. Most obviously, the soothsayer and his

prognostications play a colourful role in Antony and Cleopatra. In part, this provides

an appropriate oriental flavour to the Egyptian scenes. In Act I scene ii, for example,

we encounter vividly the gossipy, feminine world of Cleopatra’s court, fascinated by

horoscopes and fortune telling. Warren D. Smith suggests that Shakespeare’s

attitude to such matters was dismissive and sceptical: he argues that Charmion’s

reference to ‘prognostication’ is ironic, referring to the all-too material evidence of

Iras’s ‘oily palm’(I.ii. TLN 129).150 It was certainly true that in James’s reign, the

sympathetic hearing given to astrologers such as John Dee in Elizabeth’s court had

vanished. The king had a deep, Calvinist distrust of such knowledge. It was not that

James thought it simply mendacious; it was rather that such knowledge was improper

for man to inquire after. As James argued in his Daemonology: ‘one word onely I

will answer to them, & that in the Scriptures (which must be an infallible ground to

all true Christians) that in the Prophet Ieremie it is plainelie forbidden, to beleeue or

hearken vnto them that Prophecies and fore-speakes by the course of the Planets &

Starres.’151 James’s distrust of astrology and its cosmographical symbolism was

visceral: this was a symbolic system that went far beyond what was appropriate

human knowledge. His Demonologie lays out in clear terms the Biblical case against

astrological divination, and, in several key sections, identifies Egypt as the seat of

such false practices. Moses in particular may have learnt the ‘sciences of the

150 Warren D. Smith, ‘The Elizabethan Rejection of Judicial Astrology and Shakespeare’s Practice’,
SQ 9(2) (1958), pp.159-176.
151 James VI and I, Daemonologie: In forme of a Dialogue, (Edinburgh, 1597), Epilogue. The work
saw two editions in 1603: (London: William Cotton and William Aspley) and (London: Arnold
Hatfield for Robert Waldegrave).
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Aegyptians’ in his youth, but ‘he then became a changed and regenerat man, and

very little of the old Moyses remained in him.’152

Although effective in setting an exotic, oriental scene, Shakespeare’s use of

Egyptian ‘religion’ is more than superficial, and is not restricted to the sorts of

‘soothsaying’ activities that James deplored and which would have been familiar to

Jacobean readers of the still resoundingly popular astrological almanacs.153 It is also

deeply embedded in Antony and Cleopatra’s speeches, and informs their political

actions. Together, the Hermetica and the Asclepius posited a cosmographical model

that, while different from Biblical Christian teaching, was not entirely incompatible

with it, if not in James’s eyes, then at least in the view of certain other early modern

readers.  From the highest form of being, described as God, ‘mind’ or ηους, 

emanated ‘daemons’ (analogous to angels) that, mediated through the movements of

the planets, had an influence on all mundane life. In Chapter XVI of the Hermetica,

daemons ‘reshape our souls to their own ends’, and act, essentially, as the agents of

fate.154 This belief system lies behind the soothsayer’s representation of Antony and

Octavius’s ‘daemons’ in Act II scene iii of Antony and Cleopatra:

Antony: Say to me, whose Fortunes shall rise higher,
Caesar’s or mine?

Soothsayer: Caesars. Therefore (O Antony) stay not by his side.
Thy Daemon that thy spirit which keeps thee, is
Noble, Courageous, high, unmatchable,
Where Caesar’s is not. But neere him thy Angell
Becomes a feare, as being o’repowr’d. Therefore

152 James VI and I, Daemonologie, Book 1 Chapter 7, sig.D4v.
153 Keith Thomas, Religion and the Decline of Magic (1977; Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1982) p.348ff,
in which Thomas points to over 2,000 editions of almanacs in the seventeeth century, involving over
200 authors, and suggests that this genre was not restricted to the normal print run limit of 1500-2000
set by the Stationers’ Company. Moriz Sondheim, ‘Shakespeare and the Astrology of his Time’,
Journal of the Warburg Institute 2(3) (1939), 243-259; D. C. Cameron, The Star-Crossed Renaissance
(1941; London: Frank Cass, 1966), pp.190ff; Wayne Shumaker, The Occult Sciences in the
Renaissance (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1972).
154 Hermetica, Chapter 16, [14], p.60.
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Make space enough betweene you.
(II.iii. TLN 981-988)

The role of daemons in steering human destiny might have been assimilated

to Roman Catholicism, as an analogue to a guardian angel, but was not so

sympathetically accommodated within the providential schema provided for by

predestination in Calvinist theology. The Hermetica allowed space for man’s free

will because, alone of all created things, man is rational. Moreover, the vehicle for

man’s reason is specifically given as the power of speech: only man uses ‘reasoned

speech’, says Hermes to Tat: ‘if one uses these gifts as he should, nothing will

distinguish him from the immortals.’155 In Shakespeare’s play, it is above all speech

-- glorious, hyperbolic poetry -- that distinguishes the Cleopatran mode from the

comparatively leaden rhetoric of Octavius, and his ‘low-voic’d’ and ‘dull of tongue’

sister (III.iii TLN 1640 and 1643).

In the Hermetica, essential virtue is manifest in the world through a series of

resonating resemblances between earthbound humans and the divine source of all

life: ‘all things from bottom to top reach out to one another and link together in

mutual connection.’156 Love is the force that animates the world. However, the self-

absorbed Octavius lacks the external inspiration to speak that Cleopatra finds in her

love for Antony. Octavius’s elegiac speech to Antony (V.i. TLN 3152-3165) is

formulaic rather than vaulting and is broken in media res, interrupted by Cleopatra’s

messenger, ironically at precisely the point he declaims: ‘Hear me, good Friends.’

Shakespeare’s presentation of an anti-climactic Augustus is deliberate, and speaks to

155 Hermetica, Chapter 12, [12], p.46.
156 Asclepius, [19], p.78.
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the hollowness of an over-ambitious projection of a public image, devoid of essential

vitality.

Cleopatra self-consciously mirrors the Hermetica as she prepares for her own

death in the final act. Her words echo those sections of the Hermetica that describe

the death process and man’s potential, alone of all living creatures, to transcend

death’s destruction:

Cleopatra: Give me my Robe, put on my Crowne, I have
Immortall longings in me.
…
I am Fire and Ayre; my other Elements
I give to baser life.
(V.ii. TLN 3531-2, 3540-2)

This corresponds with the model of animation and transmutation portrayed in the

dream vision with which the Hermetica opens:

The fire was nimble and piercing and active as well, and because the air was
light, it followed after spirit and rose up to the fire away from earth and water
so that it seemed suspended from the fire. Earth and water stayed behind,
mixed with one another … but they were stirred to hear by the spiritual world
that moved upon them.157

Chapter XI of the Hermetica describes death as the reversal of this elemental

process: ‘death is not the destruction of things that have been combined but the

dissolution of their union.’158 Towards the end of the Asclepius it is argued that ‘fire

causes many alterations that are divine.’159

Shakespeare’s engagement with Jacobean official pronouncements on occult

knowledge is therefore extremely heterodox. James’s argument against ‘forbidden’

knowledge was to an extent commonplace and theologically mainstream. Yet

157 Hermetica, Chapter 1 [5], p.1.
158 Hermetica, Chapter 11, [15], p.40.
159 Asclepius, [36], p.89.
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Shakespeare’s positioning of sexual love and private human experience as the

specific form taken by forbidden knowledge in this play -- and his positioning of it,

moreover, in counterpoint to official Roman control of family life and married

sexuality -- suggests that some forms of knowledge are not so much outside the

appropriate boundaries of human knowledge, but rather outside the remit of social or

state-sanctioned surveillance. The sexuality of the lovers -- so obvious a target for

the disgust of on-looking Romans, and indeed dangerously close to absurdly comic

in performance -- gestures towards the Asclepius, where the sexual act is both a

metaphor for and an effective means through which the spiritual world animates the

material. The symbolic analogue is not a sterile sign, but rather an enlivening

conduit through which the divine may be imminent in the human world: sexual

coupling is a ‘divine mystery, … done in secret so that the divinity that arises in both

natures from the sexual coupling should not be forced to feel the shame that would

come from the laughter of the ignorant if it happened in public, or, much worse, if it

were open to the sight of irreverent people.’160 On-stage, Antony and Cleopatra’s

love affair encounters precisely these irreverent viewing conditions. Under the

intense scrutiny of the Roman onlookers, voiced by the ironically-named

‘Philo’(‘Love’), such an attachment can be seen only in terms of ‘dotage’ and ‘lust.’

Viewing or reading Shakespeare’s play, however, our reaction to their staged passion

is much more complex and conflicted, torn between admiration and impatience.

Ultimately, we find ourselves judging not so much the ethics of the lovers, but rather

the aesthetics of the on-stage action: ‘What work is here … is this well done?’ as the

guard says, and ‘It is well done’, as Charmian replies (V.ii. TLN 3583-4). The

160 Asclepius, [21], p.79.
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author’s ‘well done’ work, rather than James’s patronage and endorsement of the

performance, is what steers our reception of this work.

Shakespeare’s inscription of alternative political identity may have been

linked with strands of political thought that looked backwards to the period of

turmoil generated by the Earl of Essex in the final years of Elizabeth’s reign -- the

discontents of which had been reflected in Greville’s lost play of Antony and

Cleopatra. One indicator that this might be so is the use Shakespeare makes of the

term ‘honour’ in Antony and Cleopatra.

The judgements of court-watchers both in James’s Basilikon Doron and in

Antony and Cleopatra are mediated by the recurrent theme of ‘honour’, a

contemporary term as central to Renaissance public life as ‘democracy’ is to modern

western political ideologies, a term that encapsulates the inner moral vitality

powering human beings as self-willed agents in a world governed by accident and

mutable fortune. In James’s dedication to his son, the king explained that royal

persons are ‘rather borne to onus than honos, not excelling all your people so farre in

ranke and honour as in daily care and hazardous paines.’161 The ‘Dedication to the

Reader’ explains that this book, published ‘for the satisfaction of the godly honest

sort,’162 will demonstrate that the king’s policy reconciles concepts of ‘honour’ held

by his subjects with his own interpretation of his divinely ordained duty: ‘I protest

upon mine honour’, said James, that the royal objection to separatist divines was

restricted only to those who reject the supreme authority of kings over their

subjects.163 In the first book, James recommended Scripture as the foundational

basis of all kingcraft, and of his own practice. In the second book, ‘Of a Kings

161 James I and VI, Basilikon doron, sig. ¶¶4v.
162 James I and VI, Basilikon doron, sig. A3r.
163 James I and VI, Basilikon doron, sig.A6r.
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Duetie in His Office’, James explains that while a tyrant acts like a wicked step-

father, a good king should reign ‘with the honourable report, and just regrate of all

honest men.’164 A few pages further on, James invokes the Fifth Commandment,

urging his son to respect his father and royal predecessors: ‘ye know the command in

Gods law, Honour your Father and Mother: and consequently, sen yee are the

lawfull magistrate, suffer not both your Princes and your Parents to be dishonoured

by any.’165 Honour, then, is a divinely-sanctioned force yoking together king and

subjects in a reciprocal relationship of honourable obligations.

The term ‘honour’ had a strongly charismatic pull for contemporary Jacobean

audiences, particularly those aspiring to join the circles of the ruling elite.

Shakespeare’s audiences were attuned to the idea that honour was an active principle

in everyday conduct, as the popularity of chivalric literature, courtly tournaments,

heraldic devices (even as sought by Shakespeare himself) and the posthumous

reputation of Philip Sidney and even the Earl of Essex attest. And as Essex’s career

amply demonstrated, a subject’s interpretation of what his own honour required did

not always harmonise with the monarch’s view. James’s defence of the

compatibility of his subjects’ honour with his own must be read as just that: a

defensive reaction to what in practice might prove a fragile consensus.

In Antony and Cleopatra, the idea of ‘honour’ is a keynote of political life

and aspirational personal identity, but similarly proves difficult to contain within an

Augustan framework. Associated initially with the defence of Roman republicanism,

concern for ‘honour’ motivates Pompey’s defiance of the Triumvirate. Antony

worries that Pompey has gained popular support ‘rich in his Father’s Honor’ (I.iii.

164 James VI and I, Basilikon doron, sig.D5v to sig.D6r.
165 James VI and I, Basilikon doron, sig.D8v.
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TLN 362). By opposing Octavius, Pompey sees himself continuing the struggle

fought by the ‘all-honor’d, honest Roman, Brutus’ (II. vi. TLN 1195) against

imperial tyranny. When Pompey refuses to have the drunken members of the

triumvirate murdered, he does so because he values his ‘honour’ (II.vii. TLN 1195) -

- although in this final instance, it is possible that his concern is more for his

reputation than for his intrinsic duty as a host. Indeed, despite Pompey’s obvious

adherence to the idea of ‘honour’, we see him mixing with some very insalubrious

characters: pirates, no less. In Pompey’s decline and fall, we see the idea of ‘honour’

being gradually devalued, increasingly associated with formulaic and superficial

forms of good conduct rather than with intrinsic virtue.

Antony’s self-image is particularly dependent on the notion of ‘honour.’ He

tells Octavia that, ‘if I lose mine Honour, I loose my selfe’ (III.iv. TLN 1708-9).

Cleopatra’s reaction to Antony’s ‘honour’ is distrustful: Roman honour is a rival for

her affections. ‘Your Honor calles you hence’, (I.iii. TLN 418), she says, as Antony

prepares to return to Rome. In Rome, however, Antony finds that the idea of

‘honour’ has come to apply merely to superficial political codes of conduct. Antony

loses patience with Octavius, as he tells Octavia, because her brother does ‘but pay

me terms of honour, cold and sickly’ (III.iv. TLN 1691).

However empty the rhetoric, it is, nevertheless, still politically effective. We

see in Act III, scene vi how, as Antony returns to Cleopatra, Octavius is able to

manipulate Roman public opinion, presenting Antony and Cleopatra as oriental

despots, and Antony as the adulterous husband to his sister, chosing not to use the

term ‘honour’ in connection with the distribution of eastern territories in Alexandria,

but rather describing this as a transaction of the ‘market place’ (III.vi. TLN 1754),

done ‘i’ th’ common show place, where they exercise’ (III.vi. TLN 1763). The use
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of public space to display power is indistinguishable from the Roman traditions of

triumphal display: but the language used by Octavius to describe his opponents’

actions is carefully differentiated. Gradually, Octavius’s political appropriation of

the public rhetoric of ‘honour’ has a corrosive effect on Antony’s own self-image,

until at Actium, catastrophically, Antony chooses Cleopatra over honour. As Scarus

relates, ‘Experience, Man-hood, Honor, ne’re before / Did violate so itselfe (III.x.

TLN 2003).

Octavius’s appropriation of what the Romans understand as honourable

conduct -- visible prowess in war, previously Antony’s domain -- apparently

transports the term westwards and away from Egypt. In Act IV, we see Antony

frantically trying to recover ground: but, fatally, he has lost control of the terms of

the debate. Even in temporary victory, he looks for his ‘honour’ not so much in

profound and invisible qualities but in superficial, material signs: in blood, and in

‘honour’d gashes’ (IV.viii. TLN 2559). At last, despairing, he advises Cleopatra to

go to Caesar and there ‘seek your honour with your safety’ (IV.xv. TLN 3056); it is

left to her to point out that the two things are mutually exclusive. It is surely

significant that Shakespeare chooses not to use ‘honour’ or ‘honourable’ in any form

connected with Antony’s suicide scene. The act itself is frantic and ineffectual rather

than noble and Stoical, mirroring Antony’s own deeply felt sense of personal self-

devaluation.

However, in the wake of Antony’s fatal self-wounding and effective

emasculation, further Roman attempts to appropriate the language of honour are met

by feminine resistance. Cleopatra anticipates that her own suicide will prevent

Octavia’s ‘triumph’: her sarcastic use of the term ‘honour’ reveals the Roman

preoccupation with mere public reputation, with show rather than substance:
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Your Wife Octavia, with her modest eyes
And still Conclusion, shall acquire no honour
Demuring upon me.
(IV.xv. TLN 3032)

Dollabella’s subsequent attempts to persuade Cleopatra to submit to Octavius

concede that ‘though he be Honourable’, he will dishonour her by trailing her

through the streets of Rome (V.ii. TLN 3330). Octavius manages his conquest

though meagre, materialistic actions: his first thought is to quantify and possess

Cleopatra’s treasure. Cleopatra sarcastically challenges this unheroic behaviour:

O Caesar, what a wounding shame is this,
That thou vouchsafing heere to visit me,
Doing the Honour of thy Lordlinesse
To one so meeke, that mine owne Servant should
Parcell the sum of my disgraces, by
Addition of his Envy.
(V.ii. TLN 3389-94)

Whose is the shame? Certainly Cleopatra has been publicly embarrassed, but surely

Octavius also loses stature during these exchanges, which suggest that his victory

rests on mean-spirited bean-counting. In these scenes, Cleopatra successfully

empties Augustan ‘honour’ of its charismatic force, revealing it to be a smoke screen

cloaking hollow Roman materialism.

Shakespeare’s interrogation of the chivalric honour code effectively captures

the fear of degeneracy that was a strong feature of English cultural anxiety from the

final years of Elizabeth’s reign, simultaneously invoking and twisting away from the

chivalric language of North’s Plutarchan translation. But Antony and Cleopatra is

not as darkly cynical as other Jacobean political tragedies written by contemporaries

such as Marston and Chapman, or even as Shakepeare’s own Timon of Athens.
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Cleopatra’s elaborate staging of her suicide in the final scenes, her apotheosis as the

goddess Isis, is both compelling and mysterious. Is this a mere theatrical illusion, or

does it signify something genuinely mysterious at the heart of this historical

moment? Even as Octavius calls Dollabella to ‘see / High Order in this great

Solemnity’ (V.ii. TLN 3635-6), he is signally unable to make more than vague verbal

gestures towards elucidation of these ‘high events.’166 They are instead presented as

a moment of high theatricality: an aestheticised spectacle, a work of art.

As a mirror of its discursive contexts, Antony and Cleopatra sets up a

complex trap for the Jacobean onlooker. The decline and fall of the masculine

language of honour would have been profoundly unsettling, a marker of native

alienation and a challenge to the king’s own assertion of his place as the new,

honour-laden Augustus. In the place of Roman honour is set the figure of Cleopatra,

bewitching, compelling and morally ambiguous, ‘a wonderful piece of work’ (I.ii.

TLN 253-4).

7 Conclusion

We have, of course, been examining a particular kind of writing, highly

figurative and literary, which, as George Puttenham pointed out in The Arte of

English Poesie, was peculiarly liable to engender ‘strangeness.’ In his chapter on

‘figures and figurative speaches’, Puttenham talks about metaphor being ‘an

inversion of sense by transport’, and says that the Greeks had been highly suspicious

of ‘such manner of forraine & coulored talke.’167 It is possible that the very

performance of public identities in politically elite circles -- those circles most

166 Harold Fisch, ‘Antony and Cleopatra: The Limits of Mythology’, Shakespeare Survey 23 (1970),
59-67.
167 George Puttenham, The Arte of English Poesie, Book 3 Chapter VII, sig.Sijv.
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concerned with expression of ‘nationhood’ -- accentuated this sense of estrangement

from native selves. This seems to have been the form taken by the Cleopatran

metaphor in the context of French national politics. Certainly, Shakespeare’s

fascination with the theatricality of public identities suggests that something of this

sort may be a contemporary concern: that the birth of a sense of ‘national’ identity

was accompanied by a discourse of estrangement.

If the idea of Cleopatra in Renaissance writing allowed authors to explore

subaltern identities generated by the powerful forces of the emerging nation state, for

some writers, Cleopatra’s exotic court defined a space in which artists and their

patrons might happily consort in a consensual and complementary coupling. For

others, the hostile depictions of Cleopatra that emerged in English writing in the late

1590s in response to dissatisfactions and cultural tensions generated in the final years

of Elizabeth’s long reign had a significantly less comfortable afterlife. A dusky and

diabolical Cleopatra re-appeared in Thomas May’s proto-republican play, The

Tragedie of Cleopatra Queen of Aegypt, first acted in 1626 but appearing in print in

1639, articulating nicely the growing rift between king and Parliament.168 David

Norbrook has discussed this play as making visible an alternative form of national

politics to that defined by Charles I’s personal rule.169 May’s uncompromising

portrayal of Cleopatra as an alien and alienating force suggested that during the reign

of Charles I, earlier literary metaphorical spaces might be redefined as the English

nation began to generate conflicting versions of national selves, versions that would

eventually fail to be accommodated within a consensual framework.

168 Thomas May, The Tragedie of Cleopatra Queen of Aegypt by TM acted in 1626 (London: Thomas
Harper for Thomas Walkly, 1639).
169 David Norbrook, ‘Lucan, Thomas May and the Creation of a Republican Literary Culture’, in
Culture and Politics in Early Stuart England, ed. by Kevin Sharpe and Peter Lake (Basingstoke:
Macmillan, 1994), pp.45-66.
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However, for Shakespeare, self-alienation as an exotic ‘other’ to a royal

patron might be expressed as a form of authorial and artistic semi-autonomy.

Shakespeare’s Cleopatra, unlike Daniel’s queen, is singularly unconcerned with her

children and extended family. Antony Grafton and Lisa Jardine suggest in From

Humanism to the Humanities that humanist education trained Renaissance writers to

enter the service of the Tudor state, and even fostered ‘in all of its initiates a properly

docile attitude towards authority.’170 In many cases this might have been true. But it

is far from the whole truth; for humanist education also made available to these

writers a body of literature capable of opening up rather than closing political debate

and constructions of publicly enacted identities. It should never be forgotten that the

central pillars of the classical canon -- Cicero, Virgil, Ovid and their like -- all wrote

in a period of profound change and civil turmoil. Metaphors mined from these

sources would be unlikely to remain static and fit only for a single use.

To conclude, early modern writers were exploring and expanding the

frontiers of their literary identities in ways that were empowering but also unsettling.

Returning to Renaissance neo-Platonism, in Pico Della Mirandola’s seminal Oration

of the Dignity of Man we find a confident statement of human potentiality -- ‘To

man it is allowed to be whatever he chooses to be!… Who could not help but admire

this great shape-shifter?’ This might facilitate an ecstatic Cleopatran transportation,

or alternatively an Antonine sense of terror: ‘Heere I am Antony, Yet cannot hold

this visible shape’ (IV.xiv. TLN 2840-1).171 The next section will examine a

170 Antony Grafton and Lisa Jardine, From Humanism to the Humanities, p.xiv.
171 Giovanni Francesco Pico della Mirandola, Oration on the Dignity of Man, c.1486, translation from
the Washington State University website by Richard Hooker, http://www.wsu.edu:8080/~wldciv/
world_civ_reader/world_civ_reader_1/pico.html, accessed 16 January 2008. See also Discorso sulla
dignita dell’uomo (Parma: University Gaundo, Fondazione Petro Bemo, 2003).
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homeland rather than an exotic location, and will find that even there, such anxieties

constantly undermine boundaries and native identities.
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SECTION III : KENT AND EXEMPLARY NATIVE IDENTITY

1 Introduction: Commonplace Kent

This section examines how Kent, the corner of England closest both to its

capital city and to its immediate European neighbour, France, was proverbially

embedded in the popular imagination in ways that led contemporaries to see it both

as ‘the best of’ what England represented, and also a liminal space which laid bare

the fracture lines running through constructions of patriotic identity. Borderlands,

where foreign meets native, are typically unstable and contested areas, the changing

understanding of which acts dynamically to redefine the core identity.

In the previous section, we saw a group of highly literary writers exploring a

self-estranging trope accessible to early modern social and political elites, but

perhaps less obviously transparent to those from the middling ranks and below in late

Elizabethan and early Jacobean England. The idea of Kent, as we shall see, is a

topographical complex with roots both in humanist reading and popular oral culture,

encapsulating how in this period expressions of native identity might also carry

within them the seeds of their own disintegration and alienation. While assumptions

about pre-modern organically unified communities are facile and misleading, the

gradual interpenetration of humanist education and popular tradition allowed the

social and religious disruptions experienced in the sixteenth century to find
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expression in metaphors that were simultaneously rich and strange, familiar yet

displaced.

While a considerable variability in English usage and dialect persisted until

the advent of modern national media, in the sixteenth century, there was a growing

self-consciousness about the status of ‘national’ language.1 George Puttenham, in

The Arte of English Poesie, wrote that ‘speach is not naturall to a man sauing for his

onely habilitie to speake … but after a speech is fully fashioned to the common

understanding, & accepted by consent of a whole countrey and nation, it is called a

language.’2 To be ‘English’, at least to writers positioned in the south-eastern power-

centre of this emergent nation state, was to belong to a particular language

community, sharing that community’s stock of idiomatic usages and common-sense

linguistic constructions.3 What seems to be ‘natural’ to that community is defined by

a word-horde of proverbial lore and memorial sayings, which in early modern

Europe formed a shared currency between literate and illiterate classes. Adept usage

of aphorisms authenticated a speaker as native, or at least in possession of the insider

knowledge required to participate in everyday discourse: early modern foreign

language guides, for example, included lists of proverbs and common sayings

1 While Benedict Anderson in Imagined Communities suggests that this sense of a unified national
language was not fully realised until the Enlightenment, Puttenham’s promotion of ‘the mother speech
of that people’, i.e. the English, based on ‘the usual speech of the Court, and that of London and the
shires lying about London within lx myles’ suggests a much earlier awareness of an emerging national
standard -- see The Arte of English Poesie, sig.Riiv p sig.Riiir. John Kerrigan similarly finds the
Scottish poet William Alexander modifying his Scots in response to ‘southern English’ as he sought to
develop a ‘public voice’ to speak to a wider British readership: see John Kerrigan, Archipelagic
English: Literature, History and Politics 1603-1707 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), pp.150-
1.
2 George Puttenham, The Arte of English Poesie, Book 3 Chapter 4, sig.Rijr-v.
3 Adam Fox, Oral and Literate Culture in England 1500-1700 (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2000); James Obelkevich, ‘Proverbs and Social History’ in The Social History of Language, ed. by
Peter Burke and Roy Porter (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), pp. 43-72; Daniel
Woolf, The Social Circulation of the Past: English Historical Culture 1500-1730 (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2003).
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alongside vocabulary lists and grammar.4 The status of proverbial lore was

reinforced by humanist usage of sententiae. Arguably, Erasmus’s Adagia was the

most widely read of this author’s works in the sixteenth century, and certainly the

great scholar’s most significant contribution to the popular dissemination of classical

mentalities in the early modern period. As Adam Fox has persuasively argued in

Oral and Literate Culture in England, the sources of these nuggets of proverbial

wisdom were both oral and textual; in the pre-modern period, the two strands of

tradition should be seen as forming a mutually complementary fabric of linguistic

authority. While some sayings were intensely local (particularly when descriptive of

a particular landscape feature, such as a hill or water source), others helped to define

the geography of the nation as a whole to the inhabitants of that country.

In early modern Europe, personal and regional human characteristics were

believed to have a ‘natural’ correspondence to their places of birth and nurture;

contemporary framings of stereotypical psychologies drew analogical links between

climate and essential identities.5 Occasionally, English climactic conditions might

give apparent grounds for a derogatory assessment of English national character.

Thomas Nashe satirically imagines native self-criticism voiced by those attracted by

foreign fashions and mores: ‘Tut, saies our English Italians, the finest witts our

Climate sends foorth, are but drie braind doltes, in comparison of other countries.’ 6

The Constable of France, in Shakespeare’s Henry V, complains: ‘Dieu de Batailes,

where haue they this mettell? / Is not their Clymate foggy, raw and dull?’ (III.v.TLN

1393-4). Facing or imagining such continental distain, there was strong motivation

4 e.g. Claude De Sainliens The French Littelton (London: Vautrollier, 1576).
5 Cathy Shrank, ‘Foreign Bodies: Politics, Polemics and the Continental Landscape’ in Travels and
Translations in the Sixteenth Century, ed. by Mike Pincombe (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2004). pp.31-44.
6 Thomas Nashe, ‘Address to the Gentlemen Students of Both Universities’, Preface to Robert
Greene’s Menaphon Camillas Alarum to Slumbering Euphues, in his melancholie cell at Silexedra,
(London: Thomas Orwin for Sampson Clarke, 1589), sig. A2r.
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for patriotic Englishmen to look for more positive potential causal outcomes. In

Lenten Stuffe, Thomas Nashe praises English loyalty in contrast with Italian and

French treachery, saying that foreign climes throw up ‘cruell Rhadamants vppon

earth, (else where in France and Italy subintelligitur, and not in our aspicious Iland

climate).’7

Climate theory and English aspirational self-fashioning gave support to the

placement of Kent as a privileged representative of the common weale. In early

modern English commonplace lore, Kentish affluence was summed up proverbially:

‘A Gentleman of Wales, and a Knight of Cales, and a Lord of the North Countrie; a

Yeoman of Kent upon a rack’s rent will buy them out all three’.8 The first, and

definitive, Englishman encountered by John Lyly’s continental travellers in Euphues

and his England is an ancient Kentishman called emblematically ‘Fidus’, sitting in a

fruitful garden, tending a ‘commonwealth of bees’.9 The image of the beehive as a

model political community, commonplace in classical literature from Plato’s

Republic and Pliny’s Historia naturalis to Book Four of Virgil’s Georgics, gestures

towards a golden age of political life lived in harmony with natural law. Lyly’s

Kent encapsulates the harmonious commonwealth, the separate elements of which

work together to the mutual benefit of all.

William Camden in his Britannia explained Kentish affluence by its

particular geographical placement:

7 Thomas Nashe, Nashe’s Lenten Stuffe, (London: Thomas Judson and Valentine Simmes for Nicholas
Ling and Cuthbert Burby, 1599), sig.K2r.
8 W. Carew Hazlitt, English Proverbs and Proverbial Phrases (London: Reeves and Turner, 1907),
p.15.
9 John Lyly, Euphues: The Anatomy of Wit and Euphues and his England, ed. by Leah Scragg
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2003).
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At a word, the revenues of the Inhabitants are greater both by the fertilitie of
the soile, and also by the neighbourhood of a great citie, of a great river, and
the maine sea. The same commendation of civilitie and courtesie which
Caesar in old time gave the inhabitants, is yet of right due unto them.10

Kent was both the local garden producer of London’s foodstuffs, and the trade route

whereby goods passed via the ‘great river’ by sea to continental Europe, welcoming

along its roads not only goods, but also people, in the form of population migrations

to and from London, and peaceable invasions of economic migrants and religious

refugees from the continent.11

As Camden’s reference to Caesar suggests, Kentish proverbial civility was

reinforced by humanist literary sources. It is a historical irony that the foundational

documents of English nationhood include those drawn up by invading foreign

conquerors. Julius Caesar’s Commentaries on pre-conquest Britain wove English

geography into popular national history: Kent is first constructed as an exemplary

case in his account. For Elizabethan schoolboys, Caesar was one of the core authors

taught in grammar schools around the country, and his generous assessment of the

inhabitants of Kent became part of the stock of commonplace phraseology that

defined membership of the English-speaking national community.12 John Lyly has

the eponymous tourist protagonist of Euphues and His England quote from ‘no

worse authority than Caesar’:

10 William Camden, Britain, or A Chorographicall Description of the Most Flourishing Kingdomes,
trans. by Philemon Holland (London: George Bishop and John Norton, 1610), sig.Dd4v.
11 See Peter Clark on the importance of immigrant societies in Kent in channelling news and ideas
from the continent to England: English Provincial Society from the Reformation to the Revolution:
Religion, Politics and Society in Kent 1500-1640, (Hassocks: Harvester Press, 1977), p.151 and p.219.
Also see Jane Andrews, ‘Industries in Kent, c.1500-1640’ in Early Modern Kent 1540-1640, ed. by
Michael Zell (Woodbridge: Boydell Press and Kent County Council, 2000), pp.105-139.
12 Peter Mack finds Caesar specifically named in the foundational statues for Ipswich (1523) and
Harrow (1591) grammar schools -- see Elizabethan Rhetoric: Theory and Practice, p.13. A further
examination of school curricula finds that Caesar is mentioned in 17 of 29 cases (p.37 footnote 112).
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And this have I heard, that the inner part of Britain is inhabited by such as
were born and bred in the isle, and the sea-coast by such as have passed
thither out of Belgia to search booties and to make war … Of all the
inhabitants of this isle, the Kentish men are most civilest, the which country
marcheth altogether upon the sea and differeth not greatly from the manner of
France.13

Continental visitors Caesar and Euphues call Kent ‘civilised’ because of its

proximity to Europe. Civilisation thus conferred is a European import: the award of

the Kentish claim to civility is conditional on native Kentish submission to

continental models of what civilisation represents, with Kent lying on the margins of

the civilised world. Native English writers were not necessarily comfortable

knowing that certain core aspects of their national identity might be partially

constructed by the grace of superior foreigners.

While contact with classical Rome might at least have offered some cultural

benefits to sweeten the pill of political subordination, the Norman invasion under

William the Conqueror was widely imagined to have corrupted English mores. After

the catastrophe of Hastings, it was well known in popular histories that Kentishmen

had continued alone to resist the Norman conqueror. Thomas Delony’s ballad The

valiant courage and policie of the Kentishmen with long tayles, whereby they kept

their ancient Lawes and Customes, which William the Conquerer sought to take from

them, tells how the commons of Kent ‘did still withstand his force, which did his

lawes detest’, the prelates and peers of England having surrendered:

And by this meanes King Edwards lawes,
In Kent do still abide,
And in no place in England else,
Those customes do remaine.14

13 John Lyly, Euphues, pp.181-2.
14 Thomas Deloney, Strange Histories, of Kings, Princes, Dukes, Earles, Lords, Ladies, Knights and
Gentlemen, (London: William Barley, 1602). Quoted from The Works of Thomas Deloney, ed. by
Francis Oscar Mann (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1912), pp.383-5.
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The idea of Kent as protector of ancient liberties builds upon contemporary notions

that the Anglo-Saxons first introduced the parliamentary institutions that were the

guarantors of local freedoms.15 William Lambarde, for example, argued in his

Archaionomia, sive de priscis Anglorum legibus (1568) that the Acts of Edward the

Confessor laid down the English common law framework protecting local liberties

from tyranny, laws suppressed under the Normans but restored by the Magna Carta.16

Kent, as the first Anglo-Saxon kingdom of England, is therefore the point of origin

of a particular ‘Anglo-Saxon’ view of Englishness. But the Anglo-Saxons

themselves were originally invaders, displacing the aboriginal British. The historical

significance of Kent lay, therefore, in its paradoxical dual identity: the region

functioned both as the first line of defence of English liberties against foreign

corruption, and as a trading -- and military -- highway along which continental

influences might flow.17 While its legendary bravery in defence of native liberties

was exemplary and definitive of the cultural aspirations of the rest of the nation, the

very processes implicated in the constructions of these native traditions and mores

rendered Kent exceptional, different and recognisably hybrid.

15 Colin Kidd, British Identities before Nationalism: Ethnicity and Nationhood in the Atlantic World,
1600-1800, especially Chapter 4. Daniel Woolf, The Social Circulation of the Past: English
Historical Culture 1500-1730 points out that other sixteenth-century legal theorists argued that
English common law originated from pre-Norman, ancient British times. Sir John Fortescue, De
laudibus legum Angliae (c.1460, translated into English 1567) suggests an ancient origin; likewise Sir
Edward Coke suggested in his Institutes that English common law and parliament dated back to the
ancient British conventus.
16 Colin Kidd, British Identities, p.84-5.
17 Continental travel writing also mentions Kent as the point of entry to England. In his Discours des
plus memorables faicts des roys & grands seigneurs d’Angleterre depuis cinq cens ans, (Paris:
Gervais Mallot, 1579), Jean Bernard, Secretary to the king’s Chamber, suggests travelling to London
via Dover: ‘Douvre est la premiere ville, où l’on met pied, apres d’estre debarqué dans le pays de
Kent.’ Sig Kiir. In 1579, at the height of the Anjou marriage controversy, this might have seemed to
English Protestants more like an invasion threat than a travel itinerary, and indeed Bernard is keen to
point out the non-native origins of many English sights: Caesar built Dover, Canterbury and Rochester
castles, and the Tower of London; William the Conqueror built others, such as Newcastle.
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William Lambarde’s Perambulation of Kent first appeared in 1576, a few

years before Euphues and Britannia, and was republished several times during

Elizabeth’s reign. Lambarde wrote of a landscape that both celebrated present-day

affluence, and evoked nostalgia for a former golden age. His work reflects the

tension between Kentish exemplary and anomalous status:

No where else in all this realme, is the common people more willingly
governed. To be short, they be most commonly ciuill, iust, and bountifull, so
that the estate of the old Franklyns and Yeomen of Englande, either yet liueth
in Kent, or else it is quite dead and departed out of the realme for altogether.18

Lambarde’s Kentish inhabitants set a gold standard for Englishmen: they are ‘of all

others the most full of humanitie and gentleness.’19 However, as an experienced

lawyer, Lambarde recognised that the preservation of ancient customs made Kent not

only a precedent case for traditional ‘Englishness’, but also a special, local case of

anomalous residual custom. Lambarde repeated the assertion that the Kentish

commons negotiated a separate settlement with William I, and explained that this

allowed the unusual survival of the ancient practice of gavelkind, whereby land was

held in freehold and was inheritable not according to strict primogeniture but by all

male children -- even by girls in the event of failure in the male line.20 The strength

of Kentish local identity was so well established that even a major change of national

government might be of little consequence in the county.21

18 William Lambarde, A Perambulation of Kent (1576. This edn. London: Edmund Bollifant, 1596),
sig.B3v.
19 William Lambarde, A Perambulation, sig.B1v.
20 William Lambarde, A Perambulation, sig.C4r.
21 Despite its proximity to the national capital, Kent seems to have had an uncommonly well-
developed sense of its own local community identity. Michael Zell, ‘Landholding and the Land
Market in Early Modern Kent’ in Early Modern Kent 1540-1640, ed. by Michael Zell, pp.39-74. Zell
argues that the presence of many gentry with medium-sized landholdings, and the absence of a single
major landowning aristocrat, resulted in an unusual degree of local gentry co-operation through the
medium of county law processes.
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Lambarde’s Perambulation also acknowledged, however, that this unusually

strong sense of local particular identity might be seen -- at least by those outside

Kent -- as a symptom of outlandish barbarism as much as a hallmark of essential

civility. This was encoded in popular sayings. Kentish people, it appeared, might be

monsters, might have tails hidden underneath their worsted shirts; this is why

Deloney’s ballad titled referred to ‘the Kentishmen with long tayles.’ Lambarde’s

Perambulation finds the origin of this myth in a legendary dispute between Kentish

locals and Thomas Becket that resulted in Becket’s horse losing its tail, and the

perpetrators of this offence being cursed. Lambarde argues, however, that this story

was a libel perpetrated by foreigners such as the historian Polydore Vergil, ‘that as

Kentish men be here at home merily mocked, so the whole English nation is in

foreine countries abroad earnestly flowted, with this dishonourable note, inso much

that many beleeue as verily that we be Monsters and haue tailes by nature, as other

men haue their due partes and members in usual manner.’22 Lambarde is aware of

the tendency to read ‘Kentish’ as shorthand for ‘English’, and is concerned that the

Kentish monstrosity might travel abroad to reinforce continental perceptions that

England was irredeemably uncivilised. This is the danger of synecdoche; less

desirable attributes of the epitomising part may be written large on the whole. Kent

therefore functions as vehicle whereby English native identity may be transformed

into something deformed from its original shape.

Kent also appears in proverbial formulae linked with its favourable and

hospitable climate, being best known to modern British readers through the tag

‘Kent: the garden of England.’ The geographical elision between Kent as London’s

22 William Lambarde, Perambulation, sig.Cc3v – Cc4v. The legend seems to have dated from medieval
French anti-English libels. David Wallace finds a fourteenth-century lyric by Deschamps claiming
that all the English have tails in his Premodern Places, p.55. Also Peter Rickard, ‘Anglois coué and
l’Anglois qui coue’, French Studies 7 (1953), 48-55.
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market garden, and the county’s proverbial location on the borders of Christendom

brings together two metaphorical complexes of peculiar richness. Gardens are

liminal places, lying in the transitional zone between home and beyond.23 The

Biblical associations of gardens for early modern readers were similarly complex:

Eden was both the original home of humanity on earth, and the scene of man’s fall

and exile.

However, commonplace associations shift; they are products of particular

cultural moments in time and place. It appears that in early modern England, Kent

was most likely to have been proverbially placed in literary English topography by

the short, ambiguous tag ‘Neither in Kent nor in Christendom.’ Thomas Fuller wrote

in his Worthies of England (1662) of the possible origins and ambiguous meaning of

the ‘Kent and Christendom’ coupling:

‘Neither in Kent nor Christendom’ .…This seems a very insolent expression,
and as unequal a division. Surely the first author thereof had small skill in
even distribution, to measure an inch against an ell; yea, to weigh a grain
against a pound. But know, reader, that this home proverb is calculated only
for the elevation of our own country, and ought to be restrained to English
Christendom, whereof Kent was first converted to the faith. So then Kent and
Christendom (parallel to Rome and Italy) is as much as the first cut, and all
the loaf besides. I know there passes a report, that Henry the Fourth, king of
France, mustering his soldiers at the siege of a city, found more Kentish men
therein than foreigners of all Christendom beside, which (being but seventy
years since) is by some made the original of this proverb, which was more
ancient in use: and therefore I adhere to the former interpretation always
provided. If thou know’st better, it to me impart. If not, use these of mine
with all my heart. For mine own part, I write nothing but animo revocandi,
ready to retract it when better evidence shall be brought unto me. Nor will I

23 Early modern etymologies for the word ‘forrain’ suggest a further parallel in European linguistic
mapping between ‘tamed’ domestic space and the wilderness outside. While the 1593 French-English
dictionary compiled by Claude Holyband (or De Sainliens) does not specifically give the word
forrain, perhaps because it was seen as a word shared by both languages, he translates ‘un forrestier’
as ‘the keeper of a park or forrest, sometime a stranger or forraine.’ The implied opposite of indoors
and domestic is the forrest, the literal forest or wilderness, the habitation of strangers. Claudius
Holyband, A dictionarie French and English, (London: Thomas Orwin for Thomas Woodcock, 1593).
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oppose such who understand it for periphrasis of nowhere; Kent being the
best place of England, Christendom of the world.24

The syntax Fuller uses here is fluid and unstable: the relationship between the

actual geography of Kent and England, their continental counterparts Rome and

Italy, and the spiritual parallels with ‘Christendom’ and ‘the world’, has clearly

shifted over time. The belief held by some (although not by Fuller) that the saying

was coined not by a native speaker, but by Henri IV of France, again suggests an

identity conferred upon rather than born out of a native community. The imagined

scenario comes from the campaigns of the 1590s, when Protestants internationally

rallied to the assistance of Henri IV against Spain and the Catholic League. This

suggests, perhaps, that the confessional wars of this period put particular pressure on

Kent, the county closest to the campaigning, to express religious faith as a central

component in its identity. Fuller acknowledges, however, that the anecdotal nature

of the evidence makes his definition to be provisional, even, that this formulation

generates Kent as a comparative metaphor to a utopian ‘nowhere.’ As the following

examples will show, Fuller’s guess that the proverb was ‘more ancient in use’ is

correct, although it may also be right to suggest that the continental war campaigns

of the 1590s gave it a particular currency in English usage.

Fuller keeps the part distinct from the whole; Kent is an ‘inch’; a subset of the

‘ell’ of Christendom. However, John Lyly, in Mother Bombie, gestures towards the

uncertainty of how the two spheres -- Kent and Christendom -- intersect when he

writes: ‘I can live in Christendom as well as in Kent.’25 Is this a case of ‘and’ or

‘or’? Is Kent exemplary, the best that Christendom has to offer, or does the region lie

outside the boundaries of Christendom together?

24 Thomas Fuller, The History of the Worthies of England, (1662), ed. by P. Austin Nuttall (London:
Nuttel and Hodgson, 1811), vol. 2, ‘Kent’, p.122.
25 John Lyly, Mother Bombie (London: Thomas Scarlett for Cuthbert Burby, 1592), Act II, scene 4.
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Other writers use the clearer formulation ‘Kent and Christendom.’ Thomas

Nashe, for example, writes that ‘William the Conquerour having heard the proverb of

Kent and Christendom, thought he had woone a countery as goode as all

Christendome when he was enfeofed of Kent.’26 Kent is for William unequivocally

the best part of Christendom, although Nashe is, of course, well aware that the

hyperbolic contrast is stretched to the point of absurdity. Nashe’s satirical style

assumes that amused readers will ponder the ironic gap between what is literally

said, and what might be meant. Rhetorically, this is precisely what hyperbolic

figures are intended to effect: linguistically, they pass the terms of discussion from

an external, explicit arena to inward reflection. Puttenham, in The Arte of English

Poesie, situates his discussion of the device within a chapter on ‘sensable figures

altering and affecting the mynde by alteration of sense or intendements in whole

clauses or speaches’, and calls hyperbole ‘the ouer reacher, otherwise called the loud

lyer.’27 This chapter opens with a discussion of allegory, the broadest of the figures

of ‘dissimulation.’ These devices allow what is ostensibly said to differ from what

might be understood: despite the moral uneasiness such shifts might engender,

Puttenham argues that they are invaluable political tools in negotiating differences of

opinion in the world: ‘the use of this figure [initially, allegoria] is so large, and his

vertue of so great efficacie as it is supposed no man can pleasantly utter and

perswade without it,’ from ‘euery common Courtier’ up to ‘the most noble and

wisest Prince.’28

The deliberate use of common sense idioms in veiled discourse might seem

more than usually perverse: surely, it might be argued, common-sense sayings should

26 Thomas Nash, Nashes Lenten Stuff, sig.C4r.
27 George Puttenham, The Arte of English Poesie, sig.X4r, Y2r-v.
28 George Puttenham, The Arte of English Poesie, sig.X4r.
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be self-evidently true, not merely a rhetorical means to disguise dissimulation. It is

the case that, collectively, common-sense sayings do not form a consistent body of

knowledge; the precise meaning of many proverbs is often only released by the

specific contexts in which they are deployed.29 However, the idea of ‘Kent and

Christendom’ seems positively to invite divergent and paradoxical usages, courting

ambiguity, and forcing apart pre-existing cultural fault-lines. Tracking the

relationship between ‘Kent and Christendom’ in early modern English literature, this

ambiguity can be found to be exploited again and again in ways that unsettle

monolithic constructions of national identity.

As the final section of this thesis will investigate at greater length, the idea of

what ‘Christendom’ itself represented had been radically destabilised following the

Reformation. The division of Europe into separate confessional blocks, and the local

institutional arrangements made for national Protestant churches, set in stone

divisions between secular and spiritual authorities that had problematized more

universalising formulations of identity throughout the high medieval period.30 Was

‘Christendom’ even a desirable construct, or was it simply a rhetorical gloss, mis-

using religious glamour to legitimise a Machiavellian misappropriation of power?

The ambiguous geographies of ‘Kent and Christendom’ provided sixteenth-century

English writers with a spatial metaphor within which the anxieties generated by

shifting power relations between monarchs and subjects could be explored,

particularly where these implicated issues of religious faith and difference.

From the 1530s onwards, the idea of ‘Kent and Christendom’ combined with

pastoral convention, positioning Kent as the ‘country’ to London’s ‘town’ or ‘court’

29 Restless people feel empowered by the idea that rolling stones gathering no moss, while those of a
more conservative disposition use the figure to suggest shallowness. Obelkevich, ‘Proverbs and
Social History’, p.48.
30 See Denys Hay, Europe: The Emergence of an Idea, especially Chapter 4.
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in a complex of associations that expressed simultaneously the ideas of symbiosis

and opposition. Again, fact seemed to reinforce formula. Historically, Kent provided

alarming concrete examples of rural resistance to central authority: the Peasants’

Revolt in the fourteenth century; Wycliffe and the Kentish Lollards, and Cade’s

rising in the fifteenth century; the popular revolt led by Thomas Wyatt the Younger

(d.1554), ostensibly in protest against Mary Tudor’s Spanish marriage in the 1550s.

When Kentish rebels marched on London, London saw these countrymen as

irredeemably ‘Other’ to the metropolis, an important factor when considering the

literature read by, and popular drama staged for, the initial consumption of

Londoners in the early modern period. However, ‘country’ opposition might also be

constructed in more measured terms than could be expressed by mobs armed with

pitchforks. Looking at the more overtly political writing of the Tudor period, we

find that Kent often locates ‘country’ identity as a pastoral counterpoise to more

distant centres of ‘court’ power.

Thomas Wyatt (d.1542), the poet, diplomat, and father of the Marian rebel,

invokes a pastoral Kent sitting within a wider English Christendom in his ‘First

Satire’, claiming his enforced retreat to the Kentish countryside provides him with a

kind of moral and topographical ‘high ground’ that lies inside the English realm and

yet is remote enough from the centre of power to allow the poet a space from which

to speak out against the corruption of court:

But here I am in Kent and Christendom
Among the Muses where I read and rhyme,
Where if thou list, my Poyntz, for to come,
Thou shalt be judge how I do spend my time.31

31 Thomas Wyatt, ‘First Satire’, lines 100-103, written c.1536. Quoted from Sir Thomas Wyatt: The
Complete Poems, ed. by R.A. Rebholz (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1978), p.189.
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John Lyly’s use of pastoral in Euphues has already been mentioned. His

Kentishman ‘Fidus’ is a loyal subject of the English queen, and ostensibly his

opinions express a right and proper sense of decorum, a reluctance to trespass on

areas of public policy that are rightly the prerogative of the monarch. The pastoral

convention, however, is never entirely free of implicit critique. Fido’s garden, and

his model commonwealth of bees, sets up a model of ‘country’ against which a

distant ‘court’ is contrasted, and his ‘king’ bee, who lives in close proximity with his

subjects and balances his obligations against their liberties, is rather different from

the remote queen of England whom Euphues suggests is like the sun, and next only

to the Gods.

Both Wyatt and Lyly were writing at times of intense national unrest, ignited

by tensions between political and religious national politics, particularly where these

converged on the uneasy co-existence of the personal and public lives of the

monarch. Wyatt’s poem was written when Henry VIII’s break with Rome first

opened up the confessional gap between England and continental Europe, and in

1536, immediately following the disgrace of Ann Boleyn and the eclipse of her

family and associates. Wyatt’s poem voices the sense of unease felt even by

Protestants who were aware that Henry’s will to reform was motivated by his desire

to marry Anne Boleyn and not by purely religious sentiment. While Wyatt retreats to

Kent in order to speak out, Lyly removes pastoral Kent to a more aesthetic, literary

location; poetics and politics do not share the same space, even though their

discourse may share the same point of origin. Lyly’s Euphues was first published

during the controversy concerning the potential marriage between Elizabeth and the

Catholic Duke of Anjou, and Fidus’s modelling of a rustic subject reluctant to

comment on courtly affairs reflects Lyly’s awareness of Elizabeth’s anger at popular
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objections to the French marriage. Fidus’s refusal to gossip about his monarch is

Lyly’s way of criticising those forward Protestants who encouraged just such public

debate.

Edmund Spenser’s allegorical use of Kent lies somewhere between the plain-

speaking of Wyatt, and Lyly’s aestheticism. The Shephearde’s Calendar, published

within a year of Euphues, overtly positions Kent in a Christendom that has been

complicated by the post-Reformation debates about the relationship between secular

and religious formulations of power.32 In ‘November’ the shepherds speak from the

high wolds of Kent: ‘Shepheards, that by your flocks on Kentish downes abyde, /

Waile ye this wofull waste of natures warke.’33 Earlier, in ‘September’, Spenser

explicitly uses the ‘Kent and Christendom’ motif:

Well is knowne that sith the Saxon king,
Neuer was Woolfe seene many nor some,
Nor in all Kent, nor in Christendome:
But the fewer Woolues (the soth to sayne)
The more bene the Foxes that here remaine.34

‘Foxes’ in Spenser’s allegory and contemporary polemical discourse are Jesuit

missionaries and covert Catholics, who threaten to open the doors to continental

tyranny if the Anjou marriage goes ahead. The topsy-turvy commentary by the

mysterious ‘E.K.’ glosses the proverb ‘nor in all Kent, nor in Christendom’ in a

completely different manner to the explanation of nationally localised Christendom

given by Thomas Fuller:

32 Paul E. McLane Spenser’s Shepheardes Calendar: A Study in Elizabethan Allegory (New York:
University of Notre Dame Press, 1961), p.19, p.126.
33 Edmund Spenser, The Shepheardes Calendar: Variorum Edition of the Works of Edmund Spenser,
Minor Poems I, ed. by Charles Grosvenor Osgood and Henry Gibbons Lotspeich (Baltimore, MD:
John Hopkins Press, 1943), ‘November’, lines 63-4.
34 Edmund Spenser, The Shepheardes Calendar, ‘September’ lines 151-5.
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This saying seemeth to be strange and vnreasonable: but indeed it was wont
to be an olde prouerbe and comen phrase. The original whereof was, for that
most part of England in the reigne of King Ethlebert was christened, Kent
onely except, which remained long after in mysbeliefe and vnchristened, so
that Kent was counted in no part of Christendome.35

Kent is where the boundaries of ‘England’ are tested to their limits. Kent is

the hinge that articulates the point where a localised English identity meets a regional

identity based on the idea of ‘Christendom.’ Kent invites us to consider whether

‘Christendom’ is now confined to English soil, or remains inextricably linked to the

continental mainstream; it presents a landscape prone to dissolution and collapse, yet

one that also invokes a pastoral ideal, a one-time Eden whose hospitable, gentle,

civilised inhabitants represent the best of English. Kent is the bridgehead where

native meets foreign, where belief meets unbelief, where civilisation meets barbarian,

where solid land meets miasma and monsters. Kent’s rich and complex interweave

of commonplace associations metaphorically defines an experimental stage on which

constructions of national identity could be, and were, interrogated.

2 Rebellious Kent: Lost Worlds

Kent, the county where English Christendom might both be epitomised and

disintegrated, was also a place where apparently secular questions of English

patriotic identity might be staged. In this section, I will examine how the region

provided a geographical metaphor expressing the relationship between central and

peripheral identities. Historically the point of origin for peasant marches on

London, Kent and the Kentish people became in the history plays of the 1590s the

35 Edmund Spenser, The Shepheardes Calendar, p.93.
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‘country’ counterpoise to the ‘court.’ In this age, however, questions of secular

power were never entirely secular; political behaviour was valorised and defined by

the national community’s sense of itself as a community of religious co-believers.

The use of pastoral Kent as the landscape in which the popular voice finds its

sounding board could therefore be overlaid by the Biblical idea of Eden, the first and

finest garden.

Cutting across and complicating the paradigmatic opposition between court

and country, the opposition of city and country might in some circumstances be used

to suggest a natural alliance between citizens of London and their monarch. Jack

Straw, a play of the mid-1590s, promotes the monarch as the earthly enforcer of

God’s heavenly order, and the natural ally of Londoners against unruly and

uncivilised rustics from nearby Kent.36 The play reproduces the King’s Pardon

delivered by Sir John Morton to the rebels, a text taken directly from Holinshed’s

Chronicles, even highlighting this insertion in the printed playbook by altering the

typeface used for the proclamation to the blackletter typeface familiar from works

circulating official edicts and instructions to English readers, thus providing a

recognisable visual framework in which royal self-representation might be

communally recognised and presented as a facet of shared commonwealth identity.37

36 Anon, The Life and Death of Iacke Straw, a notable rebel in England who was kild in Smithfield by
the Lord Maior of London (London: John Danter for William Barley, 1594). Entered in the
Stationers’ Register 23 October 1593. Reprinted (London: William Jaggard for Thomas Payier, 1604).
Quotations from The Life and Death of Jack Straw, ed. by Kenneth Muir and F. P. Wilson, (Oxford:
Malone Society Reprints, Oxford University Press, 1957).
37 Louis B. Wright, in ‘The Elizabethan Middle-Class Taste for History’, The Journal of Modern
History 3(2) (1931), 175-197, argues Jack Straw was an example of celebratory mythmaking, aimed
specifically at the London middle classes as consumers of popular history.
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Figure 2: Jack Straw sig. E4v to F1r, showing the transition from Roman type (dialogue) to
Blackletter (proclamation text). Source: http://eebo.chadwyck.com/ accessed on 24 November 2008. Image

published with permission of ProQuest. Further reproduction is prohibited without permission.

The multi-vocal modality of drama allows the presentation and interrogation

in this play of two contradictory views of the ‘natural’ state of commonwealth

government. The higher estates, while acknowledging that the king’s foreign wars

have strained relations between town and country, argue that the primary duty of

subjects is loyalty to the monarch. The Kentish rebels, on the other hand, argue that

the king’s taxes are arbitrary and threaten the natural order. Parson Ball, the rebels’

ideologue, argues that the ‘natural’ state of England has been set aside:

England is growne to such a passe of late,
That rich men triumph to see the poore beg at their gate.
But I am able by good scripture before you to proue,
That God doth not this dealing allow nor loue.
But when Adam delued and Eue span,
Who was then a Gentleman.
Brethren, brethren, it were better to haue this communitie,
Then to haue this difference in degrees. (I.i.78-85)
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Ball invokes a lost golden age, before monarchy, when to live in a commonwealth

meant equality rather than subjugation. In 1594, however, the year this play was

printed in London, the rebels’ disregard for property would have evoked Anabaptist

anarchy rather than Eden. John Lyly in his Rhymes against Martin Marre-Prelate

specifically linked John Leydon of Munster with the ‘Martinsmate Jack Strawe.’

Without a proper mechanism for representation, the commons in revolt are merely a

‘Beast of many heads’, a monster (I.i.188). The pastoral image of ordered

commonwealth, the hive of bees, dissolves into a formless swarm:

It was a world to see what Troupes of men,
Like Bees that swarme about the hony hiue.
Gan strew the grauill ground and sandy plaine,
That fild the Aire with cries and fearefull noise.
(II.i.562-5).

‘Country’ in this period was an area of uncertain extent, more likely to

signify a subject’s immediate, home locality than in general terms the geographical

boundaries of the nation. Jack Strawe, the rebels’ leader, makes much of his

Kentishness, using the cry ‘Wealth and liberty’ to rally the crowd, tapping into both

the proverbial wealth of Kentish yeomen and their love of liberty. When the king

asks ‘what countryman art thou’ he replies ‘I am an Englishman.’ This is further

refined by Ball who points out that Strawe is also first and foremost a Kentishman

(III.i.715-28). The Kentish rebels need, however, to learn to identify with a concept

of ‘country’ beyond their own locality. The king wisely decides to limit the violence,

channelling the confrontation into a chivalric man-to-man fight between Strawe and

Mayor Walworth. Both are representative popular champions: Walworth, however,

has the ideological advantage, as his representative base is the nation’s capital city.

Strawe’s subsequent defeat and death is a clear sign of God’s approval of the king as
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the ‘captain’, the head, of the nation. Walworth sees his victory as a providential act:

And God I praise that with his holy hand / Hath giuen me hart to free my Prince and

land. (IV.i.1197-8).

The legend of Jack Strawe, featuring Walworth as exemplary citizen,

recurred in royalist rhetoric. Louis Wright points to the appearance of an anonymous

tract called The iust reward of Rebels, or the Life and Death of Iack Straw, and Wat

Tyler in 1642, on the eve of civil war, a last ditch attempt to rebuild national

consensus round the figure of the monarch.38 The complementary identification of

self-interest shared by the nation’s monarch and the nation’s capital city might

reinforce a sense of common national identity, providing readers and audiences could

imagine themselves in a ‘city’ space whose boundaries articulated smoothly with

centrifugal formulations of court identity. But what if such elisions were not

plausible? What if Kentish localism encountered topical circumstances suggesting

powerful disintegrative social dynamics and diverging interests? Awareness of

ideological difference in this period might emerge acutely when private belief

diverged from the state’s religious policy.

In Protestant nations, the Reformation had served to localise ‘Christendom’

by placing the secular ruler at the head of the local church -- cuis regio, eius religio.

In sixteenth-century England, therefore, religious heresy was categorised, alongside

sedition and treason, as a crime against the monarch and by metonymic extension

against the nation. The monarch was both the nation’s head, and the head of the

nation’s church; the nation’s religious and secular institutions were considered to be

indissolubly linked.39

38 Louis Wright, ‘The Elizabethan Middle-Class Taste for History’, p.188.
39 Peter Lake and Michael Questier, in ‘Puritans, Papists and the “Public Sphere” in Early Modern
England: The Edmund Campion Affair in Context’, Journal of Modern History, 72 (2000), 587-627,
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There were those, however, on the forward edge of both Catholic and

Protestant confessional orientations who questioned whether the government’s

demand for seamless uniformity between private faith and the public institutions

embodying the national church was indeed a necessary test of allegiance. The Jesuit

missionaries, who attempted to drive a wedge between the state’s legitimate demand

for obedience to the queen, and the government’s demands for confessional

conformity, and nonconformist Protestants who questioned the state-sanctioned

status of the Anglican church in the Marprelate pamphlets, both articulated views

that were interpreted as heterodox and treasonous in the 1590s. The tense

relationship between private faith and public allegiance is explored in The First Part

of the True and Honorable Historie of the life of Sir John Old-castle, a collaborative

play written by Hathaway, Munday, Drayton and Wilson for the Lord Admiral’s

Men in 1599 and first printed in August 1600.40 While the exact relationship of

Oldcastle to Shakespeare’s history plays has been the subject of some considerable

critical debate, it seems clear that the play engages with Shakespeare’s caricature of

the medieval Lollard -- and Kentish -- martyr in the Henry IV plays, the character

argue that the need to build national consensus in the face of external and internal threats to English
security in this period resulted in confrontations between the Elizabethan state and both English
Catholics and English Puritans. It is suggested that these confrontations had ‘transformative’
consequences for the way in which the lives and private opinions of ordinary people were drawn into
the ‘public sphere.’
40 Michael Drayton; Richard Hathway; Antony Munday; James Wilson, The First Part of the True and
Honorable Historie, of the Life of Sir Iohn Oldcastle, the good Lord Cobham, as it hath been lately
acted by the right honorable the Earle of Notingham Lord high Admirrall of England his seruants.
(London: Valentine Simmes for Thomas Pavier, 1600), and (London: William Jaggard for Thomas
Pavier, 1600. Entered in the Stationers’ Register 11 August 1600. References taken from The Life of
Sir John Oldcastle, ed. by Percy Simpson (London: Malone Society Reprints, 1908). It is particularly
intriguing that one the printers of the two early quartos was Valentine Simmes, who as an apprentice
had been associated with the Marprelate presses. Although he avoided prosecution in 1589, he was
rebuked by the Anglican High Commission for printing Catholic works in the later 1590s, and was
eventually pensioned off to stop his output in 1605. William A. Jackson, Records of the Court of the
Stationers’ Company, 1602 to 1640 (London: Bibliographical Society, 1957), pp.380-1.
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whom Shakespeare renamed Falstaff.41 While medieval Lollards were celebrated in

Protestant writing as prototype Protestants, ironically this play’s separation of public

and private spheres would have served to accommodate Catholic recusants as readily

as Puritans.

In the late 1590s, the history of Oldcastle became intertwined with the

politics of the theatrical world, as Oldcastle’s descendents became the focus of satiric

attacks from theatrical writers. William Brooke, Lord Cobham, Lord Lieutenant of

Kent, and briefly Lord Chamberlain in the winter of 1596/7, was patron of the

Chamberlain’s Men between Hunsdon’s death in summer 1596 and his own sudden

death in March 1597. The relationship between the senior Cobham and his notional

company of players, the Chamberlain’s Men, rapidly broke down over the winter of

1596/7. His son, Henry Brooke, seems also to have been deeply unpopular and

associated with anti-Essex factional politics. Court divisions may have spilled over

into the public theatre, climaxing in the Privy Council’s censorship of the now lost

play called The Isle of Dogs in the summer of 1597, which was closed down and

several of its players and writers apprehended. Ben Jonson (who was briefly

imprisoned) and Thomas Nashe (who fled to Yarmouth) were both implicated in the

scandal, and subsequently lampooned Henry Cobham more obliquely. Nashe wrote

in his Lenten Stuffe or Praise of the Red Herring about the great herring, or ‘cob’

fish, roasted before the Pope (a reference to the medieval Lollard’s martyrdom).

Jonson’s Every Man in His Humour brought on stage the character of Cob the

41 David Scott Kastan,‘“Killed with Hard Opinions”: Oldcastle and Falstaff and the Reformed Text of
1 Henry IV’ in Shakespeare after Theory (London: Routledge, 1999). William Brooke, Lord Cobham,
was briefly Lord Chamberlain August 1596 to March 1597. His son, Henry, was deeply unpopular
and something of a buffoon. A secret Catholic, he was executed in the early years of James’s reign
for his role in the Catholic Main Plot. The complicated relationship of Oldcastle to Shakespeare’s
Falstaff plays is more generally discussed by Gary Taylor in ‘The Fortunes of Oldcastle’, Shakespeare
Survey 38 (1985), 85-100.
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waterbearer, a vulgar shadow of the aristocratic Cobham, who as Lord Warden of the

Cinque Ports controlled the coast of northern Kent and the shipping lanes into

London.42

So the figure of Oldcastle in the late 1590s concentrated political,

confessional, and theatrical differences of opinion; and interpretations of what

Oldcastle stood for -- his representative hinterland -- expressed variation within

national political identities, and reasons why one might be placed ‘outside’ the pale

of mainstream political representation. The play of Oldcastle was performed by the

Lord Admiral’s Company, whose patron Henry Howard became Henry Cobham’s

father-in-law, and whose religious affiliations, like Cobham’s, were Catholic. While

overtly Catholic messages could obviously find no place in the popular playhouse, it

is intriguing to speculate the mirroring process whereby a Lollard martyr and hero of

Foxe’s Acts and Monuments might become the ‘frontsman’ for the Catholic faction

in Elizabeth’s court.

Kent in the play of Oldcastle is the home territory of the eponymous central

figure, whose open-handed hospitality draws on proverbial representations of

exemplary Kentish men. As the Prologue says, this is a man who should be seen as a

patriotic English hero:

A valiant Martyre, and a virtuous peere,
In whose true faith and loyaltie exprest
Unto his soueraigne, and his countries weale:
We striue to pay that tribute of our Loue,
Your fauours merite, let faire Truth be graced,
Since forged inuention former time defaced.
(Prologue 10-16)

42 Alice Lyle Scoufos, ‘Nashe, Jonson and the Oldcastle Problem’, Modern Philology, 65(4), 1968,
307-324.
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The play proposes that if a subject is loyal to the king -- as Oldcastle is shown

to be -- his religious practice in no way compromises his membership of the political

nation, but is a matter of private conscience alone. In areas of private conduct that

do impact on the well-being of the common weale, Oldcastle’s essential goodness

and native decency are demonstrated by his hospitality, both a stereotypical

characteristic of the Kentish man and, more generally, a hallmark of aristocratic

obligation befitting his station in English social hierarchy. He is ‘the best man to the

poore that is in all Kent’ (line 346), offering hospitality not only to old men, but also

to demobilised Kentish soldiers who would otherwise pose a threat to public order.

His steward Harpoole worries: ‘Your foolish almes maintaines more vagabounds

than all the noblemen in Kent beside’ (line 375). This exemplary Kentishman is also

an exemplary Englishman.43

Oldcastle’s essential patriotism is important. This is an England in which

internal civil disturbances threaten to undermine the effectiveness of the national

response to the threat of external wars. The play opens with a brawl, and the first

Judge appeals to his fellow ‘gentlemen, justices, master Maior and master Shrieue’ to

carry out their duty by suppressing mutinies and assemblies,

…except souldiers musters
For the Kings preparation into France.
We heare of secret conuenticles made,
And there is doubt of some conspiracies,
Which may breake out into rebellious armes
When the King’s gone, perchance before he go.
Note as an instance, this one perillous fray,
What factions might haue growne on either part,
To the destruction of the King and Realme.
(sig.A4v).

43 It should be noted that there is a fine distinction between a ‘Kentishman’ and a ‘Man of Kent.’ The
former hail from west of the River Medway, the latter east of the River. It is said by Men of Kent that
Kentishmen surrendered to William the Conqueror, while Men of Kent held out. Alan Major, Kentish
as She Wus Spoke: A Guide to the Kent Dialect (Seaford, E. Sussex: S. B. Publications, 2001).
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These responsible citizens appreciate that the most urgent national priority is to

create a united front against foreign threats. England in Oldcastle faces a real

external threat, not just from France, but also from Ireland, just as England in the

period when Oldcastle was played was struggling to hold ground against Hugh

O’Neill and his supporters. In Oldcastle, the Irish threat is brought directly onto

English domestic soil in the figure of MacChane the Irish murderer.

However, the greatest danger to the English nation is posed by those who use

these external threats as an excuse to provoke public disorder over differences in

private religious faith. The rebels, for example, are mistaken in assuming that their

confessional identity must be expressed in inappropriate public actions. The rebel

Murley, a dizzy brewer, has fittingly as his verbal tic ‘in and out’, which

characterises his confusion between private and public worlds:

Roger Acton: You are elected for a colonell ouer a regiment of fifteene
bands.

Murley: Fue paltrie paltrie, in and out, to and fro, be it more or lesse, vppon
occasion, Lorde haue mercie vppon vs, what a world is this? (sig.D1v).

The rebellion is fought ostensibly because of religious faith; the rebels are followers

of Wycliffe the Lollard. And indeed, there is clearly some need for the English

church to be reformed: the conduct of the clergy in Oldcastle demonstrates that the

religious leaders are unfit to provide the leadership necessary to heal these

disagreements. The dubious and self-serving motives of the Bishop of Rochester,

whose ambition for power leads him to spread rumours about Oldcastle’s loyalty,

and the disreputable conduct of the venal and criminal clergyman Sir John of

Wrotham, demonstrate that the nation’s spiritual leaders are morally bankrupt.
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Oldcastle takes his case directly to the king rather than trusting to the clerics.

Henry V expresses reluctance to enforce private confessional conformity, but does

request that Oldcastle should do whatever he can to ensure that his public conduct is

not seen as provocatively sectarian:

Harry: We would be loath to presse our subiects bodies,
Much lesse their soules, the deere redeemed part,
Of him that is the ruler of vs all,
Yet let me counsell ye, that might command,
Do not presume to tempt them with ill words,
Nor suffer any meetings to be had
Within your house, but to the vttermost,
Disperse the flockes of this new gathering sect.
(sig.D3r).

This puts the hospitable Oldcastle, whose castle is an open house to the poor and

distressed in his locality, in an impossible position. As a host par excellence, he

finds himself accommodating a man whose political opinions may be suspect: Powys

of Wales. Oldcastle’s exemplary Kentishness places him in a compromising light,

suggesting that he has become a traitor to his king and country. In a suggestive

parallel with Shakespeare’s Lear, Oldcastle finds himself symbolically un-housed,

exiled from his domestic environment and left wandering in the wild English

countryside.

John Gillies writes in his essay ‘The Scene of Cartography in King Lear’ that

‘the theatre’s own more intimately bodied language of space’ may translate abstract

‘mappings’ to forms embodied by the physical acting conditions of the stage.44 In

some plays, including Shakespeare’s King Lear, ‘Kent’ is subjected to literal

embodiment, personified by a stage character. Geography thus takes on human

shape. In the early modern period, when great men might be known by their

44 John Gillies, ‘The Scene of Cartography in King Lear’, p.110.
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geographical holdings, this translation of space to person was easier to effect than it

might be today. Nobles might be known as ‘Surrey’ or ‘Northumberland’ or ‘Kent’,

and certainly were so listed in play texts. The re-appearance of these embodied

geographies from text to text, play to play, over time builds up a connotative range

that Michele Marrapodi has described as ‘onomastic intertextuality’: the capacity of

emblematic personified places to carry a specific range of allusion and referential

significance.45

Marlowe’s Edward II is a play with several themes in common with

Shakespeare’s Lear, most notably, bringing onstage a man called ‘Kent’ whose

private and public identities are complicated by the dynamics of national politics.46

Edward II, in contrast with Oldcastle, is a play concerned with secular rather than

religious acts of rebellion. Marlowe’s play asks how patriotism can survive in

regimes where social identities are based on all-too personal relationships between

fallible human beings; it speaks to an age in transition between feudal institutions

and a more impersonal, state-centred apparatus of government, an age in which the

honourable associations of the older social structures were still emotionally relevant.

Edward II interrogates what is meant by ‘natural’ and ‘unnatural’ behaviour, and

today is most often read for its sexual politics. But its politics of national identity are

also important: how do subjects constitute themselves as patriots? By personal

loyalty to the monarch, a relationship based on reciprocal and consensual bounds of

obligation? Or as defenders of native rights and liberties?

45 Michele Marrapodi, ‘Seven Types of Intertextuality’ in Shakespeare, Italy, and Intertextuality, ed.
by Marrapodi (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2004), pp.13-25, p.23.
46 Christopher Marlowe, The Troublesome Raigne and Lamentable Death of Edward the Second, King
of England with the Tragicall Fall of Proud Mortimer (London: R. Robinson for William Jones,
1594). Quotations taken from Christopher Marlowe: The Complete Plays, ed. by J. B. Steane
(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1969).
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In Edward II, the Earl of Kent finds himself struggling to reconcile a variety

of social identities. He is first and foremost the king’s brother, tied to him by blood.

But he is also the king’s subject, bound to him by feudal oath; and, increasingly

cutting across both these, he is also a representative of the aristocracy, honour-bound

to defend the realm against tyranny and arbitrary government. England again faces

serious external threats: the Irish are in revolt, the Scots are attacking from the north,

and the French are looking for opportunities to strike against the English holdings on

the continent. Like Kent in Shakespeare’s King Lear, Marlowe’s Kent finds himself

exiled for his plain-spoken criticism of his monarch, an unwilling rebel, struggling to

realise his fidelity to patriotic core values in an acceptable manner. He clearly sees

himself as a patriot first and foremost; his first words on joining the rebels are

protestations to this effect:

My lords, of love to this our native land,
I come to join with you, and leave the king;
And in your quarrel, and the realm’s behoof,
Will be the first that shall adventure life
(II.iii.1-4).

However, because Kent is the king’s kinsman, the rebels distrust him.

Captured by the king’s forces, Kent argues that the rebels’ opposition to his brother

was an act of loyalty to their king and country: ‘Brother, in regard to thee and of thy

land / Did they remove that flatterer from thy throne’, (III.iii.46-7). He hopes in this

speech that the familiar terminology -- ‘brother’ -- will allow the king to accept an

argument that might otherwise seem false. But the language of kinship fails to

convince Edward. Forced to flee the country and escape to France, Kent continues to

argue that he is a true patriot, but realises the bonds of family identity have been
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irrevocably broken: ‘Nature, yield to my country’s cause in this! / A brother? No, a

butcher of thy friends!’, (IV.i.3-4).

To Kent and the rebel barons, it is the king who is behaving ‘unnaturally.’

Marlowe underlines this by implying that his relationship with his favourites is based

on ‘unnatural’ sexual practices. Edward’s ‘unnaturalness’ forces Kent to behave

‘unnaturally.’ The natural patriot, therefore, finds himself in league with Sir John of

Hainault, a foreign military commander, who takes up arms in support of Isabella,

the foreign queen.

Kent, however, is never fully reconciled to the role in which he has been cast.

Sword in hand, he cries:

Rain showers of vengeance on my cursed head,
Thou God, to whom in justice it belongs,
To punish this unnatural revolt!
(IV.v.16-18)

Although Kent is eventually reconciled with his brother, by this time both are

imprisoned and the cause of the senior members of the English royal family is lost.

Kent passes out of history; nobody trusts him, except his nephew, the boy-king

Edward III, another blood relation, but one who is too young to take action to save

him. Mortimer orders Kent’s execution ‘for your highness’ good and for the

realm’s’, and Isabella advises her son to forget the ‘traitor.’ Far from representing

emblematic Englishness, Kent in this play symbolises the failure of symbolic

structures -- familial and regional -- to operate as metonymic representations of

national identity.

Although Marlowe’s play is resolutely secular in its politics, in the years

immediately following the Armada, one subset of English subjects encountered

similar conflicts between private allegiance and patriotic duty. Catholics were
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famously to be asked whether, if Philip II invaded, they would support the Spanish

champion of Catholicism, or Queen Elizabeth.47 The parallel between Kent’s

predicament and that of contemporary English Catholics is pointed up by the

particular local positioning of the ‘foreign’ threat in Edward II, which would have

had a significance for contemporary readers and audiences that is less obvious today.

Isabella, the French-born queen, flees to the continent, but finds her champion not in

France but in Sir John of Hainault. Hainault was in the 1590s firmly part of the

Spanish Netherlands, a place of exile and polemical agitation for English Catholics.

In 1588, the Spanish army of invasion was to have been mustered on the beaches of

Gravelines in the county of Hainault; in the event they arrived just too late to make

their rendezvous with the Armada. However, the threat remained. ‘Isabella’ was the

name of the Spanish Infanta, who in Robert Parsons’s infamous Conference on the

Succession (published in 1595) was touted as the preferred Catholic candidate for the

throne of England. Kent’s continental exile is therefore rendered even more deeply

problematic by the contemporary connotations of its geographical framework: is

Marlowe hinting at a possible parallel with contemporary Catholic exiles? Kent’s

patriotism can only be expressed in exile; the one English subject who really believes

in the ideal of a harmoniously unified commonwealth has fled English shores.

Shakespeare, or rather, the group of writers who might have had some

collective input to the play first published as The First Part of the Contention betwixt

the two famous houses of Yorke and Lancaster in 1594, was well aware of the

tensions knotted up in the exemplary identity of Kent, both the gateway to

47 Carol Z. Weiner, ‘“This Beleaguered Isle”. A Study of Elizabethan and Early Jacobean Anti-
Catholicism’, Past and Present 51 (1971), 27-62.
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Christendom and the focus of nostalgic sentiment for a lost golden age.48 Like

Oldcastle, the play reflects 1590s anxieties about a disunited nation and identities

prone to disintegration. Here, England’s historic foothold in French continental

Europe has recently been lost, and news arrives of an Irish revolt:

The wilde Onele my lord is vp in Armes,
With troupes of Irish Kernes that vncontrold,
Do plant themselues within the English pale,
And burne and spoile the Country as they go
(sig.E1r).

The fragmentation of English political identity is epitomised in the

Contention by the events involving Jack Cade, a Kentish rebel, and his Kentish

followers. Cade, as leader of the rebellion, claims to be representative of the English

popular voice; but the staging of the set-piece speeches by Cade and his loyalist

opponents asks readers and audiences to treat such public displays of rhetoric with

extreme caution. Political leaders aim to manipulate popular opinion in this play by

invoking the idea of Kent as epitomising ‘civilised’ national identity in the face of

‘barbarian’ resistance. However, is such political rhetoric merely a Machiavellian

device for the speaker’s self-interest, or a legitimate means of representing a shared

communal identity?

The idea that rhetoric is ethically ambiguous and may manipulate popular

opinion for selfish ends as well as for the public good has a long classical precedent.

This was reinforced in the sixteenth century by Machiavelli’s writings on the

48 The First Part of the Contention Betwixt the Two Famous Houses of Yorke and Lancaster (London:
Thomas Creed for Thomas Milligan, 1594), Q1. The debate about the provenance and authorship of
this text is long and weighty. For a concise summary of the various strands of critical comment, see
Barbara Kreps, ‘Bad Memories of Margaret? Memorial Reconstruction versus Revision in the First
Part of the Contention and 2 Henry VI’, SQ 51(2) (2000), 154-180. Quotations here are from the
second quarto, published in 1600, the same year as Oldcastle. Q2 is substantially similar to Q1, but
significantly different from the play called 2 Henry VI in the Folio of 1623.
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pragmatic origins of power. Cultural materialist criticism has suggested that

Shakespeare built on an awareness of Machiavelli’s popular reputation in order to

introduce subversive elements to the national politics expressed by his history plays.

Stephen Greenblatt writes that these plays ‘seem to confirm the Machiavellian

hypothesis of the origin of princely power in force and fraud even as they draw their

audience irresistibly toward the celebration of that power.’49 More positively,

political rhetoric may be seen as facilitating civil discourse, performing a necessary

negotiation between the interests of the group and the opinions of individuals. Cathy

Shrank draws on Cicero’s De Inventione to illustrate this point: ‘according to Cicero,

it is “through reason and eloquence” [rationem atque orationem] that men are

“transformed from wild savages into a kind and gentle folk” [ex feris et immanibus

mites reddidit et mansuetos].’50 However we interpret political speech -- as a tool of

power or a force for good -- in the Contention, the struggle to rebuild a civil

commonwealth, in which all work together for the good of the whole, centres on the

struggle for control of the identity of ‘Kent.’ Commanding Kent, by implication,

means commanding English core national identity.

The Kentish commons rise up ostensibly in protest against the loss of English

territory in France. Kent, geographically most proximate to the continent, is the

place naturally left most raw at the rupture. Cade quarters the Kentish standard with

the emblem of Englishness, the nation’s patron saint -- ‘Come sirs, saint George for

us and Kent’ -- placing himself at the head of this popular revolt (sig.F4v). This

Kentish rebellion is paradoxical in the extreme, being a patriotic protest in defence of

49 Stephen Greenblatt: ‘“Invisible bullets”: Renaissance Authority and its Subversion, Henry IV and
Henry V’, p.20.
50 Cathy Shrank, ‘Civil Tongues: Language, Law and Reformation’ in Early Modern Civil Discourses,
ed. by Jennifer Richards (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003), pp. 19-34, p.19.
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what constitutes core ‘English’ territory, yet aimed against the power centres of the

English kingdom, London and the Court.

The rebellion encapsulates the knotty political problem facing any

community attempting to combine disparate, multi-headed identities into a

pragmatically effective system of government: how might such individually

constituted social identities best be collectively ‘represented.’51 The geography of

Kent, in which regional identity is both exemplary and anomalous, provides a

sympathetic metaphorical framework in which this struggle can be played out.

Indeed, the placing of ‘Kent’ within alternatively an elite or a popular strand of

discourse becomes the Shibboleth by which both sides seek to define and control

community identity.

Initially, the aristocracy misjudge how best to deploy the ‘Kentish’ figure in

their political rhetoric. Confronting the crowd, Lord Say’s first impulse is to reach

for elite literary sources of authority. The rebels, of course, have not read the

comments about Kentish civility made by Caesar in the Commentaries. With a

telling irony, therefore, nothing that Lord Say says can be properly interpreted by his

audience to whom a supposedly native and naturalising figure of speech appears as

an incomprehensible foreign language, requiring to be translated back into English:

Lord Say: You men of Kent.

All: Kent, what of Kent?
Lord Say: Nothing but terra bona.

Cade: Bonum terum, sounds, what’s that?

Dick: He speakes French.

51 On the social psychology dynamics governing this process see Steve Reicher and Nigel Hopkins,
Self and Nation: Categorization, Contestation and Mobilization (London: Sage, 2001).
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Will: No, ’tis Dutch.

Nick: No, ’tis Outtalian. I know it well inough.

Lord Say: Kent, in the Commentaries Caesar wrote,
Termed it the ciuil’st place of al this land,
Then noble country-men, heare me but speake,
I sold not France, I lost not Normandie.
(sig.G2v).

The in-joke to readers of these early Quartos, and possibly to many in the

original audience who might have encountered Caesar in English urban elementary

schools, is that although Cade and the rebels might be ignorant of this Latin source,

many of the play’s contemporary audiences, and certainly, readers of the playtext,

would not have been. The reference to Caesar gains piquancy because the audience

are assumed to be ‘in the know’: the rebels, unlike ‘us’, are ignoramuses. When

asked to behave with civility, they react by behaving barbarously. Lord Say’s failure

to present himself to this uncivil crowd as genuinely representative of popular

opinion is given literal embodiment: he loses his head.

However, Clifford, the Earl of Cumberland, has more success when he plays

on the Kentish stereotypical self-image as fierce fighters:

Clifford: Why country men and warlike friends of Kent,
What meanes this mutinous rebellion,
That you in troupes do muster thus your selues,
Vnder the conduct of this traitor Cade?
To rise against your soueraigne lord and King,
Who mildly hath his pardon sent to you,
If you forsake this monstrous rebel here?
If honour be the marke whereat you ayme,
Then haste to France, that our forefathers wonne,
And winne againe that thing which now is lost,
And leaue to seeke your countries ouerthrow.

All: A Clifford, a Clifford. They forsake Cade.
(sig.G3r).
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Clifford’s speech projects the notion of Kentish bravery and honour onto the crowd

as a charismatic marker, pulling his auditors into alignment with court policy. He is

also canny in his careful identification of Cade as a ‘monstrous rebel’, since the idea

of the Kentish ‘monster’ (particularly the tail-bearing variety characterised in French

libels) was an uncomfortably accessible and negative self-image. Avoiding explicit

quotation from learned sources, Clifford adeptly combines both elite and proverbial

strands of self-representation, and evokes the shadows of both positive and negative

self-images. Rejecting their potentially barbarous alter-egos, the crowd physically

moves away from Cade, signalling their wish to be associated with more ‘civilised’

values.

Cade quickly grasps the importance of reclaiming Kentish self-representation,

and he responds to Clifford’s challenge by reminding the rebels that Kentish men are

particularly proud of their liberties:

Cade: Why how now, will you forsake your generall,
And ancient freedome which you haue possest
To bend your neckes vnto their seruile yokes,
Who if you stir, will straightwaies hang you vp?
But follow me, and you shall pull them downe,
And make them yeeld their liuings to your hands.

All: A Cade, a Cade. They runne to Cade againe.
(sigs.G3r to G3v).

Cade is arguing here that if you are a good Kentishman, you value your autonomy

from tyrannous (and implicitly alien) rulers; if they are oppressed at home, it is not

valid to think of patriotism in terms of service abroad. Rather, it needs to be

defended at home. Cade pries apart the overlay of humanist, elite constructions of

Kent and those embedded in an alternative oral tradition, associating the former with

a memorial echo of the foreign ‘Norman yoke.’
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Clifford at this point abandons the appeal to local, Kentish identity, and

instead asks the rebels to recall their natural duty to the king. In the Folio, this

speech is given clearer and more extended treatment; Henry VI is the natural son of

the great King Henry V; a rebellion against Henry of England would let the

otherwise ‘fearfull French, whom you late vanquished’ ‘lord’ it over the London

streets and ‘your Natiue Coast’ (2 Henry VI (1623), IV.viii. TLN 2811-2829). Cade

realises he has lost control of the terms of political debate, and that ‘the name of

Henry the fifth’, strongly emblematic of a united English realm, ‘makes them leaue

mee desolate’(2 Henry VI (1623), IV.viii. TLN 2833-5). But in the early Quartos,

Clifford’s simple call to follow the monarch -- ‘The King is merciful; then yield to

him’ (sig.G3v) -- is sufficient to pull the rebels back into line. Cade flees; the rebels

are reconciled and disperse, crying ‘God Save the King’ (sig.G4r). Kentish local

identity is subsumed in, and culminates in, allegiance to the crowned head of

England.

The alacrity with which the crowd switches sides is in part evidence of the

rebels’ inability to formulate and implement a genuinely popular model of

commonwealth government. But these scenes also depend on underlying, implicit

assumptions that God’s authority underwrites kings’ authority. Cade struggles hard

to destroy the evidence that monarchical authority might be divinely sanctioned.

Averse to all sources of written authority, he orders that the written historical records

of London to be burnt, and condemns educated men ‘that daily reades of bookes with

red letters, and talkes of a Nowne and a Verb, and such abominable words, as no

Christian eare is able to indure it’ (sig.G2r). Instead, Cade presents himself as the oral

spokesman of a more genuinely representative native political tradition. The ‘skin of

an innocent lamb’ -- an image richly saturated in Christian imagery of Christ as the
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sacrificial lamb -- might be more naturally used to clothe the beast rather than

prepared as vellum and used to form books of artificial law. Cade’s evocative

‘Christian eare’ place his Kentish rebels within an intensely localised construction of

Christendom, marked by personal and direct channels of oral communication, rather

than impersonal, textually-defined national boundaries.

The outrages committed by these rustics on the City of London and its

property might, in the late sixteenth century, recall the outrages and excesses of the

Münster Anabaptists. The Kentish rebels are represented as a foreign invading force:

it is the men of Kent, rather than the French, who run amok in the city. The play’s

representation of rebellious Kent would have made Cade and his supporters deeply

unsympathetic to contemporary Londoners. But in addition to the material basis for

this city-country opposition, the play also suggests that values core to Christian

identities are also at stake. In post-Reformation England, a national readership was

emerging that identified books not only with formulations of national law, but also

with personal access to the word of God. Cade’s aversion to all written sources of

authority places a quiet marker that distances the play’s contemporary audience, all

potentially readers of the English vernacular Bible, from the fifteeth-century rebels.

The Kentish geography is not dismissed. Instead, the topography is used to

situate English ‘Christendom.’ The wound inflicted by the loss of the French

territories is finally cauterised by the re-creation of the garden of Eden within the

English realm’s feudal structure. For Cade eventually meets his nemesis in a stylised

man-to-man combat with a yeoman hero called Alexander Eyden, who fights in

defence of his garden, in Kent. Eyden is, much as Lyly described his Kentish Fidus,

a self-sufficient countryman happy to live outside the court:
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Good Lord how pleasant is this country life!
This little land my father left me here,
With my contented mind, serues me as well
As all the pleasures in the court can yeeld,
Nor would I change this pleasure for the court.
(sig.G4r).

He is a model of hospitality, refusing to condemn a hungry man for eating plants in

his garden. However, Cade’s aggression leaves him no choice but to fight, and when

he has killed the rebel, he cuts off Cade’s head and takes it to London. The king

rewards him with a knighthood:

King: Then rise vp Sir Alexander Eyden Knight,
And for thy maintenance, I freely giue
A thousand markes a yeere for to maintaine thee,
Beside the firme reward that was proclaimed,
For those that could performe this worthy act,
And thou shalt waite vpon the person of the King.

Eyden: I humbly thanke your grace, and I no longer liue
Then I prooue iust and loyall vnto my King.
(sig.H1v).

This Kentish ‘Eden’ invokes a golden age in which loyal subject and monarch are

linked by reciprocal bonds of reward and patronage, and implicates the rule of

monarchy in the same providential framework as framed the climactic single combat

scene in Jack Straw.

The Contention is not, however, simply about Cade’s rebellion. Its politics

are complicated by multiple strands of competing interests, and although the subplot

of the rebellion, and its resolution in the Kent countryside, presents an idealised

vision of an integrated realm, the play as a whole is much less unambiguously

resolved. Henry VI is an irredeemably weak king. Following Eyden’s victory,

which seems to bind the court firmly to the Kentish countryside, coherent national
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identity again collapses when York arrives, refusing to be subject to a king ‘that

knows not how to gouerne, nor to rule.’ The First Part of the Contention ends with

paradise lost, with the voices of sons wailing for dead fathers, with national politics

divided dynastically and geographically between Yorkists and Lancastrians.

When staging the turbulent national politics of a century before, the history

plays of the 1590s discussed above established the Kentish landscape as a metaphor

that revealed the fragility of consensual native identity. Kentish geography places

the English subject in the very omphalos of native Christian identity, evoking

domestic settings -- hospitable houses, fertile gardens -- which might be expected to

function as English Edens. Kentish history, however, wrenches native identities

from these comfortable, idealised settings, showing Kent to be a localisation of

Christendom prone to be suddenly and violently un-christened. In Shakespeare’s

Lear, which ends with a father bending over the breathless body of a dead daughter,

the topography has been irrevocably transformed. The hinterland of Dover, a world

of pastoral retreat in the earlier Tudor period, is now a zone of chaos; pastures and

beehives have given way to a blasted heath; the shepherds’ hut is a wretched hovel;

the gentle shepherds have been transformed into a Fool and a ranting Bedlam beggar.

3 Kent in Lear: Personification and Conflicted Identity

The first scene of King Lear is not just an introductory scene, but is a scene of

formal introductions. Gloucester introduces Kent and Edmund to each other (and to

us) in words that embed these character’s names in the spoken dialogue, not merely

in the printed margins, of the play:
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Glost. … Do you know this noble gentleman Edmund?
Bast: No my Lord.
Glost. My Lord of Kent, remember him hereafter as my honorable friend.
(sig. B1v).52

In some plays, it could be argued that the naming of characters is less pertinent in

performance than in print, but in this case, Shakespeare drives home in both that this

is Kent -- the very man.

The name ‘Kent’ in King Lear is Shakespeare’s innovation. The primary

source play, The True Chronicle History of King Leir and his three daughters, has

instead a councillor called Perillus.53 Stephen Musgrove suggested in his essay ‘The

Nomenclature of King Lear’ (1956) that Shakespeare was led to rename this

character because public interest in the historical situation of Kent as the first Saxon

kingdom of Britain, and therefore a model of a particular, Anglo-Saxon, construction

of nationhood, had been stimulated by the publication in 1605 of William Camden’s

Remaines, additions to his earlier Britannia.54 It is more likely that this antiquarian

work was read by a relatively small erudite readership, possibly including

Shakespeare, who were already aware of the exemplary connotations of Kent in the

popular imagination. However, it is undoubtedly true that Lear tapped into a general

climate of discussion about the basis of national identity, brought into sharp focus by

the accession of a non-native monarch, whose wish to create a united ‘Britain’

52 All quotations from the ‘Pied Bull’ first Quarto, M. William Shak-speare: His True Chronicle
Historie of the Life and Death of King Lear and his Three Daughters (London: Nicholas Okes for
Nathaniel Butter, 1608).
53 Anon: The True Chronicle History of King Leir and his Three Daughters (London: John Stafford
for John Wright, 1605).
54 Stephen Musgrove ‘The Nomenclature of King Lear’, The Review of English Studies, 7 (1956), 47-
52. Camden’s Remaines was entered in the Stationers Register on 10 November 1604 and published
in 1605. Musgrove acknowledged that Kenneth Muir, the editor of the 1952 Arden edition of Lear,
doubted the potential link between the play and Camden’s work.
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provoked often heated discussion of what constituted English, and British, identity.55

Richard Dutton has pointed out that the placing of Kent as one of the three corners of

Britain made intuitive geographical sense in the context of James’s own vision of the

geographical boundaries of his united realms, triangulated against the Scottish

Albany in the north and Cornwall to the west.56 Dutton argues that Lear presents a

fundamentally optimistic view of James’s British project, the triangle being the

symbolic emblem of perfection, mapping a symbolic to an actual geography.

Dutton’s common-sense argument is attractive; the image of the British triangle, with

Kent as its southernmost anchoring point, also occurs in Lyly’s Euphues and his

England, where it provides the metaphorical figure used by the European traveller.57

Euphues’s description of the ‘English’ triangle conveniently overwrites the Scottish

northern apex, subsuming this within an ‘English’ Britain. In 1605, with a Scottish

55 There is a wealth of writing ‘localising’ the political hermeneutics of Lear. Mary Axton suggests
that Shakespeare’s interrogation of the idea of a united Britain in Lear implies his scepticism about
the project: ‘union, or the undivided crown, is the pitiless ideal on which the old king is broken,’ --
Marie Axton, The Queens Two Bodies, p.135. Leah S. Marcus in Puzzling Shakespeare places the
play in the context of the debates over naturalisation of post nati Scots (i.e. whether Scots born after
James’s accession to the English throne could live in England as ‘native’ subjects under English law).
Other critics have suggested that the play’s potential relevance to the ‘British’ debates resulted in
evasive writing strategies designed to ease its passage with the censors: see Annabel Patterson,
Censorship and Interpretation: The Conditions of Writing and Reading in Early Modern England
(Madison, Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin Press, 1984). Recently, writers exploring a possible
Catholic subtext have built on Charles Sisson’s assertion that Lear was in the repertoire of a North
Yorkshire Catholic company of players convicted for staging subversive material in 1611. Charles
Sisson, ‘Shakespeare Quartos as Prompt-Copies with Some Account of Cholmeley’s Players and A
New Shakespeare Allusion’, The Review of English Studies, 18(70) (April 1942), 129-143. Critics
who suggest Lear articulates Catholic anxiety in the wake of the 1605 Gunpowder plot include Nina
Taunton and Valerie Hart, ‘King Lear, King James and the Gunpowder Treason of 1605’,
Renaissance Studies, 17(4) (December 2003), 695-715, and Richard Wilson, ‘A Torturing Hour:
Shakespeare and the Martyrs’, in Theatre and Religion: Lancastrian Shakespeare, ed. by Richard
Dutton, Alison Findlay and Richard Wilson (Manchester: Manchester University Press), pp.1-39.
56 Richard Dutton, ‘King Lear, The Triumphs of Reunited Britannia and ‘The Matter of Britain’”,
Literature and History, 12 (1986), 139-151.
57 John Lyly, Euphues and his England, opening the chapter ‘Euphues Glasse for Europe’: ‘There is
an Isle lying in the Ocean Sea, directly against that part of Fraunce, which containeth Picardie and
Normandie, called now England, heretofore named Britaine, it hath Ireland vppon the West side, on
the North the maine Sea, on the East side, the Germaine Ocean . This Island is in circuit, 1720 myles,
in forme lyke vnto a Triangle, being broadest in the South part, & gathering narrower & narrower till
it come to the farthest poynt of Cathnesse, Northward, where it is narrowest, & ther endeth in manner
of a Promonterie’, sig.Ff1r-v.
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king on the throne of England, such geographical inexactitude might well have

chimed with James’s British policy.

However, the idea of ‘Kent’ also taps into other, less uniform, imaginary

topographies of Kent. As the inter-textual readings above suggest, Kent was also a

place of profound ambiguity, hanging exemplary native identity next to mongrel

hybridism. Kent’s personification in this play, as John Gillies suggests, is part of the

play’s more general strategy of ‘embodying’, localising large-scale topographies in

the human-scale bodies of performing actors.58

Kent’s location in contemporary discourse peculiarly encapsulates the sense

of historical impasse faced by some Englishmen in the years 1604 to 1608, aware of

both the Union debates in Parliament, and of ongoing controversies about the

relationship between political and confessional identities. The complications of these

religious debates in particular fed into the popular reception of the construct of

‘Britain’, which, as Jenny Wormald has argued, was an ideological fudge developed

by James to smooth over the cracks of state-building under a dual monarchy, and

which he may have hoped would appeal in particular to Scottish and English

Protestants.59

To many aware of the Parliamentary debates over Union, it was evident that

the idea of Britain was shot through with practical and ideological contradictions.

58 John Gillies, ‘The scene of cartography in King Lear’, p.109.
59 Jenny Wormald, ‘James VI, James I and the Identity of the British State’, in The British Problem,
c.1534-1707: State Formation in the Atlantic Archipelago, ed. by Brendan Bradshaw and John Morrill
(London: Macmillan, 1996), pp.148-171. Hiram Morgan in ‘British Policies Before the British State’,
in The British Problem, pp.66-88, suggests that prior to 1603, the term ‘Britain’ tended to be
associated with forward Protestant apocalyptic writing. Likewise, Christopher Highley in ‘The Lost
British Lamb; English Catholic Exiles and the Problem of Britain’, in British Identities and English
Renaissance Literature, ed. by David J. Baker and Willy Maley (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2002), pp.37-50, argues ‘by the later sixteenth century the language and imagery of Britain had
become irrevocably linked with the Protestant cause in both England and Scotland,’ p.48.
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The English parliament refused to endorse the king’s formula.60 The obvious

differences between language, religion, manners and custom marked out natural

borders that remained all too discernable. James therefore attempted to bypass

Parliament, announcing by Royal Proclamation in October 1604 his new title of King

of Great Britain, ruling over a realm ‘with one common limit or rather Gard of the

Ocean Sea, making the whole a little world within it selfe’, with ‘a communitie of

Language, the principall means of Civill society, an unitie of Religion, the chiefest

band of heartie Union, and the surest knot of lasting Peace.’61 Not only did James’s

rhetoric of divinely sanctioned unity fail to convince English Protestant MPs, it failed

to acknowledge the real confessional differences that continued to exist within

England, as the Gunpowder Plotters demonstrated in 1605. James’s response to the

Plot, the 1606 Oath of Allegiance, recognised Catholics as loyal subjects, but only if

they swore unconditional allegiance to the king rather than the Pope.62 Early

Jacobean political rhetoric deployed the language of faith to cement the most public

expression of community identity, the nation, while simultaneously asking a

subsection of its subjects to relegate religious belief to private rather than public

spheres.

The figurative positioning of Kent within the various commonplace

proverbial and historiographical discourses we have examined allowed this character

in Shakespeare’s play to function powerfully as a representative ‘Everyman’,

60 For James’s ‘British’ speeches to Parliament and royal proclamations on the topic, see Joseph
Robson Tanner, Constitutional Documents of the Reign of James I, A.D. 1603-1625 (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1930), p.26; Irene Carrier, James VI and I King of Great Britain
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), p.31.
61 Stuart Royal Proclamations. Vol 1: Royal proclamations of King James I, 1603-1625, ed. by James
F. Larkin and Paul L. Hughes (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973).
62 Michael Questier, ‘Loyalty, Religion and State Power in Early Modern England: English Romanism
and the Jacobean Oath of Allegiance’, Historical Journal, 40 (1997), 311-29; David Martin Jones,
Conscience and Allegiance in Seventeenth Century England: The Political Significance of Oaths and
Engagements (Rochester, NY: University of Rochester Press, 1999).
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mediating early Stuart audience and reader response to King Lear. Several critics

have noted that Kent performs a ‘choric’ role in Lear. Arthur Colby Sprague

remarked that Kent functions as the audience’s ‘spokesman.’63 Robert Egan, writing

from his own experience acting and directing the play, agrees: ‘to the extent that we

suffer at the end of King Lear, we suffer with and through Kent, and that suffering --

like the spectatorial responses we have shared with him through much of the play --

grounds our aesthetic comprehension in the truth of a concrete, directly-felt

experience.’64 But shadowing Kent leads us, in Lear, to the edge of profound

uncertainty, not interpretive closure. Annabel Patterson suggests that ambiguity in

Lear is a device to elude the censors, ensuring the play might be experienced

differently by different audiences ‘or even to mediate between them, by showing that

the questions under dispute were not capable of easy resolution.’65 I agree that

ambiguity is a central aesthetic objective in the play, but suggest instead that the

deployment of Kent as the embodiment of exemplary native identity expresses more

generally a contemporary anxiety about the present and future shape of English

identity.

As we have seen, as placed in chronicle history, and dramatised throughout

the 1590s, ‘Kentish’ representations fielded general issues of how ‘country’ opinion

should be represented to the monarch.66 Kent is positioned first and foremost as the

king’s counsellor; however, it is clear from the start of the play that he has been

marginalised from court politics. The play opens with Kent’s puzzled statement ‘I

63 Arthur Colby Sprague, Shakespeare and the Audience (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
1935), pp.244-45.
64 Robert Egan: ‘Kent and the Audience: The Character as Spectator’, SQ 32(2), 1981, 146-154.
65 Annabel Patterson: Censorship and Interpretation, p.60
66 Annabel Patterson in Shakespeare and the Popular Voice (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1989) argues
‘evidently the play includes a critique of the authoritarian, patriarchal and constitutionally absolutist
theories of James himself, and at the same time reveals the distinction between absolutist theory and
its practice’, p.106.
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thought the King had more affected the Duke of Albany than Cornwall,’ (sig.B1r).

This strongly contrasts with the opening scene of the True Chronicle Historie of King

Leir, in which the king does first consult with his court, including Perillus, but fails

to draw the proper conclusions from their advice. Perillus is not divided from his

monarch as a result of his disagreement: he accompanies the king into exile in his

own persona, not in disguise. Shakespeare’s Kent’s double alienation -- of his

private as well as his public persona -- complicates the whole issue of how he can

present good counsel. Indeed, as the action unfolds, Kent finds it increasingly

difficult to speak naturally. He first has to disguise his way of talking: ‘If but as well

I other accents borrow, that can my speech defuse, my good intent may carry through

it selfe to that full issue for which I raz’d my likenes (sig.C3r-v). Refashioned as

Lear’s common serving man, his sphere of action is more limited than it was when

he spoke as an aristocratic counsellor, and his ‘plain speaking’ is so politically

ineffectual that he is reduced to vulgar brawling with the foppish Oswald (called

simply ‘Steward’ in the first Quarto). Cornwall picks up on Kent’s claim to speak

plainly, criticising this as pretence:

Duke: This is a fellow who hauing beene praysd
For bluntnes doth affect a sawcy ruffines,
And constraines the garb quite from his nature,
(sig. E2r).

Kent’s response to Cornwall, in the ‘dialect’ of the flatterer, removes him even

further from his natural tongue. Kent’s disguise, his self-alienation, ironically echoes

a text in wide circulation in early modern England that notoriously sought to lay

down the rules of courtly etiquette for duelling. Vincentio Saviolo his Practise

(1595), dedicated to the Earl of Essex, outlined absurdly elaborate rituals whereby
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challenges might be made and responded to.67 The second book, ‘On Honour and

Honourable Quarrels’, is written in dialogue form, with the challenger named as

‘Cauis’ -- the same name taken up by Kent in disguise:

Caius sayth to Seius that hee is a traitor: unto which Seius aunswereth by
giving the lie: whereupon ensueth, that the charge of the Combat falleth on
Caius, because hee is to maintaine what hee sayd, and therefore to challenge
Seius. Now when an iniurie is offered by deede, then do they proceed in this
manner. Caius striketh Seius, giveth him a boxe on the eare ...68

Saviolo’s book was ridiculed by the English fencing master George Silver, whose

Paradoxes of Defence (1599), also dedicated to Essex, demolished Saviolo as an

effete Italian unable to appreciate robust English martial prowess.69 Kent’s

alienation as ‘Caius’, framed by these texts, shows him unable to deploy his ‘natural’

fighting ability as the Steward fails to engage with the Italianate rules of combat.70

In the second half of Lear, Edgar gradually takes the place of Kent as the

English ‘Everyman.’ Changes made between the Quarto and the Folio edition

significantly reduce the number of lines Kent speaks, and emphasise Edgar’s rise to

prominence.71 The play may have opened by introducing Kent, but by the time the

Folio edition appeared in 1623, Edgar literally had the last word. While the 1608

67 Vincentio Saviolo, Vincentio Sauiolo his Practise. In two bookes. The first intreating of the vse of
the rapier and dagger. The second, of honor and honorable quarrels (London: Thomas Scarlet for
John Wolfe, 1595).
68 Vincentio Saviolo, Vincentio Sauiolo his Practise. sig.R3v.
69 George Silver, Paradoxes of Defence, wherein is proued the true grounds of fight to be in the short
auncient weapons, and that the short sword hath aduantage of the long sword or long rapier (London:
Richard Field for Edward Blount, 1599).
70 Keir Elam notices the relevance of these fencing manuals and the debate over native and foreign
duelling practise to the construction of Osric in Hamlet, but does not broaden his discussion to include
Kent and the Steward, Oswald. Keir Elam, ‘English Bodies in Italian Habits’, in Shakespeare, Italy,
and Intertextuality, ed. by Michele Marrapodi pp.26-44. James L. Jackson, ‘“These Same
Crosses…,” King Lear, V.iii.279’, SQ 31(3) (1980), 387-390, notices a reference to Vincentio’s
manual in Lear’s final speech.
71 Michael Warren, ‘The Diminution of Kent’, in The Division of the Kingdoms, ed. by Gary Taylor
and Michael Warren (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1983), pp.59-73.
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Quarto assigns the final words of the play (‘The waight of this sad time’) to Albany,

in the Folio revision, these words are spoken by Edgar.

Gary Taylor suggests that the change is aesthetic, acknowledging tentatively

the influence of popular English sentiment: ‘Unlike Albany, Edgar’s name had

strong and favourable historical associations for a Jacobean audience.’72 Edgar was

the Anglo-Saxon king who was supposed to have first unified Britain, presenting a

more Anglo-centric construction of British union than one bolted together by a

Scottish monarch. If Taylor’s suggestion of authorial revision is correct,

Shakespeare may have been emphasising ‘English’ identity at the expense of the

Scottish ruling dynasty. In both the Quarto and Folio versions of the play, whether

Edgar or Albany inherits power, this regime no longer involves Kent: he opts not to

play any further part in national, or even personal, history, choosing to follow his

master into death and non-being. The lack of clarity in the assignation of the closing

speech marks up a degree of uncertainty over the new regime’s impact on core

aspects of national identity. Was the future monarchy to be Scottish or Anglo-Saxon?

And to what extent, if at all, did this involve the active consent and representation of

traditionally constituted native English subjects?

Kent’s refusal of Albany’s commission (‘you twaine / Rule in this kingdome,

and the goard state sustaine’, sig.L4r) underlines these questions. In Lear, it is Kent

who most fully expresses the traditional ways of thinking about regal authority and

political representation. Kent is old (or, at least, forty-eight by his own admission),

and associates himself with the transmission of past forms and practices. Kent

72 Gary Taylor, ‘King Lear: The Date and Authorship of the Folio Version’, in The Division of the
Kingdoms, pp.351-451, p.425.
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justifies his interruption of the love trial by his past and proven service record,

serving his king as father, master and patron:

Royall Lear,
Whom I haue euer honor’d as my King,
Loued as my Father, as my maister followed.
As my great patron thought on in my prayers.
(sig.B2v).

It is Kent who states firmly and directly that monarchy represents an authentic

formulation of government:

Lear: … what would’st thou?
Kent: Seruice.
Lear: Who would’st thou serue?
Kent: You.
Lear: Do’st thou know me fellow?
Kent: No, sir, but you haue that in your countenance, which I would faine call
Maister.
Lear: Whats that?
Kent: Authoritie.
(sig.C3v).

Kent’s assertions of loyalty are underpinned by his passionately held religious

convictions; his public, political loyalties are a necessary extension of his private,

religious beliefs. While the more vicious characters in this play are agnostic or even

atheist in outlook, Kent repeatedly states that the gods have a direct influence on

human life:

(Of Cordelia)
The Gods to their protection take the maid,
That rightly thinks, and hast most iustly said.
(sig. B3r-v).

(To Gloucester)
… the Gods deserue [discern] your kindness.
(sig. G3v).
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(Responding to the First Gentleman’s report of Cordelia)
It is the stars, the stars aboue vs gouerne our conditions
(sig.I1r).

The ending of King Lear throws this faith into question: Kent’s withdrawal is an act

of despair, away from starlight and into darkness. In contrast, in the anonymous

History of King Leir, the final scene shows Leir and Cordelia victorious, and this

victory is presented unambiguously as evidence of providential approval for the

regime:

King: Thanks be to God, your foes are overcome,
And you againe possessed of your right
(The True Chronicle History of King Leir, sig.I4v).

But the ending of Shakespeare’s play finds us in a place of doubt, where ‘als

chearles, darke and deadly’, (sig.L4r). Lear demands us to hold both political and

religious constructions of allegiance simultaneously in the centre of the frame, but

denies us the comfort of a happy ending, the reassurance that the ‘gods’ are just

rather than capricious. The players left standing after the final cataclysm cannot but

feel reduced, like ashes after a conflagration, exactly as the final words express a

sense of never being able to measure up to what has gone before. Kent’s withdrawal

from English history must indicate some level of discomfort with the promised

settlement, a lack of confidence that a new phoenix will arise.

Ambiguity is not an ideologically-neutral position. In its time, Lear’s very

indeterminacy, immediately following the accession of the Stuart ‘Albany’, must

have been politically suggestive. The withdrawal of the exemplary subject seems to

suggest confidence neither in traditional systems based on personal loyalty, nor in

any tentatively-suggested consultative system (‘you twain rule in this kingdom’), nor
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in any native constitution placing assured religious belief at the centre of the

constructions of authority. Whatever comes next, we are in uncharted waters.

‘Kent’ also personifies the problematic bridgehead between English and

European identities. In the anonymous Leir, French involvement in British dynastic

politics does not compromise native interests. Indeed, the final words of that play

are Leir’s ‘Repose with me awhile, and then for France’ (sig.I4v). English and French

interests smoothly elide, and are geographically hard to separate: ‘Britain is often

referred to as ‘Britanny’, as when Leir says his nobles that he wishes to match

Cordella to ‘some King within this Ile’ who will be ‘a King of Brittany’ (sigs. A2v-

A3r).73 The French king offers to renew the native plant with a fresh graft of

continental blood: ‘I am the stock, and thou the louely branch, and from my root

continual sap shall flow, to make thee flourish with perpetual spring’ (sig.E2r). The

ethnic politics of Leir see British and French identities as fundamentally compatible

and mutually reinforcing. However, in Shakespeare’s Lear, the relationship between

Britain and continental Europe presents much less of a continuum. The pseudonym

Kent adopts, ‘Caius’, pronounced ‘keys’ in this period, points this up, suggesting a

division between the outside (continental) and inside (British) spheres. Kent the

character, particularly as he is written in the 1608 Quarto edition of Lear where the

French invasion is given greater prominence than in the Folio edition, is a human

bridge, a go-between who ferries messages to and from the British loyalists and

Cordelia’s French army. And this role does compromise him, placing him in

ambiguous alliance with a foreign invasion force, and creating an aesthetic problem

with the plot that resulted in the play being reworked between 1608 and 1623.74

73 Although the king of Gaul has to sail between his kingdom and Britanny; the relative geographies
of the various kingdoms clearly experience some degree of maritime division.
74 Gary Taylor, ‘The War in King Lear,’ Shakespeare Survey 33 (1980), 27-34.
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Kent’s redefinition of himself as the king’s plain-speaking messenger places

him in increasingly ambiguous territory. In the fourth scene, Kent caps his list of

capabilities with the claim that ‘the best of me, is diligence’ (sig.C3v). This rather

mannered word entered English from late medieval French, and means (in plain

speaking English translation) speediness or zeal. Kent’s ‘diligence’ becomes another

marker of his self-alienation, taking him increasingly further from his English roots.

Initially, his lines of communication with Lear’s sympathisers lie within domestic

boundaries: in scene v, for example, Lear asks him to take letters to Gloucester: ‘if

your diligence be not speedie, I shall be there before you’, (sig. D2v). But

subsequently, when both Lear and Gloucester are un-housed by Lear’s unnatural

daughters, Kent’s messages flow between Lear’s loyalists and the French army.

Following Lear’s expulsion, Kent discusses the imminent French invasion with the

First Gentleman, asking him to ‘make your speed to Douer’ with news of the king’s

misfortunes (sig. F3v), presumably to join Cordelia’s invading French army. Later,

when Lear has been conveyed to Dover, the First Gentleman gives Kent the news

that the king of France has returned home, leaving behind the Maréchal of France,

Monsieur la Far, and establishing that Cordelia is now fully apprised of her sisters’

ill-treatment of her father, justifying armed intervention with French help (sigs.H4v-

I1r). This entire scene is omitted from the Folio edition. Following Lear’s

reconciliation with Cordelia, Kent again meets with the First Gentleman, bringing

him news of Cornwell’s death and Edmund’s generalship of the English army

(sigs.K2v-K3r). This information gives the French side intelligence of English

military developments. Paradoxically, Kent the patriot is assisting the invasion of a

French army, and is encouraging the audience to follow the First Gentleman in

seeing this as a right and proper course of action.
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Now, the plot of Lear could be seen to provide sufficient justification for this;

Gonoril and Regan have, after all, betrayed their father and demonstrated their

unfitness to rule, and Cordelia has no option but to seek aid from her husband the

king of France. However, revisions to the play subsequent to the 1608 Quarto (or, at

least, discrepancies between the Quarto and the Folio texts) reduce the prominence of

the French invasion, a fact that has received a great deal of critical attention.

Madeline Doran speculated whether the censor might have intervened.75 W. W.

Greg and Irvine Ribner both commented that the French invasion creates what might

have been seen as a ‘patriotic dilemma’ and might have been cut on aesthetic

grounds.76 Gary Taylor argues that the changes were likely to have been made not

because of censorial or audience reception, but in response to the realisation that

English unity was more likely to be threatened by internal dissent than external

invasion.77

Whether authorial or accidental, the changing status of continental Europe in

relation to England is also symptomatic of adjustments the Jacobean regime made in

English foreign policy, contrasting sharply with that of Elizabeth’s last decade.

When the anonymous Leir play was staged in the 1590s, a significant body of

opinion in England believed that English destiny was inextricably linked with that of

75 Madeline Doran, The Text of King Lear (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1931). Gary Taylor
argues in ‘“Monopolies, Show Trials, Disaster and Invasion”: King Lear and Censorship’, in The
Division of the Kingdom, ed. by Gary Taylor and Michael Warren (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1984), pp.75-117, suggests that the topicality of various scenes makes it more likely that direct
censorial intervention would have affected the Quarto rather than the Folio. Hence, he says, Folio
omissions of certain scenes are likely to be authorial and executed for aesthetic reasons. Annabel
Patterson takes issue with this in Censorship and Interpretation, p.66-81, suggesting the Quarto was
‘designed to be ambiguous’ in order to negotiate political sensitivities, p.68.
76 W. W. Greg: ‘Time, Place and Politics in King Lear’ (1940), in Collected Papers of W. W. Greg,
ed. by J. C. Maxwell (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1966), p.333. Irvine Ribner: ‘Shakespeare
and Legendary History: Lear and Cymbeline’, SQ 7(1) (1956), 47-52.
77 Gary Taylor: ‘Monopolies, Show Trials, Disaster, and Invasion: King Lear and Censorship’, in The
Division of the Kingdoms: ‘The real threat to the Stuarts was not foreign invasion but domestic
discontent, and the Folio alterations to Acts Four and Five metamorphose the former into the latter.’
p.80. See also, ‘The War in King Lear’, cited above.
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France, much as the royal standard still contained embedded within it the fleur de lys

of its now lost French territories. This historical connectedness with Europe had

been refreshed, as we have seen in discussion of Cleopatra’s importation in the

previous section of this thesis, with an identification of common interest between

English Protestant identity and European co-religionists. English troops were even

deployed on the continent in a mirror image of the French invasion of English soil,

much as in Leir an invasion is justified by ‘friendship’ for one’s close spiritual

neighbours, and by ‘truth and justice’ (sigs. B3r and I1r). In the 1590s, therefore,

continental intervention was justified by religious politics: in Leir, the French king

enters ‘Britanny’ in a friendly disguise, dressed as a pilgrim in a grey ‘Palmers

weede’, and finds his love-match in Cordella, whose similar desire for a religious

habit marks her as his soul-mate.

By 1605, English foreign policy had changed. It cannot have escaped

Shakespeare’s notice that active continental involvement in confessional warfare was

complicated by the peace with Spain negotiated by the Treaty of London in 1604,

and by the desperate (and frustrated) hopes of the Gunpowder Plotters that foreign

aid would arrive in support of a Catholic coup in 1605. Yet the Quarto version of

1608 went to print -- even advertising a prior performance at court -- with its

‘Everyman’ figure actively involved in espionage and secret intelligence activity. By

renaming the king’s councillor ‘Kent’, the Quarto text indicates how English identity

in ‘Christendom’ was suspended at this moment in time, in a period of transition

between engagement in and withdrawal from European affairs. While Leir in the

1590s articulates a view of English identity within international Protestant identity,

Lear in 1608 is much more ambiguous.
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Gary Taylor suggests that the changes to the Quarto edition that played down

the actuality of a French invasion were most likely made by Shakespeare himself

sometime in the period 1609-11. Whether or not the changes were authorial, again,

Jacobean continental policy between 1609 and 1623 makes the change of emphasis

topically appropriate. Although the Cleves-Jülich succession crisis of 1609-10 was

resolved relatively peacefully following the assassination of Henri IV of France, the

relationship between Catholic and Protestant powers in Europe remained unresolved

and tense. Shakespeare died in 1616, before the opening shots of the Thirty Years

War were fired in 1619, and before the relationship between domestic and European

regional politics again became topical and even controversial. Whenever the

changes to Lear were made, and by whom, readers were again able to read of a

French invasion in a second Quarto published in 1619 (Q2, sig.F1v).78 These lines

were removed in the version of the play that appeared in Shakespeare’s First Folio in

1623. After 1619, James’s foreign policy was balanced precariously between the

king’s wish to broker peace between troubled European states without over-

committing his realm’s scarce fiscal resources, and the popular desire of many of his

subjects to commit more actively to the defence of Protestant Christendom. The

diminution of the French war in the Folio version of Lear may be seen as expressing

the potential sensitivity of this text to the uncertainty of Jacobean foreign policy in

the face of escalating tensions in Europe.

Kent’s pseudonym, Caius, has attracted little attention from critics. The

name is only once mentioned in the text. I have already suggested above that it

78 The second Quarto of 1619 was printed using the 1608 title page, by William Jaggard for Thomas
Pavier, STC 22293, without proper authority, and seems to have resulted in a protest from the King’s
Men to the Lord Chamberlain who instructed the Stationers’ Company that no more Shakespeare
plays should be published without the consent of the players. See W. W. Greg, The Shakespeare First
Folio: Its Bibliographical and Textual History (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1955), pp.9-16.
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seems to echo the name given to one of the speakers in a dialogue about fencing

written by an Italian fencing master active in London in the 1590s. But it may also

signpost, to those Richard Dutton has called ‘strong readers’, a submerged English

Catholic identity.79 The name Caius is found in one other of Shakespeare’s plays,

the Merry Wives of Windsor, where it is applied to a French doctor. It is generally

held that the reference in Merry Wives is to Dr John Caius, the recusant medical

scientist who re-founded Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge in the 1550s, and if

this is the case, Shakespeare’s hybridisation of Caius’s English-French nationality

creates a curious parallel with Kent’s French connection and the complications of

England’s European identity.

John Caius was tolerated by Elizabeth, as she tolerated others of private

Catholic faith, because he had a European-wide reputation as a gifted scientific and

medical writer, and because his Catholicism seems to have been quietly Erasmian

rather than stirred by fiery Counter-Reformation evangelism. However, in 1572 (in

the wake of the 1570 Papal Bull of excommunication that potentially transformed

Catholics into traitors), the Cambridge authorities ransacked Caius’s rooms and his

books were seized. His health seems to have declined following this, and he died in

July 1573. His tomb in the college chapel bears the inscription ‘fui Caius’, a legend

that Stephen Musgrove suggests is echoed by Kent’s confirmation of his identity

(qua servant) to Lear, ‘I am the very man’ (sig.L3v).80 Despite his heterodox

religion, John Caius was no traitor to his monarch, and saw himself as a patriotic

79 Richard Dutton, Mastering the Revels. Dutton does not specifically deal with Lear in this work, but
his general thesis is that censors would permit the possibility of dual interpretations, providing that the
material did not directly portray contemporary individuals in such a way as to provoke complaints, or
stage material likely to incite public disorder.
80 Stephen Musgrove, ‘The Nomenclature of King Lear’, p.296
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Englishman, upholding the accounts of English mythical history that connected

ancient British traditions and the advent of the Tudor dynasty.81

Shakespeare’s choice of Caius’s name as Kent’s alternative identity resonates

strongly with the politics of English Catholic identity in the early years of James’s

rule. While in no way providing a secret eye into the author’s own confessional

orientation, it is true that Shakespeare’s upbringing and family connections, and

indeed the heterodox world of theatrical London, would have given him ample

opportunity to understand this segment of English society.82 Debates on the

relationship between English Anglo-Saxon history and Catholicism in the wake of

the 1605 Gunpowder plot brought some of the antiquarian issues contested by John

Caius back into the eye of at least the most literate and learned of Shakespeare’s

audience. As mentioned at the start of this section, the profile of antiquarian Anglo-

Saxonism may have been raised in highly literate London circles by the publication

in 1605 of Camden’s Remaines. In the same year, Richard Verstegan’s Restitution of

Decayed Intelligence in Antiquities was published in Antwerp, and although banned,

circulated clandestinely amongst English Catholics, drawing confessional identity

into the debate concerning Anglo-Saxon identity. Verstegan promoted a Catholic

version of Anglo-Saxonism, urging England to reconnect with European

Christendom and the residual fabric of the Holy Roman Empire: ‘Englishmen are

descended of German race.’83 This may shed light on the curious remark in the

81 Irvine Ribner, ‘Shakespeare and Legendary History’, pp.47-8.
82 Richard Wilson’s Secret Shakespeare: Studies in Theatre, Religion and Resistance (Manchester:
Manchester University Press, 2004) excavates speculative evidence for Shakespeare’s own
Catholicism, arguing that his plays are shaped ‘by resistance to the resistance’ of religious fanatics,
promoting instead models of moderate belief and criticising acts of martyrdom.
83 Richard Verstegan, A Restitution of Decayed Intelligence in Antiquities. Concerning the most noble
and renowned English Nation, sig.A1r. Donna B. Hamilton, ‘Richard Verstegan and Catholic
Resistance: The Encoding of Antiquarianism and Love’, in Theatre and Religion, ed. by Richard
Dutton, Alison Findlay and Richard Wilson, pp.87-104, discusses the importance of this work to
English Catholics and argues that Verstegan’s glossary of Anglo-Saxon names links prominent
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Quarto that Kent and Edgar are rumoured to be in exile in Germany (sig.K2v). Why

not in France, given France is the allied nation? Exile in Germany points to Anglo-

Saxon constructions of Britain as ethnically linked with the mainstream of European

Christendom. Although conversely, for Protestants, contemporary German was the

Lutheran homeland: the figure is ambiguous, and can be read simultaneously in

either confessional direction.

More than antiquarianism, however, John Caius’s writing on nature may have

suggested one of Lear’s ‘little languages.’ In 1570, at precisely the time when his

recusancy began to attract the attention of the authorities, Caius wrote a treatise on

English dogs.84 Originally published in Latin and accessible to a narrow range of

readers, the work was popularised in vernacular translation by Abraham Fleming,

published in 1576. Caius’s Of English Dogges is usually cited as an example of

early scientific classification, entirely rational and secular in content. But is it

necessarily so in all reading contexts? William Baldwin’s anti-Catholic satire,

published in the same year as Caius’s original essay, used zoomorphic representation

of Catholics as ‘Cats’ to mount a hostile attack very different from the sympathetic

examination of dog-loving Caius.85 A later work of natural history, Izaak Walton’s

The Compleat Angler (1653) most certainly was read as a veiled allegory in support

of a moderate Anglican form of religion; the repositioning of natural history as

Catholic family names to Old English names in such a way as to re-ignite debate about who represents
the true ‘native’ tradition. See also Donna B. Hamilton, ‘Catholic Use of Anglo-Saxon Precedents,
1565-1625’, Recusant History, 26(4) (2003), 537-555; Benedict Scott Robinson, ‘John Foxe and the
Anglo-Saxons’, in John Foxe and his World, ed. by Christopher Highley and John King (Aldershot:
Ashgate, 2002), pp.54-72, who argues that Verstegan’s work suggests that Englishmen are not Britons
but Anglo-Saxons.
84 John Caius, De canibus Britannicis, liber vnus. De rariorum animalium et stirpium historia, liber
vnus. De libris propriis, liber vnus. (London: William Seres, 1570), trans. by Abraham Fleming, Of
English Dogges, the diuersities, the natures, and the properties (London: John Charlewood for
Richard Jones, 1576).
85 William Baldwin, A Maruelous Hystory Intitulede, Beware the Cat. Conteyning diuers wounderfull
and incredible matters. Very pleasant and mery to read. (London: William Gryffin, 1570).
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spiritual allegory would have been well within the imaginative range of early modern

readers. A curious reference to Caius’s work in the Protestant polemic of Thomas

Churchyard suggests that it might indeed have been read in confessionally-charged

contexts. Caius (here translated into English by Fleming) describes three sorts of

dogs, and argues the third sort is the most deadly:

There are three types of dogges:
 Which barcke only with free and open throate but will not bite,
 Which doe both barke and byte
 Which bite bitterly before they barke.86

Churchyard’s poem A wished reformacion of wicked Rebellion (1598), a crude anti-

Catholic rant, compares Jesuits to dogs that bite without first giving due warning by

barking, in a clear allusion to Caius’s work. Churchyard describes Jesuit agents

working secretly within England as dogs who only ‘whine’ before they bite:

Hee [Christ] preached peace, you sow discord and war,
All duety done, to Sezar Cryst dyd lyek,
But you in rage, and errors run so far,
Yee care not whom, yee poyson kill or stryek,
A shamelesse swarm, off Seminaries now,
Disgisd lyek dogges, that whine beefore they bite,
Fills euery towne, with truthlesse traytors throw,
Whoes words lyke swords, are ready drawne to smite,
But blo of Axe, comes oft ere they bee waer,
And stryeks of head, and leaues the body baer.87

The description of the Jesuits who hide in towns is curiously suggestive of Kent’s

intelligence to the first gentleman in Lear of French secret penetration of England’s

defences, lines cut and altered between the Quarto and Folio texts:

86 John Caius trans. Fleming, Of English Dogges, sig.E4v.
87 Thomas Churchyard, A Wished Reformacion of Wicked Rebellion. Newly set forth by Thomas
Churchyard Esquier (London: Thomas Este, 1598), lines 21-30.
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Kent: But true it is, from France there comes a power
Into this scattered kingdome, who already wise in our negligence
Haue secret feet in some of our best Ports,
And are at point to shew their open banner
(sig.F3v).

Churchyard’s pejorative use of dogs in Protestant polemic bends away from Caius’s

original message. Caius’s text also sounds a significantly patriotic note, but

welcomes dogs -- of all sorts -- and celebrates their usefulness. The preface to the

reader in Abraham Fleming’s translation says that the work was written at the

instigation of Conrad Gesner, the Swiss scientist whose Historia animalium was well

known throughout Europe: ‘an ignorant man woulde neuer haue bene drawne into

this opinion, to thincke that there had bene in England such variety & choise of

dogges, in all respectes (not onely for name but also for quality) so diuerse and

unlike.’ Cauis is careful to distinguish English dogs from Scottish dogs. While

Gesner had mentioned Scottish dogs in his famous bestiary, Caius argues that the

English have more need for hunting dogs than the Scots because they have ‘more

opportunitie and conuenient leisure’ than the Scots for aristocratic pursuits.88 At

various points, Caius compares native English usage of dogs with foreign usages.

For example, he considers that English sheepdogs are peculiarly suited to the free,

independent spirit of their home country:

For it is not in Englande, as it is in Fraunce, as it is in Flaunders, as it is in
Syria, as it is in Tartaria, where the sheepe follow the shepherd, for heere in
our country the sheepherd followeth the sheep.89

Other regions of the world may suffer oppression, but English sheep are free

subjects. A Catholic loyalist reading of English Dogges would have suggested that,

88 Caius, English Dogges, Preamble.
89 Caius, Englishe Dogges, sig.D4v.
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while elsewhere in Europe subject peoples might be obliged slavishly to follow the

religion of the prince, in England, there is room for confessional variety. Providing

subjects remained loyal (or fit for civil use), the state might tolerate a degree of

private confessional diversity. Much the same point was made in the Oldcastle play

examined earlier in this chapter.

What Shakespeare realises, and by calling Kent after the author of English

Dogges exploits, is that the dog is -- like metaphorical Kent -- a truly ambiguous

emblem.90 Lear’s Britain is a world in civil war, in which it is no longer clear what it

means morally and ethically to be a dog. This dilemma is explored in the scene

where Kent fights the Steward (in the Folio, Oswald). This man’s uncomfortable

proximity to Kent’s own self-identity is profoundly unsettling for the loyal retainer:

at what point does the loyal dog become the fawning sycophant? Kent accuses the

Steward of being:

..nothing but the composition of a knaue, begger, coward, pander, and the
sonne and heire of a mungrell bitch, whom I will beat into clamorous
whyning, if thou denie the least sillable of the addition’ (sig. E1r).

Cornwall, witnessing this exchange, is taken aback at the extremity of the verbal and

physical attack:

Cornwall: Why art thou angry?

Kent: That such a slaue as this should weare a sword,
That weares no honesty, such smiling roges as these,
Like Rats oft bite those cordes in twaine,
Which are to intrench, to loose smooth euery passion
That in the natures of their Lords rebel,
Bring oyle to stir, snow to their colder-moods,
Reneag, affirme, and turne their halcyon beakes

90 The figurative use of ‘dogs’ is also pointed up by William Empson, The Structure of Complex
Words (London: Chatto and Windus, 1977), Chapter 7 ‘The English Dog’, as a strong instance of a
complex word in common cultural circulation.
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With euery gale and varie of their maisters,
Knowing nought like dayes but following…
(sig.E1v)

‘Dayes’ in this last line is corrected to ‘dogges’ in the Folio, (II.ii. TLN 1153).

Although Kent’s animal metaphors in this passage are radically mixed – rats, halcyon

beaks and finally dogs follow in quick succession – the correction to ‘dogs’ follows

in a consistent line of association. The image of the ‘following’ dog echoes the

description in Caius’s English Dogges of English herding practice quoted above,

where ‘sheepherd followeth the sheep.’ Such violence from Kent is a necessary

psychological distancing of himself from the negative connotations of what it means

to be a loyal servant, because as the consummate loyal servant, the emblem of the

dog suits him well. But the breakdown in proper relations between rulers and

subjects has destabilised the connotations of the canine image.

In visual art of this period, dogs commonly appear as the emblem for loyalty.

Caius’s English Dogges acknowledges that this might be applied to human politics.

Anecdotally, Henry VII ordered that dogs attacking the noble lion should be killed as

a figure of speech warning his subjects against revolt: ‘beyng deepely displeased, and

conceauing great disdaine, that an yll fauoured rascall curre should with such violent

villany, assault the valiaunt Lyon king of all beastes.’91 Kent’s verbal attack on the

Steward echoes and amplifies an earlier attack by his master Lear which in turn

parallels Henry VII’s use of the metaphor: ‘that mungrel … my Lords knaue, you

horeson dog, you slaue, you cur (sig.C4r). Lear’s supporters, taking their cue from

the king, need to put some distance between themselves and the idea of service as

currish ‘following.’ Hence Kent protests -- too much -- to Gloucester that ‘No

contraries hold more antipathy, / Than I and such a knave’ (sig.E2r), and to Cornwall

91 John Caius, English Dogges, sig.C1v.
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that ‘I am no flatterer’ (sig.E2v). On being stocked, Kent says to Regan, ‘Why

Madam, if I were your fathers dogge, you could not use me so’ (sig.E2v). The image

is poignant because Kent is precisely in that relationship to Lear. Because the

political rhetoric of Lear’s British kingdom has shifted, it is no longer easy for native

English subjects to use the dog as a positive self-image. But without the positive

connotative associative range, this term becomes dangerously undomesticated.

Caius’s work had allowed for a variety of ways in which specifically English

dogs, ‘the difference of them’, might be suitable for a range of civil pursuits. His

treatise divides dogs up by categories according to usage, even finding a use for the

spaniel, acknowledged to be of Spanish origin: ‘He is also called a fynder, in Latine

Inquisitor, because that by serious and secure seeking he findeth such things as be

lost.’92 Figure 3 below shows Caius’s use of a Ramusian logic diagram, bracketing

together the types of dog known as ‘Spanish’ and ‘Inquisitor’:

Figure 3: John Cauis, Iohannis Caii Britanni De canibus Britannica (London: William Seres, 1570),
sig. C4r. Source: http://eebo.chadwyck.com/, accessed 29 November 2008. Image published with

permission of ProQuest. Further reproduction is prohibited without permission.

92 John Caius, English Dogges, sig.G1v.

http://eebo.chadwyck.com/
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It is unthinkable that a writer could write about a Spanish ‘Inquisitor’ in the 1570s

without contemporaries at least recalling the intensification of the Inquisition in the

Spanish Netherlands in these years.93 Yet Caius manages to suggest even a Spanish

dog may be naturalised, trained to good domestic purpose.

In Caius’s essay, dogs in their various kinds are accommodated within

English civil, domestic life. In a curious digression, Caius recalls the legendary

incident when King Edgar drove all wolves out of Britain:

Synce which time we reede that no wolfe hath bene seene in England, bred
within the bounds and borders of this countrey, mary there haue been diuers
brought ouer from beyonde the seas, for greedynesse of gaine and to make
money, for gasing and gaping, staring and standing to see them, being a
straunge beast, rare and seldom seene in England.94

There is no such thing as a truly native wolf: these are only foreign interlopers.

Spenser (or ‘E.K.’) makes the same point in the ‘September’ eclogue from the

Shepheardes Calendar discussed earlier in this chapter, where he discusses Edgar’s

expulsion of wolves from Kent. While the Protestant Spenser wishes to draw his

readers’ attention to the continuing dangerousness of foreign clerics as ‘wolves’,

Caius is instead using domesticated dogs as metaphors for loyal English subjects,

differentiated clearly from undomesticated, foreign, wolves.

This differentiation has been lost in King Lear. The tag ‘dog’ may even be

applied to characters acting honourably. In the Quarto, when Cornwall’s servant

attempts to intervene to stop Gloucester’s blinding, Regan says ‘How now you dog’

(sig.H1v). Elsewhere and unambiguously, the dog in Lear is used as a negative

93 The Dutch armed revolt against Spain was triggered by an intensification of the Inquisition and
reorganisation of bishoprics in 1565. In 1567, the Duke of Alva established a military dictatorship
with special courts to try the rebels. Armed conflict continued, led by William of Orange.
94 John Caius, English Dogges, sig.D4v.
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image.95 This is a world where the option of civilised domesticity celebrated by John

Caius in his catalogue of dogs has been lost. As the Fool remarks, ‘He’s mad, that

trusts in the tameness of a Wolfe, a horses health, a boyes loue, or a whores oath

(sig.G3v). In this ancient world, there are still wolves in Britain, and native dogs

easily revert to primitive type in ways that seem to connect directly with human

nature, a kind of sympathetic magical infection. Here, too, Kent’s use of the dog

metaphor ‘follows’ his master. Lear’s daughters are compared with wild animals:

Lear says to Goneril that he hopes Regan will ‘flea thy woluish visage’ (sig.D2v);

Kent subsequently talks of Lear’s ‘dog-harted daughters’ (sig.I1r).

The contrast between domesticated and undomesticated dog-wolves is

mirrored by Lear’s own un-housing. Cast out of doors, Lear finds himself in a world

that has no knowledge of canine domestication. Rather than return to Goneril, he

would rather choose “to be comrade with the wolf and owl” (vii.364). The

Gentleman subsequently tells Kent that, un-housed, Lear is even worse off than

wolves:

This night wherin the cub-drawne Bear would couch,
The Lion, and the belly-pinched Wolfe
Keepe their surre [sic] dry, unbonneted he runnes,
And bids what will take all
(sig.F3v).

When Regan pitilessly turns Lear out of doors, Gloucester also makes the connection

between wolves and inhospitable domestic spaces:

Gloucester: If wolues had at thy gate heard that dearn time
Thou shouldst haue said, “good Porter turne the key,
All cruels else subscribe’d but I shall see

95 Caroline Spurgeon in Shakespeare’s Imagery and What It Tells Us (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1935), reads the figure autobiographically, and concludes that Shakespeare did not
much like dogs, pp.195-8.
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The winged vengeance ouertake such children
(sig.H1v).

Has Regan shut Lear out with the wolves, or turned the key to let wolves in? It is

cruelly apposite that the blinded and un-housed Gloucester is left with a dog’s

strongest sense, that of smell: ‘Goe thrust him out at gates, and let him smell his way

to Douer’, (sig.H2r).

Those who rebel against Gonoril and Regan seek to re-establish a civil world

in which dogs are again domesticated. Cordelia comments to Kent that her enemy’s

‘dogge, / Though he had bit me, should have stood that night / Against my fire’

(sig.K2r). Such nostalgia for fireside dogs is a marker of Cordelia’s ability to look

for the ethical heart of political affairs. Caius’s essay is ambivalent on the subject of

pet dogs. He associates ‘the delicate, neate, and pretty kind of dogges called the

Spaniel gentle or the comforter’ with ‘daintie dames, and wanton women’s wills,

instruments of folly for them to play and dally withall.’96 He does, however,

acknowledge one set of circumstances in which such silly little dogs might have

rational purpose: ‘we find that these little dogs are good to asswage the sicknesse.’97

Specifically, they may be placed on the stomach of an ill person, and in some cases,

the illness seems to be transferred from the human to the dog. Ironically, in Lear,

even this use is no longer accessible. In his madness -- a form of sickness -- Lear

reaches for the image of the healing lapdog, and finds it snarling. Mad Tom points

out that in this world, domesticated dogs have fled their kennels, and even imaginary

lap dogs have turned on their master.

Lear: The little dogs and all

96 John Caius, English Dogges, sig.Diiv.
97 John Caius, English Dogges, sig.Diiir.
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Trey, Blanch, and Sweet hart, see they barke at me.

Edg: Tom will throw his head at them, auant you curs, Be thy mouth, or
blacke, or white, tooth that poisons if it bite, Mastife, gray hound, mungril,
grim-hound or spaniel, brach or him, Bobtaile tike, or trundletaile, Tom will
make them weep & waile, For with throwing thus my head, dogs leape the
hatch and all are fled, loudla doodla come march to wakes, and faires, and
market townes, poore Tom thy horne is dry.
(sig.G4r).

The echoes in these lines of John Cauis’s Of English Dogges are absolutely

unmistakable, the categories of listed dogs even align with Caius’s categories (see

Figure 3).

The evocation of Caius’s recusant treatise does not prove that Shakespeare’s

play has an unequivocal, evangelical Catholic message; that was not, after all, the

persuasive direction of Caius’s writing, which instead argues for the English

‘naturalisation’ of European identities, scientific and otherwise.98 Shakespeare’s

evocation of Caius’s Dogges rather reinforces the idea that the Kentish perspective

looks back to a lost civilised golden age, a hospitable, domesticated world in which

truth can be properly and appropriately kennelled, a golden age remembered from a

present landscape of radically ambiguous emblems, split personae and conflicted

identities.

4 Conclusion

Stanley Wells, in his editorial introduction to the Oxford Shakespeare edition

of the 1608 Quarto of Lear, argues that the play is profoundly de-localised: Dover is

98 Other Catholic material embedded in Lear, for example Shakespeare’s use of Harsnett’s
Declaration of Egregious Popish Impostures, similarly both re-inscribes and appropriates its rhetoric.
While the devils invoked by the Jesuits in Harsnett and Mad Tom are fictional and fiendish,
Edgar/Mad Tom’s fantastic evocation of the devil on the Dover cliffs performs a useful psychological
purpose, preventing Gloucester committing suicide before he has been reconciled with his son.
Stephen Greenblatt, ‘King Lear and Harnett’s “Devil Fiction”’, in The Power of Forms in the English
Renaissance, ed. by Stephen Greenblatt (Norman, OK; Pilgrim Books, 1982), pp. 239-242.
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‘an ideal rather than a reality.’99 Timeframes and geography are abstracted, Wells

suggests, because ‘Shakespeare was clearly anxious not to place the action within a

specific philosophical or religious context.’100 As I have argued in this section, the

imaginary topography of ‘Kent’ might indeed have suggested to Shakespeare’s

contemporaries a liminal region of mists and ambiguity, but this metaphor was not

simply neutral, but instead created a moral and ethical space that embodied native

identity in the figure of the despairing and alienated counsellor. By juxtaposing

franco-philic Kent and anglo-centric Edgar, Shakespeare’s Lear managed to execute

the most finely imagined balancing act between conflicting interpretations of what it

meant to be English in the years immediately following the Stuart accession, when

various political and religious debates about the future shape of Stuart ‘Britain’ and

her relationship with the rest of Europe had radically complicated what English

national identity signified.

‘Kent’ in Shakespeare’s King Lear brings to Galfridian history a new sense of

scepticism, a refusal to commit to and participate in the future history of this new

national configuration. John Curran has also remarked upon the play’s historical

avoidance, commenting that Shakespeare’s play ‘limits itself to its own world’,

cutting itself off from its chronicle past and future in a manner very different from

the more carefully situated Elizabethan plays that tell of early British divisions, such

as Sackville and Norton’s Gorboduc (1561), the anonymous Locrine (c.1595) and

The True Chronicle History of King Leir. Curran argues that ‘the play’s lack of

futurity de-emphasises any political message or lesson that might be extracted from

99 Stanley Wells, ‘Introduction’ to The History of King Lear, ed. by Gary Taylor and Stanley Wells,
p.33.
100 Stanley Wells, The History of King Lear, p.35.
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it.’101 On the contrary: I would suggest that such a lack of historical embeddedness

suggests a deliberate dissociation from the providential framework that James I

assumed would operate to persuade his subjects of the inevitability of British re-

unification under the Stuart dynasty, a vision articulated by highly visible, public

theatrical events such as Antony Munday’s mayoral pageant, The Triumphs of

Reunited Britania (1605).

Shakespeare’s sceptical use of the Kentish metaphor opened up new

possibilities for subsequent playwrights. In the late Jacobean period, historical Kent

experienced intense and unusually contested local elections. Middleton’s play,

Hengist, King of Kent, better known as The Mayor of Queenborough, revisited the

troubled Kentish topography sometime around 1620, using the chronicle histories of

the Saxon invasions to stage contemporary worries about Spanish continental

aggrandisement and the Stuart Spanish marriage policy, and, in a double plot, laying

against these worries questions of domestic governance. Once again, the region

became a dramatic location in which local and national identities collided and fault

lines were revealed. Margot Heinemann suggests that Middleton’s play stages

popular dislike of the pro-Spanish faction at James’s court, and that the naïve if well-

intentioned King Constantius, who is betrayed by an over-mighty favourite, mirrors

James himself, and his unpopular favourite Buckingham.102 Such plays, argues

Heineman, gradually allowed those who felt the Stuart regime did not fully represent

them or their politics to imagine an alternatively constituted nation. The

‘dangerousness’ of such perspectives, locally differentiated from the environment of

101 John E. Curran, ‘Geoffrey of Monmouth in Renaissance Drama: Imagining Non-History’, Modern
Philology, 97(1) (1999), 1-20, p.1.
102 Margot Heinemann, Puritanism and Theatre: Thomas Middleton and Opposition Drama under the
Early Stuarts, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980), Chapter 9 ‘Hard Times and Hengist
King of Kent’, pp.134-150.
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the centralised court, was only fully recognised with hindsight. Julia Briggs suggests

that when Hengist was first published as a ‘Restoration text’ in 1661, readers would

have been expected to react strongly against the usurpation of a rightful king.103

However, such real-life consequences were less plausible before 1642.

Nevertheless, under Charles I, the tensions between local and national

identities continued to ease their way further apart. In a recent discussion of pre-civil

war interrogations of British mythological origins, Lisa Hopkins identifies a number

of works that radically questioned the Stuart construction of ‘Britain’ at the time of

Charles’s Scottish coronation in 1633. Hopkins suggests that Jasper Fisher’s play

Fuimus Troes, first published in 1633 although probably written much earlier, echoes

the anxiety found in Shakespeare’s Lear by asking its readers to consider the vexing

question ‘We were the Trojans -- but who are we now?’104 This, then, is the

significance of the complex metaphorical landscape of Kent in early modern

literature: a topography that provided contemporary Englishmen with an

experimental landscape in which their own conflicted national identities might be

explored and expressed. Kentish pastoral nostalgia, invoking a golden age of

balanced commonwealth for elite readers, lay uncomfortably alongside Kent’s

historical associations with popular representational strategies that all too often

suggested national disunity. Uneasily accommodated in 1608, these tensions would

not always prove to be reconcilable.

103 Julia Briggs, ‘Middleton’s Forgotten Tragedy Hengist King of Kent’, The Review of English
Studies, n.s. 41(164) (1990), 479-495, p.481.
104 Lisa Hopkins ‘We Were the Trojans: British National Identities in 1633’, Renaissance Studies,
16(1) (2002), 36-51.
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SECTION IV: ENGLISH CHRISTENDOM: RE-IMAGINED HOMELAND

1. Introduction

Cleopatra’s Egypt and England’s Kent: both appear in late Elizabethan drama

as imagined spaces wherein alien and domestic identities mingle. As Shakespeare’s

exploration of these virtual spaces demonstrates, encounters between native and

foreign representations of imaginary selves did not necessarily produce a singular

resolution of native identity defined against a clearly differentiated ‘Other.’ Instead,

these spaces are fields of play for native identities under pressure, and rather than

clarifying and defining a static, consensual group norm, they express dynamic

discourses in which social and political identities become destabilised by volatile and

ambiguous figurative environments.

The third and final metaphorical region to be surveyed by this thesis,

Christendom, is perhaps the most emotionally invested of all. To use Raymond

Williams’s terminology, Christendom was a rich and complex cultural ‘keyword’,

and the struggle over what this imagined community did or not contain defined both

local and regional identities in the early modern period.1 Christendom described a

place that was, strictly, a no-place, and its borders might be defined in very different

ways: as a spiritual kingdom with historical claims to globally comprehensive

1 Raymond Williams, Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and Society (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1976).
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territorial empire; as a trans-national imagined community of co-believers; as a

shadowy reflection only of God’s heavenly kingdom. As Denys Hay pointed out in

Europe: The Emergence of an Idea, the expansion of Islam in the late medieval

period had coalesced with inherited classical notions of regional identity to suggest

that, in western European discourses, Christendom was co-extensive with the

western Roman empire, its application restricted to the peoples recognising the Pope

as the head of their common faith.2 By 1600, it was obvious that the idea of

Christendom as a synonym for Europe was seriously under pressure, as post-

Reformation confessional divisions and wars between rival dynastic powers drove

ever-deeper fissures into the structural politics of the region. However, before more

secular notions of European identity could replace the idea of Christendom in the

eighteenth century, the construction was pushed to exorbitant limits. In the period

under examination, it was deployed with the strident overemphasis attendant on high

levels of cultural anxiety, appearing as a universal shorthand to indicate the assumed

fundamental and common ground of contemporary political discourse. Christendom

expressed what was understood, without further refinement or explanation, to encode

the values and beliefs of contemporary cultural identity. For statements about the

composition and membership of Christendom were not only descriptions of

contemporary political reality. Christians in Europe were fighting for much more

than simply their own local identity; they were investing these with all the fervour of

their religious convictions. As an expression of collective identity, Christendom

looked back not only over 1500 years of shared faith in Christ, but also forward to an

2 Denys Hay, Europe: The Emergence of an Idea (1957; 2nd edn. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University
Press, 1967). See also Franklin le van Baumer, ‘The Conception of Christendom in Renaissance
England’, Journal of the History of Ideas 6(2) (1945), 131-56, which argues that Christendom marks
out a space in which the inhabitants share a ‘common religious heritage and destiny’; José A
Fernandez, ‘Erasmus on the Just War’, Journal of the History of Ideas 34(2) (1973), 209-26 which
argues that ‘Christendom was the heir to the Roman Empire’, p.220.
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apocalyptic moment in which some, but not all, of mankind would be welcomed into

heaven, mankind’s one true homeland.3

In the late sixteenth century, therefore, Christendom expressed both an

historic and an aspirational identity; an Eden lost, and a future homeland as yet not

fully attained. And as such, the concept of alienation, or estrangement, is of central

importance to it: Christendom is a point of origin for native identity, of departure and

return. In the literature of the late sixteenth century, we find the idea of alienation

associated with spiritual crisis, a falling away from God.

In works such as The theatre of Gods iudgements, translated and augmented

by Thomas Beard from the original French work by Jean de Chassanion (1597), the

world is a space offset from God:

And herein we shall perceive euen the iust vengeance of God to light upon
the malice and unthankfulnesse of men, to whom when he would draw neare,
to doe good unto by offering them the cleare light of his favour, the more
they striue to alienate and keepe themselves aloofe from him, and so farre
from being bettered thereby, that they shew themselves a great deale more
malitious and obdurate then euer they did before.4

Surveying Biblical and post-Biblical history, Beard searches out evidence for man’s

reprobate state and argues that the Godly and the Wicked differ mainly in their

proximity to God: ‘whatever tribulation befalleth them [the Just], they can not be

3 Notions of the imminence of the apocalypse were widespread in England and Scotland by the end of
the sixteenth century. See Arthur H. Williamson, Scottish National Consciousness in the Age of
James VI: The Apocalypse, the Union and the Shaping of Scotland’s Public Culture (Edinburgh: John
Donald Publishers Ltd, 1979), and Antony Martin, ‘The End of History: Thomas Norton’s “v periods”
and the Pattern of English Protestant Historiography’ in John Fox and his World, ed. by Christopher
Highley and John N. King (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2002), pp.37-53.
4 Jean de Chassanion, The Theatre of Gods Iudgements: or, a collection of histories out of sacred,
ecclesiasticall, and prophane authours concerning the admirable iudgements of God vpon the
transgressours of his commandements, trans. and augmented by Thomas Beard, (London: Adam Islip,
1597), Book 1, Chapter 2, sig.B2r.
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separated from the loue of God.’5 Home is where God is; the Just dwell with God,

while the Wicked are outside the oecumene. Writing of early modern autobiography

and self-representation, Ronald Bedford, Lloyd Davis and Philippa Kelly have

recently argued that in this period self-identity was primarily defined with God as the

significant ‘Other’: early modern diaries exhibit ‘the expression of an ‘I’ as

bequeathed by God, and thus experienced, as it were, in the third person.’6 The

representation of Christendom as an earthly place wherein dwelt God’s people was

therefore fraught with difficulties, as the very processes of self-inspection and self-

awareness through which writers might represent their individual and social selves

were implicitly evidence of separation from God, of differentiation from that which

signalled to Christians an authentic spiritual identity.

These representational tensions became even more problematic when the

Christendom construction was applied to state identities. The idea of Christendom

could be -- and was -- appropriated by monarchs who styled themselves as Christian

kings. But the connotative range of the term stretched deep into territory outside the

jurisdiction of earthly monarchs. Indeed, Thomas Beard’s Theatre concentrates its

efforts on proving ‘how the greatest monarchs in the world ought to be subject to the

law of God, and consequently the lawes of men and of nature.’7 In 1597, it might be

imagined that such a book was broadly sympathetic to official Elizabethan political

philosophy, particularly as the work goes to some lengths to censure those who ‘have

murdered their rulers or Princes’ or who have ‘rebelled against their superiors.’8

However, the publishing history of this text shows that the message might, in

5 Beard, The Theatre of Gods Iudgements, Book 2, Chapter 51, ‘How the afflictions of the godly and
punishments of the wicked differ’, sig.Gz6r.
6 Ronald Bedford, Lloyd Davis and Philippa Kelly, Early Modern English Lives: Autobiography and
Self-Representation 1500-1600, (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2007), p.3, p.29, p.116.
7 Beard, The Theatre of Gods Iudgements, Book 1, Chapter 6, sig.B6v.
8 Beard, The Theatre of Gods Iudgements, Book 2, Chapters 4 sig.P4r and 5 sig.P6v.
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different reading contexts, twist away from sanctioning the legitimacy of earthly

monarchs. Editions published in 1631, 1642 and 1648 suggest the text might

increasingly support a hard-line, Puritan providentialist view of the tragic but well-

deserved ends of political tyrants.9

So, although persuasive on the reasons why the political geography of Europe

and the sacred geography of Christendom might have been coterminous at the

beginning of the sixteenth century, Denys Hay’s essay on their subsequent

dissociation and the emergence of the secular term Europe neglects, I believe, to

examine in detail how the terminology of Christendom was dismantled and

reconfigured in the century and a half between the Reformation and the end of the

Thirty Years War. Although Hay is undoubtedly right in arguing that the last and

greatest of the schisms in the western Church, and the conflicts it generated, fatally

undermined the institutional infrastructure of Christendom as a regional identity, the

attempts made by secular monarchs to valorise their dynastic regimes with the

charismatic language of spiritual legitimacy played a significant role in the

deconstruction of the term. The threat of Hapsburg, and later of Bourbon,

dominance in the region produced a strong resistance to imperial and universalist

applications of Christendom. This section will argue that, in England, faith in

materially substantial realisations of Christendom as a regional identity was

undermined first by patriotic resistance to Spain, and then by suspicion of Jacobean

pacifist and irenic foreign policies. Insensitive to the shifts in connotative range,

James I and his son Charles continued to deploy the term long after it had in effect

9 See Blair Worden, ‘Providence and Politics in Cromwellian England’, Past and Present 109 (Nov,
1985), 55-99.
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been colonised by others, and they themselves had been pushed to the exotic fringes

of this particular imagined geography.

2. Championing Christendom: Current Affairs, Romance and Epic

In English writing in the final decade of Elizabeth’s reign, the term

Christendom saw a period of incandescence, the idea surging forward on a high tide

of chivalric publishing that accompanied the spirit of patriotic militarism stirred up

by the Spanish Armada.10 Works such as Richard Johnson’s Most Famous History

of the seauen champions of Christendome, featuring the famous deeds of St George

of England, St Andrew of Scotland, St Patrick of Ireland and St David of Wales,

gave strong numerical weight to the holy warriors of Elizabeth’s realm, while

allowing St Dennis of France, St James of Spain and St Anthony of Italy supporting

roles in the fight against the enemies of Christ.11 As Denys Hay so persuasively

describes, the primary mechanism by which medieval Christendom had defined itself

was crusade -- the Holy War against the infidel. In the western European romance

tradition, Holy War geographically defined the territorial extent of Christendom, as

Christian knights reclaimed occupied sectors of the continent and expelled Islamic

interlopers. But even at its most assertive, Christendom expressed an earthly

geography under threat, which had been alienated, and which might become so again

if not vigorously defended.

10 See Alex Davis, Chivalry and Romance in the English Renaissance (Cambridge: D S Brewer,
2003); Michael L. Hays, Shakespearean Tragedy as Chivalric Romance: Rethinking Macbeth,
Hamlet, Othello, and King Lear (Woodbridge: D.S. Brewer, 2003).
11 Richard Johnson, The Most Famous History of the Seauen Champions of Christendome (London: J
Danter for Cuthbert Burbie, 1596; Part 2 in 1597; Parts 1 and 2 in 1608. See Naomi Conn Liebler,
‘Bully St. George: Richard Johnson’s Seven Champions of Christendom and the Creation of the
Bourgeois National Hero’ in Early Modern Prose Fiction: The Cultural Poetrics of Reading, ed. by
Naomi Conn Liebler (Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2007), pp.115-29.
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In the period of open Anglo-Spanish war, notions of the Turkish threat from

the East were frequently elided with the Hapsburg threat, particularly by the strongly

anti-Spanish party associated with first the Earl of Leicester and then the Earl of

Essex. Chivalric tales of Christendom appealed both to aristocrats and to those with

upwardly mobile social aspirations; the discourse linked the top to the bottom of the

social hierarchy throughout this period, and well into the mid-seventeenth-century

civil war.12 For the Essex circle in the 1590s, the framework of Christendom was

used to particular effect, as a space to be reclaimed for indigenous Christian

government; this meant, in practice, promoting an aggressively anti-Hapsburg

foreign policy. Young men in the Essex circle framed tales of contemporary

Christendom not simply in the role of ‘Squires’ and ‘Knights’ tales, but as

Secretary’s tales, infusing the realpolitik of foreign policy with the spirit of chivalric

romance.

When France dissolved into confessionally-charged civil war after 1589, the

Papacy found itself with no option but to look to Philip II and Spain in the 1590s as

the defender of the universal church against Protestantism. Giovanni Botero’s

survey of contemporary geopolitics, Delle Relatione Universali, was printed in Rome

in several instalments between 1591 and 1596 and promoted a vision of regional

European Christendom led by Philip II.13 Whether or not directly aware of this

particular work, English Protestant writers were conscious of the implications of a

Hapsburg-Papal Holy alliance, and were quick to formulate alternative models of

12 See J. S. A. Adamson, ‘Chivalry and Political Culture in Caroline England’, in Culture and Politics
in Early Stuart England, ed. by Kevin Sharp and Peter Lake (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1994), pp.161-
97; William Hunt, ‘Civic Chivalry and the English Civil War’ in The Transmission of Culture in Early
Modern Europe, ed. by A. Grafton and A. Blair (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
1990), pp.204-37; Richard C. McCoy, ‘Old English Honour in an Evil Time: Aristocratic Principle in
the 1620s’, in The Stuart Court and Europe: Essays in Politics and Political Culture, ed. by R.
Malcolm Smuts (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), pp.133-55.
13 See Joan-Paul Rubiés, ‘Oriental Despotism and European Orientalism: Botero to Montesquieu’,
Journal of Early Modern History 9(2), (2005), 109-80.
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pan-European Christian cooperation. The State of Christendom, an essay

traditionally associated with Henry Wotton but which Alexandra Gajda in a recent

essay has suggested may have been written by Antony Bacon, appeared around the

end of 1594 and was read within circles of those sympathetic to the Earl of Essex.14

In 1599, an ostensibly more secular territorial prospectus, but one in fact even more

uncompromisingly Protestant in tone, appeared from the pen of Edwin Sandys, son

of the Puritan Archbishop of York and future Parliamentarian. Europae speculum

was also initially circulated in manuscript, but subsequently it appeared in print in

June 1605, translated into English to reach a more popular audience, as A relation of

the state of religion: and with what hopes and policies it hath beene framed, and is

maintained in the severall states of these westerne partes of the world.15 The

publisher, Simon Waterson, had been closely associated with the public

dissemination of the political ideas of the Protestant internationalist circles of the

1590s. These essays promoted a version of European international relations that was

protective of national political and religious identity at the expense of larger, pan-

European Christian identity, paradoxically translating Christendom as a charismatic

term to valorise their localist theses.

The State of Christendom consistently points to Spain as the cause of dissent

between Christian nations, even suggesting that war against Spain is also, in effect,

war against the Turk -- implicitly, a Holy War:16

14 The essay was circulated in manuscript for many years, and eventually appeared in print attributed
to Henry Wotton towards the end of the Interregnum, as The State of Christendom: or, a most exact
and curious discovery of many Secret Passages and hidden mysteries of the times (London:
Humphrey Mosely, 1657). See Alexandra Gajda, ‘The State of Christendom: History, Political
Thought and the Essex circle’, The Institute of Historical Research (Oxford: Blackwell, 2007).
15 Edwin Sandys, A Relation of the State of Religion (London: Valentine Simmes for Simon Waterson,
1605).
16 Wotton/Bacon, The State of Christendom, p.132, sig.Bb2v. See James Turner Johnson, Ideology,
Reason and the Limitation of War: Religious and Secular Concepts 1200-1740 (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1975), on ‘Holy War’ and conflict between Christian confessional groups until at
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… professing one Christ Crucified, fighting under one Master, and bearing
the general name of Christians, they [Christians] give occasion unto the
professed enemy of Christianity, by taking advantage of their unnatural
dissention, to enlarge his (already too large) Confines and Territories.17

Gajda argues convincingly that The State of Christendom was an attempt to answer

the attacks on the legitimacy of Elizabeth’s regime mounted by polemical Catholic

texts, suggesting to exiled Catholics that Elizabeth could be their natural queen; less

helpfully, however, the text endorsed continental theories of resistance to ‘unnatural’,

tyrannous monarchs.18 As the accession of James VI of Scotland to the English

throne became ever more obviously the only solution to the succession problem, the

arguments propounded in The State of Christendom about the natural rule of native

monarchs over subjects of the same ethnicity and civil law framework (‘every Prince

hath his qualities, and every sort of people hath his conditions’) became more and

more problematic.19 What The State of Christendom demonstrates clearly is the

national appropriation of ‘Christian’ regional politics to defend national autonomy

and self-rule, and that intensification of these sentiments, provoked by resistance to

the Hapsburgs, might generate arguments potentially problematic for the succession

of non-native kings to multiple kingdoms.

least 1648, p.82. The ethical justification for war between Christian nations greatly exercised
Renaissance humanists: see Desiderius Erasmus, Dulce bellum inexpertis (1515, Supplement to his
Adagia of that year), translated into English as Bellum Erasmi (London: T Berthelti, 1533), and
Querela pacis (Basle, 1517), translated as The Complaint of Peace, by Thomas Paynell, (London:
John Cawoode, 1559). Erasmus promoted the humanitarian necessity of striving to maintain peace by
upholding God’s natural law. War between Christians might, on occasion, be considered ‘Just’ under
the laws of man, but could not be ‘Holy’ or fully justified under natural law: war between Christians
always made the protagonists less fully ‘human.’ See Jose A. Fernandez, ‘Erasmus on the Just War’,
Journal of the History of Ideas, 34(2) (1973), 209-26. Against this theoretical background, the
appearance of Alberico Gentili’s treatise De Jure Belli (Leiden, 1589; and London: John Wolfe,
1589), which stated more confidently the legal justifications for secular wars between Christian states,
signalled a sea change in attitudes towards inter-regional conflict.
17 Wotton/Bacon, The State of Christendom, p.4, sig.B2v.
18 Gajda, The State of Christendom, p.17.
19 Wotton/Bacon, The State of Christendom, p.9, sig.C1r.
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Other versions of Anglo-centric Christendom chose to promote the anti-

Catholic intolerance that Essex and his supporters were careful in the mid 1590s to

avoid. Edwin Sandys’s’ A Relation of the State of Religion was in fact so

provocative on that account that the author suppressed copies of his printed text of

June 1605 as news broke of the Gunpowder Plot in November of that year.

Theodore Rabb suggests this was done because of the book’s ‘tolerant comments

against Catholics.’20 In fact, I would argue that the text is very strongly weighted

against Catholicism. Perhaps the authorities were anxious to prevent a violent

English Protestant backlash against Catholics; perhaps they were anxious to preserve

the appearance of civil toleration negotiated the previous year during the discussions

leading up to the signing of the Treaty of London between England and Spain. For

whatever reason, it is clear that Sandys’s text, originally written at the close of

Elizabeth’s reign, had become unpalatable to the authorities under her successor.

But not to English readers, for whom strong declarations of Protestant faith were

becoming more and more central to articulations of national identity: the text

appeared in fourteen editions during the course of the seventeenth century.

In Sandys’s essay, Protestantism is sharply differentiated from Catholicism, the latter

being closer to Islam than to true Christian practice. The Inquisition is ‘fitter for the

religion of Antionchus and Domitian, or Mahomets Alcheron than for the clemancie

of his Gospell who was Prince of mildness and mercie.’21 Spanish and Italians are

much worse than Turks because ‘the verie Turkes have the Christians blaspheaming

of Christ in execration.’22 The Spanish in particular are polluted by Arabian,

Moorish and Jewish blood: ‘a great part of the Spanish nobility is mixed at this day

20 Theodore K. Rabb, ‘Sandys, Sir Edwin’ in The Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2004), vol.48, pp.922-7.
21 Sandys, A Relation of the State of Religion, sig.L3r.
22 Sandys, A Relation of the State of Religion, sig.P4r.
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with Iewish blood.’23 Sandys acknowledges that the Catholic nations might similarly

represent the Protestants are barbarian infidels: he reminds his readers of the Catholic

slur that ‘the English Nation (since their falling away from their Church) is growne

so barbarous, that their students are very Cannibals, and eate young children, and that

there is no kind of villanie which is not currant [sic] amongst them.’24 According to

Sandys, Christendom should look for political leadership from a re-established form

of ancient conciliar government, mediated locally by national Princes and their

Parliaments. Sandys’s vision of reunited Christendom is de facto a depiction of the

English mixed constitution written large upon a federalised Europe of Reformed

nation-states.

Unlike Essex, whose outlook was internationalist, Sandys was first and

foremost concerned with domestic, English identity, a predilection that was borne out

by his subsequent career. Despite the suppression of A Relation, Sandys became

prominent in English national politics during the parliamentary debates of 1605-7,

during which he opposed James’s arguments in favour of complete union between

England and Scotland and the creation of a new national identity, ‘Great Britain.’

Sandys argued that such a perfect union depended on a uniformity of law, and that

the Scots would first have to embrace the English common law framework -- a

proposal that the Scots would clearly not accept.25 As an English parliamentarian,

representing English subjects, Sandys was ultimately much less concerned with

regional Christian identity as with defending his own particular sense of English

national and confessional interests.

23 Sandys, A Relation of the State of Religion, sig.Q1v.
24 Sandys, A Relation of the State of Religion, sig.M1r.
25 The Parliamentary Diary of Robert Bowyer, 1606-1607, ed. D. H. Willson (Minneapolis: University
of Minnesota Press, 1931), pp.218-24.
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However one reads these essays, the thrust of their arguments position either

Spaniards or, more generally, resolved Roman Catholics, outside the spiritual centre

of Christendom as defined within English political discourse. And given the

scepticism of these learned and informed English treatises over the ability of diverse

Christian nations to reach universally-acceptable common ground, it is hardly

surprising that the English stage in this period found it hard to avoid a note of

disjuncture, bathos or even outright irony in its representations of Christendom.

This was not simply because of the huge discrepancy in extent between the space

contained by the ‘unworthy scaffold’ of the stage and the ‘vasty fields’ not just of

France (as acknowledged by the Prologue to Shakespeare’s Henry V) but all of

Europe and the Holy Land. As both a territory and a religious community, the

meaning of Christendom was ambiguous and contested. Audience responses to

representations of Christendom as a territorial materialisation were therefore hard to

predict; different audiences might respond very differently to this imagined

geography.

The literary genres most closely affected by these shifts in political

geography were epic and romance, both traditionally concerned with the complicated

relationship between individual identities and collective history. Both genres had

developed a body of European literature that defined the identities of the central

protagonists against exotic, pagan or even diabolical, ‘Others.’ In both cases, we see

these stories becoming increasingly complicated throughout the sixteenth century by

divisions within European power structures, sacred and secular.

In the early sixteenth century, writers in Northern Italy had revisited and

appropriated French Carolingian geste literature, using these narratives to enrich their

regional vernacular literatures. These Italian epics, both in their original languages
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and in translation, helped to position European readers within the complex regional

politics of their age. As Jo Ann Cavallo has convincingly argued, Matteo Maria

Boiardo’s Orlando Innamorato (Scadiano, 1495), Ludovico Ariosto’s Orlando

Furioso (Ferrara, 1532) and Torquato Tasso’s Gerusalemme Liberata (Ferrara, 1581)

were deeply invested in the complex politics of contemporary Italy, voicing anxieties

not just about the renewed threat of western Islamic expansionism, but also about the

growing divisions within Christian Europe and how these might impact on the

authors and their readers.26 Boiardo’s Orlando was written at the height of French

attempts to claim Italian territory and wrestle control of the peninsula from the Holy

Roman Empire. Ariosto’s work appeared in print only a few years after the

catastrophic sack of Rome by Imperial troops; the relationship between Christian

religious and secular governmental regimes had never been so fraught. Tasso’s epic

expressed both post-Tridentine Counter-Reformation zeal and anxiety about

continuing confessional division in Europe.

Now, in post-Armada England, these Italian works were newly translated into

English, lending English national identity new trappings of crusading heroism. The

last of these three great works, Tasso’s verse epic on the fortunes of the First

Crusade, was perhaps the most optimistic of the three, influenced by the growing

confidence of the Catholic Counter-Reformation in the possibility of achieving a re-

united universal church. The appearance of Richard Carew’s English translation of

the opening five books in 1594, followed by Edward Fairfax’s translation of the full

work in 1600, made Tasso’s story more accessible to English readers.27 The central

26 Jo Ann Cavallo, The Romance Epics of Boiardo, Ariosto & Tasso: From Public Duty to Private
Pleasure (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2004).
27 Torquato Tasso, Godfrey of Bulloigne, or the Recouerie of Hierusalem. An heroicall poeme written
in Italian by Seig. Torquato Tasso, trans. by Richard Carew (books 1 to 5) (London: John Windet for
Christopher Hunt, 1594). Torquato Tasso, (Gerusalemme liberata), Godfrey of Bulloigne, or The
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hero -- Godfrey of Boulogne -- came from a part of France that had, until 1550, been

considered by the English to be part of their realm. The town was familiar,

geographically close to the English coastline, and historically, occupied territory.

English translations of Tasso were known in the first instance, therefore, under the

heading ‘Godfrey of Bologne’ with ‘the Recovery of Jerusalem’ added as a sub-title.

English versions also necessarily reversed the confessional polarity of the original;

elements appropriated by Edmund Spenser’s Faerie Queene, for example, obviously

reflect the author’s profoundly committed Protestantism.28

Similarly localised to suit popular English tastes, Thomas Heywood’s stage

play romance, The Foure Prentises of London, based on the story of Godfrey of

Boulogne, naturalised the continental narrative in a manner designed to appeal to a

popular London audience.29 The Foure Prentises first appeared in print in 1615 but

according to the dedication was played ‘some fifteene or sixteene yeares agoe’, that

is, around the time of Fairfax’s translation. The title page declares it was ‘diuerse

times acted, at the Red Bull, by the Queenes Maiesties Servants.’ Since the Queen’s

Men only played in that venue from 1607 onwards, this leaves the nature of any

earlier audience undefined, but in tone and content, it is probable that the work was

intended for a crowd of mixed social backgrounds, a substantial section of whom

might be likely to identify with the trades associated with the main characters. For in

this version, Tasso’s aristocratic hero is recast as a London youth, who is further

equipped with several worthy siblings. This democratisation of the central epic

recouerie of Ierusalem. Done into English heroicall verse, by Edward Fairefax Gent. trans. by
Edward Fairfax (London: A Hatfield for John Jaggard and M Lownes, 1600). See Richard Helgerson,
‘Tasso on Spenser: The Politics of Chivalric Romance’, The Yearbook of English Studies (Politics,
Patronage and Literature in England 1588-1658 Special Number), 21 (1991), 153-67.
28 Michael West, ‘Spenser and the Renaissance Ideal of Christian Heroism’, PMLA, 88(5) (1973),
1013-32.
29 Thomas Heywood, The Foure Prentises of London, with the Conquest of Ierusalem, (London:
Nicolas Okes for John Wright, 1615).
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character has a profound effect on the generic shape of the narrative, which steers an

uneasy path between celebrating and ridiculing the heroic deeds of its young heroes.

Anyone familiar with Tasso’s poem would have been very surprised by the

stage translation of this material. While Godfrey, the central figure of Tasso’s poem,

is seldom less than an exemplary knight, Heywood’s play provides Godfrey with

three brothers, and all are initially apprenticed to London trades before responding to

the call to participate in a crusade to liberate Jerusalem. By devoting at least as much

time to his brothers’ adventures as to Godfrey’s, crusading becomes a much more

egalitarian exercise, and one resting on strong bonds of native familial affection

(indeed, the liberation of Jerusalem only succeeds when this family is safely

reunited). Furthermore, although Godfrey is undoubtedly brave, his bravery at times

threatens to spill over into foolhardy competition with other members of the

crusading force: the image of the exemplary crusader takes on the comic tinge of the

miles gloriosus; Godfrey has to be dissuaded by Robert of Normandy from duelling

with Guy of Lessingham over who should march at the head of the army. The stage

version, in short, threatens to become a burlesque of Tasso, at times reducing epic to

comedy. At the very least, the proliferation of heroes, and the plot emphasis on their

diverse adventures as they journey through Europe, dilute the epic form,

foregrounding romance elements and even introducing fresh notes of comedy.

Every element in the boys’ pedigree is shrewdly calculated to tug on the

patriotic heartstrings of popular audiences. They are, of course, London apprentices,

and as the first scene tells us, are attached to the Mercers, Goldsmiths, Haberdashers

and Grocers. They are, however, more glamorous than the average apprentice, being

also the sons of the Earl of Boulogne, who has been exiled by the king of France

while serving William the Conqueror. The boys therefore straddle two worlds, the
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familiar and the exotic: in class, mingling the familiar everyday world of commercial

London with the aspirational horizons of the warrior aristocrat; in ethnicity, being

both naturalised Englishmen and ancestral French (albeit denizens of one of the last

of the English crown’s French territories to be lost in the mid-sixteenth century).

Scattered by an almighty storm midway between England and France, their

circuitous journey to the Holy Land takes them through various Christian territories

which need to be brought to order before the Crusaders can successfully engage the

combined armies of the Ottoman Sultan and Persian Sophy. Godfrey helps the

citizens of his ancestral town, Boulogne, beat off an attempted Spanish invasion;

Guy is shipwrecked, meets and successfully woos the Princess of France; Charles

finds himself in Italy where he manages, with the assistance of Prince Tancred, to

civilise ‘Forrester’ brigands and enlist them as crusaders; and Eustace finds his way

East via Ireland, recruiting in passing an Irish servant whose absolute servility reads

as the wish fulfilment of a London mercantile audience who from 1609 would be

engaged in the Plantation of Ulster and the foundation of Merchant Company

colonies in that province. The presence of the boys’ beautiful sister, Bella Franca,

who has followed them in disguise, causes some passing discord as various members

of the crusading army (including her brothers) fall in love with her, but eventually

the love quarrels are resolved, the family is reunited, and Jerusalem is liberated.

Guy, whose marriage with the French Princess has effectively reconciled English

interests with French, is offered and accepts the crown of Jerusalem.

The tone of the piece is light and surely deliberately fantastic. Its

incongruous mixture of socially elevated chivalric action and London commercial

and civic pride was targeted by the anti-romantic satire of Francis Beaumont’s

comedy The Knight of the Burning Pestle:
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Citizen: I pray you, what was Sir Dagonet? Was not he prentice to a grocer
in London? Read the play of The Four Prentices of London, where they toss
their pikes so. (IV.47-50)30

Whether or not the boys’ company who put on The Knight in the relatively polite

environment of the Blackfriars’ theatre were playing to a more elite audience, it was

an audience prepared to be openly sceptical of the earlier play’s mixed generic

framework. It was also an audience prepared to read play scripts as well as attend

live performances, as the Citizen’s instruction, ‘Read the play’, makes clear.

Nevertheless, the original play must have been popular; why else print it in 1615 (if

not even earlier, as might be inferred by the reference in The Knight of the Burning

Pestle), if it had not at least provided amusement and delight? However fantastic the

story, the Four Prentises seems to have presented popular London audiences with a

localised version of Christian regional identity that must have sufficiently delighted

its audience to have justified Beaumont’s subsequent satirical condescension. The

effect, however, of the generic shift from epic to light romance suggests an element

of scepticism about the applicability of the original elevated framework to real life

events. And the adaptation of Tasso to suit English tastes also veers away from

endorsing a sacerdotal model of earthly monarchy.

3. ‘Turning Turk’: Self-Alienation and Elizabethan Protestantism

Recalling Denys Hay’s description of the emergence of territorial

Christendom, if this regional identity had been brought into clear focus by the late

30 Francis Beaumont, The Knight of the Burning Pestle, (London: Nicholas Okes for Walter Burre,
1613).
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medieval confrontation between Europeans and their Islamic ‘Others’, we see in

English writing towards the end of the sixteenth century a growing anxiety about

whether Christian identity could maintain its integrity in the face of competition

from, and appropriation by, rival secular forms of national identity. Cutting across

the dichotomy between Turk and Christian was a deep anxiety that somehow

Europeans had become less ‘Christian’, indeed, were becoming more like Turks. In

this section, we see how literary representations of Turks frequently ask hard, self-

searching questions about the ethics and motivation of native Christians.

The habit of using ‘Turkishness’ to interrogate European internal ‘Otherness’

had been a pattern of confessional polemic ever since Luther’s break with Rome,

when in the 1520s it had been suggested by opponents that the Protestants might

make an alliance with the Ottomans, or at least facilitate Ottoman incursions.

Seeking to refute these attacks, Luther had written vehemently anti-Turkish tracts,

suggesting instead that the ‘Antichrist is at the same time the Pope and the Turk. A

living creature consists of body and soul. The spirit of Antichrist is the Pope, his

flesh the Turk.’31 The Catholic response had been to emphasise the need for Catholic

kings to act as ‘champions’ of Christendom, suggesting that Protestants were inner

aliens. The outbreak of the Dutch Revolt in 1566 was seen by those sympathetic to

Hapsburg rule as evidence of a potential ‘Turco-Calvinist’ alliance against the rulers

of Christendom.32 And as formal trading alliances grew between European nations

and the Ottomans, there was often a degree of truth in such slurs.33 The Turks sent

31 Martin Luther, On War Against the Turk (1529), quoted by Daniel Vitkus, Turning Turk, p.50. See
also George W. Forell, ‘Luther and the War against the Turks’, Church History 14 (1945), 256-71.
32 Alastair Hamilton, Arab Culture and Ottoman Magnificence in Antwerp’s Golden Age (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2001), p.5.
33 On literary representations of Turks in England, see Nabil Matar, Turks, Moors & Englishmen.
Timothy Powell (ed.), Beyond the Binary: Reconstructing Cultural Identity in a Multicultural Context
(New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1999). Daniel Vitkus, Turning Turk.
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envoys in 1565 to explore trading opportunities with the German and Dutch

Protestants; the Dutch engaged in discussions with the Sultan about his possible

support for a revolt of Spanish Muslims to distract Philip II from his problematic

northern territories; and in England, Elizabeth I actively courted diplomatic and

trading relationships with Sultan Murad III of Morocco between 1574 and 1595.

Military cooperation between the English and Moroccans stretched to the inclusion

of 5 North African ships in Essex’s Cadiz raid of 1596. By the 1590s, Catholic

attacks on Protestants as crypto-Islamic, and vice-versa, had become a staple of

international polemic.

As we have seen in the diplomatic essays surveying Christendom, Protestant

writing might elide the differences between Catholics and Ottoman Turks. Catholic

attacks on Protestants similarly remarked on the similarities between Reformed

religious practice and Islam. Paradoxically, Protestants (especially those whose

priorities were trade and commerce and not theology) might find these similarities

useful. In Hakluyt’s Navigations, for example, Edmund Hogan’s account of the

trading relationships built between England and ‘Mully Abdelmelech’ of Morocco

suggested that the two countries might become trading partners because the Moor

‘nears a greater affection to our Nation then to others because of our religion, which

forbiddeth the worship of Idols.’34 Similarly, Elizabeth’s letters to Murad III on

behalf of English captives suggested an alliance between the Christian Queen and

Muslim king because both share a hatred of ‘idolatries’: if the Sultan will release

English captives, Elizabeth will pray to God ‘who only is above all things, and all

men, and is a most severe revenger of all idolatrie.’35

34 Richard Hakluyt, Principal Navigations, Voyages, Traffiques & Discoveries of the English Nation,
(London: George Bishop and Ralph Newberie, 1589), sig.D1v.
35 Quoted in Daniel Vitkus, Turning Turk, p.51.
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However, such a blurring of the absolute difference between Islam and

Christendom was also unsettling for Protestant nations, tapping into long-standing

discourses of self-critique. Medieval mis-representation of Islam as a materialist

religion had been used to reflect criticism of rampant Christian secularism.

Langland’s representation of Mohammad in Piers Plowman, for example, associated

the figure of Mede with the oriental worship of the Golden Calf.36 Such tropes were

available as uncomfortable self-images to Renaissance writers concerned by the self-

serving ethics of mercantile society. Joined to these were contemporary portrayals of

Ottoman rulers as tyrants, such as Hugh Goughe’s translation of The Ofspring of the

House of Ottomanno (1570).37 Richard Knolles’s The Generall Historie of the

Turkes (1603) was less sensationalist, but nevertheless still distinctly negative in its

portrayal of Ottoman government practices.38 These tales of murderous oriental self-

interest might provide writers hostile to Christian regimes with telling parallels

applicable to their own political enemies. Images of oriental perfidy were used to re-

position Christian enemies outside Christian territory, purging Christendom of these

inner spectres.

In the aftermath of the Spanish Armada, anti-Turkish stereotypes were readily

available to English playwrights as refractions of English hostility to Spain and the

Hapsburgs, staging a growing scepticism about the relationship between secular rule

and a providentially realised territorial Christendom. These images, however, often

cast uncomfortable shadows over English domestic political concerns. The

anonymous play Selimus (1594), for example, uses material from the Ofspring of the

36 See Dorothee Metlitzki, The Matter of Araby in Medieval England (New Haven, CT: Yale
University Press, 1977), p.207.
37 Bartholomeus Georgievits, The Ofspring of the House of Ottomanno, and Officers Pertaining to the
Great Turkes Court, trans. by Hugh Goughe (London: Thomas Marshe, 1569-70).
38 Richard Knolles, The Generall Historie of the Turkes, (London: Adam Islip, 1603).
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House of Ottoman to show how the Sultan Baiaset, whose exorbitant empire extends

‘From the South-pole unto the Northern beares’ and ‘from East to Western shore’

(i.18-19) finds his realm destabilised by doubts over the succession.39 Christendom

defines the western territorial edge of Baiaset’s realm. At the beginning of the play,

Christian armies have forced him to make ‘a friendly peace’ (i.76). But armies

raised to fight the Christians prove dangerous for the Ottoman Sultan. Selimus

builds his power base using the army raised to fight Christians, and his regency of

recently conquered ‘base Christian’ (v.594) territories, to mount his unnatural

campaign against his father.

Played by the Queen’s Men, according to the 1594 title page, the play shares

many of the political concerns of the English history plays of the 1590s: the

relationship between subjects and rulers, disputed succession (in this play, between

three sons), questions of how to establish legitimate sovereignty, the relationship

between the private and public persons of the monarch. Baiazet’s speech to his

servant Aga looks back to Tamburlaine’s treatment of deposed Ottoman monarchs,

and is highly suggestive both of Shakepeare’s Elizabethan Richard II (‘For Heauens

sake let us sit upon the ground, / And tell sad stories of the death of Kings’, III.ii.

TLN 1515-6) and of King Lear’s ‘birds in a cage’ speech to Cordelia in

Shakespeare’s later, Jacobean play:

Come Aga, let vs sit and mourne a while
For fortune neuer shew’d her self so crosse,
To any Prince as to poore Baiazet.
That wofull Emperor first of my name,
Whom the Tartarians locked in cage
To be spectacle to all the world,

39 Anon: The First Part of the Tragicall Raigne of Selimus, (London: Thomas Creede, 1594). Quotes
are taken here from the edition prepared by W. Bang, (London: Malone Society Reprints, 1909).
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Was ten times happier than I am.
(lines 1730-1736).

There are several telling parallels between this Elizabethan ‘Turkish’ play,

Shakespeare’s Jacobean, British tragedy, and the Elizabethan play of Leir which

preceded it. Like Lear, Baiazet has three children, and finds the next generation

impatient to succeed him. Sidney’s Arcadia, and thence Shakespeare’s play, both

absorbed a notorious oriental practice: Gloucester’s blinding suggests the

conventional Ottoman method used to neutralise political enemies. Acomat, the

middle son, has a (male) follower called Regan, who puts out the eyes of Baiazet’s

old counsellor, Aga:

Thou shalt not see so great felicitie
When I shall rend out Baiazet’s dimme eyes
And by his death install my selfe a king
(xiv.1415-1417).

A similar use of blinding as a political weapon appears in the very English contexts

of the King John plays in the early 1590s, both the anonymous Troublesome Reign,

and Shakespeare’s variant, in which the tyrannous king gives commands that his

rival for the throne, the young prince Arthur, should be blinded.40 But the blinding

scene in Selimus in particular suggests why Shakespeare might have found the

Gloucester subplot so useful in realising the dark politics of King Lear’s dynastic

tragedy, absorbing disturbing oriental political techniques specifically associated

with domestic political rivalry into his ancient British history.

A. J. Hoenselaars and Claire Jowitt have suggested that stage representations

of Turks were turned inwards, directed particularly against the Jacobean court after

40 Anon, The Troublesome Raigne of Iohn King of England (London: T. Orwin for Sampson Clarke,
1591). Shakespeare’s version first appeared in the first folio of 1623.
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1603.41 I would suggest that while the accession of a foreign king in 1603 perhaps

intensified this tendency, it was already being tentatively explored in the drama of

the final decade of Elizabeth’s reign. Geographical displacement of native vice was

by this time a well-understood literary device. Philip Stubbes wrote in The Anatomie

of Abuses (1583) that the English habit of projecting their own vices onto other

nations was ‘but a visour, or cloke, to hide their sodometrie withall.’42 Stubbes’s

island of ‘Ailgna’ (‘Anglia’ reversed) in that work displays this rhetoric of self-

alienation, suggesting a morally corrupt (or morally ‘inverted’) homeland may morph

into a parallel, alien world. Such discourses were intended to be purgative, and were

persistent throughout the early modern period.

In his Turkish plays, written for private readers rather than the public stage,

Fulke Greville used Christendom’s oriental ‘Others’ to locate late Elizabethan fears

of domestic political tyranny and its effect on English subjects. Greville’s writing

expressed his Calvinist beliefs, marked by a strong sense of mankind’s inner fallen

state. His oriental settings hold up mirrors to contemporary public life. Greville’s

biographers have suggested that Mustapha and Alaham were both conceived and

largely written in the late 1590s, although first published much later.43 Ronald

Rebholz has suggested that the troubled career of the Earl of Essex in the late 1590s

influenced the writing and redrafting of these plays.44 Joan Rees agrees that

41 A. J. Hoenselaars, Images of Englishmen and Foreigners in the Drama of Shakespeare and his
Contemporaries: A Study of Stage Characters and National Identity in English Renaissance Drama,
1558-1642 (London: Associated University Presses, 1992). Claire Jowitt, ‘Political Allegory in Late
Elizabethan and Early Jacobean ‘Turk’ Plays: Lust’s Dominion and The Turk’ Comparative Drama
36(3-4), (2002), 411-43.
42 Philip Stubbes, The Anatomie of Abuses (London: Richard Jones, 1583), sig.B8r.
43 Mustapha appeared in 1609 without the author’s consent, and Alaham was published Posthumusly
in 1633.
44 Ronald Rebholz, The Life of Fulke Greville, First Lord Brooke (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1971),
p.101, suggests that Mustapha is about the politics of the 1590s, the Elizabethan succession in general,
and, p.132, Essex’s fortunes in particular, p.39. Matthew C. Hansen, ‘Gender, Power and Play: Fulke
Greville’s Mustapha and Alaham’, Sidney Journal 19 (2001), 125-41 dates Mustapha to 1594-5 and
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Greville’s plays explored modes of political behaviour divorced from religious

principle, and that the complaints made by the chorus of Tartars in Mustapha might

equally be directed against the materialist politics of the late Elizabethan court.45

Andrew Hadfield suggests both plays originally mounted an attack on Spanish

territorial ambitions, but were possibly revised to be less sympathetic to armed

resistance to monarchs after the end of direct war with Spain; again, exotic

geographies might potentially mirror domestic politics.46 Greville had a life-long

obsession, accentuated by the frustrations of his own early political ambitions, with

the relationship between subjects and monarchs: how to provide good counsel; when

(if ever) it might be appropriate to revolt; how to live under less than ideal

governments. His plays show worlds where the politics of Machiavellian self-

interest ride roughshod over wider considerations of the common good; his oriental

displacements of Christian European states show how these have, in effect, ‘turned

Turk.’ The courts of such nations, circling around the figures of tyrannous

monarchs, inscribe the desires and ambitious of the ruler as public policy, leaving

subjects to retreat into private worlds of suffering and endurance. The notion of

Christendom as a geopolitical reality in Greville’s writing is thus occluded; Christian

and Muslim regimes both present themselves as tyrannous exotic forms, threatening

native political identities.

Other plays about crusading written and publicly staged in the 1590s

persistently demonstrate deep uneasiness about the absolute difference between the

Alaham to c.1599. Matthew Steggle, ‘Fulke Greville: Life and Works’, Sidney Journal 19 (2001), 21-
9, suggests both plays are products of the mid-1590s. See also Morris W. Croll The Works of Fulke
Greville, (Doctoral Thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 1901); E. P. Kuh, ‘Contemporary Politics in
Elizabethan Drama: Fulke Greville’, in Philological Quarterly 7 (1928), 299-302; Warner Rice, ‘The
Sources of Fulke Greville’s Alaham’, Journal of English and Germanic Philology, 30 (1931), 179-82.
45 Greville, Fulke, Selected Writings of Fulke Greville, ed. by Joan Rees (London: Athlone Press,
1973), p.6.
46 Andrew Hadfield, Shakespeare and Republicanism, p.92.
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politics of Christendom and Islam. Soliman and Perseda, published in 1592 but

played from the late 1580s, depicts the fall of Rhodes, the bulwark of Christendom in

the eastern Mediterranean, and shows Christians to be fatally disunited by rivalry and

love disputes.47 Thomas Kyd’s better-known Spanish Tragedy is in many respects a

more predictable play for the tastes of patriotic post-armada English audiences,

turning a narrative of dynastic obliteration against the house of Spain: Spain’s loss is

implicitly England’s gain. Soliman and Perseda, in contrast, depicts the deaths of

both Christian and Muslim enemies, and the tragic victory of Death.

Soliman and Perseda is a tragedy: Rhodes is ultimately lost, and the

champions of Christendom all die. Both the source story (originally found in

Jacques Yver’s collection Le Printemps d’Yver) and the play depart from historical

reality. Although the historical Soliman did not die until 1566, forty four years after

Rhodes fell to the Turks, in the story, Perseda puts poison on her lips, so that when

the Sultan kisses her fallen body, he is poisoned and dies. The final words of the

play are assigned to Death, who, with Love and Fortune, provides the macrocosmic

framework for the tale. Death declares himself victorious; he will ‘ride in triumph

through the wicked world, / Sparing none but sacred Cynthia’s friend’ (V.v.35-6).

Cynthia’s friend, by which Death means Queen Elizabeth of England, is in these few

words apotheosised, elevated to Christ-like status as Death’s nemesis:

For holy fates haue grauen it in their tables
That Death die, if he attempt her end,
Whose life is heauens delight, and Cynthias friend
(V.v.38-40).

47 Anon (Thomas Kyd?), The Tragedye of Solyman and Perseda, wherein is laide open, loues
constancy, Fortunes inconstancy and Deaths Triumphs (London: Edward Allde for Edward White,
1592). A second quarto edition appeared in 1599, ‘newly corrected and amended.’ The edition used
here is The Tragedye of Solyman and Perseda, ed. by John J. Murray (New York: Garland, 1991).
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The play thus gestures towards the contemporary world outside the narrative frame

in which England and its queen advance to meet their apocalyptic destiny. On the

one hand, there is a sense of judicial propriety: the tyrant is undone by his own

actions. But the hyperbolic nature of this retributive plot vision reminds us that

English nationalism was an extremely nervous defence mechanism, expressing an

almost hysterical aversion to foreign invasion and foreign rule, and, furthermore,

providing a strong psychological prop of self-justification in the face of Spanish

claims to be mounting a Holy War against Protestant Europe.48 For this reason, in

Kyd’s play, Christendom is shrunk to Rhodes, a beleaguered island parallel to

Elizabeth’s realm; outside England is not Christendom, but ‘the wicked world.’

However, various plot twists in Soliman and Perseda ensure that the story

cannot be seen as a comfortable reflection of Elizabethan patriotism. John Murray,

editor of a recent edition of the play, dislikes ‘the unnecessary fratricide’ within the

Turkish royal house, and feels that Perseda’s ‘senseless killing of Lucina is not well

motivated and does not fit well with her major role of maiden in distress.’49

However, in the aftermath of Mary Stuart’s troubling execution, both plot twists

must have resonated deeply with English audiences, suggesting ways in which

domestic conflicts within English politics might take on an oriental tinge.

Solyman and Perseda invokes the traditional idea of the Champions of

Christendom, but suggests that the differences between the various Christian nations

represented at the Rhodian tournament are a major source of political tension. The

opening act of the play introduces ‘Europe’s Knights’ (I.ii.77): the Englishman,

raised to a knighthood in Scottish wars and who has seen active service in France and

48 See John J. Silke, Kinsale: the Spanish Intervention in Ireland at the End of the Elizabethan Wars
(Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 1970), p.5.
49 John Murray, Introduction to The Tragedy of Solyman and Perseda, p.xxxv.
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Ireland (I.iii.17-24); the Frenchman, who has fought in Italy (I.iii.29-34); the

Spaniard, who has fought against ‘a daring Rutter’ somewhere in central Europe or

Burgundy (I.iii.39-46); and the mercenary Basilisco, a German ‘Ritter’ -- potentially

one of the Spaniard’s previous enemies. These Champions may invoke the names of

their national saints -- George, Denis, Jaques of Santiago de la Compestella -- but all

have previously fought only against their fellow Europeans and even fellow

countrymen, and not against the enemies of Christendom.

Far from seeing the tournament as a rehearsal for Holy War, the Christian

knights engage with the Turk on terms of chivalric equality. Brusor, Sulyman the

Magnificent’s champion, has fought in the Ottoman army against the Sophy, in

Africa and against the Portuguese holdings in Asia. These are pragmatic campaigns

of imperial conquest, similar in nature to the disputes that have previously beset the

European champions. There is no essential difference between the wide-flung war-

faring of Christian and Muslim warriors; later, in his account of the tournament given

to Solyman, Brusor relates that he was welcomed by the Christians ‘as if that we and

they had beene one sect’ (III.i.38).

The play’s male hero, Erastus, initially appears to be cast as the exemplary

Christian hero. However, the plot parodies and undermines this role. Although he

emerges victorious in the tournament, these mock battles are, as Erastus points out,

merely ‘dalying war’ (I.v.117). Moreover, he loses the love token given to him by

Perseda in the fight, and discovers it has been passed on to another woman, Lucina.

He is reduced to gaming at dice to recover this chain; all this is far from heroic.

Lucina unwittingly draws attention to the gap between chivalric heroism and

Erastus’s fortunes, by describing sardonically his manly knocking at her door: ‘I,

marrie, this showes that Charleman is come’ (II.i.225). Erastus’s hopes of engaging
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the Turks in Holy War are frustrated; by a series of accidents, he kills Ferdinando,

Lucina’s lover, and flees into exile, taking up arms in the Sultan’s army. Although he

asks to fight only non-Christian foes, the inability of a Christian warrior (whose

name, after all, signifies ‘Truth’), to champion Christendom, and his recruitment

instead to the Sultan’s army, points to the moral and spiritual degeneracy of the

Christian forces.

The play’s radical scepticism about the efficacy and contemporary vitality of

the Christian territorial ideal is driven home in this play by the characterisation of

Basilisco. Daniel Vitkus, in Turning Turk, suggests that this comic buffoon, a

variant of the boastful yet cowardly miles gloriosus of New Comedy, is ‘typical of

the new type of border-crossing European, ready to adapt to the diasporic flow and

instability of the multicultural scene.’50 Vitkus’s analysis makes Basilisco seem

much more attractively cosmopolitan than he in fact is portrayed to be. His lack of

national affiliation is surely meant to be symbolic of his ethical waywardness. Kyd

takes up a commonplace Latin proverb ‘patria est ubicumque est bene’, and makes

this the basis of Basilisco’s catch-phrase and defining characteristic:

Sooth to say, the earth is my country
As the aire to the fowle, or the marine moisture
To the red guild fish
(I.iii.79-81).

Each place is my habitation;
Therefore each country’s word is mine to pronounce
(I.iii.112-3)

And where a man lives well, there is his country (IV.ii.7). 51

50 Vitkus, Turning Turk, p.120.
51 Occurrences in Cicero’s Tusculans, Seneca’s Ad Gallionem de Redemiis Fortuitorum, and Ovid
Fasti Book 1, reinscribed by Erasmus’s Adagia. See Marion Grubb, ‘Kyd’s Borrowing from
Garnier’s Bradamante’ Modern Language Notes, 50 (1935), 169-71; T. W. Baldwin, ‘Parallels
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As T. W. Baldwin has noted, in classical literature the evocation of patria is often

associated (especially in Ovid’s writing) with feelings of exile and loss, and often

with a keynote of stoic endurance. But Basilisco is essentially a comic figure, a

coward, the clown of this play; he is a coward, not a Stoic, and his willingness to

change his patriotic identity makes a telling contrast with his subsequent devotion to

Perseda, problematising the attractiveness of the Christian maiden.

Principally, Basilisco provides an ironic parallel to Erastus, their overlapping

fortunes undercutting the hero’s deeds with a note of bathos. Like Erastus, Basilisco

finds himself in exile, fighting for the Sultan’s army, for love of Perseda. Ironically,

Basilisco is prepared to give up even more than Erastus for love of Perseda; unlike

Erastus, he agrees to convert to Islam, even accepting circumcision (‘they lopt a

collop of my tendrest member’ IV.ii.16). The play puts two forms of love on display

-- love for the earthly woman, and for faith -- but resists the conventional allegorical

ellision between these two love objects. Love may ‘unman’ Basilisco, or even

worse, change his identity from Christian to Turkish. In Act V, Perseda playfully

challenges her admirer:

Perseda: Now, signior Basilisco, which like you, the Turkish or our nation
best?

Basilisco: That which your ladyship will haue me like.
(V.i.1-3).

In the French source of this play’s narrative, love affairs allegorised contemporary

confessional allegiances. England, it should be remembered, had seen its national

between Soliman and Perseda and Garnier’s Bradamante’, Modern Language Notes, 51 (1936), 237-
41, which suggests also Erasmus’s De Conscribendis Epistolis ‘ubi cunque bene sumus, in patria
sumus’; and Wits Commonwealth, ‘Wheresoever we may live well, there is our country,’ p.240.
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faith switch polarities twice within a decade in the mid-sixteenth century. Likewise,

Basilisco turns Turk, and then professes a desire to return to Christianity for love of

Perseda. Basilisco’s willingness to transform who and what he is for love of Perseda

expresses, I suggest, the uneasiness felt by subjects of Christian nations in this age of

confessional warfare, following their monarch’s confessional lead despite growing

scepticism about the consequences for unified Christendom. Basilisco eventually

articulates these doubts:

Basilisco: Let me see: where is that Alcides surnamed Hercules, the onely
Club man of his time? Dead. Where is the eldest sonne of Pryam, that
Abraham-coloured Trojan? Dead. Where is the leader of the Mirmidon, that
well knit Accil? Dead. Where is the furious Aiax, the sonne of Telemon, or
that fraudfull squire of Ithaca, iclipt Ulisses? Dead. Where is tipsie
Alexander, that great cup conqueror, or Pompey, that brave warriour? Dead.
I am my self strong, but I confesse death to be stronger … Then sith a mans
life is as a glasse, and a phillip may cracke it, mine is no more, and a bullet
may pearce it. (V.i.62-69, 81-3)

Deeply disillusioned, convinced that the age of heroism is long gone, Basilisco’s

lament for a lost golden age of classical heroes in fact expresses a contemporary

Christian lament for the degeneration of the defining warrior culture of Christendom,

indeed, for the irrelevance of these codes of behaviour in an age of increasingly

secular power politics. The choice of the word ‘phillip’ in this speech is perhaps

revealing, suggestive of Philip of Spain whose territorial ambitions had, for English

Christians, effectively ‘cracked’ the unity of Christendom beyond repair. The

depiction of Christendom as a tragic and doomed arena in Solyman and Perseda

makes Death’s closing identification of Christendom with Elizabeth’s England seem

mechanical and formulaic.

Solyman and Perseda was not the only play to deal with anti-Islamic

crusading in this decade. English history plays such as George Peele’s Edward I
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(1593), and Shakespeare’s plays, including Henry IV, Henry V and the three parts of

Henry VI, repeatedly present domestic unrest as an unwelcome distraction from the

business of Holy War. In these plays, travel to Jerusalem -- whether as an act of

atonement (as Bolingbroke longs for but fails to achieve) or as a new Richard the

Lionheart (as Peele’s Edward, and Shakespeare’s Henry V, desire) is the ideal goal

of English monarchs, one which, if realised, would place a god-given seal of

authenticity on their earthly kingship, translating this from secular history to

Christian epic.

But not all crusades looked towards Jerusalem in this period. The most

problematic of the English Christian warriors to cross the stage was Captain Thomas

Stukely, hero -- or villain -- of the Battle of Alcazar. The battle itself had been the

culmination of the last of the European crusades, mounted by King Sebastian of

Portugal with the intention of installing a puppet king in Morocco and opening up

North Africa to Christian conversion. From the outset, the campaign was

undermined by the Spanish, who withheld crucial aid, and who used Sebastian’s

death at Alcazar on August 8 1578 as the opportunity to claim the Portuguese throne

and absorb that nation into the Hapsburg empire.

The fate of Portugal, and the destruction of a Christian army, was an alarming

model for the English, and the story was used as a wake-up call to the English

throughout the 1590s. Early literary representations of the story are strongly imbued

with post-Armada patriotic zeal. In 1589, an English campaign was launched to

restore Don Antonio, the Portuguese heir, and incidentally, to gain control of the

Atlantic trade routes. George Peele’s Farewell to Norris and Drake (1589)

celebrated this event, and his play, The Tragicall Battell of Alcazar in Barbarie with

the death of three kings, and Captaine Stukley an Englishman probably dates from
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the same period.52 Peele’s Farewell presents stage heroes as now superceded models

for those who, like Norris and Drake, were fighting a new crusade against the

Spanish:

Bid theatres and proud tragedians,
Bid Mahomet’s Pow, and mighty Tamburlaine,
King Charlemagne, Tom Stukely, and the rest
Adieu. To arms, to arms, to glorious arms!
With noble Norris, and victorious Drake,
Under the sanguine cross.
(‘A Farewell to Sir John Norris and Sir Francis Drake’, 20-6)

The cross of English St George here elides easily with the cross of Christian

crusading. Peele’s Alcazar seems to have been revived in the winter of 1598-9, at

the peak of concern over the Irish campaign, and renewed fear of an opportunistic

Spanish invasion through Ireland, while in April/May 1601 Chettle and Dekker were

paid for a play called King Sebastian of Portingale, now lost.

A further, anonymous play called The Famous History of the life and death of

Captain Thomas Stukely was entered in the Stationers’ Register on 11 August 1600,

but remained unpublished until 1605.53 More than Peele’s Alcazar, this later

dramatic representation of the life and death of Stukely struggles to resolve the

tensions between the traditional representation of Christian warriors as knights

errant, and the contemporary sixteenth-century context of territorial competition

between rival European dynasties. For this was a problematic history; a papally-

authorised crusade had, in effect, been turned against Christendom itself. In part an

52 George Peele, The Tragicall Battell of Alcazar in Barbarie with the death of three kings, and
Captaine Stukley an Englishman (London: Edward Allde for R. Bankworth, 1594). The edition used
here is ed. by Frank Sidgwick for the Malone Society, (London: Charles Whittington, 1907).
53 Anon, The Famous Historye of the Life and Death of Captain Thomas Stukely, with his Marriage to
Alderman Curteis Daughter (London: William Jaggard for Thomas Pavier, 1605). The edition used
here is ed. by Vivian Ridler for the Malone Society, (1970; 2nd edn. Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1975).
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exemplary warrior, Stukely’s personal career had been anything but patriotic; he had

even dreamt of setting himself up as a feudal king in Ireland. In Stukely, the

altruistic knightly champion of the geste is transformed into a Marlovian over-

reacher.54

Peele’s play seems to have been confident that Christian crusading and

English patriotic warfare might be reconciled. Peele’s Stukely is a repentant

prodigal, and his dying words in the African desert appeal to the audience that he be

patriotically rehabilitated:55

Stukely: And if thy Countries kindness be so much,
Then let thy Countrie kindely ring thy knell.
(V.i.1499)

However, the anonymous author of The Famous History of Captain Thomas Stukely

is much less reassuring, suggesting that the increasingly problematic climate of late

Elizabethan politics rendered the story less straightforward. The Famous History

appears to have been played at the height of the Irish rebellion, and gives much more

weight than the earlier play to domestic disruption.56 The very title page -- which

mentions Stukely’s ‘marriage to Alderman Curteis Daughter’ -- highlights Stukely’s

history of domestic betrayal.

In its early scenes, the play looks like a citizen comedy, a story about two

friends in love with the same girl, combined with elements of the prototypical story

of the prodigal, both common light romance plots. However, the moral implications

of Stukely’s career are broadened and darkened by his co-traveller and rival in love,

54 Antony Martin, ‘Africans on the Elizabethan Stage’, Shakespeare Studies (Shakespeare Society of
Japan), 35 (1997), 33-57, places Alcazar in the period immediately following Marlowe’s Tamberlaine
plays, p.41.
55 Nabil Matar, Turks, Moors & Englishmen, pp.47-9.
56 Henslowe’s diary mentions 10 performances between December 11 1596 and June 27 1597, see
Henslowe’s Diary, ed. by R. A. Foakes and R. T. Rickert (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1961), pp.55-9.
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Vernon, whose life is tragically damaged by Stukely’s decisions. Stukely flees

London and England, abandoning his wife but taking her jewels and dowry,

following a series of brawls and gambling debts. His list of peccadillos seem to

gesture towards the activities of Essex’s circle: a ‘Jack Dudley’ (the family name of

the Earl of Leicester, Essex’s godfather) is mentioned as one of those involved with

Stukely in ‘frais and bloudshed in the theatre fields’ (I.v.668). In the period when

the play first appeared, Essex and Nottingham, the Lord Admiral and patron of the

company of players acting this drama, were at odds over who should be credited for

the Cadiz expedition and whose advice should steer a possible campaign in Ireland.

If the play does suggest parallels between Stukely’s career and that of Essex,

this might explain why it was not published in 1600, despite its registration with the

Stationers’ Company. Essex had just returned from Ireland in disgrace, and the

play’s satire might have been felt likely to prove too volatile. Vernon’s expression of

alienation from his homeland reads as a powerful expression of the consequences of

factional court divisions:

Vernon: Yet whilst I breath this natiue ayre of mine,
Methinks I sucke in poison to my heart;
And whilst I tread upon this English earth,
It is as if I set my careless feet
Upon a banke, where underneath is hid
A bed of crawling serpents.
(iv.520-525)

The scenes in which Stukely and Vernon fight in Ireland must have been vividly

topical in the late 1590s. The anonymous playwright puts considerable care and

thought into the dialogue, even representing phonetically the soundscape of Irish

Gaelic and Irish accented voices. Stukely’s exceptional value in battle, however, is

seen by Herbert, the English Governor, not as heroic, but as foolhardy, and Stukely
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decides to switch sides. In 1600, this would have presented a strong parallel with

Essex’s withdrawal from active engagement with O’Neill.

Although Stukely represents himself as a Christian knight, the play shows

there is a massive gap between his own heroic self-image and the consequences of

his actions for others around him. His offer to the wife of the Governor of Cadiz (‘I

will be the champion of your honor where euer I become in Christendome, xiii.504)

masks his much less elevated desire to seduce her. The final scene of The Famous

History attempts to stage a reconciliation between Vernon and Stukely:

Stukely: And then I hope that we shall meete in heaven,
Why maister Vernon, In our birth we two
Were so ordaind to be of one selfe heart (xxix.2937-8)

As ever, Stukely’s heroic self-promotion is undercut by the unfortunate fate of his

fellow Englishman. Vernon is killed defending his erstwhile rival from the Italian

mercenaries previously under Stukely’s command. The reconciliation of two

knightly rivals following fierce fighting was a staple of romance tales, familiar from

stories such as Chaucer’s Knight’s Tale. The resolution of Chaucer’s story provides

an opportunity for witnesses to discuss how God’s providential plan unfolds despite

apparent setbacks. However, the denouement of The Famous History avoids such

comfortable words. Instead, the final scene brings onstage the Moorish victors, and

the implications of Muly Hamet’s victory are driven home to the Christian audience:

the failure of crusade means the end of the dream of Christendom as a realisable

territorial empire. While Muly Hamet plans to keep the fourth of August as a

perpetual memorial to this victory of Islam, ‘kept holy to the service of our godes, /

Through all our Kingdoms and dominions’(xxix.2909-12), the Englishmen’s

patriotic homecoming is to a heavenly kingdom rather than an earthly nation.
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Territorial empires are definitively not inscriptions of Christendom. To a far greater

extent than Peele’s Alcazar, The Famous History stages the detailed backroom

Spanish manoeuvres that compromised Sebastian’s crusade. Philip sees Spain and

Portugal as ‘one continent’ (xiv.1670), and is concerned to expand his territorial

empire rather than expanding Christendom.

By the end of the 1590s, therefore, factional divisions and insecurities in

domestic politics were making a smooth elision between large-scale Christian

regional identities and English national identity much less persuasive. For some

‘forward Protestants’, the notion of an international spiritual community

reconfigured around Protestant confessional identity still remained attractive. Cross-

channel confessional polemic continued to promote strong bonds of common

interest, reflected in plays such as A Larum for London (1602), which presented the

fall of Antwerp in 1576 as a cautionary tale for Londoners, and the Spanish as the

common enemy of the Dutch and English.57 English writers concerned to promote

the internationalist implications of confessional identity even suggested ways in

which this might be prioritised over national identity. Thomas Dekker, whose name

suggests he may have had ethnic Dutch connections, suggested in his play The

Shoemakers Holiday (1599) that a London shoemaker’s workshop might open

hospitable arms to accommodate a Dutch apprentice, Hans Muelter.58 Hans, it turns

out, is a disguised English aristocrat, Roland Lacy. As Frank Ardolino has

described, the play is pervaded with ideas and images common to European

Protestant literature, using these to break down social boundaries of class and social

57 Anon: A Larum for London, or The Siedge of Antwerpe with the ventrous actes and valorous deeds
of the lame soldier, as it hath been played by the right honorable the Lord Charberlaine [sic] his
servants (London: Edward Allde for William Ferbrand, 1602).
58 Thomas Dekker, The Shomakers Holiday or The Gentle Craft with the humorous life of Simon Ayre,
Shoomaker and Lord Maior of London (London: Valentine Sims, 1600). The edition used here is the
New Mermaids edition by Anthony Parr (London: A&C Black, 1990).
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station.59 However, even for committed Protestants for whom the idea of a trans-

national Christendom might have appealed in 1600, we see national interests pulling

against this regional identity. In The Shoemaker’s Holiday, the Dutchman is in fact a

true-blooded Englishman. For Dekker’s London audience, aware of commercial

rivalry with other European traders and immigrants, national interests appropriate

and supplant trans-national sympathies. Even as the play reaches out to suggest an

international Protestant community, Dekker’s strongly realised London settings and

English characters show this to be contained by local metropolitan identity.60 The

plot is concerned more to reconcile aristocrats and London tradesmen than to seal

peace between nations. Indeed, as Alison Chapman has argued, Dekker’s play is

framed not so much by pacific Christian politics, but rather engages, like

Shakespeare’s Henry V, also played in 1599, with contemporary European wars,

using historical French campaigns as a mirror for Elizabethan engagement in

Ireland.61 The ‘holiday’ is a break not only from shoemaking, but also from war-

making. The king’s appearance in the final scene is a national call to arms: ‘wars

must right wrongs which Frenchmen have begun’ (xxi.194). Shakespeare’s band of

brothers are answered by Dekker’s company of shoemakers; Henry V’s offer to

‘gentle’ the condition of his soldiers is matched by Eyre’s recruitment of the

59 Frank Ardolino, ‘Hans and Hammon: Dekker’s use of Hans Sachs and Purim in The Shoemaker’s
Holiday’, Medieval and Renaissance Drama in England 14 (2001), 144-67.
60 On English trade rivalry with the Dutch, see Ian Archer, The Pursuit of Stability: Social Relations in
Elizabethan London (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), p.139; Brian Dietz, ‘Overseas
Trade and Metropolitan Growth’, in London 1500-1700: The Making of the Metropolis, ed. by A. L.
Beier and Roger Finlay (London: Longman, 1986), pp.115-40. Criticism placing The Shoemaker’s
Holiday in its socio-economic context includes E. J. Hobsbawm and Joan Wallach Scott, ‘Political
Shoemakers’, Past and Present 89(1) (1980), 86-114; Amy L. Smith, ‘Performing Cross-Class
Clandestine Marriage in The Shoemaker’s Holiday’, Studies in English Literature 1500-1900, 45(2)
(2005), 333-55.
61 Alison Chapman, ‘Whose Saint Crispin’s Day Is It? Shoemaking, Holiday Making and the Politics
of Memory in Early Modern England’, Renaissance Quarterly, 54(4) (2001), 1467-94, explores the
tension between popular religion and the officially sanctioned religious calendar, situating Dekker’s
play as a popular counter-weight to Shakespeare’s king-centred Henry V.
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aristocrat into the ‘gentleman of the Gentle Craft’ (xxi.146). Dekker’s play localises

Christendom to a London craft workshop, translating epic history into patriotic

citizen comedy.

4. Jacobean Christendom

The plays examined above suggest that late Elizabethan dramatic invocations

of Christendom were increasingly sceptical that this topography could be

successfully applied to validate national identities; even Dekker’s assay operates by

shifting away from heroic history to romance comedy and translating European

‘foreignness’ playfully into a mode of English disguise. However, in James VI and I,

England gained a monarch whose rhetorical deployment of the idea of Christendom

attempted do just that, using the terminology to promote James as a most Christian

monarch leading Europe out of the age of confessional warfare. W. B. Patterson, in

King James VI and I and the Reunion of Christendom, has written convincingly

about James’s life-long commitment to this project, and his self-presentation as

Europe’s most Christian ‘Rex pacificus.’62 The new king’s pacifist agenda was

published abroad in the year of his accession in 1603, in a pamphlet entitled By the

King although we haue made it knowen by publike edict, that at our entrance into

these our kingdoms of England and Ireland, we stood, as still wee doe, in good

amitie and friendship with all the princes of Christendom.63 James initiated

discussions with Spain, and in 1604 the Treaty of London was signed, formally

ending the warfare which had dominated almost 20 years of English foreign policy.

62 W. B. Patterson, King James VI and I and the Reunion of Christendom (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1997).
63 James I, By the King although we haue made it knowen by publike edict, that at our entrance into
these our kingdoms of England and Ireland, we stood, as still wee doe, in good amitie and friendship
with all the princes of Christendom (London: Robert Barker, 1603).
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From the very start of his reign, James investigated the possibility of a marriage

between first Henry, then Charles, and the Spanish Hapsburgs.64 The Spanish

marriage negotiations were carried out cautiously in 1605-7, and mostly out of the

public eye, as the reaction of James’s subjects would almost certainly have been

extremely hostile.65

The king’s negotiations with Spain served to underline his essential

foreignness at precisely the moment when James was appealing for a purer union

between his multiple kingdoms. Literary critics have commented that Jacobean

dramatic representations of foreign courts were often exoticised placements of satire

directed against their own king and his court.66 As we have seen, the use of

‘foreign’ metaphors as a means to criticise ‘native’ mores was a well-established

representational technique. However, the political discontinuities between Elizabeth

and James’s reigns sharpened the satirical edge, changing a more diffuse expression

of political differentiation into an embryonic strategy of opposition politics.

Although James may not have been personally much interested in the theatre,

he undoubtedly did realise its importance in the battle for the hearts and minds of his

new subjects. James’s pro-Spanish diplomacy finds some intriguing echoes in

theatrical publishing history. Kyd’s anti-Hapsburg Spanish Tragedy, which had been

republished five times during the period of open war, temporarily fell off the

publishers’ lists in 1604, although the anonymous 1 Hieronimo, which covers similar

64 See Ralph Winwood, in Memorials of Affiars of State in the reigns of Q. Elizabeth and K. James I.,
collected (chiefly) from the original papers of ... Sir R. Winwood etc, ed. by Edmund Sawyer, 3 vols.
(London: W. B. for T. Ward, 1725), vol. II, p.166.
65 See Simon Adams, ‘Spain or the Netherlands? The Dilemmas of Early Stuart Foreign Policy’, in
Before the English Civil War, ed. by Howard Tomlinson (London: Macmillan, 1983), pp.79-109;
Susan Doran, ‘The Politics of Renaissance Europe’, in Shakespeare and Renaissance Europe, ed. by
Andrew Hadfield and Paul Hammond (London: Thomson, 2004), pp.21-52; Donna B. Hamilton,
Shakespeare and the Politics of Protestant England (New York: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1992), p.128-
37 and p.153-62.
66 A. J. Hoenselaars, Images of Englishmen and Foreigners in the Drama of Shakespeare and his
Contemporaries.
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territory, appeared in 1605.67 Kyd’s play reappeared in 1610, the year of the French

King Henri IV’s assassination, when anti-Spanish feeling was again powerful and

open, and then a run of editions appeared in 1615, 1618 and 1623, coinciding with

the growing public hostility to the Spanish marriage negotiations. The absence of

published editions of this play from 1604 to 1610 suggests that although the Treaty

of London might not have been popular, overt staging of anti-Spanish sentiment

might have become problematic and apparently controversial.

The appearance of Thomas Heywood’s play If You Know Not Me, Part One

on stage and in print in the period immediately following 1604 suggests some degree

of popular sympathy might have existed for James’s plans for the pacification of

Christendom.68 While the play’s nostalgic evocation of a golden Elizabethan age

may imply a negative comparison with James’s regime, the play is remarkably

positive in its treatment of Philip of Spain. The action of the initial scenes takes

place before Elizabeth’s accession, and depicts the marriage between Mary and

Philip as a union of two equal kingdoms. Philip proclaims:

Now Spaine and England two populous kingdoms
That haue a long time been oppos’d
In hostile emulation, shal be at one:
This shal be Spanish England, ours English Spaine.
(iv.251-4)

These words might have sounded threatening to English audiences, but instead

Heywood shows Philip intervening to punish a Spanish braggart who has been

attempting to intimidate an Englishman in a street brawl (scene xiii). Philip is

67 Thomas Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy appeared in 1592, 1594, 1599, 1602 and 1603.
68 Thomas Heywood, 1 If You Know Not Me, You Know Nobody, ed. by Madeleine Doran for the
Malone Society, (London: Oxford University Press, 1934/5). Part One was registered with the
Stationers’ Company on 5 July 1605 for Nathanial Butter, and printed the same year. Subsequent
editions appeared in 1606, 1608, 1610, 1613, 1623, 1632 and 1639.
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actively sympathetic to Elizabeth’s plight and intercedes with Mary on her behalf to

restore family unity:

My soule is ioyfull that this peace is made,
A peace that pleaseth heauen and earth, and all
Redeeming captiue thoughts from captiue thrall.
(xviii.1306-8)

Heywood’s representation of Philip II as a peacemaker would have chimed closely

with the self-image promoted by James I in the early years of his reign.

However, parallels between Philip’s mid-century Hapsburg imperial vision

and James’s ambitions for his newly expanded ‘empire’ of Britain required some

significant manoeuvring to downplay the religious implications of peace,

implications that are openly confronted and developed in the second part of If You

Know Not Me.69 This sequel play attempted to exorcise the anti-Spanish thrust of

Elizabethan foreign policy by foregrounding the expansive commercial successes of

Sir Thomas Gresham, merchant trader and founder of the Royal Exchange in

London. The representation of Gresham suggests a secular, commercially orientated

construction of English patriotism that looks beyond the confines of Christendom.

Gresham’s New Exchange is said to out-do any other such building in Europe:

1 Lord: Trust me, it is the goodliest thing that I haue seene.
England affords none such.
2 Lord: Nor Christendom.
(ix.1350-2).

Such comparisons, as I have discussed in relation to the ambiguous relationship of

Kent to Christendom in the previous section of this thesis, make the exact placement

69 Thomas Heywood, 2 If You Know Not Me You Know No Bodie: with the building of the Royall
Exchange: and the Famous Victorie of Queene Elizabeth in the Yeare 1588 (London: Nathaniel
Butter, 1606).
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of the hall problematic: is it simply the best in Christendom, or has it somehow gone

beyond what can be contained comfortably within Christendom?

Gresham’s fortunes are made in his Mediterranean trading, by his dealings in

sugar with the kings of Barbary. The battle of Alcazar, in plays of the 1590s so

resonant an expression of the spiritual crisis of Christendom and its nation states, is

here primarily an unfortunate and temporary reverse in commercial opportunity. The

King of Barbary with whom Gresham has bargained is defeated, and Gresham, with

a worldly sigh of resignation, has to renegotiate his agreements. England in 2 If You

Know Not Me is carefully secularised.

The play even suggests that commerce may in some cases supplant religion.

Christ’s parable of the merchant who gives all that he has for the pearl of great worth

finds a parallel in Gresham’s career, where it signifies not heaven and salvation, but

literally, a pearl of great worth.70 The Christian parable mingles with the story of

Cleopatra’s banquet, in which the Egyptian queen demonstrates her opulence to

Caesar by drinking powdered pearl. Gresham hosts an embassy from Russia, during

which he receives a visit from a merchant who has a pearl of such value that the

French king has not been able to buy it. The Russians also find it too expensive. At

this point, Gresham hears that his ships have been sunk, and that the new king in

Barbary will not honour his predecessor’s debts. Nonchalantly, Greshem tells the

merchant to pound the great pearl to powder, and he will buy it, dissolve it in his

wine, and drink it.

Paradoxically, then, a play broadly sympathetic to Jacobean foreign policy

found it necessary to avoid, even foreclose, any use of James’s own rhetoric of

Christendom and its unification. Instead, we see a mercantile English identity,

70 Matthew 13.45-46.
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happily exoticised as Cleopatran. It may be that Heywood was sensitive to the

implications for English Catholics of the reorientation of Jacobean foreign policy.

Certainly, the representation of Parry’s plot to kill Elizabeth in 2 If You Know Not

Me is remarkably sympathetic: Parry is wracked by doubts, and the queen pities

rather than condemns him (while Leicester, in contrast, is much more censorious and

much less attractive a personality). The downplaying of confessional difference in 1

If You Know Not Me similarly suggests Heywood’s interest in domestic irenicism:

the conclusion of that play shows the young Elizabeth on her succession accepting

the allegiance of William Howard, first Lord Effington, father to James’s own Lord

Admiral, suggesting that Marian Catholics might be accommodated in the

Elizabethan golden age and indeed in James’s realm.

Remarkably, even the Spanish Armada is partially defused in the early

editions of 2 If You Know Not Me. Rather than stage this as the defining moment of

English Protestant triumphalism, it becomes instead the occasion for reconciliation

between Spain and England. In the 1606 edition, Drake relates how the Spanish

sailors have been worthy and honourable opponents who have surrendered to

superior English might. Pedro, the Spanish Admiral, bows his head to Elizabeth, and

the queen looks forward to a new age of peace: ‘Towards London march we to a

peacefull throne, / We wish no warres, yet we must guard our owne’ (xviii.2698-9).

In 1606, this amounted to no less than a gesture of literary forgiveness towards the

Spanish. Responding to James’s Spanish peace, European politics in Heywood’s

play have been emptied of confessional bite, and the dangerous rhetoric of crusading

Christendom made redundant by the growth of trading relations between Englishmen

and Moors.
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The political climate had altered by 1633, when Charles, ruling

controversially without parliament, moved to strengthen dynastic ties between the

Stuarts and Spain. In the edition of 2 If You Know Not Me published in that year, the

closing Armada scenes are transformed, re-inscribing the anti-Spanish prejudice of

the 1590s. The Spanish General Mendoza plots to ‘ruine and quite depopulate this

land’ (1633, xvii.2559); Pedro dismisses ‘this petty Iland gouern’d by a woman’

(1633, xviii.2578) and dreams of raping Elizabeth and all her ladies in waiting. A

Chorus explain that Philip resents England because of frustration at not being able to

marry Elizabeth (1633, xviii). The Spanish appeal to the ‘Grand Signior’ of the

Turks for aid against the English; Mendoza remembers the Turk calling for a map,

remarking on the insignificance of ‘the mayden Ile’ (1633, xviii.2995), and

suggesting that pioneers be hired to dig up ‘this wart of Earth and cast it in the Sea’

(1633, xviii.2609). In 1633, there is no comfortable elision between English national

identity and Christendom: indeed, Elizabeth at Tilbury envisages herself as an exotic

figure, taking for her role model Zenobea, the famous eastern queen, who fought off

the Roman legions of Marcus Aurelius (1633, xix.2704-2712).

The volatile representative strategies of Heywood’s If You Know Me suggest

that the association of unified Christendom with Hapsburg imperialism made English

readers and audiences intuitively uncomfortable with narratives of state-authorised

appropriations of Christian identity. Popular dramatic representations, even those

initially broadly sympathetic to James I, might elect to de-sacralise national

monarchy rather than invest it with additional Christian ontological weight. This

suggests that the official Jacobean rhetoric of Christendom encountered at least a

level of passive popular resistance.
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Historical events also dampened James’s hopes. Europe remained a

confessionally divided territory riven by territorial power struggles. Open war

between Spain and the Netherlands continued until a temporary truce was signed in

1609, and remained a potential problem until 1648. Before 1609, English Protestants

were much exercised by the Venetian crisis of 1606-7. When Pope Paul V

threatened to excommunicate the Venetian senate and place the territory under

interdict because of disputed jurisdictions over church establishments within the

Republic’s borders, many feared a potential Papal-Spanish invasion of this state, long

seen by the English as a model of republican resistance to imperial tyranny.71

Finally, domestic politics in England became embroiled in international controversy

because of James’s introduction of the Oath of Allegiance after the Gunpowder Plot

of 1605. W. B. Patterson and Donna B. Hamilton have argued that the Oath of

Allegiance debate was of critical importance in forging a Protestant consensus that

English national sovereignty was best served by opposing the Papacy.72 Certainly,

the debate over the Oath touched both English Protestants and their continental

neighbours, drawing the international community into the debate over whether

Christendom should be defined as a territory owing primary allegiance to the Pope,

or to national Princes.

James had hoped that the Oath would provide loyal English Catholics with an

elegant way to reconcile their spiritual and secular duties. The Oath acknowledged

their confessional difference and spiritual allegiance to the Pope of Rome, but

71 Andrew Hadfield, Shakespeare and Republicanism, p.40, surveys contemporary publications that
helped English public opinion to form around this question. These included William Thomas’s
Historie of Italie (1549), which held up Venice as a model for English governance (the author was
later executed for his part in Wyatt’s rebellion), and Gaspar Contarini’s De Magistratibus et
Republica Venetou, (1543), translated by Lewis Lewkenor, The Commonwealth and Government of
Venice (London, 1599).
72 W. B. Patterson, King James VI and I and the Reunion of Christendom, p.122; Donna B. Hamilton,
Shakespeare and the Politics of Protestant England, pp.128-37, and pp.153-62.
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demanded civil obedience to James on matters of secular governance, and that they

should acknowledge that the Pope had no authority to depose the king. Although

many English Catholics -- including George Blackwell, the leader of the English

Catholic community -- seem to have cautiously accepted the terms of the Oath as a

workable compromise, Pope Paul V reacted strongly against it and, through Cardinal

Bellarmine, issued a series of missives against its application. By summer 1607,

these challenges were a matter of open debate in England. James responded with an

appeal to the international community: his Triplici nodo, triplex cuneus: or, An

Apologie for the Oath of Allegiance was written in 1607 and published anonymously

in February 1608, accompanied by both Latin and French translations for overseas

readers.73 Bellarmine promptly responded with a pamphlet published under the

pseudonym Matteo Torti, confirming the Papal right to depose kings, and accusing

James of reneging on promises made prior to his accession to improve the freedom

of English Catholics.74 The exchanges continued, with additional contributors

including Robert Parsons for the Papacy, and Lancelot Andrewes in support of

James’s position, with James eventually admitting to his authorship of the Triplici

nodi in April 1609, issuing this along with an address titled A Premonition, addressed

to All Most Mightie Monarches, Kings, Free Princes and States of Christendome.75

This argued that the Papal deposition claims posed a threat to the stability of all

Christian nations, and to Catholic nations before all others; Christian kings had,

73 James VI and I, Triplici nodo, triplex cuneus (London: Robert Barker, 1607), and Triplici nodo
triplex cuneus (London: Robert Barker, 1607). The French translation was printed in Leyden in 1608.
See W. B. Patterson, King James VI and I and the Reunion of Christendom, pp.80-123.
74 Robert Bellarmine, Matthaie Torti, presbyteri & theology papiensis, repsonsio ad librum
inscriptum, Triplici nodo, triplex cuneus, sive apologia pro iuramento fidelitatis (St Omer: English
College Press, 1608).
75 James VI and I, An Apologie for the Oath of Allegiance: First Set Forth without a Name, and Now
Acknowledged by the Author, the Right High and Mightie Prince, Iames by the Grace of God, King of
Great Britaine, France and Ireland, Defender of the Faith, &c; Together with a Premonition of His
Maiesties to All Most Mightie Monarches, Kings, Free Princes and States of Christendome (London:
Robert Barker, 1609).
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argued James, resisted such Papal claims over temporal sovereignty for hundreds of

years.76 James proposed bringing all Christians together in a General Council to

‘affirm their common heritage in the Catholic faith of antiquity and to settle on or at

least reach an accommodation over their theological differences.’77

Strongly Protestant English playwrights responded in 1607 to the controversy

generated by these international debates on the relation between spiritual and secular

powers. Thomas Dekker published both The Whore of Babylon and The Famous

History of Sir Thomas Wyatt in that year. The timing may have been driven by

financial necessity -- Dekker was perennially in debt -- but strong ideological

connections between the plays suggest that Dekker was also keen to engage with

contemporary anxieties about the long-term security of domestic confessional

identity.78 The stage geographies mapped out by the two plays relate back to

previous sections of this thesis: in The Whore, we see strategic exotic repositioning

of bifurcated aspects of Christian identity; in Wyatt, we see the idea of Kentish

exemplary conduct being used to position native Christian patriotism.

The Whore of Babylon mythologises the reign of the late Queen Elizabeth as

a fairie time, with Elizabeth cast as Titania. European Christendom is allegorised

through the fantastic lens of Spenser’s Fairie Queene, with Spenser’s distressed

maidens and knights now personated on the stage. Dekker’s fantastic geography

maps the oriental Court of Babylon as the abstracted representation of Papal Rome,

where the kings of France, Spain and the Holy Roman Empire play court to their

76 See W. B. Patterson, King James VI and I and the Reunion of Christendom, pp.93-4.
77 W. B. Patterson, King James VI and I and the Reunion of Christendom, p.121.
78 Thomas Dekker, The Whore of Babylon as it was Acted by the Princes servants (London: Nathanial
Butter, 1607). The edition used here is The Dramatic Works of Thomas Dekker, ed. by Fredson
Bowers, vol. 2 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1955). Thomas Dekker and John Webster,
The Famous History of Sir Thomas Wyat, with the Coronation of Queen Mary and the Coming in of
King Philip (London: Edward Allde for Thomas Archer, 1607). The edition used here is The
Dramatic Works, ed. by Fredson Bowers, vol.1 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1953).
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common mother, the eponymous Whore. England is clearly a separate, insular

space:

Her kingdome weares a girdle wrought of waves,
Set thicke with pretious stones.
(I.i.97-8)

The invading army that the Whore sends against Titania is led by clerics armed with

magical charms. The Fairie Queen is wooed by the Catholic kings, who offer her the

chance to join in marriage with the universal empire of Babylon. Titania, needless to

say, declines, and various Babylonian plots to undermine her governance by

manipulating her subjects are foiled. The play concludes with an ambitious attempt

to stage the Armada battle and defeat, sending a clear message that these Elizabethan

threats to Protestant England were far from finished. Dekker’s continued attraction

to a frontier-less international Protestant community is demonstrated in this play by

his sympathetic portrayal of the beleaguered Dutch refugees. Stronger, however, is

his deployment of a mytho-historical geographical imagination that localises

Christendom as English Fairieland.

The co-authored Famous History of Sir Thomas Wyatt is more concrete in its

historical framing, but again argues that dynastic marriages pose an urgent threat to

English identity.79 For contemporaries, this topic would have suggested

uncomfortable parallels between Mary Tudor’s Spanish match and Jacobean

marriage diplomacy, and the threats to English sovereignty aired during the Oath of

Allegiance debates. The portrayal of the marriage between Philip II and Mary Tudor

79 See Judith Doolin Spikes, ‘The Jacobean History Play and the Myth of the Elect Nation’,
Renaissance Drama, n.s. 8 (1977), 117-49.
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is, unlike the treatment of this alliance in Heywood’s 1 If You See Me You Know Me,

deeply hostile. Wyatt warns:

Philip is a Spaniard, a proud Nation,
Whome naturally our Countrie men abhorre.
Assist me gratious heauens, and you shall see
What hate I beare unto their Slauverie.
Ile into Kent, there muster up my friends,
To saue this Countrie, and this Realme defend.
(III.i.161-6).

Wyatt’s patriotism in this play shows an English national identity that has strongly

coalesced around Protestant confession. His defeat and execution serves as a

cautionary tale: his rallying cry has contemporary resonance:

Saint George for England, Wyat for poor Kent,
Blood lost in Countries quarrel, is nobly spent.
(IV.ii.8-9)

By 1610, Christendom had become a deeply problematic metaphor for

English writers. The term remained positive, but was often invested with a strong

sense of Protestant militarism that excluded Catholics and therefore limited the

concept’s practical territorial application. At times, these sentiments might be

helpful to the Stuart regime. The panegyrics that accompanied the marriage of

Elizabeth Stuart to Prince Frederick of the Palatine suggested the dynastic alliance

would create a Protestant Holy Empire.80 John Taylor’s account of the royal

fireworks argued that:

The Patrons Christendom to union brings,
Whose unity remoted Lands unite
And well in time (I hope) this sacred worke

80 See George Gömer, ‘“A Memorable Wedding”: The Literary Reception of the Wedding of the
Princess Elizabeth and Frederick of Pfalz’, Journal of European Studies, 34(3) (2004), 215-24.
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Will hunt from Christian Lands the faithless Turks.81

However, the metaphorical connotations were complex and far from being entirely

under the control of the royal court. Literary use of ‘Turkish’ otherness as a critical

self-referential mirror created a discursive arena in which the assumed religious

difference between Christendom and its oriental neighbours might be applied to

factions within English politics. In a fallen world, geographical Christendom

becomes unrealisable, deconstructed by the universal secularism of territorial power

politics.

5. Cymbeline: On the Edge of Christendom

Early Jacobean writers like Dekker and John Taylor might have felt

comfortable with the idea of a territorially realised contemporary Christendom, but

Shakespeare, a more profoundly reflective writer, recognised that the interpretive

horizons open to this topos had become multiple and unstable. Shakespeare’s

Cymbeline, a play primarily about the construction of Jacobean British identity,

meets this challenge by making Christendom an ‘absent’ geography, a promised land

which the prophetic conclusion points towards but does not ultimately stage,

expressive of an aspirational identity to be fully realised in the imminent future. The

solution is a neat one: the play acknowledges the importance of Christendom within

Jacobean state rhetoric, without itself needing to colonise this territory. Moreover,

by pushing Christendom as a framing geography to the temporal margins of

Cymbeline, Shakespeare constructs a version of British national identity that does not

81 John Taylor, Heauens blessing and earths ioy (London: Edward Allde for Joseph Hunt, 1613).
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narrow the borders of Christendom to the confines of the British island. As

expressed by Imogen:

Hath Britain all the sun that shines? Day, night,
Are they not but in Britain? I’th’world’s volume
Our Britain seems of it, but not in’t;
In a great pool a swan’s nest. Prithee, think
There’s livers out of Britain.
(III.iv. TLN1823-1827)82

Imogen’s perspective here is not local, but cosmographical, asking Britons to see

themselves not as the centre of the sun’s rotation, but instead only a part of a larger

created universe.

The image of the swan’s nest is carefully chosen and illustrates Shakespeare’s

sense that British literary culture is not merely insular. The image of the swan,

recovered for Renaissance readers from classical authors, was used by humanist

writers as an emblem for poets and poetry. The poetic swan appeared widely in

European emblem books, reaching England in translation through works such as

Geoffrey Whitney’s Choice of Emblemes (1596), printed in Leyden for distribution

to English readers, which drew on material from the Emblemata of Andrea Alciati

(1531).83 Shakepeare’s image does not, however, point to the pure, white form of the

swan, an idealising trope for poetry in its finished and polished state, but instead to

its much more messy point of origin. Swan’s nests are not neatly defined

constructions, but are instead accumulations of debris, amassed chaotically and often

hard to distinguish from the tangle of twigs piled up by the random currents of

82 Cymbeline quotations from William Shakespeare, The First Folio of Shakespeare: The Norton
Facsimile, ed. by Charlton Hinman, 2nd edn., (London: W. W. Norton, 1996).
83 Robert J. Clements, ‘Iconography on the Nature and Inspiration of Poetry in Renaissance Emblem
Literature’, PMLA 70(4) (1955), 781-804, p.784. Geoffrey Whitney, A Choice of Emblemes, and
other deuises, for the moste parte gathered out of sundrie writers. (Leiden: for Christopher Plantin, by
Francis Raphelengius, 1586).
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waterways. This British literary identity is a fledgling construction: Imogen realises

that the British swan needs to leave the nest and brave the wider world beyond

insular confines. I will argue here that Shakespeare in Cymbeline suggested that

dramatic writing, and specifically that which absorbs and acknowledges not just local

English traditions but which dares to swim in the wider pools of European literature,

might reconcile particularist English constructions of identity with a more irenic,

European construction of regional culture.84

As the title of a recent book by Ros King, Cymbeline: Constructions of

Britain, makes clear, Cymbeline is very obviously a play about British identity.85

King capably places the play in its specifically British cultural contexts, building on

an extensive body of literary criticism that has explored the Stuart contexts of

Cymbeline’s British kingdom. Even G. Wilson Knight, who avoided historical

contextualisation as far as possible in his Shakespeare criticism, found it impossible

to read the play as other than expressing contemporary patriotism, and since he

wrote, many studies have more openly explored the play’s engagement with

Jacobean state-building.86 Historicist criticism has demonstrated ways in which

Shakespeare’s play engaged with James’s self-representation as the new Augustus,

appropriating to the Jacobean state the Virgilian concept of translatio imperii; the

imperial eagle of Rome leaves Roman Europe behind in its journey to the heart of the

84 Peggy Muñoz Simonds, Myth, Emblem and Music in Shakespeare's Cymbeline: an Iconographic
Reconstruction (London: Associated University Presses, 1992) demonstrates that the play is rich in
contemporary iconography.
85 Ros King, Cymbeline: Constructions of Britain (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2005).
86 G. Wilson Knight, The Crown of Life, (1947; 2nd ed. London: Methuen, 1965), especially Chapter 4.
Subsequent seminal historicist studies include Emrys Jones, ‘Stuart Cymbeline’, Essays in Criticism
11(1) (1961), 84-99. David M. Bergeron, Shakespeare’s Romances and the Royal Family (Lawrence,
Kansas: University Press of Kansas, 1985), finds parallels between Cymbeline’s royal family and the
Stuarts. Leah S. Marcus, Puzzling Shakespeare, 118-48, suggests the Parliamentary union debates as a
backdrop.
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Jacobean sun.87 These topical readings -- particularly those further informed by post-

colonial sensitivities and thus rightly conscious that Cymbeline’s construction of

‘Britain’ is deliberately Anglo-centric -- have tended to see the play’s Virgilian

aesthetic as in some critical respects flawed, too close for comfort to the official

rhetoric engaged in the construction of Jacobean absolutism, too little attuned to

counter-identities.88 However, Leah Marcus, Patricia Parker and Ros King have all

suggested that the play might resist such firm closure, excavating discontinuities

within both the inherited classical traditions and contemporary performance contexts

that might have allowed for some critical space between the King and his subjects.89

The portrait of monarchy provided by the play is, after all, extremely flawed, and the

play’s conclusion, as Patricia Parker points out, sees Imogen and Posthumus

retreating to a private ‘happy ever after’ rather than taking up public roles as heads of

state.90 In these readings, individual or local placements of self are allowed a playing

space to express identities that are ‘Other’ to larger scale regional political identities.

87 David M. Bergeron, ‘Cymbeline: Shakespeare’s Last Roman Play’, SQ 31(1) (1980), 31-41, and in
Shakespeare’s Romances and the Royal Family, describes Shakespeare’s indebtedness to classical
representations of Augustus and the Augustan family as a paradigm for the Stuart dynasty. G. Wilson
Knight, The Crown of Life remarks that ‘the heritage of ancient Rome falls on Britain,’ p.166.
88 Cultural materialists in particular condemned the play’s complicity with the Jacobean state: see
Leonard Tennenhouse, ‘Family Rites: Patriarchal Strategies in Shakespeare’s Romance’, Power on
Display: The Politics of Shakespeare’s Genres (London: Methuen, 1986), 84-99. Those critical of the
play’s Anglo-centricism include Willy Maley, ‘“This Sceptred Isle”: Shakespeare and the British
Problem’, in Shakespeare and National Culture, ed. by John J. Joughin (Manchester University Press,
1997), pp.83-108. W. Maley’s ‘Postcolonial Shakespeare: British Identity Formation and Cymbeline’,
in Shakespeare's Late Plays: New Readings, ed. by Jennifer Richards and James Knowles (Edinburgh:
Edinburgh University Press, 1999), pp.145-57, places the geography in the framework of Pocock’s
reformulation of ‘British’ history. See also Mary Floyd-Wilson, ‘Delving to the Root: Cymbeline,
Scotland and the English race’ in British Identities and English Renaissance Literature, ed. by D. J.
Baker and W. Maley, pp.101-15; Huw Griffiths, ‘The Geographies of Shakespeare’s Cymbeline’, in
ELR, 34(3) (November 2004), 339-58.
89 Leah S. Marcus, ‘Cymbeline and the Unease of Topicality’ in The Historical Renaissance: New
Essays on Tudor and Stuart Literature and Culture, ed. by Heather Dubrow and Richard Strier
(Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1988), pp.134-68, and Ros King, Cymbeline:
Constructions of Britain both suggest how performance contexts might allow for interpretative
lacunae.
90 Patricia Parker, ‘Romance and Empire: Anachronistic Cymbeline’ in Unfolded Tales: Essays on
Renaissance Romance, ed. by George M. Logan and Gordon Teskey (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University
Press, 1989), pp.189-208.
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John Kerrigan’s sophisticated analysis of the ‘archipelagic’ geography of the play

acknowledges that the encounters with Welsh and Romans complicate easy Anglo-

centric assumptions and begin to engage with wider geographical identities. The

play is profoundly concerned, he argues, with ‘the relationship between natives and

strangers’, using this to examine issues of ‘alienation within Britain itself.’91

However, Kerrigan’s chapter on Cymbeline suggests that a non-insular perspective

on native identity was an issue yet-to-be confronted by literature after Shakespeare’s

play: ‘no rational interest in British politics could now stop at Milford. Recent as

well as ancient history showed that the state established in 1603 would only be

secure if its relations with the continental empires (active in Scotland and Ireland)

were stabilized.’92 Kerrigan’s study thus rightly hints that Cymbeline struggles to

accommodate two competing perspectives, the local (that which deals with

individual identity and inner alienation) and regional (the relationship between

states), but moves on without considering how the superimposition of these two

paradigms might complicate a view of Cymbeline as merely Stuart apologetic.

While the exact date of composition is unknown, and the play did not appear

in print until the 1623 Folio, Simon Forman’s diary mentions a performance of

Cymbeline alongside other plays viewed in spring 1611.93 Most critics now date it

from the period 1609-10, during the season of theatricals that anticipated the coming

of age of James’s oldest son, Prince Henry. The play is aware not simply of one

centre of power, but potentially of two, manoeuvring cautiously between the present

day pacific policies of the king, and the potentially very different ideas of his son.

91 John Kerrigan, Archipelagic English, p.133.
92 John Kerrigan, Archipelagic English, p.140.
93 A performance in the Globe in spring 1611 is mentioned in the Simon Forman’s manuscript diary,
The Book of Plays and Notes Thereof, Bodleian Library, MS Ashmole 208, fo. 206r.
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By 1610, Henry’s court had become the focus for a militantly Protestant aristocratic

faction that urged active engagement with Europe in ways that might have presented

James with considerable difficulties had not Henry died prematurely.94 This bi-

centred topicality, a function of the difference between Henry and James, leaves

Shakespeare with an implied, third position between the two, a playing space that

might suggest alternatively-constructed identities, avoiding both the unqualified

apotheosis of the Stuart dynasty and patriotically-limited notions of native identity.

If, as it seems likely, Cymbeline was part of a season of court-centred

theatricals which looked to Prince Henry’s investiture as their point of topical

departure, the contrast we find between Shakespeare’s play and Prince Henry’s

Barriers, the elaborate all-night festivities prepared for the Prince’s court by Ben

Jonson and Inigo Jones, makes a clear point about Shakespeare’s ultimately irenic

embrace of European culture in preference to the nationalistic militarism increasingly

associated with Henry’s court. The surviving designs for the Barriers show the

spectacle to have been placed in a visual matrix that mixed the same elements of

gothic and classical topographies that we see suggested in Cymbeline’s combination

of ancient Britain and classical Rome.95 Jonson and Jones’s Barriers opens with a

masque featuring a nationalistic Merlin, whose prophetic presentation of British

history is unashamedly Anglo-centric and looks forward explicitly to the dynastic

union of the ‘rose and the thistle’ (line 339) under James. In Cymbeline, in contrast,

the imagined cultural union is not merely archipelagic but European. However, the

prophetic voice that endorses this union is carefully constructed as earth-bound and

fallible, a Roman soothsayer whose past failures to interpret divine revelation have

94 See Roy Strong, Henry, Prince of Wales, and England’s Lost Renaissance (London: Thames and
Hudson, 1986).
95 See Stephen Orgel and Roy Strong, Inigo Jones: The Theatre of the Stuart Court, (London: Sotheby
Bernet, 1973), vol. I, pp.158-75.
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shown him to be far from reliable. The expansion of political identity from local to

regional in Cymbeline is therefore defined against a native ‘British’ centre of power,

as in the Barriers, but also looks for validation to a much higher, non-local,

authority.

The Barriers superficially acknowledge James’s pacific policies. Merlin is

careful to speak of opportunities for peaceful European exchange as well as

European military excursion, looking forward to the growth of commercial trading as

a mechanism for peace: That laws and trade bring honours in and gain / And arms

defensive a safe peace maintain (lines 207-8). However, after Jonson’s fine speeches

were over, the rest of the night’s entertainment (and it did go on all through the

night) was taken up with tilting. The native ‘Challengers’ (Prince Henry, the Duke

of Lennox, the Earls of Arundel and Southhampton, Lord James Hay, Sir Thomas

Somerset and Sir Richard Preston) fought successively no fewer than 56 defendants,

many of whom were dressed in outlandish foreign costumes.96 We find echoes of

these encounters in the final Act of Cymbeline. In Cymbeline, the Roman and British

armies meet in battle in ‘a narrow lane’, a scene modelled on the ancient Scottish

battle of Luncarty mentioned in the Scottish section of Holinshed’s Chronicles. This

setting is analogous to the narrow lane of the tilt-yard; moreover, the Scottish warrior

who drove back the Danes at Luncarty was an ancestor of James Hay, favourite of

James I and a champion in the Barriers entertainments. Posthumus’s successive

changes of battle costume, from native to foreign and back again, during the final

Act have a theatricality that is highly suggestive of the variously disguised defenders

and challengers at Henry’s court, concatenated in one person and complicating

96 See Orgel and Strong, Inigo Jones, pp,170-1.
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assumptions that foreign and native are mutually exclusive categories.97 While

Henry’s Barriers tested and confirmed native against foreign identities, Posthumus’s

bi-lateral engagement erases the absolute difference. Posthumus’s subsequent

reaction to the battle suggests resistance to the facile militancy of the Barriers: he

dismisses the attempt of the cowardly Lord to reduce these complicated events to a

neat, patriotic epithet:

Will you Rime upon’t,
And vent it for a Mock’rie? Heer is one:
“Two Boyes, an Oldman (twice a Boy), a Lane,
“Preserv’d the Britaines, was the Romanes bane.
(V.iii. TLN 2984-7)

Posthumus’s scornful dismissal above of the sorts of sentiments that might be

expressed in tiltyard impressa suggests that Cymbeline could have been viewed, by

anyone who had been either present at or aware of the contents of the Barriers, as a

deliberately alternative aesthetic to that displayed at the vigorously chivalric

Protestant court of Prince Henry. Roy Strong suggests ‘all through the winter of

1609-10 the political atmosphere at court was dominated by the Jülich-Cleves

succession problem … the Barrier’s prime context is the Europe of 1609-10. The

theme is war, not peace, and it is aggressive and not passive.’98 Cymbeline echoes

these European concerns, but draws very different conclusions about the implications

of regional politics and appropriate British literary reactions.

While in the Barriers Henry’s court were treated to a spectacle that traced

British history as eschatological destiny, progressively marching from ancient origins

towards the triumphant victory of the Protestant champions of Stuart Britain over

97 See Geoffrey Bullough, Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare, (London: Routledge and
Kegan Paul, 1957-75), vol. 8, p.46-50.
98 See Roy Strong, Henry, Prince of Wales, p.150-1.
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their foreign opponents, Shakespeare’s play is careful not only to finish in ancient

times, but also leaves Christian history as a potential rather than a realised moment.

In the absence of Christian time, existing in a space ‘before’ Christ, Christendom

cannot emerge as a territorial geography available to add glamour to state-centred

identities. Indeed, perversely, even though the British have won the battle,

Cymbeline agrees to pay tribute to the Romans after all, a decision that refigures

Christ’s injunctions to the Pharisees to render unto Caesar the things that properly

belong to him and to God that which properly belongs to God (Matthew 22.21 and

Mark 12.17). This strategic elision of Christendom deliberately avoids making

unqualified connections between spiritual (inward) and territorial, state-sponsored

(outward) constructions of identity.

The authors of the Barriers had no such scruples. Ruined Rome and St

George’s Portico inhabit the same stage space in a jumble of pagan and Christian

symbols, and Christian and national emblems and history are explicitly intertwined.

Prince Henry personates ‘Meliadus’, an anagram for ‘Mila Deus’, or ‘Soldier of

God.’ Merlin’s account of English history blends patriotic chronicle with crusading

millenarianism, remembering how in past times English monarchs marched to

Jerusalem under the cross of Saint George to perform deeds ‘past an angel, armed

with wroth and fire’ (line 221), and looking forward to the time when Henry shall

likewise ‘shake a sword and lance against the foes of God and you’ (lines 419-20).

Cymbeline, however, is careful not to pander to populist nationalism and

takes deliberate steps to separate this out from providential history. The most overt

expressions of national pride are made by the two villains, the evil queen and her

oafish son, Cloten (III.i. TLN.1389-1412). Instead, what Cymbeline’s happy ending

strives to achieve is a sense of a shared political and religious inheritance that
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extends beyond national boundaries. Unlike Fletcher’s Bonduca, a play dating from

a similar period, in which the ancient British Druidic religion is starkly contrasted

with that of the Roman invaders, both Britons and Romans in Cymbeline recognise

‘Jupiter’ as the supreme deity, and both have access -- albeit through a smokescreen

of verbal ambiguity -- to divine revelation. At the very end of the play, the British

and the Romans look forward to entering Jupiter’s temple together and Cymbeline

commands: ‘Let A Roman and a British ensign wave Friendly together’ (V.v.3811-

3813). The play’s conclusion looks forward to a Christian era in which British and

continental European interests will broadly coincide and confessional divisions

healed. Cymbeline imagines this will be a state-centred construction (signalled by

the flying of state flags); but, as I shall now discuss, the play’s dynamics suggest this

shared future will be more importantly an outward sign of inward transformative

processes.

That Cymbeline does in some way engage with Christian history is well-

documented and has been discussed by a number of modern critics, for the most part

suggesting that the play’s use of a Christian timeframe forms an implicit panegyric to

the Jacobean state.99 Robin Moffat argues that Cymbeline teeters on the brink of the

Christian era, showing Britain caught on the cusp of its transition from a pagan to a

Christian, providential time.100 Moffat’s essay opens with a quote from Holinshed’s

Chronicles that provides a headline for his discussion of the play:

Of Kymbeline, within the time of whose government Christ Iesus our saviour
was borne, all nations content to obeie the Romane emperours and

99 Lisa Geller, ‘Cymbeline and the Imagery of Covenant Theology’, Studies in English Literature 20
(1980), 241-55, is one of a small number who disagree, suggesting that the repetition of the
vocabulary of ‘election’ suggests Shakespeare using Christ’s coming to authenticate a contractual
power-sharing relationship between British rulers and subjects.
100 Robin Moffet, ‘Cymbeline and the Nativity’, SQ 13(2) (1962), 207-18.
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consequentlie Britaine, the customes that the Britaines paie the Romans as
Strabo reporteth.101

Contemporary audiences, argued Moffat, would have made the imaginative leap over

1600 years of intervening Christian history, interpreting the play typologically,

thereby concluding that the Romano-British embrace in the play’s final scene would

be perfected in the Christian era during the reign of King James. Francis Yates’s

idiosyncratic reading of the play as sympathetic to the ‘Rosicrucian’ politics of

Prince Henry’s household agrees that ‘Shakespeare was drawing on those lines of

thinking in the traditional interpretation of the idea of Empire through which the

Roman Empire was sanctified and Christianised because Christ chose to be born

during the reign of Augustus Caesar’, and suggests that in Protestant England this

ideology ‘formed an integral part of the propaganda for the Monarch as having

effected the reform of the Church.’102 However, the games Cymbeline plays with the

Christian temporal framework unsettle an easy elision between Christian eschatology

and Jacobean state ideology: the anticipated but not yet realised messianic moment in

Cymbeline does not necessarily guarantee that, with the Stuart dynasty enthroned,

such a time has indeed arrived for contemporary Jacobean viewers.

Some elements of Shakespeare’s play certainly might suggest topical

messages sympathetic to James’s foreign policy. Augustus’s general, the excellent

Lucius, has an army composed of Machiavellian Iachimos: Patricia Parker argues

this might resonate with a contemporary English view of Italian politics and religion

as in need of urgent moral and spiritual reform and James’s self-promotion as the

101 Raphael Holinshed (ed.), Chronicles comprising 1 The description and historie of England, 2 The
description and historie of Ireland, 3 The description and historie of Scotland, ‘The History of
England’, Book 3, Chapter 18, p.32, (London: printed by Henry Denham for John Harison, George
Bishop, Rafe Newberie, Henrie Denham, and Thomas Woodcocke, 1587), sig.C4v.
102 Francis Yates, Shakespeare’s Last Plays: A New Approach (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul,
1975), p.42.
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Prince under whose moral leadership such reform might be progressed.103 But

Parker’s description of these topical parallels as ‘anachronistic’ allegory

misrepresents the connotative weight of Shakespeare’s metaphorical use of

Christendom, and how it would have been understood within contemporary

discourse. If Cymbeline’s Britain is still on the brink of the Christian era, James’s

Britain, and the individuals living within it, may also need further reform and

refinement.

For Cymbeline’s timeframe sits carefully positioned on the edge of Christian

time and not in it, and this metaphorically transfers elements of uncertainty to

contemporary, Jacobean national identity. Ros King suggests that Shakespeare’s

subtle combination of Catholic and Protestant discourses leaves open the exact

religious implications of the final reconciliatory scene: ‘the reconciliation with Rome

and the restoration of the tribute can be allegorised as a reunion of Christendom

under Rome, or an endorsement of royal authority… but the uncomfortable language

in which it is expressed indicates that none of these should be regarded as the

interpretation.’104 King recognises that an allegorical interpretation is too simplistic:

her phrase ‘the uncomfortable language’ reaches towards what I have been

describing in this section, a contemporary awareness of ‘Christian’ metaphor that

suggested secular institutions and spiritually defined identities might not coalesce.

The play instead promotes an interpretation of Christendom that positions faith not as

103 Patricia Parker, ‘Romance and Empire: Anachronistic Cymbeline’, provides a detailed examination
of the early modern political associations of Italy. Michele Marrapodi, ‘From Narrative to Drama: the
Exotic Tale and the Theatre’ in his (ed.) The Italian World of English Renaissance Drama: Cultural
Exchanges and Intertextuality (London: Associated University Presses, 1998), pp.41-70, suggests that
the topos of ‘Italy’ translates as ‘a fallen world in need of correction.’ Margaret Jones-Davis,
‘Cymbeline and the Sleep of Faith’, in Theatre and Religion: Lancastrian Shakespeare, ed. by Richard
Dutton, Alison Findlay and Richard Wilson, pp.197-217, argues that Cymbeline suggests James’s
‘dream of a Great Britain whose position would be central in Europe’, which would embrace
Catholics and Protestants alike, p.207.
104 Ros King, Cymbeline, Chapter 4, ‘Religion’ pp.125-54, p.149.
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the foundation of the national state, but as the rock on which individual identity is

based. Cymbeline carefully avoids making a clear endorsement of James’s vision of

himself as the leader of international Christendom.

Emblematic engagements between Rome and Britain were peculiarly topical

when Cymbeline was written, and used the international exchanges of the book trade

as their debating chamber. These were years in which both Counter-Reformation

Rome and the Anglican establishment placed great emphasis on the production and

distribution of authoritative printed texts. The appearance of King James’s

authorised Bible in print in 1611 would give the English national church its state-

sponsored vernacular text. Its counterpart, less well-known to modern readers, was

the completion of the Catholic English vernacular Bible in 1609, a project initiated

by William Allen at the English College in Rheims almost thirty years previously,

now printed in Douai for distribution to Catholic exiles and, covertly, to home-based

co-religionists.105 And as we have seen, in the years leading up to the presumed first

performances of Cymbeline, printed works defending the primacy of alternatively the

national English church and the Church of Rome had been circulating in elite

political circles both in England and in continental Europe. Works printed in support

of the Jacobean Oath of Allegiance attempted (in defiance of the official papal line)

to reconcile Catholic obligations to Britain and to Rome: secularised, this is the

significance of the final scene of Cymbeline.

In Cymbeline this secularisation is highly significant: the pre-Christian

framework metaphorically translates spiritual allegiance into the material vehicle of

tribute. It might therefore be anticipated that the forward march of history, the full

105 Alexandra Walsham, ‘Unclasping the Book? Post-Reformation English Catholicism and the
Vernacular Bible’, Journal of British Studies, 42 (April, 2003), 141-66.
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course of Christian time, might translate this back again into finer terms, purifying

the spiritual from the material, or secular, altogether. But the end of time, even if it

might have been thought to be imminent in 1610, was not quite attained, and the

emphasis within the play on international rapprochement suggests a typological

conclusion that might implicate not merely the British in their peculiar, local church,

but all of Christendom, European and British alike. If in Cymbeline Italy is given a

double-time exposure -- both ancient and modern -- implicitly readers and audiences

might plausibly be expected to see elements of modern English spirituality staged in

Cymbeline’s Britain, still implicated in the process of ongoing reformation, and in

particular, see in Posthumus’s spiritual journey a mirror for their own spiritual

voyages of exile and rehabilitation.

For Jacobean Christians, the advent of Christ was not only an event in

historical time, but an episode in a divinely patterned history that would conclude

with a second coming and apocalypse. In Cymbeline, these events are typologically

prefigured by various garbled prophesies spoken by the Roman soothsayer, and by

the pantomime descent of the God Jupiter to earth, appearing in a dream to the

imprisoned Posthumus. This is an odd positioning of the deus ex machina trope:

more normally, the arrival of a God might be expected in the final act as a public

event. In this play, the God speaks only to one man, and even then, through a dream

rather than in broad daylight; the romance plot is unravelled not in the presence of

the God, but in the final act, after the God has ascended.

The apocalyptic texts circulated in early modern England were not

necessarily ready to promote the Jacobean monarchy as a sign of the second coming.

Far from suggesting that the final perfection of the church would be achieved under

the leadership of any one earthly prince, these rather urged Christians to examine
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themselves. The importance of internal reformation and individual salvation was

emphasised by writers like William Perkins: although Perkins’s Lectures upon the

three first chapters of the Reuelation (1604) concluded with a prayer that Christian

princes should endeavour to do everything in their power to continue the work of

reforming the church, as a whole the argument is that such reformation cannot be

achieved by royal edict, but is rather the responsibility of every individual Christian:

‘The more I consider the fruites of faith, the more I see the necessitie of faith,

through it we are saued: by it we are iustified: in it we live.’106

In general terms, individual voyages of spiritual redemption form a

significant theme in the romance genre, but in Cymbeline, this is peculiarly and

explicitly associated with texts in a manner that points towards the book of

Revelations as a framing text, including the commentary that wrapped this in the

Geneva Bible. This version significantly outsold the Bishops’ Bible, the officially

authorised text of the Anglican Church, between 1576 when it first appeared in

complete English translation and 1611, when James’s Authorised Bible appeared,

and is thought to have been the main -- although not the only -- Bible referenced by

Shakespeare in his plays.107 James acted quickly to ensure that no further copies

were printed in England after 1611, as he found its commentary, according to

Crawford Gribben, undermined the Stuart vision of ‘England’s eschatological

monarchy.’108

106 William Perkins, Lectures Upon the Three First Chapters of the Reuelation (London: Richard
Field for Cuthbert Burbie, 1604), sig.¶6v.
107 Jane Kingsley-Smith, ‘Bible’, in The Oxford Companion to Shakespeare, ed. by Michael Dobson
and Stanley Wells (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), p.45. See also Naseeb Shaheen, Biblical
References in Shakespeare’s Plays, (Newark, NJ: University of Delaware Press, 1999), p.39.
108 Crawford Gribben, ‘Deconstructing the Geneva Bible: The Search for a Puritan Poetic’, Literature
& Theology 14 (March, 2000), 1-16, p.8. Also Naseeb Shaheen, Biblical References in Shakespeare’s
Plays, p.29.
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The Genevan commentary was intrusive, but not particularly stable; it was

continually subject to reinterpretation and amendment. In the 1590s, this affected the

Book of Revelations, newly translated by Francis du Jon, or Franciscus Junius, a

Huguenot scholar at the University of Heidelberg. Junius’s text, accompanied by a

commentary, was further translated into English and published as a stand-alone text

in 1592.109 By 1602, the English translation of the Geneva Bible was printed with

Junius’s commentary replacing earlier glosses.110 In his 1592 dedication to Otho

Grinauldius, Junius worried about the opacity of his text, and explained that God’s

word needed to be protected ‘against the violence and fraud of tyrants and of false

prophets’ as much now as in the time of Daniel in the Old Testament: scholar-

theologians rather than scholar-kings emerge as the best protectors of scriptural truth,

working by means of the wisdom that God has ‘infused inwardly into his most

excellent plants’ (as distinguished from the unlucky and ill-informed ‘chaff’).111

Kings, indeed, are potential tyrants. Junius went on to place the ‘prophecy’ of

Revelations in a closely argued historical framework, including a table of dates

relating the incursions of the apocalyptic dragon to the struggle between the Papacy

and the Holy Roman Empire, decoding Revelations through the unfolding of time in

the Christian era in such a way that suggested that the end of the time-line was

imminent. At no point does he suggest that a Christian king would precipitate the

return of Messiah.

Set just before the Christian era in Shakespeare, Posthumus’s dream of the

descent of Jupiter suggests a typological foreshadowing of the Christian revelation

109 Franciscus Junius, Apocalypsis: A Briefe and Learned Commentarie upon the Reuelation of Saint
John the Apostle, (London: Richard Field for Robert Dexter, 1592), reprinted as The Revelation of
Saint Iohn the Apostle and Euangelist, (London: Richard Field for Robert Dexter, 1594).
110 Naseeb Shaheen, Biblical References in Shakespeare’s Plays, pp.32-4.
111 Franciscus Junius, Apocalypsis, sig.iiir.
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given to St John the Divine. In Shakespeare’s play, Posthumus awakens to find the

textual evidence of his dream confirmed by a mysterious book left on his chest.

Junius’s commentary on Revelations 10.2 notes that the vision of apocalypse passed

down from God to man by an angel in the form of a book should be supplemented by

a secondary, internal text:

And he had in his hand a little booke open, and he set his right foote upon the
sea, and his left on the earth. (Revelations 10.2)

Comment (note 3): namely, a speciall booke of the affaires of Gods Church:
For the booke that containeth things belonging unto the whole world, is said
to be kept with the Creator, Chapter 5, verse 1, but the booke of the Church,
with the Redeemer: and out of this booke is taken the rest of the history of
this Apocalypse.112

The commentary suggests there are two texts: one, ‘of the affaires of Gods Church’,

the material text we know as the Bible, accessible to ‘the whole world.’ The other

text, kept ‘with the Redeemer’, is one revealed by inward processes, dream visions

and the workings of conscience. This private, inward, book gives us signs of the

Apocalypse; the end of the world is not, therefore, framed by a state-authorised

Biblical text. The emphasis on an intimate transfer of prophecy and the anticipation

of the end of all historical time that we find in Revelations and Junius’s commentary

sits uncomfortably with the progressive dynamics of the national English church,

which looked to its monarch for leadership, and to the royal bloodline to ensure

historical institutional continuation. These tensions are echoed in Cymbeline: the

emotional centre of the play is the relationship between Imogen and Posthumus, yet

these characters -- respectively a motherless woman and an orphan -- are curiously

112 Franciscus Junius, The Revelation of St John, sig.B1r.
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detached from their families and ultimately, through the restitution of Imogen’s lost

brothers, removed from the exercise of state power.

Individual identities, however, cannot simply be extracted from the social

contexts of the ‘whole world’, but are defined by interaction with other individuals.

These interactions, our social identities, are shown in Cymbeline to form an

important part of moral and spiritual reformation. Significantly, Shakespeare uses

the ideal of intertextual discourse as a metaphor for this refinement of individual

identities; the sources feeding into his narrative illustrate ways in which individual

identities meet, interact and are transformed. Modern writing on the construction of

social identities recognises that communal participation in the telling and retelling of

tales is of fundamental importance.113 In the early modern period, a universal (if not

always literate) awareness of the Bible formed one facet of this tale weaving, not

simply in England, but throughout Europe. However, by 1610-11, the rivalry

between differently authorised versions of Biblical text would have made it hard to

identify the framework within which dramatic references to scriptural texts might

have operated. James’s eagerness to authorise a particular printed version of the

Bible indicates that not all his Christian subjects, exposed as they had been to

variously-nuanced sermons, commentary and discussion of this text, would have

interpreted scriptural references in ways the king might have found orthodox.

In Cymbeline, the Bible is one of many competing texts. Over time,

European culture has been formed, informed and reformed in equal measure by

stories that crossed national borders both orally and in printed form, and which were

translated over and over again into different local vernaculars, their resonances fine-

113 See Homi K. Bhaba, ‘DisseminNation: Time, Narrative, and the Margins of the Modern Nation’;
Monica Colombo and Azzura Senatore, ‘The Discursive Construction of Community Identity’,
Journal of Community and Applied Social Psychology 15(1) (2005), 48-62; Daniel Woolf, The Social
Circulation of the Past.
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tuned to appeal to local audiences. Such narratives, like authorised national Bibles,

may be locally appropriated, but are often still inflected with traces of alien, non-

native origins. Shakespeare’s intensely syncretic method of plot construction

acknowledges this simultaneously native and exotic textual base. The plot of

Cymbeline weaves together insular English and Scottish chronicle history with

several overlapping tales drawn from the bedrock traditions of European story

telling, using the Bible -- Christendom’s foundational text -- as a unifying

archetypical narrative framework. This is not, to use John Kerrigan’s term, simply

an ‘archipelagic’ tale: it is a story which places the British archipelago in a European

context.

Shakespeare was, undoubtedly, an avid and unusual reader. There are many,

many books on ‘Shakespeare’s Books’, most obviously Geoffrey Bullough’s

magisterial eight volume Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare.

Holinshed’s Chronicles are the principle source for the play’s large-scale political

framework, describing the struggle for effective control over Britain fought out

between native British rulers, and the Roman Empire, although Shakespeare

condenses the British resistance described by Holinshed into a single generation.114

In Shakespeare’s play, Cymbeline, encouraged by his new queen, has disputed the

Roman claim to British tribute. The Romans invade, are driven back and a truce

agreed in which, despite the British victory, it is settled that tribute will be paid after

all. Shakespeare’s representation of Cymbeline -- aging, initially in thrall to a much

more dominant queen, prepared to concede tribute to the Romans -- implies a

reluctance to endorse British history as an unqualified progression of powerful kings.

114 Geoffrey Bullough, Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare, vol. 8, pp.46-50.
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Instead, patriarchal history is subjected to feminised resistance. The

competition between Rome and Britain is mirrored by competition over Imogen, the

heroine, contested by rival native and Italian suitors, whose defiance of her father

forms a female narrative counterpoint to Holinshed’s patriarchal account of ancient

history. Holinshed’s British history is overlaid with an Italian romance tale by

Boccaccio, and related fragments of a much older story by Heliodorus, which link

archipelagic politics to archetypal European representations of familial disruption

and recovery.

To construct Imogen’s story, Shakespeare wove together several narrative

strands drawn from various European prototypes. Martin Butler suggests parallels

between Cymbeline and Hellenistic romances, particularly Heliodorus’s Ethiopica.115

Certain broad elements are commonly found in the old Greek stories: lost children,

rediscovered in adulthood; imprisoned heroes; oracles; imperilled heroines. Two

particular incidents from the Ethiopica are strongly suggestive of Cymbeline’s plot:

the moment when Imogen mistakes the headless corpse of Cloten for her husband (in

Ethoiopica, the genders are reversed, the husband mistaking a corpse for his wife);

and the point when Posthumus strikes Imogen disguised as a boy in the final act.

We have already seen in the first section of this thesis (‘Alternative Cleopatras’,

above) how exotic, feminised ‘Others’ might be spun out as subaltern identities by

dominant masculine political cultures: here, similarly, we see a feminised history,

deeply imbued with elements drawn from a tale about an African princess, spinning

out an alternative to patriarchal history.

115 Martin Butler, Introduction to Cymbeline, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), pp.8-
10. Heliodorus’s An Aethiopian History was translated by Thomas Underdowne and published
(London: Henry Middleton for Coldocke, 1569) and subsequently several times in the sixteenth
century, then by William Jaggard for William Cotton in 1605 and 1606.
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The wager tale on which Imogen’s story is based, in variant forms, appears to

have been widespread in Christian Europe from at least the high middle ages,

typically situating the story’s geography to reflect local regional cultural

competitions and ethnic tensions.116 Early versions place the tale in the Eastern

Mediterranean, and in the mid-fourteenth century, this is how the story appeared in

the ninth novella of the second Day of Boccaccio’s Decameron. That Boccaccio

provides the main source for Shakespeare’s wager story has not been seriously

challenged,117 even though the work was not available in an English translation in

print until 1620.118 A possible subsidiary source, the Dutch play Frederyke of

Jennen, written around 1517-18 and printed in London c.1520 and c.1560, was itself

based on Boccaccio’s original. The story appears in neither of the most widely read

pre-1620 collections of Italian tales translated into English, William Painter’s The

Palace of Pleasure Beautified (1566) and George Pettie’s A Petite Palace of Pettie

his Pleasure (1576).119 Although some evidence exists to suggest that John Wolfe, a

London printer specialising in foreign language imprints, might have planned an

Italian edition in the late 1580s, no such edition has been identified, and the

Decameron did not actually appear in English until 1620, from Isaac Jaggard’s

116 Paul G. Brewster and Georgia Tarsouli, in ‘Two English Ballads and their Greek Counterparts’,
The Journal of American Folklore 69 (1956), 40-6. Pavic Popovic in ‘Shakespearian Story in Serbian
Folklore’, Folklore 33 (March 1922), 72-90. V. Frederic Koenig, ‘A New Perspective on the Wager
Cycle’, Modern Philology 44 (Nov 1946), 46-83 traces its evolution through French and German
sources in the late Middle Ages.
117 Geoffrey Bullough, Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespere, VIII, pp.3-111, discusses
Frederyke of Jennen. No extant sixteenth-century copy exists, suggesting this version may not have
been widely disseminated, pp.xxv-xxviii.
118 Boccaccio, Giovanni, The Decameron containing an hundred pleasant nouels. Wittily discoursed,
betweene seauen honourable ladies, and three noble gentlemen (London: Isaac Iaggard, 1620). See
also Mary Augusta Scott, ‘Elizabethan Translations from the Italian: The Titles of Such Works Now
First Collected and Arranged, with Annotations: I Romances’ in PMLA 10 (1895), 249-293; Herbert
G. Wright, ‘How did Shakespeare Come to Know the Decameron?’ Modern Language Review 50
(1955), 45-8, and Boccaccio in England: From Chaucer to Tennyson (London: Athlone Press, 1957).
119 William Painter, The Palace of pleasure beautified (London: John Kingston and Henry Denham
for Richard Tottell and William Jones, 1566); George Pettie, A Petite Palace of Pettie his pleasure
(London: R Watkins, 1576).
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press.120 Francis Douce asked in 1839 ‘is it not possible that our author might have

known French enough to have occasionally read the Decameron in that language?’

Herbert Wright took up this argument in 1957, making a strong case for Shakespeare

being sufficiently competent in French to have been able to read the sixteenth-

century French translation of Boccaccio made by Antoine le Maçon.121

The French translations of the Decameron are numerous, and widely

distributed throughout collections in Western Europe. The work had become

problematic in Italian, appearing on the Index of Prohibited Books in the sixteenth

century.122 However, the French were appreciative of the work’s copious variety,

and a translation was commissioned by Marguerite, sister of Francis I. Le Maçon’s

translation is lively and accessible, its vocabulary for the most part not out of the

ordinary, and its narrative style easy-flowing and syntactically unchallenging. At

least twenty-six editions of this work were printed in the sixteenth century, appearing

consistently in every decade except the troubled 1580s (the height of the disruptions

caused by the French wars of religion).123 In 1597, as the immensely capable Henri

IV moved France towards peaceful settlements on both the domestic and

international fronts, there was an international ‘relaunch’ of the French Decameron,

with (excepting title pages) identical pocket-sized editions appearing in Lyon,

Amsterdam and Rotterdam, all important European printing centres feeding works

120 A. Gerber, ‘All of the Five Fictitious Italian Editions of Writings of Machiavelli and Three of
Those of Pietro Aretino Printed by John Wolfe of London 1584-1589, II’ in Modern Language Notes
22 (1907), 129-35, p.130, and Herbert G. Wright, Boccaccio in England, p.115.
121 Francis Douce, Illustrations of Shakespeare and of Ancient Manners, with Dissertations on the
Collection of Popular Tales Entitled Gesta Romanorum (1839), p.383 quoted by A. C. Lee, The
Decameron: Its Sources and Analogues, (London: David Nutt, 1909), p.50.
122 I am grateful to Crystall Hall, ‘Aristotle Meets Aesop and Boccaccio in the Margins of Galileo’s
Library’, unpublished paper delivered at the conference on ‘Early Modern Reading: Books,
Communities, Conversations’ at Newcastle University, 11th April, 2008, for this insight.
123 See the recent bibliography French Vernacular Books: Books published in the French Language
before 1601, ed. by Andrew Pettegree, Malcolm Walsby and Alexander Wilkinson (Leiden: Brill,
2007), vol.1 pp.177-8.
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into circulation for the international book market.124 The very small size of the book

(11.6cm) indicates a highly portable edition suitable for export. It would seem

highly likely that some of these editions found their way to England, and indeed, the

British Library catalogue holds nine sixteenth-century French editions, including two

editions of 1597 from Lyons and Amsterdam.125 Not only was Shakespeare

modifying the native account of Cymbeline’s reign by weaving in an oriental tale; it

is highly probably that the source of this oriental tale was recognisably circulating in

England in a language other than English.

Boccaccio’s Decameron demonstrated the ability of narrative, through the

circulation of printed books, to permeate national and confessional boundaries. The

printers involved in these various 1597 editions of le Maçon’s translation -- Claesz of

Amsterdam, le Fevre of Geneva, Waesberghe of Rotterdam and Veyrat of Lyons --

were variously Reformed and Roman Catholic but seem to have found some

mechanism (perhaps over a drink at a trade bookfair) to come together and

coordinate this unusual international collaboration. The Protestant Claesz had moved

from the southern to the northern Netherlands for confessional reasons during the

1570s. His reputation was built on his polemical anti-Spanish publications and

general interest in international affairs: subsequent to James’s accession in 1603, he

published Dutch language translations of works by the new king of England for a

Dutch readership.126 Further south, in the Catholic city of Rotterdam, Jean

Waesberghe was particularly known for his works of French belles lettres, working

in syndicate with Christopher Plantin to produce French language editions of Amadis

124 See Pettegree et all, French Vernacular Books references: (Amsterdam: Cornelis Claesz, 1597),
FVB 6131; (Lyon: Jean Veyrat t.p. (but more probably in Geneva by Jean le Fevre), 1597), FVB
6132; (Lyon: Veyrat, 1597), FVB 6133 & 6134; (Rotterdam: Jean Waesberghe, 1597), FVB 6135.
125 BL Integrated Catalogue shelfmarks 1074.a.19. and 1074.a.20.
126 Astrid Stilma, A King Translated: James VI and I and the Dutch Interpretations of his Works,
1593-1603 (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, unpublished PhD thesis, 2005), p.31ff, p.117, p.203, p.254.
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de Gaule in the 1560s and 70s: works like these crossed national and confessional

boundaries.127 In Lyon, Jean Veyrat was a prominent libraire and editor,

maintaining international links with booksellers in Bordeaux, Nîmes, Toulouse,

Geneva and Frankfurt.128 His eye for cross-border commercial opportunities brought

him before the Lyon Printers’ Guild in 1588, when along with five others he was

accused of outsourcing some of his printing to Geneva, falsely allowing works to be

produced in Geneva using Lyonnaise imprints. The accused justified his behaviour

on grounds of commercial realism: paper costs were much cheaper in Protestant

Geneva.129 His Genevan partner, who occasionally absorbed some of this outsourced

printing, was Jean le Fevre, whose workshop printed an edition of the Decameron in

1597 under a false Lyon imprint, attributing the work to Veyrat.130 Veyrat was

undoubtedly a good Catholic; he was elected to the Lyon Printing Syndicate in 1590

and 1592, both years when Lyon’s support of the Catholic League was

unquestionably strong.131 Le Fevre, based in Geneva, could not have been other than

Protestant. In printing ventures, however, the two clearly made a marriage of mutual

convenience. The changing political climate of 1597 facilitated these collaborations:

the simultaneous appearance of the French Decameron makes a bibliophilic point

about the new opportunities of international textual exchange following peace and

religious reconciliation.

127 Livre le Premier-le Trezieme, d’Amadis de Gaule. Mis en François par le Seigneur des Essars
Nicolas de Herberay. Traduit d’Espagnol en François par C. Colet -- Traduit nouvellement
d’Espagnol en François (Antwerp: Christopher Plantin, for Jean Waesberghe (Books 1-5);
Christopher Plantin (Books 6-9), Guillaume Sylvius (Books 10-13), 1560-1561).
128 See H. L. and J. Baudrier, Bibliographie Lyonnaise. Recherches sur les Imprimeurs, Libraires,
Reliers et Fondeurs de Lettres de Lyon au XVIe siecle, 12 vols, (Paris 1895-1921), vol. 4, p.394.
129 Baudrier, Bibliographie Lyonnaise, Vol.7, p.240.
130 Index Aureliensis : catalogus librorum sedecimo saeculo impressorum (Aureliae Aquensis:
Koerner, 1965), ref. 120.444. Also Matthew Hall, Lyon Publishing in the Age of Catholic Revival,
1565-1600, unpublished PhD, University of St Andrews, 2005.
131 Baudrier, Bibliographie Lyonnaise, Vol.9, p.75-6.
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Boccaccio’s version of the wager tale maps the cross-faith cosmopolitanism

of his contemporary Italian merchants and their middle Eastern trading partners: the

geography is that of the high medieval and Renaissance Mediterranean world made

familiar to modern readers by Fernand Braudel.132 As Boccaccio tells it, the story

opens in an inn in Paris, where an international company of merchants is gathered,

the boast is made and the wager is laid between two Italians. From Paris, the scene

shifts to Genoa, home to the merchant Bernabo and his wife Zinerva, and thence to

Alexandria, as the wronged Zinerva flees in a Catalan ship and finds employment

disguised as a boy (Sicurano) at the court of the Sultan. As Sicurano, she is sent as

the Sultan’s agent to the port of Acre, part of the Sultan’s dominions. Here

Christians and Moslems join together to trade and exchange news and gossip:

Sicurano is drawn to her fellow Italians ‘out of a nostalgic feeling’ for the country of

her birth,133 and encounters Ambrogiuolo of Piacenza, the merchant who has ruined

her reputation. The pre-modern concept of ‘nation’ was especially useful in contexts

when fellow-nationals were gathered in foreign climes, as in university student

bodies, or overseas trading communities. Acre, a multicultural port in which trading

interests crossed cultural boundaries determined by faith or linguistic community, in

this story concentrates ‘national’ groupings. At ease with his fellow Italian, but not

guessing her true identity, Ambrogiulo unwittingly boasts about his trick, and

Zinerva brings him to account for his actions before the Sultan in Alexandria,

working with some Genoese merchants active in the area to bring her husband

Bernabo to the Sultan’s court so that he can be present to hear Ambrogiulo’s

132 Fernand Braudel, La Méditerranée et le monde méditerranéen à l'époque de Philippe II (1949),
trans. by Siân Reynolds, The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World in the Age of Philip II, 2
vols. (London: Collins, 1972-3).
133 Giovanni Boccaccio, The Decameron, trans. by G. H. McWilliam (1972; 2nd edn. London:
Penguin, 1995), p.173.
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confession. Zinerva, as Sicurano, dominates this scene, acting as a prosecuting

lawyer while the Sultan presides as judge. Husband and wife are reconciled, while

the villain of the piece, Ambrogiulo, is condemned to be tied to a pole in the sun,

smeared with honey so that insects will torment him, and left until dead. The Sultan

throws a feast for the reunited couple, rewards Zinerva generously for her service,

and fits out a ship to return the couple home to Genoa.

Shakespeare’s reworking of this story in Cymbeline makes several significant

changes. By interlacing the Franco-Italian wager story with the very English

material of Holinshed’s chronicle history, Shakespeare creates an explicit narrative

mechanism for naturalising a story in common European circulation to suit the tastes

of his local audience. This serves to translate Boccaccio’s geography to British soil,

and substitutes forgiveness and reconciliation for oriental retribution -- the Christian

message realised on British soil, a British translation of Christendom. But

Shakespeare also very carefully avoids using this translation to promote Jacobean

theocracy. Although the denouement takes place not in an exotic oriental court, but

at home, with the British King Cymbeline witness to a providentially revealed series

of explications, this is not a British court of law. Rather, it is God’s theatre, a stage

on which a providential plan may be unfolded. Cymbeline is not so much the judge

and law-dispenser as the principal member of the audience to whom the revelations

are unfolded.

Shakespeare also introduces a strongly Christian ethical framework, in effect,

‘moralising’ the story. While Boccaccio’s story leaves the villain to be eaten to

death by insects, Shakespeare’s tale makes Christian repentance and acts of

forgiveness the keynotes of the resolution, highlighting the importance of

Posthumus’s biography as a voyage of spiritual redemption. The complicated
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manoeuvres by which the various strands of the tale are tied up -- sons reunited with

fathers, husbands with wives, brothers with sisters, servants with masters -- are

managed by the hand of Providence (or, it might be argued, the author) whereas in

Boccaccio’s original, the clever and resourceful Zinerva manages the process of

interrogation and judgement. Feminist critics -- and George Bernard Shaw, who

rewrote the final act of Cymbeline -- have bridled at Imogen’s passivity in the final

act, which sits in stark contrast with Zinerva’s energy and active intelligence: this is

one clear marker of the shift in ideologies between Renaissance and modern readers,

and, curiously, also between medieval and post-Reformation English audiences.134

Shakespeare’s plot alternation between Imogen’s and Posthumus’s

perspectives, achieved through the adaptation and intertextual interferences of these

sources, enacts a tension between different ways of interpreting history that has, I

would suggest, a relevance to how Jacobean audiences might decode Cymbeline and

the relationship of individual identities to the Jacobean nation state. Imogen’s

narrative, as much as the princess herself, demonstrates a resistance to the authority

of patriarchally-ordered history. Unlike Boccaccio’s tale, as the Shakespeare’s play

progresses, Imogen does not strongly shape her own destiny, but finds herself

becoming increasingly passive in the face of events, a ‘page’ on which history is

134 George Bernard Shaw, Cymbeline Refinished (London: Constable, 1946). Janet Adelman,
‘Masculine Authority and the Maternal Body: the Return to Origins in Cymbeline’, from Suffocating
Mothers: Fantasies of Maternal Origin in Shakespeare’s Plays, ‘Hamlet’ to ‘The Tempest’ (London:
Routledge, 1992), pp.200-19, argues that the play enacts a fantasy of masculine parthenogenesis in its
occlusion of female identity and difference: Imogen is a victim of authorial cruelty. Jodi Mikalachki,
‘The Masculine Romance of Roman Britain: Cymbeline and Early Modern English Nationalism’, SQ
46 (1995) 301-22 compares Cymbeline with Fletcher’s Bonduca, and finds that both plays express
‘anxiety over the nature of familial relations and the status of the family as a model for the order of the
state’ p.302, concluding that seventeenth century England was so misogynist in its ideologies of
power that Shakespeare would rather have Rome than a woman. Lorna Hutson discusses more
generally the role of women in novelle collections as tokens of exchange in a predominantly
masculine world, in The Usurer’s Daughter: Male Friendship and Fictions of Women in Sixteenth-
Century England (London: Routledge, 1994), suggesting an early modern shift in gender
representation, disadvantaging women, similar to that discussed here.
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written rather than an active agent. Posthumus, on the other hand, attempts to

become an historical author; his elaborate pragmatographia of the battle between the

Romans and the Britons in Act five scene three re-enacts for the British lord the

action we have just seen staged, and is a curious speech act given that this rhetorical

figure was more normally used to describe off-stage action. The deliberate

redundancy, re-telling what the author has already shown the audience, is further

complicated by Posthumus’s attempt to write himself and his role in the battle out of

his account: he attributes the British victory entirely to ‘an ancient Soldiour’ and

‘two striplings’ (V.iii. TLN 2942 and 2947), while Cymbeline’s subsequent concern

to find and reward ‘the poore Souldier that so richly fought’ (V.v. TLN line 3252)

suggests that, in fact, Posthumus’s contribution was decisive. Posthumus, by any

normal standard, is a bad historian: he is not writing official state history, but a

partial and deliberately misleading history, told from a very particular vantage point.

However, Posthumus’s spiritual journey demands this self-effacement: what matters,

Posthumus has come to realise, is not so much his outward acts in service of a

national state, as his inward, spiritual ‘state.’ The vector of the dramatic action

shows both Imogen and Posthumus gradually retreating from public into private life.

Cutting across English chronicle history, therefore, we find narrative patterns

that read across the grain of state-authorised history. A classical precedent existed

for this in the contrast between Virgilian narrative in praise of pre-eminent Augustus,

and Ovidian discourse, which favoured instead the voices of those subjected to the

actions of lustful Gods and tyrannous monarchs. Ovid’s Metamorphosis, as refracted

through contemporary Elizabethan novella collections, is of central importance to

Cymbeline both in providing archetypes that help to structure the narrative, and in
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more transient traces of metaphor and imagery.135 Ovid was a notoriously slippery

writer, his seemingly amoral pagan tales provoking complex and explicit paratextual

apparatus and textual adaptation intended to steer Christian readers into more moral

interpretations. From the fourteenth century, the Metamorphosis had been

accompanied by moralising commentaries that presented Ovid’s tales as Christian

allegory.136 The French Ovide moralisé was translated by William Caxton into

English in 1480, although the translation remained in two separate manuscripts and

seems not to have appeared in print until modern times.137 Arthur Golding’s 1567

translation of the Metamorphoses, although shaped by the humanist desire to return

to classical sources in purer form, is arguably still haunted by moralising reading

traditions, and may well have been read topically by readers in Leicester’s circle.138

Heather James notes that ‘in England there were doubts that Ovid should be read at

all’: she points to Sir Thomas Elyot’s warning to tutors in The Book Named the

Gouernour (1531) not to let schoolboys read Ovid without strong guidance, and to

Stephen Gosson’s attack on poets in The School of Abuse (1579), in which the author

approved of Augustus’s banishing Ovid to the furthest flung outposts of the

135 Carmine de Biase, ‘Ovid, Pettie, and the Mythic Foundation of Cymbeline’, Cahiers Elisabethains,
46 (1994), 59-70. On Ovid’s more general influence on Shakespeare, see Jonathan Bate, Shakespeare
and Ovid.
136 See Ann Moss, Ovid in Renaissance France: A Survey of the Latin Editions of Ovid and
Commentaries Printed in France before 1600 (London: The Warburg Institute, 1982).
137 Ovid, The Metamorphoses of Ovid translated by William Caxton 1480, ed. George Braziller, 2
vols, (Cambridge: Braziller in association with Magdalene College, Cambridge, 1968).
138 Arthur Golding, The xv Bookes of P Ovidius Naso, entytuled Metamorphosis, trans. by Arthur
Golding (London: William Seres, 1567). Raphael Lyne, Ovid’s Changing Worlds (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2001), p.28, argues Golding’s translation is a midway point between the moralisé
tradition and a purist approach to translation. Heather James, ‘Ovid and the Question of Politics in
Early Modern England’ ELH 70 (2003), 343-73, argues convincingly that ‘Ovid exempted himself
from the public poetry associated with the rise of Augustus Caesar’, and provided Renaissance writers
with literary tropes that could be used as figures of resistance to tyrannous over-mighty monarchs,
p.343.
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Empire.139 Shakespeare invokes Ovid in Cymbeline because this author was

peculiarly able to suggest the ways in which the interpretation of texts cannot be

neatly ordered and controlled but instead may form a site of resistance to authorised

reading acts.

But again, this does not present itself as a settled and final interpretative

response to the play, which is not, ultimately, a simple tale of defiance of tyrannous

and oppressive fathers, but, as we have seen, is also concerned with reconciliation

and redemption. So Ovid, too, is put on trial: Ovidian texts are repeatedly subjected

to acts of misreading in this play, to reading processes that perform their own

metamorphoses of textual subjects. Raphael Lyne has remarked on a series of such

misreadings performed by Iachimo.140 Iachimo describes the book Imogen is

reading in her bedchamber as the ‘tale of Tereus…where Philomel gave up’(II.ii.

TLN 952-3), known to Jacobean readers from Book Six of Ovid’s Metamorphosis.

Lyne comments astutely that ‘Iachimo radically misreads the story: at no point in

Ovid does Philomela “give up”, nor would one easily call it “The Tale of Tereus”’,

and goes on to point out that Iachimo’s misreading of this myth perversely takes the

rapist’s perspective, appropriating to himself the identity of ‘our Tarquin.’141 This is

Ovid deliberately de-moralised, leaving what would have struck Jacobean readers as

a gaping lacuna between Iachimo’s description and the moralising reception

tradition.

Audience awareness of Ovidian prototypes, and of the play’s repeated

examples of failures to infer appropriately moralised lessons, function in Cymbeline

139 Heather James, ‘Ovid and the Question of Politics’, pp.344-5 and pp.366-7, quoting Thomas Elyot,
The Boke Named the Governour, (London, 1531), sig.E2r and Stephen Gosson, The Schoole of Abuse
(London, 1579), sig.A5v.
140 Raphael Lyne, Ovid’s Changing Worlds, pp.265-7.
141 Raphael Lyne, Ovid’s Changing Worlds, p.266.
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as the trigger of the Italianate sub-plot that threatens to transform the romance into a

Jacobean revenge tragedy. The ‘Rape of Lucrece’, a story known from Ovid’s Fasti,

Livy’s History of Rome, and, of course, Shakespeare’s own Lucrece (1594), is

invoked by Posthumus’s provocative boasts abroad about Imogen’s unparalleled

virtue in Act 1 scene 4. In both sources, the absent wife is compared to a rare

diamond. In Shakespeare’s poem, Lucrece is metaphorically described as a treasure

kept by her husband, who unwisely ‘unlocks’ this to be viewed by the lustful

Tarquin.142 The narrator goes on sadly to comment on the folly of the husband’s

boast:

… why is Colatine the publisher
Of that rich iewell he should keepe unknown,
From thievish eares because it is his owne?143

The tradition of post-classical moralising commentary available to Shakespeare’s

audience and readers post-dates Posthumus who is thus oblivious to the ironic

parallels between his boast and that previously made in Rome by Lucrece’s husband.

Iachimo, however, is all too quick to resurrect the association between the woman

and the diamond that reduces Posthumus’s marriage to a play of material

appearances rather than a union authenticated by intrinsic, inner worth: ‘As faire, and

as good: a kind of hand in hand comparison, had beene something too faire, and too

good for any Lady in Britanie; if she went before others. I haue seene as that

Diamond of yours out-lusters many I have beheld, I could not beleeue she excelled

many: but I haue not seene the most pretious Diamond that is, nor you the Lady,’

(I.iv. TLN 384-390). Without a Christianising framework (for example, the

analogous equivalence of the pearl of great worth and the kingdom of heaven found

142 William Shakespeare, Lucrece (London: Printed by Richard Field, for John Harrison, 1594),
sig.B1v lines 16-18.
143 Shakespeare, Lucrece, lines 29-35.
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in Matthew 13) to provide a matrix of essential value, Ovidian metaphor only

deflates the distinction between the ideal form and the material figure. The

metaphorical ‘hand-hold’ between the perfect woman and the perfect gem is

devalued because Iachimo refuses to accept that any diamond could be worth ‘More

than the world enjoys’ (I.iv. TLN 393): logically, for the pagan materialist, ‘Either

your unparagon’d Mistirs (sic) is dead, or she’s out-priz’d by a trifle’ (I.iv. TLN 394-

5).

Mistaken application of Ovid’s Metamorphoses subsequently, as Heather

James notes, informs Imogen’s highly rhetorical construction of herself as Hecuba

grieving over the headless corpse she imagines is her husband: ‘All Curses madded

Hecuba gave the Greekes, / And mine to boot, be darted on thee,’ (IV.ii.TLN 2635-

6).144 Plangent though this scene is, Imogen’s overwrought grief is notoriously hard

to stage because the body before her is not that of her husband, but her would-be

rapist. Without a ‘head’ to identify the body, Imogen’s reaction to the corpse is in

fact deeply inappropriate: much as reading Ovid without the benefit of moralising

commentary might have been seen as error-prone by the authors of Renaissance

conduct-books.

These Ovidian prototypes are deployed ironically, and the significance of this

irony would have been hard to ‘read’ reliably in topical Jacobean contexts. On the

one hand, James’s well-known project to create a state-authorised English Bible

might support a reading of Cymbeline as a play deeply complicit with Jacobean

authorising state structures. For King James’s Bible aimed to provide precisely that

strand of vernacular Christian teaching that might effectively in-fill the gap between

144 See Heather James, Shakespeare’s Troy, pp.161-2. The story of Hecuba’s grief and madness
following the murder of her husand Priam and family by the Greeks is described in Ovid’s
Metamorphoses, Book Thirteen, and also in Book Two of Virgil’s Aeneid.
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pagan texts and Christian readers in England. However, Shakespeare’s deployment

of material textual objects in this play works against such compliance, asking us to

question whether all material texts might be malleable and open to restructuring and

reinterpretation. In Lucrece, as we have seen, it is the action specifically of

publishing in the worldly, public context of the Colatine that introduces the

possibility of subsequently vicious behaviour. In Cymbeline, the material use of

texts as props demonstrates, as several critics have appreciated, how extremely

slippery textual authority can prove to be.145 Posthumus’s letter to Imogen gilding

Iachimo with ambiguous praise; Posthumus’s letter to Pisanio accusing Imogen of

adultery and ordering her murder (a ‘damned paper,’ III.ii.TLN 1487); Posthumus’s

duplicitous letter to Imogen, guiding her to Milford Haven; all these are eventually

condemned by Imogen as ‘Heresy’ and ‘Corrupters of my faith’ (III.iv. TLN 1756-

7). They are either untrue, partially untrue, or misread. The play reinforces the vital

re-creative importance of inward interpretative processes -- ‘less without, and more

within’ (V.ii. TLN 2890).

Posthumus contrasts these manmade works, written by all-too fallible

humans, with his book of prophecy:

A Book? O rare one,
Be not, as is our fangled world, a Garment
Nobler than it covers. Let thy effects
So follow to be most unlike our Courtiers,
As good as promise (V.iii.TLN 3170-74).

145 Alison Thorne, ‘“To write and read/Be henceforth treacherous”: Cymbeline and the Problem of
Interpretation’, in Shakespeare's Late Plays: New Readings, pp.176-90. Eve Rachele Sanders,
‘Interiority and the Letter in Cymbeline’, Critical Survey, Special Edition ‘Reading in Early Modern
England, 12 (2000), 49-70.
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Divine revelation through prophecy is unanchored in Cymbeline from the headline

captions that in printed commentaries both to Ovidian and Biblical texts provided

predictive narrative closure in advance of the reader’s journey. Instead, the

resolution of Shakespeare’s plot, although seemingly familiar in its literary dress, is

in practice unknowable until the author chooses to unwrap its hermeneutics: rather as

the headless body of Cloten appears to Imogen, Shakespeare’s playtext invites us to

infer meaning, without itself providing any guarantee against mistaken interpretation.

Shakespeare is at the very least making a point about his dramaturgical method and

textual interpretation, and possibly, if very obliquely, an additional lesson might be

drawn about the relationship between the controlling impulses of the Jacobean state

and the way in which faith operates.

Imaginative literature and the works of his fellow-poets through the ages are,

as Shakespeare asks us to appreciate through the complex weaving of his tale, the

basic units of meaning from which these dramatic identities are constructed. Key to

the material availability of these works in Shakespeare’s time were texts. Imogen’s

identity is in a sense book-like: in exile, she becomes a ‘page’ to be bound up in

service to the Roman General Lucius. At the point when she casts herself adrift from

her native identity, she in effect becomes re-contextualised, and marks this

semiotically by renaming both herself and the body she imagines is her dead

husband:

Imogen: Alas,
There is no more such Masters: I may wander
From East to Occident, cry out for Service,
Try many, all good: serve truly: never
Finde such another Master.

Lucius: ’Lack, good youth,
Thou mov’st no lesse with thy complaining, then
Thy Master in bleeding: say his name, good Friend.
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Imogen: Richard du Champ: If I do lye and do
No harm by it, though the Gods heare, I hope
They’l pardon it. Say you Sir?

Lucius: Thy name?

Imogen: Fidele sir.
(IV.ii.TLN 2699-2711)

Critical opinion over the years has maintained that this is a playful reference to

Richard Field, the printer -- ‘a moment of Shakespearean whimsy’, according to

Martin Butler.146 Imogen’s substitution of names is more than mere whimsy, and

gestures, I would suggest, to a conceit that lies at the heart of the play: the translation

and dissemination of narratives, and hence of literary constructions of identities,

between European cultures.

Zachary Lesser’s recent book Renaissance Drama and the Politics of

Publication makes a sensible distinction between printers and publishers in the early

modern period: the act of printing is a neutral and commercially-driven response to a

market demand, and is promoted and capitalised by the more proactive and

entrepreneurial role of the publisher.147 Lesser’s various case studies provide

fascinating insights into the peculiar reasons why publishers might have chosen to

embark on book projects in this period, ranging from commercial niche-building to

political activism. Shakespeare’s metaphorical use of the printer Richard Field,

however, is rather different from that which might be formulated by a modern book

historian. Shakespeare does not use the printer/publisher as a means of fixing a

particular topical ‘meaning’ for a specific publishing act. Rather, the casual

reference to Field the printer becomes a much looser metaphor for the ways in which

146 Shakespeare, Cymbeline, ed. by Martin Butler, p.199. See also Robert J. Kane, ‘“Richard du
Champ” in Cymbeline’, SQ 4 (1953), 206.
147 Zachary Lesser, Renaissance Drama and the Politics of Publication: Readings in the English Book
Trade (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004).
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multiple textual acts interact and complicate one another, producing not so much a

determined meaning and predictable market reaction, but rather a generative chain

reaction in subsequent readers and -- importantly -- authors. Richard Field helps

Shakespeare define his intertextual field, and that field is, importantly, not narrowly

national, but situates Britain in a European context. Curiously, at least one

contemporary example exists of ‘field’ being used in this way to define a body of

text open to subsequent interpretation: Francisco Junius, in the opening dedication of

Apocalypsis, describes the difficulty he and other Biblical scholars have in

interpreting prophetic scripture thus:

they [writers of divinely inspired texts] of modesty withdrew and
suppressed their meditations, words, & writing: but by that means they
opened a large field unto the impudencie and audaciousness of others.148

Junius’s translation of Revelations, like William Perkins’s lectures on Revelations,

were both first printed by Richard Field, for the publishers Robert Dexter and

Cuthbert Burbie respectively.

That there was a connection between Richard Field and William Shakespeare

is undeniable. Field was born at Stratford upon Avon in 1561, a close contemporary

of the playwright.149 Field was the printer of the first four editions of Shakespeare’s

Venus and Adonis between 1593 and 1596, and of Lucrece in 1594.150 Field’s direct

commercial involvement with Shakespeare seems to have ended after 1596.151

148 Franciscus Junius, Apocalypsis, sig.iiiiv.
149 A. E. M. Kirkwood, ‘Richard Field, Printer, 1589-1624’, The Library 4th Series 12 (1931), 1-39.
150 Shakespeare, Venus and Adonis (London: Richard Field, 1593 and 1593); (London:
Richard Field for J.Harrison, 1595 and 1596); Lucrece (London: Richard Fifle for John Harrison,
1594).
151 In June 1594 Field transferred the publishing rights of Venus and Adonis to John Harrison,
allowing the publisher to take the work to a variety of different London printers in subsequent years.
See Andrew Murphy, Shakespeare in Print: A History and Chronology of Shakespeare Publishing
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), p.18.
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However, the books passing through Field’s hands over the years, and which showed

Field on their title page either as publisher or printer, form a literary matrix feeding

into Shakespeare’s writing and the literary horizons of at least the better read

members of the audience to whom Cymbeline was first played.

As an apprentice to George Bishop (returning to Bishop’s workshop in 1586

after an initial six years ‘leant out’ to Thomas Vautrollier), Field would have been

associated at some level with the second edition of Holinshed’s Chronicles, printed

in 1587, the text on which the ancient history of Cymbeline is very loosely based.152

Field went on to print several milestone works of literary fiction produced in the

years when Shakespeare’s writing was at its most prolific, and which have been

specifically linked by critics and by modern editorial footnotes to the themes and

characters developed in Cymbeline. Field printed the first English translation of

Orlando Furioso in 1591, a work that provides a strong model for Posthumus’s

enraged engagement in battle after he thinks he has lost his beloved to another. In

1596, Field was chosen by the Sidney circle’s publisher, William Ponsonby, to be the

printer of the first extended edition of Edmund Spenser’s The Faerie Queene, which

mentions Cymbeline’s reign and the coincidence of Christ’s birth (Book 2, Canto 10,

stanza 50). In 1598, he was again commissioned by Ponsonby to print an edition of

Philip Sidney’s The Countesse of Pembroke’s Arcadia. Sidney’s evil queen

Cecropia provides a plausible romance prototype for the dynastic scheming of

Cymbeline’s wicked queen.153 These works, as discussed earlier in this section on

‘Christendom’, translated the idioms of continental romance fiction into a native

tongue, reflecting native politics and cultural anxieties.

152 See David Kathman, ‘Field, Richard’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2004), vol. 19, pp.485-6.
153 See Martin Butler, ‘Introduction’ to the New Cambridge Cymbeline, p.10.
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But what I believe particularly interested Shakespeare in Richard Field’s

printing output, at least in respect to the Field allusion in Cymbeline, was Field’s

engagement with continental printing and texts of continental origin. After spending

most of his apprenticeship with the Huguenot printer Thomas Vautrollier, on

Vautrollier’s death, Field married his widow Jacqueline and inherited his print stock

in 1587. The Vautrollier operation handled a significant quantity of texts imported

from Europe, including a brief period when Thomas Vautrollier had acted as the sole

London agent for the presses of Christopher Plantin of Antwerp. This positioned

Vautrollier, and subsequently his heir Richard Field, as one of the leading London

printshops dealing with overseas books. In 1589, early in his career as an

independent operator, Field worked with the publisher and translator John Harrison

(the publisher of Lucrece and, after 1594, of Venus and Adonis) to print a Latin

version of Ovid’s Metamorphoses. This particular edition was one with a long

European print history prior to its arrival in England, having originated in Venice in

the early sixteenth century, then migrating westwards to Plantin’s press in Antwerp

in the early 1580s.154 Notably, this edition is not the moralised version that had fed

into Arthur Golding’s English translation via French, but a humanist text relatively

free from anachronistic Christian commentary.

An examination of the books that passed through Field’s presses shows an

impressive number of works printed either in foreign languages or in English

translation. These include works on current affairs (accounts of continental politics

and wars, typically with a strong Protestant confessional slant); political theory

154 Ovid, Metamorphoses (London: Richard Field for John Harrison, 1589). Field’s Latin edition was
originally prepared by Andrea Navagero and Victor Ghislain and first appeared in Venice early in the
sixteenth century. It reappeared from the Plantin press in Antwerp in 1582 and in a final westward
migration was reprinted by Field for the English market.
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(Lipsius’s Sixe Bookes of Politickes, printed for Ponsonby);155 history (Codomann’s

Chronographia, printed for Robert Dexter);156 Protestant religious teaching (Luther’s

Commentarie vpon the Epistle of S. Paul to the Galatians, for which Field acted as

both publisher and printer, and Calvin’s Aphorisms and Institutes of Christian

Religion, published again in collaboration with Robert Dexter);157 belles lettres (the

continental Latin edition of Ovid’s Metamorphoses mentioned above, and John

Harington’s 1591 translation of Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso); and practical foreign

language primers and handbooks, particularly French textbooks that would have

helped readers keen to access works like Le Maçon’s French Decameron.158

Field’s connections with the European print world were not ideologically

neutral in the late 1580s and 1590s, but were rather put to use placing works of

English polemic and propaganda in European markets. The first work printed with

Field named on the title page was Burleigh’s Copie of a letter sent out of England to

Don Bernadin Mendoza declaring the state of England, a post-Armada work arguing

the robustness of English national sentiment in the face of Spanish and Papal

aggression. Field’s publications on continental affairs were particularly numerous in

1589, including an appeal to the States General, the French and the English to put

their voices of support behind Lord Willoughby, commander of the Protestant

155 Justus Lipsius, Sixe Bookes of Politickes or Civil Doctrine (London: Richard Field for William
Posonby, 1594).
156 Lorenz Codoman, Chronographia (London: Richard Field for Robert Dexter, 1590).
157 Jean Calvin, Aphorismi doctrinae Christianae (London: Richard Field, 1595), and its English
translation Aphorismes of Christian religion (London, Richard Field and Robert Dexter, 1596), and
the Spanish translation of Calvin’s Institucion de la religion christiana (London: Ricardo del Campo,
1587). Field’s commitment to Protestant publishing seems to have been strong: he also published
William Perkins’s sermon on Catholic reform for distribution in Spain: Catholico reformado (London:
Ricardo del Campo, 1599). See also Martin Luther, A Commentarie of M Doctor Martin Luther vpon
the Epistle of S Paul to the Galatians (London: Richard Field, 1602).
158 Jehan de Beau-Chesne, A New Booke, containing all sortes of handes usually written at this daie in
Christendom, (London: Richard Field (for William Kearney), 1590). Claudius Hollyband, The
French Littelton (London: Richard Field, 1591), etc. Claudius Hollyband, The French Schoolemaister
(London: Richard Field for Clement Knight, 1609); Claudius Hollyband, Treatise for Declining of
Verbes (London: Richard Field, 1604).
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expeditionary force fighting the Catholic League, publications intended for a Dutch

readership.159 Field went on to produce works of Protestant theology for export to

Catholic Europe, becoming known in clandestine Spanish reading circles from the

title pages of his editions of Jean Calvin Aphorisms as ‘Ricardo del Campo.’160

Printed works of this sort made it clear to contemporary continental readers that the

English repudiated Roman claims to universal spiritual and secular authority: claims

for national autonomy which, I would suggest, might have chimed harmoniously

with the international policies of Cymbeline’s queen and Cloten, even, perhaps, of

Prince Henry and his court, but not necessarily with the aesthetic expressed in the

final scene of the play. Perhaps Shakespeare’s reference to Field as a decapitated

rather than entire corpse indicates a need to move beyond this sort of propagandistic

international print exchange into a new textual relationship with England’s European

neighbours.

Field’s printing also included works of contemporary continental history and

political debate. Francesco Guicciardini’s Historia d’Italia, translated into English

by Geoffrey Fenton and printed by Field in 1599, provides a contemporary,

Machiavellian version of Italy in which Iachimo might have found himself

instinctively at home. The decadent and ruthlessly competitive environment

encountered by the exiled Posthumus is close to the Italy described to English

readers of Machiavelli and Petruccio Ubaldini. In the 1580s, the Italian exile

Ubaldini had assisted the London printer John Wolfe with editions of Machiavelli’s

159 Bref discours (London: Richard Field, 1589), and Cord verhael om te vreden te stellen vernoegen
alle de gene (London: Richard Field, 1589).
160 Clive Griffin, The Crombergers of Seville (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988), p.25. See also
Dennis B. Woodfield, Surreptitious Printing in England, 1550-1640 (New York: Bibliographical
Society of America, 1973), p. 35.
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works for the English market and for clandestine circulation overseas.161 However,

from the 1590s, Field overtook Woolf as the dominant printer of Italian language

works in London, and became the printer of choice for Ubaldini, whose own work,

including a biography of Charlemagne (La vita di Carlo Magno Imperadore),

accounts of contemporary Italian politics and comparative survey of the differences

between European political cultures (Scelta di alcune attioni), all passed through

Field’s hands.162 Ubaldini’s readers included a small but literate group of fellow

Italian exiles, and a subsection of Italian-speaking English readers who found in the

author’s works a simultaneous appeal to a common European Christian identity

(evinced by the evergreen popularity of Charlemagne), cosmopolitan cultural

interests (a common ability to read Italian) and a reassuring defence of local,

particularist models of native government. In the early Jacobean period, these

readers may have found a particular focus in the household of Prince Henry, where

Robert Dallington, author of A Survey of the Great Duke’s State of Tuscany (1605)

was a Gentleman of the Bed and Privy Chamber, and from whence in 1608 John

Harington was sent as an emissary to witness the marriage of Cosimo de Medici.163

One theological text from the Field portfolio particularly relevant to

Cymbeline -- which in fact shadows the spiritual journey undertaken by Posthumus

and Iachimo -- is Martin Luther’s Commentary on the Epistle of St Paul to the

161 On Ubaldini’s collaboration on Machiavelli’s texts for Wolfe, see Cecil H. Clough, ‘Ubaldini,
Petruccio’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004),
vol.55, pp.846-7; H. R. Hoppe, ‘John Wolfe: Printer and Publisher, 1579-1601’, The Library, 4th ser.,
14 (1933-4), 241-88. Stephen Parkin argues that in the 1590s Richard Field gradually overtook John
Wolfe as the principal printer of Italian language works because, in this confessionally over-heated
decade, Wolfe’s Florentine connections had rendered him potentially controversial to Protestant-
leaning readers. See Stephen Parkin, ‘Italian Printing in London, 1553-1900’, p.144.
162 Petruccio Ubaldini, Parte prima delle bevi dimostrationi, (1592); Lo stato delle tre cort (1594);
Scelta de alcune attioni, et di varii accidenti occorsi tra alcune nationi differenti del mondo (1595);
Rime (1596); Militia del gran duca di Thoscana (1597); La vita di Carlo Magno Imperadore, (1599).
163 J. R. Mulryne, ‘Middleton’s Women Beware Women and the Myth of Florence’, in The Italian
World of English Renaissance Drama, ed. by Michele Marrapodi, pp.141-64, p.148.
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Galatians, which Field printed in a publishing capacity twice, in 1588 and 1602-3.164

Galatians was a topical text at court when the play first appeared. In his Christmas

sermon of 1609, Launcelot Andrewes, the principal writer behind James I’s

continental publicity drive in defence of the Oath of Allegiance, used Galatians 4

verses 4-5 as the substance of his sermon, a sermon that talked about time and

maturation, and which looked forward to the investiture of the Prince of Wales the

following summer.165 Andrewes’s sermon enjoyed considerable popularity in elite

London circles: John Chamberlain wrote to Dudley Carleton that Andrewes preached

on Christmas day ‘with great applause’, and to Ralph Winwood that the sermon had

been very popular with the king.166 It appeared in two early quarto editions, both

printed by royal command.167

Andrewes chose to head up his sermon with the phrase ‘when the fulnesse of

time was come’, explaining ‘that fullness commeth by steps and degrees, not all at

once.’ Christ’s coming ‘filled out’ the Old Testament Prophecies (p.165); his

description of Christ as ‘the Heire (that is the world)’ who ‘was come to his full age’

(p.166) was unmistakably an invitation to the audience to consider the analogous

position of Prince Henry, also an heir shortly to come of age. Audaciously,

Andrewes was inviting his audience to read Galations as an eschatological timeframe

for Stuart dynastic history. Andrewes went on to consider the spiritual importance of

164 Vautrollier had the license to print this work from the 1570s, and after his death editions appeared
first under his wife’s and then Richard Field’s name. See Martin Luther, A Commentarie of M Doctor
Martin Luther upon the Epistle of S Paul to the Galathians, first collected and gathered word by word
out of his preaching…. (London: Vautrollier, 1574, 1577, 1580, 1588), (London: J. Vautrollier for
Richard Field, 1588) and (London: Richard Field, 1602).
165 Lancelot Andrewes: Selected Sermons and Lectures, ed. by Peter McCullough (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2005), pp.162-77.
166 Lancelot Andrewes: Selected Sermons and Lectures, notes p.404, from Chamberlain, 30 December
1609, Letters, I, p.292, p.295.
167 Lancelot Andrewes, A Sermon Preached Before the Kings Maiestie at White-Hall, on Munday the
25. of December, being Christmas day, anno 1609. By the Bishop of Elie His Maiesties almoner.
(London: Robert Barker, 1610).
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‘adoption’; we are all ‘meere Aliens from Him [God], and his Household’ (p.167).

The idea of ‘alienation’ here is strongly inflected with material transactionism;

‘redemption’ in contrast ‘is a second buying, or buying backe of a thing, before

aliened or sold’ (p.172). Concluding, Andrewes positions his sermon precisely in the

current season of Christmas; this Christmas, now, is a seasonal ‘fulnesse of time’, ‘a

fulnes of Bread, of fulnes of braverie, of fulness of sport, and pastime’ (p.175).

Christmas entertainments help to show forth God’s present adoption of his people:

indeed, Jones and Jonson’s Prince Henries Barriers was performed shortly

afterwards, on Twelfth Night.168 Andrewes’s sermon translates Galatians as an

intensely over-localised text, its timeframe and adoptive message tailored to fit the

immediate topicalities of the Jacobean court. But this, I suggest, is not how

Shakespeare hints the Galatians message could be read, nor how he chose to weave

ideas of alienation and redemption into the texture of Cymbeline’s romance tale.

Luther’s commentary on Galatians, which Field printed, infamously dissected

verses in Galatians that talked about the dissemination of God’s message beyond the

ethnic heartland of Israel, and of salvation by faith, using these concepts to

interrogate the institutional power of the Roman Catholic church. In the

Commentary itself, Luther explains that faith in Christ is the deep foundation

underlying the Church of God:

this onely and grounded rocke, which we hold to be the article of our
iustification (that is to say, how, not by our selves, neither by our works, which
are lesse then our selues, but by another helpe).169

168 Lancelot Andrewes: Selected Sermons and Lectures, p.405.
169 Martin Luther, A commentarie …. Galatians, (1602), sig B1r and B1v. See also Lisa Geller,
‘Cymbeline and the Imagery of Covenant Theology.’
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He goes on to argue that ‘this rocke’ may be undermined by Satan, who works in the

world to promote false Gods, amongst which is the suggestion that men might

achieve their own redemption through their works. ‘This rock must be published

abroad’, argues Luther, and hence he has written, and had printed, his commentary

on Galatians.170 Luther’s emphasis on salvation by faith resonates with the

nomenclature of Cymbeline; Imogen, at the moment when she acknowledges Field as

the alias of her dead husband, claims for herself the pseudonym ‘Fidele’ -- or Faith.

Theologically, the efficacy of salvation by faith frames the hopelessness of

Posthumus’s attempted self-rehabilitation through acts of extreme heroism in the

second half of Cymbeline, and also helps to explicate Imogen’s words on embracing

her husband in the final, reconciliatory scene: ‘Thinke that you are upon a Rock, and

now / Throw me againe’, (V.v. TLN 3553-4).171 Posthumus is redeemed not by his

actions, but because of his renewed faith in his wife, Imogen, or Faith, the rock on

which his marriage is grounded.

The English edition of Martin Luther’s Commentary on Galatians, with a

Preface by Edwin Sandys, can be read as a commentary on Posthumus’s spiritual

journey in Cymbeline. In Sandys’s Preface to Luther’s Commentary, the translator

writes that God commonly works through Faith to make good come from bad:

ever to work things by the contrary, of infidelity to make faith, of pouerty to
make riches, in misery to shew mercie, to turne sorrow to solace, mourning to
mirth, from afflictions to aduance to glorie, from hell in being to heauen,
from death to life, from darknesse to light, from thraldome to libertie, in
wilderness to giue waters, the barren to make fruitful, of things that be not to
make things to be, briefly, to make all things of nought.172

170 Martin Luther, A commentarie … Galatians (1602), sig B2r.
171 Edward Dowden, the editor of the first Arden edition of Cymbeline in 1903, suggested that ‘rock’
here might be a misprint for ‘locke’, suggesting a wrestling hold. See Martin Butler, Cymbeline,
footnote p.236. I would suggest that at this point in the story, it might be considered indecorous for
Posthumus and his newly reconciled wife to engage in a wrestling competition.
172 Sandys, Preface to Luther’s Commentary … Galatians (1602), sig.A2r.
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As a summary of Posthumus’s life history, from his origins as a rootless orphan to

the play’s providentially happy ending, this would be hard to better, and nicely

elaborates on Jupiter’s terse words ‘whom best I love, I crosse’ (V.iv.TLN. 3137).

Shakespeare, however, does not simply continue to beat Luther and Sandys’s

anti-Catholic drum. Reading the commentary back into the original text of

Galatians, as Shakespeare quietly reminds us, ‘faith’ is not so much the property of a

particular nation and its secular rulers, but is rather shared by the community of all to

whom the message of salvation is given. The ‘body’ of work to be read and

assimilated does not belong solely to authors and authorising authorities, but is

shared, thanks to printers and those materially concerned with the production and

dissemination of print, finally becoming -- as acquired, read, and digested -- the

property of readers. Imogen in exile, disguised and alienated, is merely a ‘page’

without a master; such pages need to be bound up and read back into a socially

connected context.

To summarise, this context consists not only in the historical non-textual

topicalities of performance, but also the multiple, overlapping texts that feed into the

production of each and every discursive act. Identities thus constructed can never be

singular but are multiple and evolving. Imogen’s pseudonym, ‘Faith’, certainly

infers a textual connection with holy scripture, but may also have been suggested by

one final secular text: an anonymous drama of 1589, The Rare Triumphs of Love and

Fortune. In this play, a princess called Fidele falls in love with an orphan; both are

exiled because of a brother’s jealousy and rediscover each other, and the boy’s lost

father, in the wilderness.173

173 Anon, The Rare Triumphs of Love and Fortune (London: Edward Allde for Edward White, 1589).
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Cymbeline is, therefore, a play that examines how dramatic performance

transforms narrated identities. Identities are defined not in isolation, but through

interaction; they are not static, but evolve over time. Shakespeare negotiates with

and modifies his source texts in Cymbeline, performing a translation of Christendom

which maps this not to a territorial, but to an inward, psychological, space, one

deeply indebted to its European sources. This geography is not so much opened up

for official courtly appropriation as made available to readers to infer its relevance to

their own spiritual condition: national geography is overlaid and transformed by the

eschatological timeframe. Shakespeare’s elliptical style in this play reinforces this

emphasis on inward realisation. As Russ McDonald has recently argued in

Shakespeare’s Late Style, the romance plays make much greater use of ellipsis than

Shakespeare’s earlier writing, leaving syntactical gaps which invite readers and

audiences to collude in the construction of meaning: ‘a simultaneous impressing of

sketchiness and amplitude’ which gives audiences, in McDonald’s words, ‘greater

cognitive responsibility.’174

Shakespeare was undoubtedly a unique, atypical reader of texts: by the time

he wrote Cymbeline, a work so obviously patched together from a multiplicity of

contributing literary sources, he was confident that at least some of his audience

would be capable of recognising the extreme intertextuality of the work, the

international nature of many of these sources, and the various ways in which

contemporary texts might resist royal ‘authorisation.’ The play seeks to persuade us

that no literary landscape is an island, sanctioned and contained by royal dictate, but

instead is infinitely enriched and complicated by the flotsam of neighbouring

174 Russ McDonald, Shakespeare’s Late Style, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), p.79,
p.94. See also Roger Warren, ‘Theatrical Virtuousity and Poetic Complexity in Cymbeline’,
Shakespeare Survey, 29 (1976), 41-9.
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narratives washing onto its broad shores. Divided as Shakespeare’s Europe may

have been by confessional politics and inter-state tensions, English readers

nevertheless shared with their continental counterparts an inter-exchangeable body of

narrative and textual traditions.

If the play does have a patriotic focus, it is not so much the court, but rather

the Company of Stationers itself, the organisation under whose auspices the

unusually tightly organised English print world operated. The emblematic eagle

found on the Stationers’ crest resonates strongly with the Soothsayer’s final

recapitulation of his earlier prophetic vision:

… The Vision
Which I made knowne to Lucius ere the stroke
Of yet this scarce-cold Battaile, at this instant
Is full accomplish’d. For the Roman Eagle
From South to West on wing soaring aloft
Lessen’d her self, and in the Beams o’ th’ sun
So vanish’d; which fore-shew’d our Princely Eagle,
Th’Imperial Caesar, should againe unite
His Favour with the Radiant Cymbeline,
Which shines heere in the west.
(V.v. TLN 3799-3808)

The Stationers’ Company crest, which hangs today over Stationers’ Hall and which

would have also hung over the Hall in Shakespeare’s time, shows three bibles,

surmounted by a rising eagle soaring aloft enclosed by two roses, over which is a

‘demi circle of glory, edged with clouds,’ within which is a dove, the Christian

symbol of the Holy Spirit, and more generically, symbolic of peace. The motto is

‘verbum domini manet in aeternum’: the word of God endures for ever.175 The

Soothsayer in Cymbeline is a very problematic sayer of sooths: his previous

175 Thomas Robson, The British Herald; or, Cabinet of armorial bearings of the nobility and gentry of
Great Britain & Ireland, from the earliest to the present time; with a complete glossary of heraldic
terms: to which is prefixed a History of heraldry, collected and arranged by Thomas Robson,
(Sunderland, printed for the author by Turner and Marwood, 1830), p.183.
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interpretations have been demonstrably wrong, and this final gloss may be no more

reliable. If we complete the play’s eschatological timeframe with the coming of

Christ and the entry of God’s word into the world, we might find the emblem of the

eagle vanishing into the sun completed not by an earthly king, but by the crest and

motto of the London book world; Cymbeline and Lucius’s ascent to the temple of

Jupiter in Lud’s town might be, in Jacobean times, typologically (and

typographically) fulfilled by the arrival of the Company of Stationers in their

Ludgate Hill premises, near to St Paul’s Cathedral and its copious bookyard.176

Figure 4: The Crest of the Worshipful Company of Stationers.

176 Peter W. M. Blayney, The Bookshops in Paul’s Cross Churchyard (London: Bibliographical
Society, 1990), map at p.2. The Stationers were in St Peter’s Hall at the corner of St Paul’s yard until
1606, when they relocated to Abergavanney Hall further down Ludgate. See Cyprian Blagdon, The
Stationers’ Company: A History, 1403-1959 (London: George Allen and Unwin), pp. 212-15.
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SECTION V: CONCLUSION

Any study of English national identity in early modern times has to consider,

at some point, how to accommodate the problem of the outbreak of civil war in

1641-2. To a significant extent, this was a war fought on both sides to defend

‘Englishness’ against notional innovations believed to be alien to the native

tradition.1 As John Kerrigan argues, as war broke out within and between the Stuart

three kingdoms, ‘Englishness was a contested resource as much for writers engaging

with readers as for leaders mustering armies.’2 Were these competing versions of

‘Englishness’ anomalous, resulting from the innovative aspects of the Stuart

accession and Charles’s personal rule, or the crystallisation of long-standing and

profound divisions in national political culture?

My study of metaphor as a field of play rather than a simple set of uni-

directional topical parameters forms, I hope, a contribution to the ongoing debate

over the relationship between language and identity in this period, specifically, the

construction of national political identities. In the latter quarter of the twentieth

century, historians debated whether English culture prior to the outbreak of civil war

was characterised by consensus or faction, and whether, if factional, the causes might

be ascribed to long term socio-political structural divisions. Ann Hughes has

perceptively summarised this debate as being to some extent a continuation of a very

long-running dialogue between a ‘Whig’ tradition, which sees English identity as

primarily defined by the representative function of parliament acting to

1 See Mark Stoyle, Soldiers and Strangers: An Ethnic History of the English Civil War (New Haven,
CT: Yale University Press, 2005).
2 John Kerrigan, Archipelagic English, p.12.
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counterbalance the executive institutions of government (in the early modern period,

the monarchy), and those who rather emphasised the importance of underlying

political consensus.3

The champion of the updated Whig position is Johann Sommerville, who has

proposed a longstanding tradition of oppositional political models, respectively a

‘top-down’ mode of government (which positioned the body of the king as its central

symbolic form) and a contrasting contractual model that emphasised the bi-centred

dynamic of a king ‘in’ parliament.4 Sommerville’s model was progressive, and

sympathetic to the older generation of Marxist historians, such as Christopher Hill

and Lawrence Stone, who had seen the seventeenth century as a period of profound

structural change and emerging differences of underlying identities based on

diverging economic and social class interests.5

Opposed to these progressive models in the late 1980s and 1990s were

writers such as Conrad Russell, Mark Kishlansky and Kevin Sharpe who could

broadly be classed as ‘revisionist’ and who emphasised early modern subjects’

attraction to ideals of harmony and consensus.6 Writers of the ‘revisionist’ school

have since refined their position considerably. Kevin Sharpe has written incisively

on the tension between patterns of consensual debate and the pragmatic difficulties

encountered in resolving differences of opinion.7 Recent work has emphasised the

3 Ann Hughes, The Causes of the English Civil War (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1991), pp.3-88.
4 Johann P. Sommerville, Politics and Ideology in England 1603-1640 (Harlow: Longman, 1986).
5 Christopher Hill, The Century of Revolution, 1603-1714 (London: Nelson, 1961); Lawrence Stone,
The Causes of the English Revolution 1529-1642 (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1972).
6 Mark A. Kishlansky, A Monarchy Transformed: Britain, 1603-1714 (Harmondsworth: Penguin,
1997); Conrad Russell, The Causes of the English Civil War: The Ford Lectures, 1987-1988 (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1990).
7 Kevin Sharpe and Peter Lake (eds), Culture and Politics in Early Stuart England (Basingstoke:
Macmillan, 1994); Kevin Sharpe, Reading Revolutions: The Politics of Reading in Early Modern
England; Kevin Sharpe and Steven Zwicker (eds), Reading, Society and Politics in Early Modern
England.
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consensual basis of all early modern political cultures, given the fragility of public

funding and limited institutional means of enforcing central government’s edicts.8

These historical debates have influenced literary history and historicist

criticism. We now have a stronger understanding that politically-active Englishmen

in this period would have been strongly drawn to ideas of consensus, but not

necessarily prepared to overlook areas of important political difference if the stakes

were sufficiently high. Simplistic readings of Stephen Greenblatt’s Renaissance

Self-Fashioning (1980) that suggest discourse operated only to ‘contain’ opposition

are no longer possible: the crown did not wholly control the terms of the debate. But

to what extent could literature operate as a formative agent, not just ‘fashioning’

existing perceptions of identity, but also re-fashioning and reforming?

Some studies have suggested that literature operated as a primary motor for

change, producing and defining oppositional identities, and in particular, literature

invested in the sixteenth-century project of religious reformation of the subject.

David Norbrook, a seminal writer in the debate about the relationship between

literature and identity, argued in Poetry and Politics in the English Renaissance

(1984) that post-Reformation English literature unleashed a native apocalyptic

tradition that gradually helped to align a ‘country’ as opposed to a ‘court’ culture.

Andrew Hadfield, amongst others, has provided strong evidence that classical

models opposing republican to imperial forms of government found sympathetic

readers in Protestant England, and helped to shape political debate over a long period

before the civil war in ways that accelerated the pace of change as consensus broke

8 Phil Withington, The Politics of Commonwealth: Citizens and Freemen in Early Modern England;
The Monarchical Republic of Early Modern England, ed. by John F. McDiarmid.
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down.9 And drama has been seen as an important vehicle for communicating this

difference: Margot Heinemann and Martin Butler have both written studies of

Caroline theatre that suggested ways in which theatrical practices in the court and

more popular stages were moving apart through the 1630s, and in which the

theatrical performance of this difference served to publicise these divergences.10

This thesis has been concerned with the literary figures underlying this

exploration of difference, arguing that, from classical, medieval and early modern

times, literary evidence clearly suggests that writers and readers were tacitly

complicit in understanding that social identities were not so much essentially

determined as continually negotiated and renegotiated. Underlying this were

discursive conventions capable of using metaphors as fields of play rather than

absolute signifiers. The Humanist revival of divergent classical models of political

behaviour, and the evident presence of a divided international confessional

community, both reinforced this practice in the sixteenth century. Identities were

expressed as fluid, contingent on social interaction, open to refashioning.

Nevertheless, analogical patterns of thought continued to suggest over-prescriptive

essential identities, especially in times of heightened social anxiety. The strident

over-assertion of these might be taken for normative description; but it is rather a

reaction to transition and uncertainty. Elizabeth’s late reign was a period when both

war and a prospective change of dynasty heightened emotive responses in a manner

that shaped both literary works and their reception. The 1590s, therefore, stretched

the ways in which imaginative use might be made of pre-existing metaphorical

9 Andrew Hadfield, Literature, Politics and National Identity: Reformation to Renaissance;
Shakespeare and Republicanism.
10 Margot Heineman, Puritanism and Theatre; Martin Butler, Theatre and Crisis 1632-1642
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984).
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material, used now to explore possible grounds of difference between monarchs and

subjects and innovative ways in which these differences might be expressed.

Different writers and readers responded in various ways to these pressures,

but for the most part, literature’s capacity to shift the terms of the political debate

proceeded with all players remaining consensually in the game, although Essex’s

attempted revolt in 1601 tested the resilience of the discursive arena to its limits, and

left an uncomfortable awareness of the fragility of consensus. The arrival of a non-

native monarch, and his attempts to redefine his multiple kingdoms as a unitary

empire, expanded the debate over native political identity. This was no longer a

domestic issue between monarch and subjects; it now concerned a plurality of

national and ethnic groups, of which the English were only one component, even if

they were the largest and most powerful group. In the early years of James’s reign,

potentially explosive areas of difference between the Scottish king and his English

subjects (the ‘British’ form of the multiple kingdoms; the relationship between

church and state; the king’s relationship with Parliament;) were resolved if not to the

king’s satisfaction then at least without causing any fundamental breakdown in the

willingness of the various players in the political nation to see each other as essential

parts of the whole. Metaphor operated throughout this period to accommodate both

consensus and difference.

All this would change under Charles I, whose innovations in secular and

religious government were attempted without the necessary corrective of discussion

with his subjects’ representatives. The breakdown of trust between king and people

under Charles I occurred because, repeatedly, Charles’s personal rule suggested to

his subjects the dual evils of tyrannous government and papistry. Opponents of the

king’s policies found ready made the discursive means of portraying the king as
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exotic (an oriental despot, for example) to the native tradition. Charles’s promotion

of Laudian Anglo-Catholicism was seen in particular as a dangerous innovation, and

the armed conflict he provoked in Scotland over his attempt to realise a sacerdotal

monarchy was fiscally provocative even to those in England who might have held a

more neutral view of Laudianism. Notably, when the Long Parliament met in 1640,

its first session was dominated by grievances about Charles’s innovations in

religion.11

The literary geographies sampled by this study are significant because they

demonstrate that the years of transition from Tudor to Stuart were of vital importance

in extending the means of expressing difference. Metaphor provided an abstract and

rarified reflection of certain facets of contemporary identity, but this process of

abstraction also, I believe, shifted the way in which identities may be imagined

operating in changing political contexts. Being figurative rather than exact, metaphor

suggested ways in which identity itself might change and transform, and in the

course of successive reiterations, transferred onto native ‘Englishness’ foreign

characteristics that made some aspects of native political identity seem mutually

strange. Over time, representations of Egyptian and Roman difference, of county

and court, of Christendom and its permissible secular institutions, became so

divergent that they could not be contained within the same discursive parameters.

Shakespeare, who seems able to hold multiple interpretative options simultaneously

open, was unusual. More generally, the impulse for narrative closure and explication

was much stronger than patterns of philosophical scepticism. And so we find over

11 Clive Holmes, Why Was Charles I Executed? (London: Hambledon Continuum, 2006), p.22.
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time these metaphorical topoi -- what Louisa George Club calls ‘theatregrams’ --

become successively over-determined in their topical significations.12

The idea of exotic Egypt which I have suggested expressed the tension

between individual agency and public action in the late sixteenth century gradually

became more and more polarised in the seventeenth century until, as we have seen, it

was inflected with ideas of the moral decadence associated with Stuart absolutism

and came to define a particular view of Stuart ‘Otherness’ to native English identity.

The implications of this hostile positioning of Egypt for the subsequent redeployment

of orientalism in the service of English imperial adventuring would take us to the

beginning of the story of pejorative Western attitudes towards the East explored by

Edward Said. This was not, however, how Shakespeare used his Cleopatra: Egypt is

a world that allows the artist a strong role as a shaping agent. Curiously, as we saw

in the Introduction, it was a romantic critic (Hazlitt) who thought to put Cleopatra

back at the heart of English identity, to be re-forged in the Romantic mill of poetic

imagination. The exotic ‘other’ became an important literary metaphor for the self-

reflexive subject in Romantic writing.

The afterlife of ‘Kent and Christendom’ was much shorter: increasingly, local

and religious identities overwrote and underlined one another, and this interaction

was responsible for the polarisation of political difference in civil war. England

struggled throughout this period with a dilemma common to all post-Reformation

Protestant nations: how to establish an institutional framework for a national church

that was acceptable to individual consciences. The imperative to locate

‘Christendom’ within earthly forms of government, however, has faded under the

12 Louisa George Clubb, ‘Intertextualities: Some Questions’ in The Italian World of English
Renaissance Drama, ed. by Michele Marrapodi pp.179-89.
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secularism that superseded the early modern wars of religion. Kent today remains

‘the garden of England’ but the strong centrifugal pull of London wraps this

particular south-eastern county up as an uncomplicated part of the English heartland.

The more diffuse idea of ‘county’ is central to English identity even today, but

generally complements rather than opposes our rather vague sense of what ‘nation’

constitutes. The early modern articulation of ‘Kent and Christendom’ -- linking local

identity and Christian faith -- has largely been forgotten, making it difficult for

modern readers to appreciate the connotative appeal of the original metaphors. In

conjunction, these imaginary geographies were used to reflect upon English

collective identity in ways that opened up areas of difference between state-centred

constructions and those informed by local concerns of faith and patriotic sentiment.

The idea of ‘Christendom’ applied to validate secular monarchy became in

the culture of Charles’s court a fatally attractive illusion. By 1634, when Cymbeline

was revived at court, Shakespeare’s subtle smokescreens of indeterminacy were

clearly unreadable: Charles apparently ‘well liked’ the play, finding it complemented

his elevated sense of Stuart monarchical destiny.13 This ambitious application of

Christian and neoclassical symbolism to secular institutions of government became a

marker of the increasing distance between court and popular culture as the decade

wore on.14 In the 1640s, opponents of Charles sought to free religious conscience

from tyrannous political control: sometimes this found expression in

Presbyterianism, sometimes in Independence, but always, resisting the elision of

13 Martin Butler, ‘Introduction’ to Cymbeline, p.54. See also The Control and Censorship of Caroline
Drama: The Records of Sir Henry Herbert, Master of the Revels 1623-73, ed. by N.W. Bawcutt
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996), p.185.
14 Martin Butler, ‘Politics and the Masque: Salmacida Spolia’, in Literature and the English Civil
War, ed. by Thomas Healy and Jonathan Sawday (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990),
pp.59-74.
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earthly and heavenly ideas of monarchy.15 Instead, for writers like Milton, the

burden of apocalyptic refinement might fall upon the ‘nation’ itself: as Milton wrote

in Areopagitica, ‘Why else was this Nation chos’n before any other, that out of her as

out of Sion should be proclam'd and sounded forth the first tidings and trumpet of

Reformation to all Europ.’16 For Milton and his fellow republicans, the burden of

reformation fell primarily on the shoulders of individual English subjects; it was not

induced by a rarified court aesthetic.

The drama of the 1590s did much to put on stage versions of ‘essential’

Englishness, but simultaneously suggested ways in which their metaphorical vehicles

might deconstruct and diverge. The phrase ‘true born Englishman’ occurs in Act I

scene iii of Shakespeare’s Richard II, composed probably around 1595 and published

in 1597.17 In this scene, Richard banishes Bolingbroke and Mowbray, the Duke of

Norfolk, out of England. The three primary speakers in this scene formulate

contrasting views of how ‘English’ identity is authenticated. For Mowbray, the

marker is his native language, and he worries about losing his essential identity in

exile:

The Language I haue learn’d these forty yeares
(My natiue English) now I must forgo,
And now my tongues use is to me no more,
Then an unstringed Vyall, or a Harpe,
Or like a cunning Instrument cas’d up,
Or being open, put into his hands
That knowes no touch to tune the harmony.
(I.iii. TLN 452-458)

15 See Blair Worden, Literature and Politics in Cromwellian England: John Milton, Andrew Marvell,
Marchamont Nedham (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007).
16 John Milton, Areopagitica; A Speech of Mr. John Milton for the Liberty of Vnlicens’d Printing, to
the Parlament of England (London: [s.n.], 1644), Wing M2092, sig.E1r.
17 William Shakespeare, The Tragedie of King Richard the Second As It Hath Beene Publikely Acted
by the Right Honourable the Lorde Chamberlaine his Seruants (London: Valentine Simmes for
Andrew Wise, 1597).
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Mowbray’s words here echo Psalm 137, the famous lament sung by the people of

Israelites in exile by the waters of Babylon.18 Englishness is metaphorically defined

in terms of Israel, God’s chosen people. Mowbray is an astute political operator, and

is appealing here to Richard’s own elevated sense of his kingship as the earthly

analogue to God’s Kingdom of Heaven. Richard insists on the analogy and essential

interpenetration of the two forms as he imposes a sacred oath on Mowbray and

Bolingbroke:

Sweare by the duty that you owe to heauen
(Our part therein we banish with your selues)
To keepe the Oath that we administer:
(I.ii TLN 473-5)

The Oath, never to converse again with one another, or to plot against Richard,

conflates duty owed to heaven with duty owed to ‘us, our State, our Subjects, or our

Land’ (TLN 483). Mowbray, concerned to prove himself Richard’s true subject and

no traitor, accepts the terms thus laid down: ‘And I from heauen banish’d, as from

hence’ (TLN 496).

But Mowbray, intent on demonstrating his loyalty to the king, leaves

unexplored a potential dissonance in the comparison of English exiles to exiled

Israelites: who constitutes the tyrannous monarch, Babylonian or Egyptian, by whose

hand such exiles were enforced? Bolingbroke’s response to Richard refuses to

accept the elision of God and Monarch proposed by Richard:

Then Englands ground farewell: sweet soil adieu,
My Mother, and my Nurse, which beares me yet:
Where ere I wander, boast of this I can,
Though banish’d, yet a true-borne Englishman (I.iii. TLN 570-3).

18 Hannibal Hamlin, ‘Psalm Culture in the English Renaissance: Readings of Psalm 137 by
Shakespeare, Spenser, Milton and Others’ Renaissance Quarterly 55 (2002), 224-57, p.246.
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Bolingbroke’s words are spoken out of Richard’s hearing -- the king by this point has

left the stage. This speech sets up the land itself, motherly and nurturing, as the

source of Bolingbroke’s native identity, not the king. Indeed, in this scene

alternative loci of loyalty continually sound a countermelody to Richard’s assertions.

Bolingbroke’s declaration of himself as ‘Harry of Herford, Lancaster and Derbie’

(TLN 332) sets up a localist identity that the Herald attempts to contain within

permissible court formulae: ‘Harry of Herford, Lancaster, and Derbie / Stands here

for God, his Soueraigne, and himself’ (TLN 401-2).

Bolingbroke’s political identity cannot continue to contain all three terms --

God, Monarch, himself. Himself, yes; God, with some difficulty -- he hopes in due

course to embark on a Pilgrimage to Jerusalem, an aspiration that is ironically

realised in his eventual burial in the Jerusalem chamber of Westminster Abbey. But

as this scene shows, King Richard is no longer the keystone of his political identity.

Indeed, the presence of his father, John of Gaunt, in this scene complicates any

potential expression of Richard’s kingship as ‘fatherly’: Gaunt complains to Richard:

‘You urg’d me as a Judge, but I had rather / You woud haue bid me argue like a

Father’ (TLN 530-1). Bolingbroke’s patriotism cannot be effectively conscribed by

the king’s heavenly analogue: there are too many other conflicting pressures.

As is well known, Richard II became notorious as the play supposedly staged

by followers of the Earl of Essex on the eve of Essex’s rising. Paul Hammer has

recently argued that this event might have suggested not a positive model of revolt,

but rather, a cautionary tale of what should not happen.19 This may be true: but

19 Paul Hammer, ‘Shakespeare’s Richard II, the Play of 7 February 1601 and the Essex Rising,’ SQ
59(1) (2008), 1-35.
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subsequent events showed that the play, and its staging, had become difficult to read,

as likely to be seen as proof of rebellious intent as of underlying loyalty. This very

issue -- how might patriotic identity be constructed and publicly represented -- is

staged precisely in the play itself. Essex’s followers were playing with fireworks.

The play’s subsequent publishing history suggests a continuing complicated

relationship between literature, representation and politics. A popular printed text in

the late 1590s -- it appeared twice in 1598 -- it was reprinted in 1608 ‘with new

additions of the parliament sceane, and the deposing of King Richard’, potentially

subversive material that remained in the quarto edition of 1615, the folio version, and

a 1634 quarto. In all the quarto editions, this provocative advertisement of the ‘new

additions’ was placed prominently on the title page. And as time went on, the

implications of these additions grew more politically pointed.

Throughout the seventeenth century, the complicated relationship between

‘English’ and ‘British’ identities further helped to generate a sense of difference as

an inherent aspect of national identity. This remains an issue within the United

Kingdom even today, but was an urgent problem for Englishmen living in the early

modern period, when ethnicity might determine political allegiance. Daniel Defoe’s

Satire ‘The True Born Englishman’ (1701) poured scorn on the idea that any such

thing as a ‘true-born English’ might exist:20

A True-Born Englishman of Norman Race?
A Turkish Horse can show more History,
To prove his Well-descended Family.
Conquest, as by the Moderns, ‘tis exprest,
May give a Title to the Lands possest:
But that the Longest Sword shou’d be so Civil,
To make a Frenchman English, that’s the Devil.

20 Daniel Defoe, ‘The True-Born Englishman’ in Poems on Affairs of State: Augustan Satirical Verse,
1660-1714, ed. by George DeF. Lord (ed), 7 vols. (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1963-75),
vol. 6, pp.259-309.
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These are the Heroes that despise the Dutch,
And rail at new-come Foreigners so much;
Forgetting that themselves are all deriv’d
From the most Scoundrel Race that ever liv’d,
A horrid Croud of Rambling Thieves and Drones,
Who ransack’d Kingdoms and dispeopled Towns.
The Pict and Painted Briton, Treach’rous Scot,
By Hunger, Theft, and Rapine, hither brought:
Norwegian Pirates, Buccaneering Danes,
Whose Red-hair’d Off-spring ev’ry where remains:
Who join’d with Norman French, compound the Breed
From whence your True-Born Englishmen proceed.
(lines 171-189).

John Kerrigan uses this poem in Archipelagic Identities to illustrate how the

contradictions of various forms of British identity continued to shape political

identities. As I have demonstrated, the phrase ‘True-Born Englishmen’ had its origin

in Shakespeare’s writing of the 1590s. Defoe, writing a century later, explicitly

recognises that national identities were to some extent fictional constructions: indeed,

speculates Kerrigan, ‘webs of evasion and denial’ that defined both oppositional,

Jacobite identity in the period, and which were also ‘indispensable to the art of

fiction.’21 The idea of Englishness -- in all its aspects, both native, and estranging --

operated in the early modern period as the most powerful metaphor of all, generating

a literature that continues to provide readers with insights into the imaginative

processes whereby our individual and collective identities are constructed. Native

identity is constructed by our journeys out on metaphorical barks, and experienced as

a succession of estrangements before we return home to our freshly imagined selves

and leave the theatre, or close the book.

21 John Kerrigan, Archipelagic English, p.345-7.
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